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So there's this pathological lying sociopath out there named Andy
Esquivel, owner of a scam website called "Xtagged.com," who's been duping people out
of thousands of dollars pretending he's a legitimate investment and claiming he's about
to get bought out by Google for "a billion dollars." One of his duped investors posted a
message about him on my prototype UtahRocker.com website and this moron has been
threatening me ever since. Because seems obsessed with threatening to sue everybody
from City Weekly on down, I thought I'd create a thread to call him out. My mother (who
has a soft spot for con artists) fell in with this guy a few years ago, so I knew about him
from several years back. He tried to talk himself into some sort of "partnership" with me
and this website, but since he's so obviously full of crap I just stopped taking his calls.
Since this thread is 50 pages long, I've summarized the major points below:
Update: On July 19th, 2011, the Davis County Prosecutor's office formally
charged Andres 'Andy' Esquivel with one 2nd degree and two 3rd degree
felony counts of securities fraud for the activities described in this thread! A
$10,000 felony warrant was issued for his arrest. If convicted, Esquivel faces
up to 25 years in prison. Here's a copy of the case file:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/111701135.pdf
Update: Andy Esquivel's arraignment is scheduled for November 22nd, 2011
in Farmington's 2nd District Court. He expected to plead "Guilty!"
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $5,000 from an investor named Ryion Butcher
document #1
document #2
document #3
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $50,000 from an investor named Allan Brady
and his mother
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $8,000 from an investor named Kyle Kluff
document #1
Lies specifically told to scam victim Kyle Cluff in order to secure his
investment (quoted form recent testimony):
Donald Trump is buying xtagged, and he called [Andy] and
[Andy] put him on speaker phone so [Andy's] family could
hear and celebrate.
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24 hour fitness is endorsing xtagged and we would be on the
Biggest loser.
Geico is endorsing xtagged.
We need to sell all these Nike stickers so Nike will endorse
xtagged.
The attorney general of Colorado is going to endorse xtagged
and take it to Obama.
Colorado University professors wanted to use xtagged with
the grant money they got.
P 90X is going to pay you to use xtagged and if I helped you
get in shape [Andy] were going to split it with me which
would of came out to $30,000.
We got paid millions of dollars from real estate companies to
use xtagged for selling their homes.
Myspace wanted to by xtagged for 5 million dollars.
The DMV was going to use our system.
Americas most wanted was endorsing us.
[Andy was] going to be on Oprah in just 6 more months.
We were going to have a super bowl commercial for 2009 for
Budweiser.
[Andy was] in the middle of brokering a deal with Budweiser
for your amazing "trademarked" commercial.
[Andy] told me multiple times, "Kyle, it's done we sold
xtagged, your officially a millionaire."
We were supposed to be on 10 different news stations, (many
of which were fox news, and not the regional ones but nation
wide fox news.) but [Andy] didn't want the site to crash
because of being over viewed, so [Andy] postponed the
interview.
[Scam victims will] get [their] buy out in just one month.
All of [Andy's] companies, (xtagged, car cover, BTP, the sushi
shop) were under the same company name and I owned 3 %
of each.
[Andy] had a Google executive fly out to Utah, just to meet
[Andy] and talk about xtagged.
[Andy] owned www.yourplates.com and was using it as a trial
version of xtagged.
That xtagged had facial recognition and that [Andy] have
meet with many FBI agents who loved xtagged.
That xtagged was going to be on shark tank the t.v show.
That the stocks everyone bought were going to go public of
June, 2008 and they would open no lower than $30 a share,
and will quickly rise above the price of Google stock.
[Andy's] ex-lawyer and Allen had a deal to sell Xtagged for 30
million dollars, but the buyers were all about the money so
[Andy] didn't sell.
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $5,000 from an investor named Stephen R.
Klemark, III
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $2,000 from an investor named Chris
Engelbrecht
document #1
Truth: Andy Esquivel conned $1,500 from an investor named Robert
truth: Andy Esquivel conned $2,500 from an investor named Shar Jenkins
and used it to pay back the $2,500 he conned from Logan Laws
note: this constitutes running a 'ponzi scheme' across state
lines according to the Utah Department of Securities.
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Truth: Andy Esquivel is the defendant in three pending civil lawsuits in
Davis County, Utah
Truth: Andy Esquivel is the defendant in a pending harassment case in
American Fork, Utah (#10AF05790) for which an arrest warrant has been
issued
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the Securities and
Exchange Commission
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the Federal Trade
Commission (#26458904)
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the city of Bountiful
(#2010-2789, #2010-3136, #2010-3137)...update: this is not felony state
fraud case #111701135
Truth: Andy Esquivel was convicted in 2004 of felony weapons charges
involving drugs:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/usa-vs-esquivel.zip
Lie: MySpace offered $100 Million to buy MySpaceTagged.com
truth - Myspace almost sued Andy over MySpaceTagged.com
Lie: Xtagged authenticates users license plate numbers
truth - Xtagged.com doesn't have a connection to any public
databases and therefore cannot authenticate anything
Lie: Xtagged uses face recognition software to authenticate users
truth - there is no face recognition software in Xtagged
Lie: Xtagged is sponsored by iSafe.org
truth - iSafe.org is considering legal action against Xtagged
Lie: Xtagged is trademarked
truth - Andy never finished filing a trademark on the Xtagged
name or logo [click here]
Lie: Wiser Electronic Cigarette Inc. bought out Wiser LLC [link]
truth - a business entity search with the Colorado Secretary of
State reveals that "Wiser Electronic Cigarette, Inc." does not
exist [link]
truth - a business entity search with the Colorado Secretary of
State reveals that "Wiser LLC" does not exist [link]
Lie: Andy Esquivel sold Xtagged for millions and bought houses in Florida,
Nevada and Colorado
Truth - Andy Esquivel is broke and lives with his mother
Lie: On August 25th, Wiser Technology released their Wiser Car Cover.
Andy posted a picture of it being tested at 75 mph in New Mexico
Truth - the photo Andy posted was actually of a 2012 Hyundai
Veloster undergoing road tests in the mid west. The car,
which has not yet been released, was disguised by black
wraps. Many other photos of similarly disguised Velosters are
posted across the web, including YouTube videos. Andy
spotted one, took a picture of it, and labeled it "Wiser Car
Cover" in an attempt to fool people into believing he had a
product.
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Lie: Andy Esquivel partnered with Nike and licensed their logo to merge
with Xtagged
truth - Nike is considering legal action against Andy Esquivel
for trademark infringement
Lie: Andy Esquivel partnered with Geico and licensed their logo to merge
with Xtagged
truth - Geico is considering legal action against Andy Esquivel
for trademark infringement
Lie: KarmaCause.org is a website affiliated with KarmaCurrency.com.au
truth - KarmaCause.org is a domain that used to redirect to
KarmaCurrency.com.au without their knowledge
Lie: KarmaCause.org and Xtagged helped a homeless family in Denver, as
reported by their testimonial on Xtagged.com [link]
truth - the entire story is a sham, the photos stolen and the
license plate of the alleged homeless family helped by Andy's
charity is fake [link]
Lie: Xtagged is worth millions of dollars
truth - Xtagged has six (6) users and is therefore worth about
$6 bucks.
Lie: Google was considering buying Xtagged for $1 Billion dollars
truth - the M&A department at Google has never heard of
Xtagged and wouldn't consider buying it if they had
Lie: Stephen R. Klemark bought Xtagged for $24.5 million
truth - Stephen R. Klemark doesn't have $24.5 Million
Lie: Stephen R. Klemark bought Xtagged for $2.4 million
truth - Stephen R. Klemark doesn't have $2.4 million
Lie: Xtagged got bought for $50 million
truth - nobody is stupid enough to buy Xtagged for $50 million
Lie: This message board thread has cost Xtagged $175k or $300k or $2.5m
or $12m or $15m (depending on the day of the week) in lost potential
investments
truth - nobody in their right mind would invest any amount of
money into Xtagged
truth - Any company considering investing in Xtagged would
do their homework first and discover everything we've posted
here (including the fact that none of the companies
mentioned legally exist) on their own
truth - It has been noted that pathalogical liars can never
remember the lies they've told, which is why Andy's numbers
always change with time
Lie: Andy Esquivel got financial backing for Xtagged form some company at
CES in Las Vegas
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truth - Andy Esquivel never went to CES and nobody there
would have given him the time of day if he had
Lie: Andy Esquivel is developing an energy drink called Buzz/Wiser where
50% of the profits will go to MADD
truth - MADD is suing Andy Esquivel over this claim
truth - there is no energy drink
truth - New Belgium Brewing Company is about to sue Andy
Esquivel and Stephen R. Klemark, III for using their logo to
promote this fake energy drink
Lie: Andy Esquivel is working on a deal with a stadium
truth - there is no deal with any stadium
Lie: Buzz/Wiser Feel Better is a new version of the Buzz/Wiser drink family
that cures hangovers
truth - Andy spoofed a drink called Security Feel Better
manufactured out of Miami Florida, stole all their graphics,
and pretended it was his. The owner of the real drink is taking
legal action.
Lie: Andy Esquivel filmed his infamous Mariah Carey video in front of a big
screen TV owned by one of his business partners
truth - Andy Esquivel filmed the Mariah Carey video in front of
a wall in his mother's living room using a laptop projector
borrowed from friends
Lie: Buzz/Wiser contains a secret ingredient that cures hangovers
truth - there is no Buzz/Wiser
Lie: Buzz/Wiser has shipped 1 Million units
truth - there is no Buzz/Wiser
Lie: Buzz/Wiser is a non-alcoholic energy drink
truth - there is no Buzz/Wiser
truth - published mock-ups photos of the proposed energy
drink currently being displayed on the Buzz/Wiser website
include the text "alcohol content 5.4%" around the upper lip
of the can
Lie: Buzz & Wiser is being 'considered' for a Superbowl commercial
truth - the only 'consideration' you need to get a Superbowl
commercial is a few million dollars in cash and a good media
firm
truth - there is no 'Buzz & Wiser'
Lie: Xtagged has a reality show which aired in July of 2008 [link]
truth - there is no reality show, never was, never will be...
Lie: Xtagged will be featured in an upcoming episode of "The Family Guy"
truth - no it will not
Lie: Xtagged will have a cameo in the upcoming Pixar movie "Cars II" (link)
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truth - no it will not
Lie: The Denver Police Department has endorsed Wiser Technology's "No
Phone Zone" application
truth - a spokesperson for the Denver Police Department
expressly states that the department does not endorse
products of any kind
truth - Steve Klemark, who works for the department as a low
level clerk, was the subject of an internal affairs investigation
and subsequent disciplinary action for using the name of the
department to promote his various schemes.
Lie: Aspen St. Inn in Colorado has partnered with Wiser E-Cigarette to offer
an e-cigarette in every room. Their phone number is (720) 732-7786
truth - representatives of the Aspen Street Inn in Colorado
have never even heard of e-cigarettes and the phone number
above for Andy's mother, not the inn.
Lie: Andy staged a HUGE infomercial to launch his Wiser E-Cigarette on July
4th
truth - since Andy still hasn't posted the video from this
amazing television event, we can only assume that it never
happened.
Lie: "Gary the Bus Driver" was on hand for the infomercial and posted this
blog describing the event
"Gary the Bus Driver" is actually Andy pretending to be
someone who actually thinks his various fictitious products are
real. This was revealed in a recent YouTube video posted by
Andy in which he surfs Google while still logged in as Gary the
Bus Driver (he apparently didn't realize the login cookie from
Blogger persists when you switch to Google.com).
Lie: Xtagged has an iPhone app that will start your car for you
truth - Andy bought a remote starter and filmed himself
starting a car with it after touching the screen of his
iPhone...pretending the iPhone started the car
Lie: Xtagged software is bundled with the Samsung Instinct
truth - Samsung knows nothing about Xtagged, would not
bundle this software if it did, and decided not to sue Andy
over these claims because they considered the damage
caused by his amateur YouTube video minimal
Lie: Buzz/Wiser is working on a Superbowl commercial
truth - there is no Superbowl commercial
Lie: Xtagged is buying Rebecca Dunn a house in Colorado
truth - Andy can't even afford to buy himself a house in
Colorado
Lie: I'm leaving my job to go work for Andy Esquivel at Xtagged
truth - no amount of money in this world is worth going to jail
because I worked with Andy Esquivel at Xtagged
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Lie: Andy Esquivel owns a printing company
truth - Andy Esquivel doesn't own any legitimate businesses
Lie: Xtagged has a line of jewelry
truth - Andy Esquivel bought one ring with the Xtagged logo
on it...this does not constitute a 'line'
Lie: Ryion was fired from Xtagged because he embezzled funds
truth - Ryion turned against Xtagged when he found out Andy
was a fraud
Lie: Someone inside City Weekly deleted Andy Esquivel's blog posts on
CityWeekly.net because they're against Xtagged
truth - nobody at City Weekly gives a damn about Andy
Esquivel or Xtagged
Lie: 50% of Xtagged profits go to fix healthcare
truth - Andy Esquivel voted for Obama and that's the extent of
his contribution to healthcare
Lie: The Buzz/Wiser energy drink ships with pills that help women detect
sexual drugs in their drinks
truth - there is no Buzz/Wiser energy drink and no such
"magic pill" to detect Rohypnol, GHB, or any other such
"sexual" drug.
Lie: Xtagged is patented
truth - Andy Esquivel started a patent application, but never
finished it
Lie: Andy Esquivel developed and patented Blue-tooth profiler
truth - there is no blue-tooth profiler and no patent for it
Lie: I somehow hacked Rebecca Dunn's AOL email and sent Viagra ads to
all her contacts
truth - Rebecca Dunn obviously downloaded a virus.
Lie: Xtagged LLC has numerous investors
truth - there is no Xtagged LLC
Lie: Andy has developed a blue-tooth enabled micro-chip that goes on the
tip of an e-cigarette the broadcasts nicotine intake
truth - Andy couldn't develop a microchip if his life depended
on it.
Lie: Andy has developed a pair of 1080p, high definition, 3D sunglasses
that, when connected to a Wii styled gyroscopic cell phone, can take you
on a virtual tour of Solomon and Herod's temples in Jerusalem.
truth - besides being so outlandish as to stretch a sane
person's imagination, these products are absolute fantasy.
Lie: Andy Esquivel is marketing an e-cig to all the casino's in Las Vegas and
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all the nursing homes in Colorado
truth - Andy Esquivel could barely afford to buy the demo kits
for his e-cig
truth - no casino would give Andy Esquivel the time of day
truth - Andy Esquivel's mother works for a nursing home and
that's about the extent of his involvement with them
Lie: I'm just attacking Andy because I'm jealous he hired my mother at
Xtagged instead of me
truth - Andy has never paid my mother, so to say he "hired
her is a stretch
truth - I have a rewarding career working for one of the ten
largest corporations on Earth. Although mu mother offered me
a "job" at the non-existent company she claims to head and
that Andy pretends to own, I wasn't stupid enough to take her
seriously, much less accept.
Lie: Rebecca Dunn (my biological mother) is now CEO of Wiser Technology,
LLC
I actually am the legal owner of the rights to the name Wiser
technology, LLC in Colorado [link] and I wouldn't hire Rebecca
Dunn to wash dishes in the lunchroom!
Lie: Andy gave me a weekend job working at his nightclub "Playground" in
Park City
truth - Andy was not an owner of Playground. At most he was
a regular there who suckered the real owners into signing
papers trading 10% of their failing club for exclusive
distribution rights to Xtagged.com
truth - I only visited Playground twice while it was still in
business to take photos of Andy trying to impress people with
Xtagged.
truth - Andy didn't have the authority to hire anybody at
Playground, and I wouldn't have accepted a "weekend job"
there if he had
Lie: Andy Esquivel is suing City Weekly
truth - Andy Esquivel isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy Esquivel is suing me
truth - Andy Esquivel isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy Esquivel is suing Ryion
truth - Andy Esquivel isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy Esquivel is suing a police department in Utah somewhere for
harassment after they pulled him over in his Lamborghini and gave him
shit.
truth - Andy Esquivel isn't suing anybody
truth - Andy Esquivel doesn't own a Lamborghini
Lie: the Lamborghini incident was taped by a passenger int he back seat
truth - Lamborghini's don't have back seats
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Lie: Andy has developed a backpack-borne child cover that attaches to the
valve stem of a car, inflates using air in the car's tires and protects children
from freak hailstorms while walking home from school.
truth - this is probably the dumbest idea ever imagined
(imagine children running to attach their inflatable shelters to
the valve stems of random automobiles at the first sight of
hail while walking home form school). It's ridiculous even by
Andy standards and the odds of it being real are less than
zero!
Lie: Ryion and I are running from a federal court summons
truth - there is no federal summons because there is no
federal case because Andy and Steve never filed in federal
court.
truth - Actually Andy Esquivel is the one running from court
summons'. Several state entities and plaintiffs have been
trying to serve him with papers for years without success. He
remains in hiding.
truth - thew reason Andy cannot sue anybody is because if he
ever appeared in court, he would be arrested on several
outstanding warrants and served with court papers while in
custody.
Lie: I deleted posts on page four of this thread
truth - the posts are still there
Lie: Andy Esquivel owns two nightclubs
truth - Andy used to own part of a sushi shop and once
suckered the owners of a now bankrupt club in Park City into
signing over 10% of their club in exchange for a percentage in
"Xtagged", but that's it. Today, Andy couldn't afford two golf
clubs.
Lie: I sent emails to Andy's 14 year old son calling Andy a scam
truth - Andy cc'd his son on a series of threatening emails sent
to Ryion and I. When his son complained, Andy sent his son
threatening emails and later claimed that the threats were
really sent by Ryion and I impersonating him.
Lie: Andy's son's school decided not to allow kids to use Xtagged.com when
they saw blogs posted by Ryion Butcher claiming it was a scam
truth - Andy showed up at his son's school one day and
started handing out Xtagged.com stickers to the children
attending there. The principal caught Andy and demanded
that he leave school grounds immediately! He also told Andy
that if he ever showed up on school grounds again, the school
would notify the police.
Lie: Ryion and I are impersonating various officials, including lawyers and
police officers who are trying to contact Andy
truth - all the officials trying to reach Andy to discuss his
various criminal activities are real
Lie: I've made it so that nobody can reply to this thread anymore
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truth - this thread is fourty pages long and although anybody
can reply to it, it's become a dead horse. The only person who
can't get access to this thread to reply to it is Andy Esquivel,
who I banned and IP blocked form this site after he began
spamming this message board in violation of our acceptable
use policies.
Lie: Andy Esquivel was willing to buy PartyUtah.com for $150,000 but I
asked Steve Klemark to buy the website for that amount instead of buying
Xtagged for millions.
truth - Andy Esquivel called me out of the blue in late 2009
and asked if I'd be willing to sell PartyUtah.com and for how
much. I replied "...sure, for $150,000," which was $100k more
than I thought the site was worth at the time and $150k more
than I knew Andy had. Ever since then, Andy has perpetuated
the myth that PartyUtah.com is for sale and that I'm asking
him, Steve, or some other mythical creature for $150k. The
fact is, PartyUtah.com isn't for sale...period! If it was for sale,
Andy Esquivel is the last person on Earth I'd consider selling
the site to at any price. Steve Klemark did tell me in early
2010 that he thought Xtagged.com was worth $1,000 because
he saw it on Google (at which point I told him he was an idiot
and that the site wasn't worth fifty bucks), but that's the
extent of our conversation.
Lie: Andy Esquivel has a private investigator named Zed
truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: Stephen R. Klemark hired a private investigator named Zed
truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: a company that was about to buy Andy out hired a private investigator
named Zed
truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: Zed is working on a huge expose on me that will be in all the papers
using information he got from an ex-girlfriend of mine
truth - there is no Zed, if there is then he isn't a private
investigator, and the only information he has on me is the shit
he got by talking to my mentally incompetent mother
Note: Andy subsequently admitted via email that "Zed" was a
fictional character created by Steve Klemark to prove some
sort of point.
Lie: Andy Esquivel's private investigator's real name is Zeb, not Zed
truth - Andy Esquivel mis-spelled the name of his fictitious
private investigator in an email to me and has since
pretended I got the name wrong to cover his ass
Andy Esquivel's various websites have ton of traffic...they're in fact visited
by tens of thousands of people per month.
Andy is unfortunately a technology illiterate and is unaware
that a "request" is meaningless in web analytics. When he see
a report that reads "48,000 requests," he thinks that means
48,000 'people' visited his website. In fact, one load of Andy's
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WiserTechnology.com homepage includes 52 unique server
requests for different page elements. His true traffic is
probably closer to 1,000 page views per month, a significant
proportion of which are undoubtedly generated by search
engine spiders and bots.
Andy Esquivel is being followed by a legitimate documentary film-maker
who will chronicle his story
Truth: Andy is being followed around by a convicted felon
names Ronald Dean Kelsay who's criminal record includes the
following charges (case numbers and dates provided for
reference):
1990F73 - 01/12/1990 - Theft
Theft Twice Or More W In 6 Mons
1st Degree Crim Tres
Conspiracy
1990CR147 - 02/07/1990 - Theft
Theft 2x Or More W\in 6mo
1st Deg Criminal Trespass
Conspiracy
2003M3974 - 11/12/2003 - Criminal Mischief
Criminal Mischief-under $100
2004T1214 - 02/26/2004 - DUI
2005CR1585 - 09/12/2005 - Criminal Mischief
Criminal Mischief-$500-$15,000
Criminal Mischief-$500-$15,000
Criminal Mischief-$100-$500
2006CR1040 - 07/17/2006 - Burglary
Burglary 2-of Dwelling (2)
Harassment-strike/shove/kick
Menacing Felony
Trespass 1-dwelling
Criminal Mischief-$100-$500
Lie: Andy Esquivel is a genius and a good person. He is "Rich of life and
Family."
truth - Andy Esquivel is not a good person. He is a sociopathic,
pathological lying con-artist with a criminal record and
multiple fraud charges pending against him. He has conned
dozens of investors out of tens of thousands of dollars and
preys on the ignorant and feeble minded.
truth - Andy Esquivel is not a genius. He is an uneducated
idiot with a vivid imagination and the 'gift of gab' (when he's
not strung-out on methamphetamines). He suffers from
multiple delusions, including that he is a gifted inventor,
wealthy philanthropist, and a wealthy businessman who is
perpetually under attack from evil antagonists of every shape
who want nothing more than to stop him from saving the
world.
truth - Andy is not rich of family. He has five children by three
different women, all of whom were under-aged minors when
he got them pregnant (qualifying him for statutory rape
charges). He has over the years been the subject of several
domestic violence investigations including an arrest in Provo,
Utah (court record #162999), and the 2003 incident which led
to his arrest on federal weapons charges (see link below).
truth - Andy is not rich of life. He hasn't had a legitimate job
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in years and his criminal record includes felony conviction for
burglary from 1988 (Burglary case file #1 and case file #2).
He currently lives in hiding with his mother in Lakewood
Colorado along with his undocumented worked girlfriend who
he got pregnant when she was 17 and their two children. He
survives on charity and the proceeds from his various scams.
Any has never paid child support for his 1st and 2nd children
(for which he now owes $13,800, computed based on
minimum wage because Andy has never worked). Andy's third
child (by a 17 year old girl who's parents almost pressed rape
charges against Andy) was named Jayden and was adopted
by his foster parents after Andy voluntarily gave up his
parental rights to the child.
Here's a link to the story about the adoption of Andy's third
child: http://findarticles.com/p/articles/m...9/ai_n15852998
Related links:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/usa-vs-esquivel.zip
(Andy's 2004 conviction on federal weapons charges and documentation of repeated
drug use)
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/88...1-burglary.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/88...-burglary2.pdf
(Andy's burglary case files)
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/04...esticabuse.pdf
(2004 domestic abuse case)
http://www.skunkmedia.com/091800357-case.pdf
(Disorderly conduct bench warrant in Bountiful)
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/101101231-harassment.pdf
(harassment case)
http://xoutscams.ning.com/
(The Truth about Xtagged)
http://scam.com/showthread.php?t=131863
(The WiserTechnology.com thread on Scam.com)
Here are a few videos which clearly illustrate what a nutcase Andy Esquivel
really is!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eu1bqWatPaA
(Andy puts stickers on a Samsung Instinct box and pretends Xtagged is bundled with
Sprint)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFtkLp8s5yI
(Andy demonstrates tire deflating car cover on a toy Mustang)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_4a2wZX3qM
(Andy tries to explain his new Karma Cause water scam)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z60TSG810Ac
(Andy demonstrate magic drink can)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bdEAKw0piQ
(all the e-cig suppliers in China are after Andy)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyTZJVVDsdc
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(Andy's new XooPlay "sex app" inspired by the swingers he met at the Playground in
Park City)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOv-rVstvYk
(Steve Klemark unsuccessfully tries to rebut this entire thread on camera)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6rBufESt94
(Andy reveals his new spokesman, "Wiserman")
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMulqbcS2y4
(Andy introduces magic nail polish along with Wiser Technologies' entry into the tablet
space, the Wiser Pad!)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU5m53lcXTE
(Andy shows off fraudulent documents which he claims demonstrate the damage this
thread has done to his ongoing scams and threatens to sue)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyWveg0Uz-U
(Andy Esquivel and Steve Klemark answer the age old question; "how many morons
does it take to reply to a message board thread?")
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JxTMZXsols
(Andy demonstrated his sex app again)
The famous Mariah Carey video can be seen here: http://skunkmedia.com
/mariah.html
(Update: Andy deleted the Buzzwiser frog video because it was too
embarrassing!)
(Update: Andy deleted the video in which he claimed to fix healthcare
because it was too embarrassing!)
(Update: Andy deleted the video which he claimed showed me deleting posts
because it was too embarrassing!)
(Update: Andy deleted the video which he claimed he proved that I convinced
Ryion to start blogging because it was too embarrassing!) Attachment 3685
Attachment 3686

Fail to Think

02-23-2010, 06:50 PM

This was a pretty good laugh.
lol

Butcher

02-23-2010, 07:18 PM

Xtagged.com is a scam! I was scammed out of five thousand bucks. This Andy of
Xtagged is full of shit and lies I can't wait to see him behind bars. He's trying to say he
sold Xtagged but all he's done is registered it under a guy named steve, But he is still
barking out the orders and owns most of xtagged. The people that he scamed are
starting to haunt his punk ass!! So stay away from xtagged.com!!
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02-24-2010, 02:33 PM

What the heck is xtagged?

02-24-2010, 04:42 PM

A.D

I don't know whatthis shit is, but back in the day me and my friends would all play week
long games of hide and seek and when you found someone you had to tag them by
making them take a pill, in the mouth was worth 1 point, holding it under there tongue
was 2, booty bumps were 5.

dacumen

02-24-2010, 04:44 PM

It's a breakthrough in social media whereby users take photos of their license plates to
prevent them from committing identity theft...nevermind that half the profiles have
plates doctored in Photoshop and you can buy a fake license plate from the DMV for $10.
Anyway, it's this (apparently) HUGE website that was (allegedly) sold recently for
(reportedly) between $50 million and $1 Billion dollars to a guy named Steve in Denver
(Steve of course knows nothing about this). The funds from that sale are going to (a) fix
healthcare and (b) fund an energy drink venture called BUZZwiser that has the magical
property of allowing you to drink as much alcohol as you want the night before and still
wake up without a hangover.
...all this from the same snake oil salesman who brought you the Bluetooth profiler, a
(supposedly) patented technology the CDC (reportedly) wanted to buy that broadcast
any STDs a person had to everybody in a club the minute they walked in the door.
Apparently the last 1% of this website (or at least the company that owns it) has been
sold to at least a half dozen people (as young as 16) for amounts ranging from a few
hundred to a few thousand dollars. There are one or two SEC lawyers who are interested
in inviting the proprietor of this (scam) website to spend a few dozen weekends at a
federal minimum security 'resort.'

A.D

02-24-2010, 04:47 PM
^^I Lollled. Your reply was much better then mine.

dacumen
Quote:

02-24-2010, 05:56 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by A.D
^^I Lollled. Your reply was much better then mine.

What makes it even funnier is it's literally all TRUE!
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Here's a 100% real, Xtagged plate that wasn't created in Photoshop! What a way to
make the Interwebs safer. :-)
Attachment 2813

Lil Meat

02-25-2010, 10:12 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
The people that he scamed are starting to haunt his punk ass!! So stay away
from xtagged.com!!

If he's been doing this for a while, why HASN'T anybody gotten rid of him? He has to
have scammed at least one person who is willing to kill him.

dacumen

02-25-2010, 11:29 AM

Andy left the state, so now it's up to the SEC to chase him down.

dacumen

02-25-2010, 07:09 PM

Dudes, I just got this HILARIOUS email from Andy! Re-posting in it's entirety without
edits or corrections so you guys can see what a dork he is:
Quote:

Ok Mr. Whitee you want to blog bull shit just like your fake name and your
wife lets see what she nows about u Mr. Acumen ha Mr. Acumen zed has been
hired to blog the truth about your life all about your life not lies, Like you and
ryion, stupid i already got paid moron its over its sold and your stupid
template sites will never sell there copys oh mom becky calling me since i got
her room and you left her homeless. dont call me call the wabalance you
crybaby dont answer back whitee it dont get here and dean did not fire your
mom thats why her trunews is on front again of xtagged and your mom has
never said nothing bad about you i dont know why but when we ran check on
you and your name was fake i new there would be more so watch for blogs
your famous now, i couldnt belive the story about well watch for blogs your
are not worth my time and i will be answering you to soon with what i know
about you followed by proof of course you know what you ryion dont have
because its all lies what u guys say but now that i have time since i just retired
with the deal i got soon i will blog back to you myself just i am having to much
fun right now, I love haters! Oh p.s dean liked your mom so much he gave her
part of xtagged. So dont ruin that for her daryl Acumen. Lol
WTF? My favorite is all the "whitee" remarks. I love this guy! He's more entertaining
than LOST!
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nUbbz

02-25-2010, 07:19 PM

wow that gave me the worst headache!

DJrain

02-25-2010, 09:37 PM

The face of xtagged.com!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Attachment(s)

Attachment 2819
This is Andy!( click on image) This looks like the cover of a cheap porn
flick. I love how Andy makes it sound like he sold Xtagged, and now hes living the good
life. Doesen't he look like an honest man, this guy would never scam anyone lol!! Andy I
can't wait till you bring free health care to everyone your so noble!!:thumbs:

dacumen

02-26-2010, 07:44 AM

I love that photo, especially the Nike Swoosh on the Mustang.
I mean seriously, first it's Steve, then it's Dean, now it's Zed... Whenever Andy get's
called on his bullshit, he puts some other paper doll out in front to deflect the criticism!
I used to get all these emails from "Steve" and when I finally called him to say 'what the
fuck,' I find out he NEVER SENT me any emails, they were all just Andy.
All these rumors fly around about my mother; that she's moving to Denver, that Andy
and Steve are buying her a house, that's she's been made CEO of Xtagged, that she's
recommended that Andy put me on the board of one of his bullshit charities, that I'm
leaving my post as the Manager of Worldwide Search Analytics for the 9th largest
corporation in America to join Xtagged, that she's reprimanded Steve for sending me
shitty emails, that she's been fired by Steve because I'm talking shit.... Oddly when I
finally spoke to Steve, he'd never even HEARD of my mother...or me for that matter.
Last year I started getting all these calls from Andy talking about how he wouldn't sell
Xtagged for anything less than A BILLION DOLLARS and that Google and Microsoft were
interested (three years ago it was MySpace, which Andy apparently didn't know had
recently been acquired by Newscorp)...then it was a $50 million dollar deal with some
HUGE, unknown company...then he was talking to my former boss (who not only has
never heard of him, but was rather put off that I even KNOW somebody this shifty)
about investing, then FINALLY it's STEVE!!! Only thing is, when I talked to Steve he said
the only deals he was aware of were a real-estate investor in Vegas and some shady
character Andy was talking to that even HE didn't believe was real. NOW it's DEAN who's
in charge and after Steve fired my mother because of Ryion's blog posts on one of my
websites, now Dean has re-hired her and the evidence is a link to my mom's blog on the
Xtagged homepage.
Personally I'd like to know what happened to BUZZwiser, Bluetooth Profiler and the
Bathroom-Buddy? Also that cool Samsung Instinct from Sprint with Xtagged license plate
recognition software built in, I've been looking for that too. Those were all cool ideas I
was looking forward to using in my daily life! What ever happened to those?
Give me a break!
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NuQ

02-26-2010, 09:02 AM
So, Wait... let me get this straight. The idea behind xtagged.com is to be another social
networking site, where your identity is "validated" by a picture of your license plate?
that... is fucking stupid.

dacumen
Quote:

02-26-2010, 01:33 PM

3 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by NuQ
So, Wait... let me get this straight. The idea behind xtagged.com is to be
another social networking site, where your identity is "validated" by a picture
of your license plate? that... is fucking stupid.

Yea, but the site isn't even the stupidest venture he's got going. BUZZwiser is even
MORE idiotic!!! Have you seen the frog video? Its got Andy as a frog promoting an
energy drink that cures hangovers. Here are the plates for the new multi-billion dollar
venture!
Attachment 2821 Attachment 2822 Attachment 2823
And of course these are real license plates. They absolutely were NOT created with Corel
Draw!
...I mean, who falls for this stuff?

nUbbz

02-26-2010, 02:49 PM

^ i dont get this xtagged stuff.. am i slow or something? lol

dacumen

02-26-2010, 02:53 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by nUbbz
^ i dont get this xtagged stuff.. am i slow or something? lol

...from the tone of your last post, you get it perfectly!

NuQ

02-26-2010, 08:23 PM
Uh huh... And i'm guessing he's already obtained the rights to use "The annoying thing"
and it's likeness from the respective copyright owners? (you know, the ones who sued
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youtube.)
This guy sounds awesome. I wonder... does he by chance have a bridge in brooklyn that
he's looking to sell?

dacumen

02-27-2010, 09:35 AM

Yes, and he's DEFINITELY obtained the rights to the Nike swoosh and the Geico logo and
of course Myspace, Facebook, and Twitter. I know for a FACT that he didn't get
permission to spoof the eBay name for eBayTAGGED.com. eBay sent me an email
indicating that they have no affiliation with eBayTAGGED.com and they seemed kind-of
annoyed about the whole business.
Last week (as a courtesy) I sent Steve Klemecka text with the name and number of the
SEC lawyer handling the case against Andy. I got the following email in reply from Zed, a
"Private Investigator" retained by Xtagged to pursue me.
Quote:
Mr. Acumen
Andy told you about your Name. This is to inform you that I was hired by Mr.
Klemeck and the new owners of xtagged to find out how many investors
xtagged had prior to its acquisition. I would like to inform you that everything
you and Ryion are saying is a lie. I would like to caution you that you are
walking on a fine line sir and giving false information is a crime within itself. I
am emailing you because I was in the office with Steve when your text came
though. I must advise you that you are not dealing with kids here. We will call
the number that you have provided. I am certain that if there is any truth to your
message, SEC will want to review what I have put together over the last three
months. Andy did not have hundreds of investors and you sure have been
fueling this. To sum this up, if you are real and if you want to protect every
ones money, you will see that we will call the number that you have provided.
Mr. klemeck does not want you emailing or texting anymore to his organization
nor dean or Andy. To do so will be considered harassment; so thank you for
the S.E.C. bulletin. We will take it from here and I highly recommend that you
and Ryion study up on your lies and be prepared to back them up!
Thank you and have a nice day.
P.S. These emails have been recorded as evidence.
-Private Investigator / Co-owner Xtagged
ZeDster@ www.Xtagged.com (GOTINFO)

-Private Investigator
ZeDster@ www.Xtagged.com (GOTINFO)

DJrain

02-28-2010, 07:08 PM
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Wow! So Andy was able to scam a private investigator......Now thats funny shit, This guy
must really suck at his job or he would be able to see right through this shit, What a
dumb ass!!:D

02-28-2010, 08:13 PM

Jerchio

Hey folks, I have had some interactions with Andy and there is no doubt in my mind that
he is a con artist. And he seems really really high all the time. That guy must have some
great drugs.

dacumen

03-01-2010, 08:30 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by DJrain
Wow! So Andy was able to scam a private investigator......Now thats funny
shit, This guy must really suck at his job or he would be able to see right
through this shit, What a dumb ass!!:D

Dude, Zed can't be a private investigator. He's too stupid! For example: he seems to be
insinuating that my name isn't really "Daryl Antoine Tremeyne Acumen". I've heard this
now from Andy and it's hinted at in Zed's email.
Now granted (a) my parents did have my name legally changed when I was ONE and (b)
I had it legally changed again when I was 18, but if this jackass had half a brain and
more than $20 for research, he would have by now come across DMV records from three
states, tax records, bank statements, credit reports, court documents, social security and
passport documents, etc. that all say my name is indeed Daryl Antoine Tremeyne
Acumen. Frankly I wish there WASN'T so much documentation publicly available about
my name! It's just evidence that I drive too fast, sometimes park illegally and haven't
always pay my bills on time.
So Andy has this moron POSTURING like he's got "dirt" on me (probably based on some
casual conversation he got third hand from my mother), when in fact all he's succeeding
in doing is making himself look like a complete idiot and make me wonder if he got his
"P.I." license by mail-order. I wonder if he knows that it's a crime Colorado to
impersonate a licensed private investigator.
Oh, check this out: When I was talking to Steve back in the day he told me Xtagged is
worth about $1,000 because he saw it on Google! Anyway, I thought I'd try that out
myself because being a professional Internet business analyst, I couldn't comprehend
how someone could use Google to put a pricetag on their online business (aside from
maybe CPM and remnant inventory assumptions applied to PageView data taken from
their Google Analytics install, which I ruled out because Steve didn't even know what his
PageViews were).
ANYWAY, while I was searching, I found the site Steve was looking at. It's
WebsiteOutlook.com and they do indeed say Xtagged.com is worth $946. What's FUNNY
is that I found another website called X-TAGGED.COM that WebsiteOutlook.com
estimated to be worth $4,600.
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(...drum-roll please)
X-TAGGED.COM is a PORN SEARCH ENGINE!!!

Danny

03-01-2010, 09:44 AM

This is all pretty funny to me. I used to be acquainted one of the guys involved in
myspacetagged.com a couple years back and he was a complete lying cheating asshole.
He would come back from the bar after a big nose candy binge saying that someone
offered them $500,000 in one dollar bills for the site but they turned it down. He would
also say that he was a Romanian prince that had been exiled from his own country or
some stupid shit like that... right. He would ALWAYS be making unsubstantial legal
threats at people and never following through with any of them for some odd reason.
This Andy guy seems like he's just as bad.

dacumen

03-01-2010, 11:18 AM

These people are such comedy! I guess Steve or Andy or Zed or Shawn or Elmo has
finally noticed that almost half of the links that show up on a page one Google search for
Xtagged.com are blogs pointing out that it's a scam. To combat this trend, they made
this post on the Fox 13 blog:
Quote:

Xtagged is a great site i use it with faith andy already showed us proof that
ryan was the one who tried to screw all of us over by imbezzlement of the
company if i were you andy i would press charges on ryan we all know why
ryan got fired he dont know what hes doing to himself. i got your email about
not to talk him down so i am not. but its his own fault people are pretending
to be him blogging. and congrats on the new las vegas deal shawn told me the
backing that xtagged just got from CES. its funny ryion warns about not to
invest you dont need investors and it says it right on your page. but i forgot its
not ryion whos blogging! well more traffic to ya
ROFLMFAO!!! These kids CRACK ME UP!!! WHO FALLS FOR THIS SHIT? So Andy sold
Xtagged to Steve, but he's still soliciting investors at the Consumer Electronics Show in
Las Vegas? And what exactly does Xtagged have to do with Consumer Electronics? Oh
yea, I forgot: the bluetooth profiler finger-print recognizing car starter plugin with license
plate recognition software for the iPhone that comes bundled with the Samsung Instinct
from Sprint!
I swear, these guys are better than a reality TV show! Keep it up, Andy. THIS is what
keeps me going between episodes of LOST.

ThomKat

03-01-2010, 06:31 PM

I LOL'd balls,
but that sucks man.
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NightLife

03-02-2010, 11:59 AM

I went to the xtagged site, What a fucking mess! And this xtagged guy is king of photo
shop. He's made up half those accounts!! Xtagged.com is going nowhere.:2cents:

dacumen

03-02-2010, 12:37 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NightLife
I went to the xtagged site, What a fucking mess! And this xtagged guy is king
of photo shop. He's made up half those accounts!! Xtagged.com is going
nowhere.:2cents:

Actually he uses Core Draw because he can't afford Photoshop. Check the file names of
the license plate images. It's pretty sad.

ripcord

03-04-2010, 07:29 AM

Why would anyone sign up on Xtagged? I could create a better site in ten minutes. I
have a Question? Is it really that easy to scam people? If it is I'm going to start my own
lame ass web site and start making me some money.

MRDDD

03-04-2010, 07:40 PM

LOL LOL LOL thats funny? or is it! No this is Funny go to http://www.xtagged.com
/search_details_now.asp?id=781 or you can go to www.Xtagged.com and search
MRDDD

MRDDD

03-04-2010, 08:00 PM

The video with steve ,andy And the girl will be back up soon! AT
http://www.xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=781

MRDDD

03-04-2010, 08:01 PM

MR.DDD Is coming to Town! http://www.xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=781

MRDDD

03-04-2010, 08:06 PM
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you are stupid his email is utxpatrol and we are video taping this to see if blogs are
erased will see and his phone number is at xtagged xpatrol portal no one running but
your mouth mrDDD did you guys now that daral acumen is not his real name

03-05-2010, 12:46 AM

A.D
This thread now sucks

*jacks off in thread, splooges on previous 4 posts*

ahhhh, much better.

dacumen

03-05-2010, 07:29 AM

Quote:

you are stupid his email is utxpatrol and we are video taping this to see if
blogs are erased will see and his phone number is at xtagged xpatrol portal no
one running but your mouth mrDDD did you guys now that daral acumen is
not his real name
I also got this email from Andy last night:
Quote:

Subject: "I got you now."
I got some shit on you from youR old girl friend and i know your wife dont
know about this, glass house dick head you live in one and now your going
down, Watch video your pass in coming to haunt you. I didnt want to sell
xtagged but now That its done bitch bring it cuz thats what you are is a fake
named bitch i have been waiting for this, i dont need to bait you here i am and
all my time is just for you Mr Acumen What a joke you are and i am going to
slam down your glass house slam
...See what I'm talking about? The guy has absolutely no brain. The worst part is, he
actually takes himself seriously. It's not even funny at this point, it's just sad. Here the
guy is with a federal case pending against him and he's still shooting his mouth off like
he's on stage drunk at the Oscars.
I'm not going to delete your posts and neither did City Weekly (because frankly they just
don't care). I want people to read your posts so they can see just how dumb you are.
For the record: my name is spelled DARYL ACUMEN, not "daral acumen"
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Lil Meat

03-05-2010, 08:15 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MRDDD
you are stupid his email is utxpatrol and we are video taping this to see if
blogs are erased will see and his phone number is at xtagged xpatrol portal no
one running but your mouth mrDDD did you guys now that daral acumen is
not his real name

You write worse than a third grader. Your posts don't make sense, b/c you obviously
have no comprehension of punctuation or sentence structure. Your writing tells most of
us that you're an idiot who has no idea what he's talking about.

ThugNasty

03-05-2010, 08:55 AM

yeah i totally agree with kc like he is making no sense whatsoever gawd
totally wtf

dacumen

03-05-2010, 10:18 AM

I just got this email from Andy:
Quote:

Subject: "Dude you are stupid we just video you erasing my blogs on video"
Yes you are mental your mom said it and then you dad you fuck i am with
steve and xtagged people they just watched you erase blogs and its on video
your done Your done your done call me i will answer i just was waitng for my
check to clear now i have nothing to do with xtagged i am going to destroy
you liar liar liar feel that it comi?g
...this guy seriously has to be on drugs.

03-05-2010, 10:26 AM

A.D

I'm so confused, I'm not even sure if he's talking shit, I think he might be having a
seizure.

Lil Meat

03-05-2010, 10:47 AM

Hahah He has video of you erasing blogs? Was he was recording over your shoulder as
you did it? Anybody can take a web page, save a copy of it offline, modify it look like
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blogs were erased, then record themselves doing a before and after using the offline
pages. There's no other way to video record blogs being erased than showing a before
and after. Too bad he's too dumb to realize the server would have record of any such
activity.

dacumen

03-05-2010, 11:30 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Hahah He has video of you erasing blogs? Was he was recording over your
shoulder as you did it? Anybody can take a web page, save a copy of it offline,
modify it look like blogs were erased, then record themselves doing a before
and after using the offline pages. There's no other way to video record blogs
being erased than showing a before and after. Too bad he's too dumb to
realize the server would have record of any such activity.

Seriously, why would I erase one of Andy's posts? I want the world to see what an idiot
he is and the only way to do that is to encourage him to post as often as possible. I
WANT people to go to that blog link he posted, because it's a perfect snapshot of his
mental state. I even want people to read the emails he sends me because they reveal
so much about his mind. ...All this to let people know to stay as far away from Andy
Esquivel and Xtagged as possible to avoid being scammed. Real people have lost real
money following this jackass, and I want to warn as many people as possible before he
scams anybody else.
Keep talking Andy. All you're doing is helping me discredit you in front of the world and
helping me make sure that you never scam anybody in Utah ever again!

Mintberry Crunch

03-05-2010, 12:49 PM

Where's the idiot with the license plate as his avatar? I want him to post more :lmao:

Mintberry Crunch

03-05-2010, 01:01 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I also got this email from Andy last night:
...See what I'm talking about? The guy has absolutely no brain. The worst part
is, he actually takes himself seriously. It's not even funny at this point, it's just
sad. Here the guy is with a federal case pending against him and he's still
shooting his mouth off like he's on stage drunk at the Oscars.
I'm not going to delete your posts and neither did City Weekly (because
frankly they just don't care). I want people to read your posts so they can see
just how dumb you are.
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For the record: my name is spelled DARYL ACUMEN, not "daral acumen"

No wonder they think you aren't real lol.
This is the worst argument ever. It boils down to this: WE AREN'T RIPPING PEOPLE OFF
AND SCAMMING PEOPLE BECAUSE YOU HAVE A FAKE NAME.
lol

03-05-2010, 01:09 PM

META4

LOL went to the site as well, it's almost like some little junior high girls made a burn
book into a website and cut out Daryl's picture and drew mustaches on it in attempt at
revenge.
/jesusfacepalm

Mintberry Crunch

03-05-2010, 01:33 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MRDDD
The video with steve ,andy And the girl will be back up soon! AT
http://www.xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=781

If you were really making millions of dollars from your websites, or whatever it is you
claim, your website wouldn't look so utterly childish

dacumen

03-05-2010, 02:52 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
No wonder they think you aren't real lol.
This is the worst argument ever. It boils down to this: WE AREN'T RIPPING
PEOPLE OFF AND SCAMMING PEOPLE BECAUSE YOU HAVE A FAKE NAME.

If my name really WAS fake, it would almost rise to the level of first-grader logic. The
really stupid part is my name ISN'T fake, so it's like WTF? That's like saying to Obama, "I
oppose healthcare reform because you didn't really get elected President!"

Lil Meat

03-05-2010, 03:07 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by MRDDD
did you guys now that daral acumen is not his real name

Oh yeah? My real name's not KC Meat. SURPRISE!! Who fucking cares if his real name is
Daryl Acumen or not. I bet you're not really 8 years old, as your writing would lead one
to believe.

dacumen

03-05-2010, 03:15 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Oh yeah? My real name's not KC Meat. SURPRISE!! Who fucking cares if his
real name is Daryl Acumen or not. I bet you're not really 8 years old, as your
writing would lead one to believe.

Your name is KC Meat to me!:)

A.D

03-06-2010, 02:25 AM
Why don't you two just makeout already.

DJrain

03-07-2010, 04:38 PM

Xtagged, Sorry but you are a scam....And you really don't hide it well. The only people
you are scamming are people with no brains, and that are morons like you. It's funny
how people can fall for this shit. I could tell this guy was a fake ass bitch! Just from his
picture.

Butcher

03-07-2010, 09:19 PM

Guess what everyone? Andy is not Andy's real name!!!!!!!Andy's real name is Andre, So
he really is a scammer! It's funny how Andy is making such a big deal about your name
Daryl, When he's useing a fake name himself. Andre is so f#@king retarded! It's also
funny that Andy thinks he's so funny he's the only one laughing at his own jokes, And
everyone is just laughing at him. Guess what everyone? Andy sill has not taken me to
court, I'm still waiting!

dacumen

03-08-2010, 07:59 AM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Andy sill has not taken me to court, I'm still waiting!

Don't hold your breath Butcher. Andy won't be taking anybody to civil court until he first
defends himself in FEDERAL court against the fraud charges pending against him by the
Securities and Exchange Commission. He's not stupid enough to waste his money on a
lawyer chasing make-believe charges against you (or Me or City Weekly or the Wicked
Witch of the West) when he needs a REAL lawyer to keep him out of jail. Andy may be
an idiot, but I believe he and Steve (and it looks like Zed) have a well developed sense
of self preservation. For example, I haven't heard much from the latter since I sent him
the name and phone number of the SEC Attorney prosecuting the case against Xtagged.
...Reality stings!

03-08-2010, 11:51 AM

Opaz
Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Oh yeah? My real name's not KC Meat. SURPRISE!! Who fucking cares if his
real name is Daryl Acumen or not. I bet you're not really 8 years old, as your
writing would lead one to believe.

You've been... lying to me.... all these years? *tear*

03-08-2010, 01:39 PM

ripcord

Hey! I'm feeling left out, Hey Andy can you start threating me, and create a site bashing
me next, and I want to get some fucking stupid emails from you too.... Could you please
include me in on the lawsuite as well. :DLOL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Mintberry Crunch

03-08-2010, 01:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
Hey! I'm feeling left out, Hey Andy can you start threating me, and create a
site bashing me next, and I want to get some fucking stupid emails from you
too.... Could you please include me in on the lawsuite as well.
:DLOL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

:lmao:
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I'm not involved in anyway, but if it's what all the cool kids are doing sign me up too!

Tyrone Biggums

03-08-2010, 03:49 PM

That guys is fuckin priceless, I hope he doesnt talk like he writes.

Mintberry Crunch

03-08-2010, 04:03 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Munfy!
That guys is fuckin priceless, I hope he doesnt talk like he writes.

I wonder if he sounds like a pissed of Telly Tubby

03-08-2010, 04:40 PM

META4

I would guess he sounds like a Down syndrome Beto's worker who was just fired and
informed that no one ever took him seriously.

dacumen
I love this one:

03-09-2010, 08:51 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Family Guy (the TV Show) will be featuring Xtagged this season!
Here's the proof lifted directly from the Xtagged website.
Attachment 2910
Rumor has it that the eagerly anticipated sequel to the movie "CARS" will feature
Xtagged as well!

Mintberry Crunch

03-09-2010, 09:53 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I love this one:
Family Guy (the TV Show) will be featuring Xtagged this season! Here's the
proof lifted directly from the Xtagged website.
Attachment 2910
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Rumor has it that the eagerly anticipated sequel to the movie "CARS" will
feature Xtagged as well!

awful. Just awful. Why don't they just give up already?

dacumen

03-14-2010, 07:17 PM

Xtagged.com Reality Show!!! (...in case any of you missed it)
Quote:

Attention stardom-bound talent! MyspaceTagged™ & YouTubeTagged™ will
be hosting the XTagged™ Reality Show which is expected to begin airing July
4th, 2008. @ www.parkcityplayground.com
The MyspaceTagged™ Reality Show will give talent (airtime, internet
exposure, ect.) to show the world, and talent seeking agents, what you are
made of. This will provide talent bearing individuals with a chance to be
highlighted in an event that will gain massive exposure by those seeking
talent.
To apply for the MyspaceTagged™ Reality Show, send an e-mail to
ANDY@XTAGGED.COM and include a picture of yourself, a picture of the
MyspaceTagged™ sticker on your car, and a paragraph stating the talent you
have to offer the world and why you should appear on the MyspaceTagged™
Reality Show.
Get Tagged, Get Noticed, Get Famous.
Or call 801-638-9557 ANDY
http://www.xtagged.com/reality.asp

DJrain

03-14-2010, 10:05 PM

That's my favorite show, I watch it every week.......... I never miss. I think its up for all
kinds of awards? LOL!!!!!:thumbs:

old girl

03-15-2010, 07:22 AM

Daryl you haven't changed at all and the std you gave me you shit i loved telling zed
about it, and i hope these guys slam you on your face and thanks to zed i will be calling
your scank of a wife remember that word asshole
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old girl

03-15-2010, 07:25 AM

& don't worry i heard about you deleting blogs this will be all over internet soon;(

03-15-2010, 09:23 AM

META4
Quote:

Originally Posted by old girl
Daryl you haven't changed at all and the std you gave me you shit i loved
telling zed about it, and i hope these guys slam you on your face and thanks to
zed i will be calling your scank of a wife remember that word asshole

Quote:

Originally Posted by old girl
& don't worry i heard about you deleting blogs this will be all over internet
soon;(

http://img685.imageshack.us/img685/6466/failboat.jpg

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 10:14 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by old girl
Daryl you haven't changed at all and the std you gave me you shit i loved
telling zed about it, and i hope these guys slam you on your face and thanks to
zed i will be calling your scank of a wife remember that word asshole

How the fuck do you mess up spelling a word like skank?
Seriously?
Is this the pissed off Telly Tubby typing from a different name?

Tyrone Biggums

03-15-2010, 10:23 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by kylermonson44
http://img685.imageshack.us/img685/6466/failboat.jpg
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Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
How the fuck do you mess up spelling a word like skank?
Seriously?
Is this the pissed off Telly Tubby typing from a different name?

You are both scanks!

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 10:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Munfy!
You are both scanks!

dude... I'm scanking so hard right now. Thanks for calling me a scank. hhwhore.

dacumen

03-15-2010, 10:47 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
Is this the pissed off Telly Tubby typing from a different name?

LOL @ "pissed off Telly Tubby"
"old girl" = 67.176.19.7 = c-67-176-19-7.hsd1.co.comcast.net = Colorado
...um, I've never dated anybody in Colorado so I'm going to go out on a limb here and
say yea, that's Andy again. I'll give him credit though; at least he was smart enough to
register under a different email address (BeMan@yahoo.com).
Quote:

Originally Posted by old girl
...this will be all over internet soon;(

Hint Andy, this shit IS all over the internet. Last time I checked, this thread was one of
the top results when you search for "Xtagged.com" on Google.
CHEERS! :)
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META4

03-15-2010, 10:59 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by Munfy!
You are both scanks!

Scank Life!

dacumen

03-15-2010, 11:23 AM

In the following video, Andy proves that he's an idiot who can't tell the difference
between pages one and four of a message board thread.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoDWkS9-46Q
Note to Andy: Your posts are too HILARIOUS to delete!!!

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 11:25 AM

At least they spelled your name correctly?

03-15-2010, 11:28 AM

Butcher

Andy or I mean old girl! You are so retarded everyone knows it's you Andy. I thought you
were 100% verifiable, What ever happend to that! You are so lame.

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 11:28 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
In the following video, Andy proves that he's an idiot who can't tell the
difference between pages one and four of a message board thread.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoDWkS9-46Q
Note to Andy: Your posts are too HILARIOUS to delete!!!

I tried to watch it... I made it 1 minute into and stopped caring lol

Tyrone Biggums

03-15-2010, 11:34 AM
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He proves nothing...What a fuckin idiot. How can he show that in court when it goes off
camera to a different time. He deleted them after he went off camera and went to a
later time, this guy is a fucking genius! HE'S GOT YOU NOW! HE'S GOT YOU GOOD!

dacumen

03-15-2010, 11:45 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Munfy!
He proves nothing...What a fuckin idiot. How can he show that in court when it
goes off camera to a different time. He deleted them after he went off camera
and went to a later time, this guy is a fucking genius! HE'S GOT YOU NOW!
HE'S GOT YOU GOOD!

Actually it's even worse than that: His posts are on page 4 of this thread. If you look
closely you'll notice that to prove I deleted posts, he shows you page 1. I think he's
dyslexic.
Andy, if I were you I'd stop threatening to sue City Weekly. I think you're hilarious, but
John Saltas and Jim Rizzi don't have my sense of humor.

Tyrone Biggums

03-15-2010, 11:47 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Actually it's even worse than that: His posts are on page 4 of the thread. If
you look closely you'll notice that to prove I deleted posts, he shows you page
1. I think he's dyslexic.

:lmao: that is fucking awesome!

ndscrub

03-15-2010, 03:14 PM

This Xtagged guy is so fucking stupid!!!!! How does he even make it through the day?

ripcord

03-15-2010, 03:26 PM

Everyone is getting sued................What are we GOING TO DO!!!!!!Andy is coming for us
all.:eek:

dacumen

03-15-2010, 04:02 PM
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OMG, we're all DOOOOOOOMED!!!
I changed the title of this thread to make Andy feel better. ;)

03-15-2010, 04:13 PM

RS4
wow
lol

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 04:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
OMG, we're all DOOOOOOOMED!!!
I changed the title of this thread to make Andy feel better. ;)

and another :lmao:
win!

03-15-2010, 04:15 PM

RS4
slamming down your glass house

dacumen

03-15-2010, 04:45 PM

Whoa is me! If I'd only known it was illegal to delete those posts on page four of this
thread, I never would have... uh... (confused pause here while I think of something to
regret doing, ...or not doing? ...or ...FUCK!!!)

Opaz

03-15-2010, 05:08 PM

This is some effin lulz. I am in love.

Opaz

03-15-2010, 05:10 PM

You should give out that IP address to the BBB or whatever its called. :)
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03-15-2010, 05:15 PM

Been living most my life livin' in a scank-y paradise.

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 05:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
You should give out that IP address to the BBB or whatever its called. :)

Better Business Bureau?
Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
Been living most my life livin' in a scank-y paradise.

you're so scanky, I love it.

dacumen

03-15-2010, 05:19 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
You should give out that IP address to the BBB or whatever its called. :)

What's the point? What's the BBB going to do to him that the SEC isn't already lined up
for? Andy's looking at some serious jail time as it is. I think that's punishment enough.
...God I wish I could find some more funny Andy videos. I've gone to the 25th page of
Google search results on "Xtagged" looking for some and all I keep running into is hard
core porn videos.

Mintberry Crunch

03-15-2010, 05:23 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
What's the point? What's the BBB going to do to him that the SEC isn't already
lined up for? Andy's looking at some serious jail time as it is. I think that's
punishment enough.

to be honest, the BBB won't do a single thing. They might keep track of the complaints
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on their website but that's it. They have no real authority to do anything. Maybe the
Attorney General would be better, but still, doubt they would do much.

Opaz

03-15-2010, 05:31 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
Better Business Bureau?
you're so scanky, I love it.

Yeah, but I meant the SEC.
Thanks, I try to be scanky.
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
What's the point? What's the BBB going to do to him that the SEC isn't already
lined up for? Andy's looking at some serious jail time as it is. I think that's
punishment enough.
...God I wish I could find some more funny Andy videos. I've gone to the 25th
page of Google search results on "Xtagged" looking for some and all I keep
running into is hard core porn videos.

I meant the SEC or whatever.
LOL Porn!!!!
Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
to be honest, the BBB won't do a single thing. They might keep track of the
complaints on their website but that's it. They have no real authority to do
anything. Maybe the Attorney General would be better, but still, doubt they
would do much.

Vagina?
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03-15-2010, 05:32 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
LOL Porn!!!!
Vagina?

scanky vagina porn.

03-15-2010, 05:55 PM

META4

Wow, that video is just more proof of how god damn stupid these guys are. Xtagged,
have fun paying for the lawyer that wont get you shit! If you guys had more intellect
than a loaf of bread, you would realize that there is absolutely NOTHING you can do.

dacumen

03-15-2010, 06:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by kylermonson44
Wow, that video is just more proof of how god damn stupid these guys are.
Xtagged, have fun paying for the lawyer that wont get you shit! If you guys
had more intellect than a loaf of bread, you would realize that there is
absolutely NOTHING you can do.

That's an insult to Bread!
...besides he's too busy suing City Weekly, right Andy?

El Bato Local

03-15-2010, 06:20 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MRDDD
blah blah blah

scank
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03-15-2010, 10:48 PM

douchebags gone wild!

dacumen

03-16-2010, 10:53 AM

Hey Andy, what ever happened to BUZZWISER? We need more reasons to poke fun at
you. PLEASE post more about this amazing new energy drink you're creating with the
millions you got from the sale of Xtagged! I for one am RIVETED!!!
Quote:

Originally Posted by Andy Esquivel
BUZZ/WISER, A TASTE OF KARMA! IN EVERY CAN! Don't you just hate it
when you get so tanked at an award show you forget you might actually win
one and have to walk on stage and give an acceptance speech? If only Mariah
would have buzzed wiser... Well, here's her chance! Introducing the upcoming
revolutionary energy drink called Buzz/Wiser (get it?)! This drink will actually
sober you up and help you recover from a hang over! There is also a
detachable bottom which turns into a game that can be used on your next
drunken adventure, whether it be at the People's Choice Awards or at a house
party! In the spirit of everyone helping prevent drunk driving, 50% OF
BUZZ/WISER WILL BE DONATED TO M.A.D.D & FREE TAXI CAB SERVICE!
The more you buy Buzz/Wiser, the more free taxi cabs will be available to take
drunk people home from the bars. To find out more information, go to:
WWW.BUZZ-WISER.COM COMING SOON REMEMBER TO BUZZ/WISER
DURING THIS NEW YEAR!!! *50% of the profits from Buzz/Wiser will be
donated to a free taxi cab service and M.A.D.D.. Funding for the taxi service
will be dispersed according to the regional sales numbers from Buzz/Wiser.
For example, if Denver purchased 8% of total national Buzz/Wiser sales, then
Denver would receive 8% of the 50% donation. THX WWW.XTAGGED.COM!
This Portal is under constuction! watch video below or contact us at
COBUZWISR@XTAGGED.COM or COBUZWISR@GMAIL.COM
BUZZANDWISER

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0nB76wZXrY

On a related note, the back side of all PartyUtah.com / UtahRaves.com business cards do
in fact carry a coupon for discounted rides home provided by My Sober Guy. If you're too
buzzed to drive, call (801) 359-7433 and they'll take you AND YOUR CAR home safely! If
you can't remember that number because you're too drunk, get a card from the
PartyUtah.com or UtahRaves.com photographer at your next event and call the number
on the back. No bullshit; be SAFE!!!
http://mysoberguy.com/index.html
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ripcord

03-16-2010, 07:49 PM

I'M so drunk and scanky right now............Must get BUZWISER........Before its to late!

03-16-2010, 08:50 PM

RS4
I guess I imagined him looking different than this....
Attachment 2932
So far my laughs for today are,

at one point in his health care video it sounds like he says he's going to award positions
w/the company to people that have won "Pulitzer Surprises"
which is totally lol, and then on his site it talks about how
"Blue tag for men, pink tag for women, and tags with equality sign for Gay
communities."
So gay persons are neither a man or a woman, but something completely different
Andy?
... I also really enjoy when he posts as someone else, pretending to be someone who is
commenting on another one of these "well known blogs" he has just released to the
masses
No one talks the way he does when he's pretending to be another supporter of his scam,
he's constantly writing smting like... "andy I know how you said in your blog that I
shouldn't say this, but I'm going to anyway"
Really though, this shit is uber lol.

03-17-2010, 11:00 AM

Lil Meat

Maybe he has multiple personalities brought on by too many nights of being up on coke?
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psyonix

Last
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03-17-2010, 11:38 AM

Dude, doe this guy live in BOUNTIFUL? I was just looking at the website, because I
finally got curious what xtagged was all about. Then I saw this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aA6NqSd71U
THAT car was always parked at a house off center street between 2nd & 3rd west
(IIRC), and I always passed it any time I headed towards main from where I lived (which
was just a couple blocks away). I always thought Xtagged was some ricer/racer clique or
something, but I never payed it any mind. Not even when i saw this thread, but THAT
CAR, oh man.

Mintberry Crunch

03-17-2010, 11:45 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
Dude, doe this guy live in BOUNTIFUL? I was just looking at the website,
because I finally got curious what xtagged was all about. Then I saw this
video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aA6NqSd71U
THAT car was always parked at a house off center street between 2nd & 3rd
west (IIRC), and I always passed it any time I headed towards main from
where I lived (which was just a couple blocks away). I always thought Xtagged
was some ricer/racer clique or something, but I never payed it any mind. Not
even when i saw this thread, but THAT CAR, oh man.

You were impressed right? lol ;)

psyonix

03-17-2010, 11:50 AM

No, not really. So he says google's gonna buy him out, but his site's only worth $949
USD. By contrast, our own Tactical Assault Studios website is worth $1197.20 USD and
we're not in the business of anything more than getting drunk and playing music. I
wonder if we can sell out to google too?
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03-17-2010, 12:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
Dude, doe this guy live in BOUNTIFUL?

I think he did. Now of course he lives in Colorado because he owes so many people so
much money here in Utah. I know one promoter who said Andy got chased off by the
police after giving her a bad check for $850 for some event they were promoting
together. The model in the video above says she never got paid by Andy and he skipped
town after promising to pay her back for her work in "stock." He left a trail of bad debt
from here to Denver and never looked back (except to talk shit on this message board).
What a joke!
The car itself is a bit of a joke too because it's a STOCK Mustang with swing doors. One
of his old investors told me they used to stand on street-corners beside the car and try
to convince people to join Xtagged, but everybody would just poke fun and laugh at him
because he put swing doors on a Mustang with nothing even remotely special under the
hood.
Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
No, not really. So he says google's gonna buy him out, but his site's only worth
$949 USD. By contrast, our own Tactical Assault Studios website is worth
$1197.20 USD and we're not in the business of anything more than getting
drunk and playing music. I wonder if we can sell out to google too?

The funny part is the new supposed owner of Xtagged.com (Steve Klemack) actually
BELIEVES those ridiculous web valuations. I'm an Internet business analyst by trade and
traffic monetization is one of my practices, so you can imagine how utterly shocked I
was to hear this supposedly intelligent "investor" on the other end of my phone telling
me he checks Google every day to see what his site is valued at! What made me laugh
even harder was that X-Tagged.com (the porn search engine) is valued almost ten times
more!
I'm very familiar with Google's acquisition criteria and believe me, Xtagged.com wouldn't
get a return phone call from their M/A group. Neither would WE and we're 1,000 times
BIGGER than Xtagged!
Speaking of Google, I've been searching the web all morning for this goofy spoofed
mock-up can of the new BuzzWiser energy drink but I can't find it. I think Andy took it
down out of embarrassment. I wish I had it to post here cuz it was priceless! Andy, can
you please post that picture for us so we can have a few more laughs at your expense?
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Opaz

03-17-2010, 12:40 PM

lol UtahsDJs.com $1576.80
PartyUtah $4131.8 USD
Holy shit: UtahRaves.com $12709.30 USD

03-17-2010, 12:43 PM

psyonix

With all the resources available for fact-checking this sort of thing, you'd think savvy
investors would do some homework rather than just assume it's legit. I mean, just
LOOKING at the site you can tell it's not "google material". Like seriously, what in the
hell would they want it for? And spending billions? This ain't the next youtube, it's a
shitty website that is pretty unclear as to what it's purpose is at first.

03-17-2010, 12:44 PM

psyonix
Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
lol UtahsDJs.com $1576.80
PartyUtah $4131.8 USD
Holy shit: UtahRaves.com $12709.30 USD

Awesome.

dacumen

03-17-2010, 01:13 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
lol UtahsDJs.com $1576.80
PartyUtah $4131.8 USD
Holy shit: UtahRaves.com $12709.30 USD

GEEK MODE!!!
The website is "WebsiteOutlook.com"
Here are their assumptions:
1. UtahRaves.com does 5,226 pageviews per day (incorrect, we actually do
10,000 - 20,000 with spikes up to 30,000)
2. Average CPM (cost per thousand impressions) is $3.33 ($10CPM with a
66% vacancy rate is too low. I prefer vacancy assumption of 50%)
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3. Site value = two (2) years ad revenue
By their math, UtahRaves.com with actual data is worth $36,500 and PartyUtah.com is
worth $54,750 (including SLCBars.com). Total network value as we sit should be about
$91,250. Any takers? :eyebrows:
Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
With all the resources available for fact-checking this sort of thing, you'd think
savvy investors would do some homework rather than just assume it's legit. I
mean, just LOOKING at the site you can tell it's not "google material". Like
seriously, what in the hell would they want it for? And spending billions? This
ain't the next youtube, it's a shitty website that is pretty unclear as to what it's
purpose is at first.

When Andy said Google was interested in buying his site for $1 Billion, I politely pointed
out that my old company Omniture just sold to Adobe for $1.8 Billion...that's a market
leader with 1,400 employees, $350 million per year in revenue and hefty non-GAP profit
margins. Even if you believed all of Andy's hype, what company in their right mind would
value a rinky-dink, outdated, ugly site like Xtagged.com with a few dozen users at half
the value of an enterprise like Omniture? Newscorp bought MySpace a couple of years
ago (at it's peak) for $500 million...is Xtagged.com really worth twice as much as
MySpace?

psyonix

03-17-2010, 01:25 PM

That's the million (*ahem* billion) dollar question right there.

03-17-2010, 02:31 PM

Opaz

P.S. if you go to xtagged.com and search for XPATROL it had BOUNTIFUL UTAH as the
plane :P

dacumen

03-17-2010, 02:43 PM

Good detective work Cody!
...by the way, why do you have more rep power than I do? :mad:

03-17-2010, 02:45 PM

RS4
Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Maybe he has multiple personalities brought on by too many nights of being
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up on coke?

hahaa lols

Opaz

03-17-2010, 03:13 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
why do you have more rep power than I do? :mad:

Oh, lets see...I have 5954 more posts...
Each post can have unlimited rep points from whoever gives them to me (x rep point per
post per person where x is their rep power points).

Lil Meat

03-17-2010, 03:18 PM

Yea, the majority of my rep power is purely from my post count.

Mintberry Crunch

03-17-2010, 03:30 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Yea, the majority of my rep power is purely from my post count.

sadly not applicable to me.

dacumen

03-17-2010, 03:43 PM

Hmmm, are admins allowed to cheat? I think Heather used to do that all the time.
Shouldn't I get a point for every dollar I pay in hosting each month? :D

Opaz

03-17-2010, 03:50 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Hmmm, are admins allowed to cheat? I think Heather used to do that all the
time. Shouldn't I get a point for every dollar I pay in hosting each month? :D

Ohhh yeah, that was ridiculous. The maintenance tool has a button that fixes rep based
on what it is supposed to be and she would msg me minutes later asking what I did
(which I run all the time)

dacumen

03-17-2010, 03:53 PM

...so in other words, I CAN'T cheat? LOL

03-17-2010, 03:56 PM

Opaz
Do you give out rep at all?

Correction: I just looked it up. You don't even give out reputation points. lol I could just
hide yours.

Mintberry Crunch

03-17-2010, 03:57 PM

can I get mine back to -1000000000?

dacumen

03-17-2010, 04:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Opaz
Do you give out rep at all?
Correction: I just looked it up. You don't even give out reputation points. lol I
could just hide yours.

i didn't even notice reps until this thread. If you hide my meager rep will it make me look
cooler? I doubt anybody would believe I was an admin of this place with a rep like mine.
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Opaz

03-17-2010, 04:20 PM

That's why your name is purple instead of blue, gold or red.

dacumen

03-17-2010, 04:35 PM

Dammit Cody, it's embarrassing!!! Do something. :-(

Mintberry Crunch

03-17-2010, 04:52 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Dammit Cody, it's embarrassing!!! Do something. :-(

I did what I could
I repped you!

dacumen

03-17-2010, 04:53 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
I did what I could
I repped you!

Thank you Acrid. At least somebody cares. :-)

Mintberry Crunch

03-17-2010, 04:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Thank you Acrid. At least somebody cares. :-)

Cody can be so heartless sometimes

dacumen

03-17-2010, 05:06 PM
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Ok, back on topic: Hey Andy, where's that "BuzzWiser" energy drink can mock-up
photo? We all want to see it and have a few laughs at your expense!

Tyrone Biggums

03-17-2010, 06:54 PM

You're all a bunch of kunts & scanks!!!

03-17-2010, 07:03 PM

Butcher
Why is Andy the only one defending Xtagged.com?

03-17-2010, 10:20 PM

dacumen

I think it's mostly because nobody else cares about Xtagged.com. I mean seriously,
except for the people he's scammed, bounced checks to, or who've wasted their time
doing ridiculous commercials for this bozo without pay (...oh, and I almost forgot the
SEC), who really gives a shit about Xtagged? The only reason I pay so much attention to
it is because I don't have cable and watching Andy squeal is more entertaining than
watching last week's episode of Lost over and over again on iTunes.
Come on Andy, SQUEAL a little more for us. Where you at? Tell us all about that stupid
"BuzzWiser" energy drink of yours. Threaten to sue somebody with your super-secret
bluetooth profiling laser legal weapon. Come on,
SQUEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEEAL!!!

03-18-2010, 08:41 AM

DJrain

I think Andy had alot of imaginary friends growing up..............Some things never
change!

dacumen

03-18-2010, 08:54 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by DJrain
I think Andy had alot of imaginary friends growing up..............Some things
never change!

Funny, I've had the theme from "Men In Black" going through my head all morning. I
can't shake the idea that Andy is modeling this whole delusion off of that movie. "Zed"
the private investigator is ZED from the movie. Steve is Kay. Andy of course fancies
himself Will Smith. The Xtagged Swing-door Mustang is 'the car with the red button' in
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the movie. ...So that would make Ryion "the Bug" and I guess the SEC is the Arkillian
Battle Cruiser 'bout to blow up the planet!

Lil Meat

03-18-2010, 09:01 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
I did what I could
I repped you!

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Thank you Acrid. At least somebody cares. :-)

I'll rep you. The more rep points a person has, the more points their rep add to yours. ;)
Here's one from the second highest rep point holder. Maybe the leader, AD, will help out
as well. :D
Edit: You went from 9 to 10 after I repped...I did my part. :D

Mintberry Crunch

03-18-2010, 09:48 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Funny, I've had the theme from "Men In Black" going through my head all
morning. I can't shake the idea that Andy is modeling this whole delusion off
of that movie. "Zed" the private investigator is ZED from the movie. Steve is
Kay. Andy of course fancies himself Will Smith. The Xtagged Swing-door
Mustang is 'the car with the red button' in the movie. ...So that would make
Ryion "the Bug" and I guess the SEC is the Arkillian Battle Cruiser 'bout to blow
up the planet!

:lmao: so funny

dacumen

03-18-2010, 09:51 AM

Andy has had a busy week! These are his latest posts from the City Weekly blogs.
Quote:

Ok here we go, Acumen is not his real name if you all will go to xtagged And
check out NCTRUNEWS portal Daryl's MOM! look at the faces only difference
Daryl has two faces go to Xtagged and search MRDDD in this portal we are
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uploading video of Daryl deleting blogs! its on VIDEO so what we told him that
we had some complaints of blogs getting deleted at city weekly on video too
from utjocey and others now he is trying to use his other face and saying we
are going to sue city weekly John Saltas when i told him that we wanted to let
him know what MRDDD was doing Thats the truth just go watch video at
http://www.xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=743781
Quote:

LET ME PUT THAT IN BOLD WE HAVE DARYL ACUMEN ON VIDEO DELETING
BLOGS ON VIDEO! THE NEW OWNERS OF XTAGGED WITNESS THE WHOLE
THING AND YOUR MOM TOO KNOWS SO KEEP BLOGGING IT ONLY HELPS US
IN COURT! VIDEO WILL BE LOADED SOON AT http://www.xtagged.com
/search_details_now.asp?id=743781
Quote:

SORRY ANDY JUST GOT YOUR MESSAGE MONDAYS ARE EARLY FOR ME, I JUST
TRIED TO SIGN IN USING MY ACCOUNT, AND I TOLD YOU TO BE CAREFUL
WITH THIS SITE I HAVEN'T BLOGGED AGAIN SINCE MY BLOGS WERE
DELETED. I AM GLAD YOU GOT VIDEO ALSO. I ALSO WILL LET EVERYBODY
KNOW AT WORK TODAY ABOUT VIDEO I JUST WATCHED ANDY THERE'S
ABOUT 5,000 PEOPLE THAT ALREADY KNOW ABOUT MY VIDEO AT THE BASE.
I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE THERE REACTION WHEN THEY WATCH YOURS
WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/BLOGFRAUD
Quote:

P.S I SAW THE MRDDD PORTAL IT WAS GREAT YOU MADE YOUR POINT. AND
THE FRAUDBLOG CITY WEEKLY VIDEO I THINK YOU SHOULD TAKE IT DOWN
AND WAIT FOR COURT. LIKE ME I HAVEN'T POSTED MY VIDEO OF BLOGS
BEING DELETED I EVEN SAVED EMAILS I SENT TO CITY WEEKLY
COMPLAINING ABOUT IT AND NEVER GOT A REPLY! THE VIDEO FROM
UTAHROCKER.COM LEAVE IT I NEVER EVEN KNEW ABOUT IT UNTIL NOW AND
YOUR RIGHT ITS A CHEAP COPY OF CITY WEEKLYS BLOG SITE. I THINK
THAT'S WHY DARYL DONT MENTION IT ABOVE DID YOU NOTICE THAT
ABOVE I QUOTE "So at this point, Andy has threatened to sue John Saltas
(owner of City Weekly), Me (owner of PartyUtah.com)," WOW HE IS DIRTY.
THAT'S WHY I DON'T THINK THIS HAS TO DO WITH CITY WEEKLY SO SAVE
IT FOR COURT. REMOVE CITY WEEKLY VIDEO I WILL GIVE IT TO MY LAWYER
AND I WILL BE THERE IN COURT 100% I CROSS MY HEART, AND DON'T
ANSWER ANY MORE OF HIS BLOGS IGNORE HIM. I GOT EMAIL OF XTAGGED
OWNERS AND WHEN I SEEN THAT DARYL'S MOTHER IS CEO OF XTAGGED
WOW ANDY READ BETWEEN THE LINES HE WILL DESTROY HIMSELF AND
TELL MRS NCTRUNEWS HER BLOGS ARE VERY INSPIRING, I WILL EMAIL HER
ALSO. THIS WILL BE MY LAST BLOG HERE GOODBYE. IF YOU ALL DON'T
KNOW ABOUT MRDDD HERE IS LINK http://www.xtagged.com
/search_details_now.asp?id=743781
Quote:

My bad i agree i just looked at partyutah.com copy of napkinnights
utahrocker.com copy of city weekly blogs there all copy cat how sad daryl just
goes around stealing and i also can testify that he deleted blogs at utahraves
and i also got email that his mom is CEO of xtagged WTF. and no i haven't
been to nctrunews but i will soon i will be in court too, my brand is RBL390 at
xtagged i am on front page also and yes i have seen MRDDD portal at xtagged
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all i can say is SHAZAAM LOL and notice all blogger at daryls blog have fake
screen names there him i know it. everybody go see MRDDD at xtagged i
heard there changing it to a crash dummy so go see it before they do search
MRDDD at xtagged see who started MRDDD
All of these are from Andy pretending to be other people. In the last post, Andy pretends
to be some idiot named "John Steer" who is apparently unaware that I run Napkin Nights
Salt Lake City and that the UtahRocker.com prototype launched nearly two years before
the CityWeekly.net blog system.
Whatever! I never thought I'd see the day when the creator of MySpaceTagged.com,
TwitterTagged.com, FaceBookTagged.com, and the "BUZZ-WISER" energy drink would
accuse ME of being a 'copy-cat.'
Come on, squeal some more for us Andy. Tell us about your next bullshit venture. Come
pretend to be another one of your loyal disciples. Post up another one of those hilarious
videos where you make yourself look like a mindless jackass! Dazzle us with your
inarticulate, retarded, rambling psycho-babble void of sentence structure or punctuation.
SQUEAL for us Andy! Come on, ...SQUEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEEAL!!!

A.D

03-18-2010, 04:53 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
I'll rep you. The more rep points a person has, the more points their rep add to
yours. ;) Here's one from the second highest rep point holder. Maybe the
leader, AD, will help out as well. :D
Edit: You went from 9 to 10 after I repped...I did my part. :D

Hah I like having POWER!
I repped you Dac
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Funny, I've had the theme from "Men In Black" going through my head all
morning. I can't shake the idea that Andy is modeling this whole delusion off
of that movie. "Zed" the private investigator is ZED from the movie. Steve is
Kay. Andy of course fancies himself Will Smith. The Xtagged Swing-door
Mustang is 'the car with the red button' in the movie. ...So that would make
Ryion "the Bug" and I guess the SEC is the Arkillian Battle Cruiser 'bout to blow
up the planet!

haha this is awesome, can I be the Edgar suit?

dacumen

03-18-2010, 04:56 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by A.D
Hah I like having POWER!
I repped you Dac

I feel like a real board member now. Thanks. :-)

03-18-2010, 04:58 PM

RS4

Really though, he does an absolutely terrible job of pretending to be other people.
This guy is such suck.

03-18-2010, 05:06 PM

A.D
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I feel like a real board member now. Thanks. :-)

I'm glad to be part of welcoming you to your own site.

03-18-2010, 06:55 PM

ripcord
Dacumen, That is some funny shit!!!:D

dacumen

03-19-2010, 08:58 AM

...Last words from Andy. :)
Quote:

UTXPATROL = Andy esquivel I would like to add that i have not been
answering to these blogs because as you see in ryions frozen portal (354UUL)
there are pics of emails about google and Microsoft.
that attorneys have released ryions #1 fact on his site mocks the facts. so
until court is over i will not be making any more statements on this matter.
as advised by xtagged attorneys.
The new owners can help you.
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please watch for our new energy drink rolling out 2010 Buzz/wiser it is filled
with a combination of vitamins to prevent hang-overs Get It! Buzz/Wiser and
watch our exclusive Buzz & Wiser commercial Rolling out 2010 - parity of
Original Budweiser Frogs Commercial only this time we have added
responsibility! 50% of all profits from buzz/wiser will be donated to M.A.D.D
Free Taxi's Services and most of all to educate people THAT BUZZ DRIVING IS
DRUNK DRIVING! WHAT you all though i was done. i am going to prove that i
am not about money i am about change! so with my royalties from the sale of
xtagged we will change the world. coming soon SEARCH BUZZWISER Portal
DEC.24 2009 at XTAGGED.com

Mintberry Crunch

03-19-2010, 09:47 AM

the spelling and random capital letters everywhere are enough to drive you INSANE
par·i·ty
1 http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/speaker.gif /ˈpærhttp://sp.ask.com/dictstatic
/diction...una/thinsp.pngɪhttp://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/diction...una/thinsp.pngti/
http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/dic...on_default.gif Show Spelled[par-i-tee]
http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/dic...on_default.gif Show IPA
–noun1.equality, as in amount, status, or character.
2.equivalence; correspondence; similarity; analogy.
par·o·dy
http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/speaker.gif /ˈpærhttp://sp.ask.com/dictstatic
/diction...una/thinsp.pngәhttp://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/diction...una/thinsp.pngdi/
http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/dic...on_default.gif Show Spelled [par-uh-dee]
http://sp.ask.com/dictstatic/g/d/dic...on_default.gif Show IPA noun,plural-dies,
verb,-died, -dy·ing.
–noun1.a humorous or satirical imitation of a serious piece of literature or writing

psyonix

03-19-2010, 10:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Andy has had a busy week! These are his latest posts from the City Weekly
blogs.
All of these are from Andy pretending to be other people. In the last post,
Andy pretends to be some idiot named "John Steer" who is apparently
unaware that I run Napkin Nights Salt Lake City and that the UtahRocker.com
prototype launched nearly two years before the CityWeekly.net blog system.
Whatever! I never thought I'd see the day when the creator of
MySpaceTagged.com, TwitterTagged.com, FaceBookTagged.com, and the
"BUZZ-WISER" energy drink would accuse ME of being a 'copy-cat.'
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Come on, squeal some more for us Andy. Tell us about your next bullshit
venture. Come pretend to be another one of your loyal disciples. Post up
another one of those hilarious videos where you make yourself look like a
mindless jackass! Dazzle us with your inarticulate, retarded, rambling psychobabble void of sentence structure or punctuation. SQUEAL for us Andy! Come
on, ...SQUEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEEAL!!!

See now, I probably could get away with "sock-puppeting", but that's because I have a
fairly comprehensive grasp of the English language, linguistic style, and understand what
it would take in the delivery of my messages to make them seem like they came from
different personalities. This guy doesn't get it. I mean, the writing style, the language &
vocabulary used in EVERY post he makes is a dead giveaway that's him. This isn't the
kind of thing that will be very flattering in court, TBH. I think he should just stay off the
internet indefinitely.

dacumen

03-19-2010, 01:18 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
See now, I probably could get away with "sock-puppeting", but that's because
I have a fairly comprehensive grasp of the English language, linguistic style,
and understand what it would take in the delivery of my messages to make
them seem like they came from different personalities. This guy doesn't get it.
I mean, the writing style, the language & vocabulary used in EVERY post he
makes is a dead giveaway that's him. This isn't the kind of thing that will be
very flattering in court, TBH. I think he should just stay off the internet
indefinitely.

Good post! I didn't realize there was a whole Wikipedia article on the kind of
fake-identity self promotion Andy was doing. That's pretty frackin' cool!
I probably wouldn't be this hard on Andy except that I'm sick and tired of watching my
mother go down the toilet with Scumbags! The last one is half-way through the ten year
sentence I made sure he showed up for. Perhaps I shouldn't take so much pleasure in
taunting Andy, but he's such an easy target I can't help it! The truth is a BLOWTORCH
and all the stories in the world won't blow it out. Some people take longer than others to
learn that, right Andy?

Butcher

03-19-2010, 09:04 PM

This is Ryion, and my lawyers have advised me to tell Andy to eat shit!!And keep getting
the truth out there.
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03-22-2010, 09:54 AM

So........No more crazy rants from Andy?

Mintberry Crunch

03-22-2010, 09:57 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
This is Ryion, and my lawyers have advised me to tell Andy to eat shit!!And
keep getting the truth out there.

ha sounds like your lawyer = win

dacumen

03-22-2010, 11:39 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by DJrain
So........No more crazy rants from Andy?

My guess is somebody tapped him on the shoulder and told him he was making an ass of
himself.

03-22-2010, 12:13 PM

A.D
My guess is he's dead.

Mintberry Crunch

03-22-2010, 12:16 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
My guess is somebody tapped him on the shoulder and told him he was
making an ass of himself.

Quote:

Originally Posted by A.D
My guess is he's dead.

DEFINITELY one or the other

NuQ

03-22-2010, 01:24 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by A.D
My guess is he's dead.

This is andys ghost being channeled by NuQ: i'm dead and coming to you live from hell! i
managed to hook up with mfj(thats michael fuckin jackson to all you haters) and we are
planning to rebrand jesus juice with buzz/wiser. we're gonna call it "rape/wiser." ask me
how you can be invited to the official release party in purgatory! sponsored by myspace,
nasa, and 30% of the southern hemisphere!

Mintberry Crunch

03-22-2010, 01:30 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
This is andys ghost being channeled by NuQ: i'm dead and coming to you live
from hell! i managed to hook up with mfj(thats michael fuckin jackson to all
you haters) and we are planning to rebrand jesus juice with buzz/wiser. we're
gonna call it "rape/wiser." ask me how you can be invited to the official
release party in purgatory! sponsored by myspace, nasa, and 30% of the
southern hemisphere!

this has gotta be a hoax. I understood every word.
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A.D

03-22-2010, 01:59 PM
If it's not I hope Tiesto is headlining.

03-22-2010, 02:32 PM

NuQ
Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
this has gotta be a hoax. I understood every word.

I've had a chance to work on my elocution. There is an abundance of grammar nazis
here in hell.

Mintberry Crunch

03-22-2010, 02:32 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
I've had a chance to work on my elocution. There is an abundance of grammar
nazis here in hell.

how ironic, I figured it would be the other way around

03-22-2010, 02:35 PM

NuQ

You thought there would be an abundance of hell in grammar nazis? :confused:

Mintberry Crunch

03-22-2010, 02:39 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
You thought there would be an abundance of hell in grammar nazis?
:confused:

yeah, like under their finger nails, or in their belly buttons, or arm pits, or under their
helmets...

A.D

03-22-2010, 03:42 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by AcridSwitch
how ironic, I figured it would be the other way around

Me too
Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
You thought there would be an abundance of hell in grammar nazis?
:confused:

But, because most Nazi's had gone to heaven.
*faith = crushed*

Butcher

03-22-2010, 04:15 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by nuq
this is andys ghost being channeled by nuq: I'm dead and coming to you live
from hell! I managed to hook up with mfj(thats michael fuckin jackson to all
you haters) and we are planning to rebrand jesus juice with buzz/wiser. We're
gonna call it "rape/wiser." ask me how you can be invited to the official
release party in purgatory! Sponsored by myspace, nasa, and 30% of the
southern hemisphere!

lol!!!!!!:d

Lil Meat

03-23-2010, 02:00 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
You thought there would be an abundance of hell in grammar nazis?
:confused:

Am I proof of this theory?

Butcher

03-23-2010, 03:10 PM
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Have you watched the news! Andy did it! He got health care for everyone.............Who
would have known.

dacumen

03-23-2010, 03:13 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Have you watched the news! Andy did it! He got health care for
everyone.............Who would have known.

WHOA, that was ANDY? :eek:

03-23-2010, 03:24 PM

NuQ
Duh! Andy is a powerful man...

1 Attachment(s)

http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v6...healthcare.jpg

Butcher

03-24-2010, 01:27 PM

Attachment 2988This is Steve! New owner of xtagged and co-owner of
1 Attachment(s)
BUZZ-WISER and the new E-CIG. But only steve can get these
products, The rest of us will have to wait till the end of our lives. The
energy drink hasen't even come out yet and Andy already has a new product out. The
E-cig is the new safe way to smoke. LOl!!! (Click on the pic) This is off Xtagged's site.

dacumen
Quote:

03-24-2010, 03:57 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by Butcher
Attachment 2988This is Steve! New owner of xtagged and co-owner of
BUZZ-WISER and the new E-CIG. But only steve can get these products, The
rest of us will have to wait till the end of our lives. The energy drink hasen't
even come out yet and Andy already has a new product out. The E-cig is the
new safe way to smoke. LOl!!! (Click on the pic) This is off Xtagged's site.

Will it never stop? Dude, where do you find this stuff? It's HILARIOUS!!! So since Google
obviously is not going to buy Xtagged.com out, they've decided to take Google down
with a new search portal (...this is NOT a joke)
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Attachment 2990

Tyrone Biggums

03-24-2010, 03:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Attachment 2988This is Steve! New owner of xtagged and co-owner of
BUZZ-WISER and the new E-CIG. But only steve can get these products, The
rest of us will have to wait till the end of our lives. The energy drink hasen't
even come out yet and Andy already has a new product out. The E-cig is the
new safe way to smoke. LOl!!! (Click on the pic) This is off Xtagged's site.

:lmao:

ripcord

03-24-2010, 04:18 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Will it never stop? Dude, where do you find this stuff? It's HILARIOUS!!! So
since Google obviously decided not to buy Xtagged.com out, they've decided
to take Google down with a new search portal (...this is NOT a joke)

Attachment 2990

There goes Andy again copying everyone and everything...........It will never end.

dacumen

03-24-2010, 05:16 PM

Ok, retraction:
1. A quick registry search shows that Andy and Steve don't own Xoogle.net, so
it must just be a random link to make people THINK they own it.
2. Since I made that post, they've changed the domain to Xoogle.it, which
they also don't own.
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Tyrone Biggums

03-24-2010, 05:50 PM

Im gonna make Xeatport.com and Xtunes before they take em!

03-24-2010, 10:13 PM

META4

Soon, there will be a Xtahraves.com where he bashes all of us and threatens to sue us
for rude comments on message boards.

03-25-2010, 09:49 AM

Butcher

Andy and Steve are the real X-men. They just go around putting x on everythig and then
claiming it..................Great, just gave Andy another Idea! Now hes going to come out
and say there going to be in the new X-men movie.

03-25-2010, 10:08 AM

Butcher

This is an email that was sent to Rob the (Vest Guy) after he posted his story on how he
was scammed by Xtagged. Andy was really mad, not even 24 hours passed by when he
recived this email. Can anyone make sense of this!! I love it! Andy's name is
(GetBackGirl) in his email.

dirty cop dirty pig dirty perv"
"immigration will be seeing you soon at your office bitch dirty pig you going
down!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
watch for my blogs everywhere about dirty ass vestguy! and his wetback crue and how i
was ruffied by you and i am going to blog it to the world!!!!!!!! so all women know
VestGuy"
getback girl
your crack head cashier

dacumen

03-25-2010, 11:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
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dirty cop dirty pig dirty perv"
"immigration will be seeing you soon at your office bitch dirty pig you going
down!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
watch for my blogs everywhere about dirty ass vestguy! and his wetback crue
and how i was ruffied by you and i am going to blog it to the world!!!!!!!! so all
women know VestGuy"
getback girl
your crack head cashier

OH MY GOD!!!
My jaw is literally gaping open right now I'm so floored. I don't know why I'm surprised
that's Andy, but every time I'm certain I've seen the most incoherent message from this
tiny little idiot, a new one pops up that's even worse! I mean seriously, it's like reading a
coke addicted, prostrate, adolescent child flailing his arms around in desperation
because he can't convince the world he's worth listening to.
Andy, get a clue...YOU'RE NOT!!!

DJrain

03-25-2010, 01:57 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen

OH MY GOD!!!
My jaw is literally gaping open right now I'm so floored. I don't know why I'm
surprised that's Andy, but every time I'm certain I've seen the most incoherent
message from this tiny little idiot, a new one pops up that's even worse! I
mean seriously, it's like reading a coke addicted, prostrate, adolescent child
flailing his arms around in desperation because he can't convince the world
he's worth listening to.
Andy, get a clue...YOU'RE NOT!!!

Now thats funny shit! I am at a loss for words, Andy you need some serious help! Steve
if your any kind of friend to Andy you will take him in for an evaluation.

dacumen

03-25-2010, 02:13 PM

I think Steve probably needs psychiatric help also...I KNOW my mother does, and she's
supposed to be their "CEO." That's the reason we haven't spoken in three years, she's
completely nuts...literally! It's not a very big leap to assume Steve has mental issues as
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well. It's sad, but I guess crazy people find comfort in numbers.
By the way Andy, when does MSTRUNEWS.com officially launch? It says March 2010, but haven't seen anything on that
domain yet. Can we expect it about the same time KarmaCause.org stops redirecting to KarmaCurrency.com.au?

psyonix

03-25-2010, 02:23 PM

Damn, I feel bad for anyone that has to deal with this guy. It's like there's no limit to his
doucebaggery.

03-25-2010, 05:15 PM

Butcher

Damn it! When can I get some Buzz-wiser? I can't even find a picture of this drink! Andy
can you send us some Buzz-wiser please!

dacumen
Yea Andy, where be my Buzz-Wiser at? Can somebody refer me to the
local Buzz-Wiser distributor? I need to get my buzz on!

03-25-2010, 05:19 PM

1 Attachment(s)

UPDATE: THIS JUST IN!!!
We have the first image of Andy's new BUZZ-WISER E-cig!!!
Attachment 3001

Mintberry Crunch

03-26-2010, 09:49 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Yea Andy, where be my Buzz-Wiser at? Can somebody refer me to the local
Buzz-Wiser distributor? I need to get my buzz on!
UPDATE: THIS JUST IN!!!
We have the first image of Andy's new BUZZ-WISER E-cig!!!
Attachment 3001

it looks like it may or may not be new

ripcord

03-26-2010, 02:15 PM

Andy just took that pic from some cig add.....To bad he just can't do that with his energy
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drink...........Or can he!:D

dacumen

03-26-2010, 05:24 PM

2 Attachment(s)

Attachment 3003 Attachment 3004
Here's the best part, it's supposed to be an ALCOHOLIC ENERGY DRINK!!! Dude, what a
DUMBASS!!! Look closely at the second image up near the top...it says "Alcohol Content
5.4%"
...So, we have an ALCOHOLIC energy drink called BUZZ-WISER that's supposed to help
you be more responsible. NOT!!! Read the article below about why Anheuser Busch
pulled IT'S alcoholic energy drink off the market (under pressure from the FDA and 11
Attorneys General):
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/news0.../anheuser.html
Quote:

June 26, 2008
Under fire from the attorneys general of 11 states, Anheuser-Busch has agreed
to discontinue its popular alcoholic energy drinks, including Tilt and Bud Extra,
and vowed it will not produce any caffeinated alcohol beverages in the future.
“Anheuser-Busch, the largest brewing company in the United States, has taken
an important action to protect young people from attractive alcohol advertising
and marketing,” California Attorney General Edmund G. Brown Jr. said. “Other
major alcohol manufacturers should follow Anheuser-Busch’s lead and
eliminate dangerous combinations of caffeine and alcohol from the
marketplace.”
Alcoholic energy drinks are prepackaged beverages that combine alcohol and
caffeine, guarana, taurine, ginseng and other ingredients associated with
non-alcoholic energy drinks. Brown asserts that Anheuser-Busch marketed Bud
Extra and Tilt in violation of state consumer protection statues by:
• Making misleading health-related statements about allegedly energizing
effects of Bud Extra including increased strength and increased ability to stay
up all night after drinking the products
• Failing to disclose its effects on consumers, and ignoring potential
consequences of drinking alcoholic beverages that are combined with caffeine
or other stimulants
• Directing advertisements of Tilt and Bud Extra to consumers under the age
of 21
In November 2007, researchers at Wake Forest University of Medicine found
that the combination of caffeine and alcohol sends mixed signals to the
nervous system, causing the effect of a “wide awake drunk.”
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Students who consumed these energy drink cocktails were twice as likely to be
involved in alcohol-related accidents and injuries than when drinking alcohol
alone. The combination of alcohol and caffeine can be dangerous because
individuals may not feel impaired even when blood alcohol levels are very
high.
California, along with ten other states, asserted that Anheuser-Busch made
misleading health-related statements about the energizing effects of its
caffeinated alcohol beverages. Marketing that promoted the alleged energy
component of the drinks made the drinks appealing to teens.
The company advertised Bud Extra with taglines such as “You can sleep when
you’re 30” and “Say hello to a night of fun” and utilized MySpace, YouTube,
and other Internet sites popular with underage youth.
In addition, the packaging for many of the alcoholic energy drinks was similar
to that for non-alcoholic energy drinks, leading to retailer and parent
confusion.
Anheuser-Busch cooperated during the investigation and agreed to
reformulate its products to exclude caffeine. As part of the agreement,
Anheuser-Busch will discontinue two of its popular alcoholic energy drinks, Tilt
and Bud Extra, and will not produce any caffeinated alcohol beverages in the
future. Under the agreement the company will:
• Stop manufacturing and marketing all caffeinated alcoholic beverages,
including Bud Extra and Tilt as currently formulated
• Reformulate its alcoholic energy drinks so that they do not contain caffeine
or other stimulants that are metabolized as caffeine, such as Guarana
• Eliminate all references in advertising to caffeinated formulations and
remove any reference to using Bud Extra and Tilt as mixers for other drinks.
Anheuser-Busch also agrees to immediately discontinue the current Tilt
website www.tiltthenight.com without hyper linking or directing visitors to a
new site. Any new Website may only to promote the reformulated Tilt without
caffeine.
Other states which joined California in reaching an agreement with
Anheuser-Busch include: Arizona, Conneticut, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Maine,
Maryland, New Mexico, New York and Ohio. A copy of the multi-state
agreement is attached.

So in other words, it's a FAKE RIP-OFF of a FAILED product!!!
...BITCH!!!

NuQ

03-26-2010, 05:57 PM
I thought it was pretty well known that mixing uppers and downers = bad news. in a lot
of european night clubs you can't even order a redbull and vodka. there are several
documented cases of otherwise healthy people dropping dead from heart attacks...

Butcher

03-26-2010, 07:06 PM

Quote:
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Originally Posted by dacumen

Attachment 3003 Attachment 3004
Here's the best part, it's supposed to be an ALCOHOLIC ENERGY DRINK!!!
Dude, what a DUMBASS!!! Look closely at the second image up near the
top...it says "Alcohol Content 5.4%"
...So, we have an ALCOHOLIC energy drink called BUZZ-WISER that's supposed
to help you be more responsible. NOT!!! Read the article below about why
Anheuser Busch pulled IT'S alcoholic energy drink off the market (under
pressure from the FDA and 11 Attorneys General):
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/news0.../anheuser.html

So in other words, it's a FAKE RIP-OFF of a FAILED product!!!
...BITCH!!!

I love that were calling Andy out on everything! He's so fake it's awsome. He should call
his drink (FAKE ASS BITCH) This drink will never launch. Andy you are a DUMBASS!

dacumen

03-27-2010, 09:55 AM

Duh, of course it won't launch. It's an ANDY scheme. If a legitimate product were
endorsed by Andy its sales would drop 25% because everyone would assume it was
fake!
Honestly guys, I think we're done. There's nothing left of this little prick but a pile of
rubble and a few stupid lackies along for the ride who will eventually realize they've
been duped. We've done our job. No sensible person will ever listen to Andy's bullshit
again!
Ryion, sorry we couldn't get your money back.

dacumen

03-28-2010, 03:38 PM

Well, I thought Andy would have given up by now, but he's still sending me emails.
Here's the latest pair:
Quote:

You scammed your own mom for 65,000! to build your crappy sites, wow you
are the biggest fucking loser i have ever heard of I will be in utah tomorrow
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my number is 3109886922 call me so i can show eveybody what a bitch you
are, first you leave your mom homeless and i have to pay for her room and
now zed is telling me about your STD'S does your wife know u prick dont worry
i will tell her tomorrow , My son is 14 you fucking pervert and your emailing
him, see you soon Pervert! Daryl Acumen, fucking lair thats going to be your
biggest mistake
Quote:

here becky i will send you this before your bitch crybaby MR acumen tells on
me and steve and dean know about it, see jessy this is daryls mom i am not
fake this bitch daryl is fake all the way up to his name acumen i have email list
from skybar and allure when we sent out xtagged i sent this so if everybody
wants to see whos real well becky is CEO of xtagged and now i found out that
this pervert daryl acumen has been emailing my 14 year old son so will see i
will be in Utah tomorrow
Pathetic, isn't it? He sent the first email to me and to local promoter Jesse Ruiz, who he
owes $850 from an event he sponsored a few years back then wrote her a bad check to
pay for (yea, SHE'S a sympathetic audience). The second was written to me and to my
mother who is stupid enough to still be associated with his dumb ass (apparently having
learned nothing from the LAST con man who took her for a ride). Some people just don't
know when to quit.
Andy, give up while your six miles behind. Nobody (and I do mean NOBODY) is listening
to you.
Update: Third email just came in:
Quote:

Subject: See ryion daryl blogged sorry ryion i couldn't get your money back!!!!!
he used you like a bitch to get to his mom that he scammed ironic right!!!!!
His mom is CEO of xtagged! dumb ass search trunews on front page thats his
mom if you wouldn't have Listen to him you would have got your money just
like Logan. Steve says that if you want to prove that daryl instigated this, he
will give you your five thousand back with interest, they think daryl did all this
after talking to his mom beckie, so they are saying they think its not your fault
so if you would like this deal email there CEO Daryls mom
Beckiedunnz@aol.com and the new owners dont owe you anything and me i
got paid take me to court i still think you acted on your own! you got duped by
a man named daryl acumen thats not even his name he is ashamed of what
he has done in life scamming his own mom, once again even though i dont
believe its all daryl the new owners do and his mom, so they had me write this
deal for you to get hold of them as a favor to his mom is the only reason i am
sending this she is the only reason.
P.S you fooled the new owners but not me, Andy
Where does this guy find the energy? Ryion, if you want to email my mom and try to see
if she will write you a check for the $5,000 Andy scammed you out of, I think it's worth a
try...although I doubt it will clear.
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03-29-2010, 12:25 AM

Yeah!......Daryl you instigated it all!(wink, wink).......Hey Xtagged! Now can I get my
money back that you scammed from me??? LOL!! If you want to do the right thing Andy,
pay me back.

dacumen

03-29-2010, 08:57 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Yeah!......Daryl you instigated it all!(wink, wink).......Hey Xtagged! Now can I
get my money back that you scammed from me??? LOL!! If you want to do the
right thing Andy, pay me back.

Yea, I instigated everything AFTER ANDY THREATENED TO SUE ME!!! The TRUTH Andy
is I wouldn't be all over you like a fly on shit if you'd learned to keep your mouth shut
and stayed under that rock in Denver with your cronies. I tolerated your bullshit for a
while because I thought you were funny, but once you start threatening me and my
family, the gloves come off. NOBODY in their right mind could read this thread and not
know what a complete scam artist, pathological liar and IDIOT you are! ...and trust me,
thousands of people have and will continue to read this thread in the coming months. I
don't need to doctor my page views like you do to make that point. :eek:
The thing is Andy, if you weren't so dumb you'd almost be convincing. Most of the people
commenting on this thread have pointed out that they could perpetrate a scam ten
times better in their sleep than you're able to with your best efforts. You couldn't fool a
skeptical ten year old with your crap, so why do you continue to bother?
Everybody who's bought into your bullshit up until now has done so because they
wanted to believe in you. The fact is you play on people's good will. I even had your
crappy little website linked from PartyUtah.com once in the early days just because I
wanted to give you the benefit of the doubt. People want to believe in entrepreneurs
and dreamers like you pretend to be. If you'd actually used that good will and built
something useful, you'd have the full support of everyone who now despises you.
Unfortunately (and let's be honest here Andy) you don't have the creativity, the
imagination, the patience, the will, or the brains to do so. God gave those gifts to people
like me, Cody, Mykle Arvidson, Jesse Ruiz, John Saltas, and the users of this board. Little
squeakers like you got left out in the cold and you spend your life trying to catch up. ...it
won't work.
Give up and go home. Get a job at McDonalds or Wendys, I hear they hire people like
you. Everyone here in this state is on to you, so there's no point trying to plead your
case any longer. You know what they say, "If you find yourself in a hole, STOP
DIGGING!" Well Andy, you're in a hole.

03-29-2010, 12:03 PM

ripcord
Quote:
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Originally Posted by dacumen
Yea, I instigated everything AFTER ANDY THREATENED TO SUE ME!!! The
TRUTH Andy is I wouldn't be all over you like a fly on shit if you'd learned to
keep your mouth shut and stayed under that rock in Denver with your cronies.
I tolerated your bullshit for a while because I thought you were funny, but
once you start threatening me and my family, the gloves come off. NOBODY in
their right mind could read this thread and not know what a complete scam
artist, pathological liar and IDIOT you are! ...and trust me, thousands of
people have and will continue to read this thread in the coming months. I
don't need to doctor my page views like you do to make that point. :eek:
The thing is Andy, if you weren't so dumb you'd almost be convincing. Most of
the people commenting on this thread have pointed out that they could
perpetrate a scam ten times better in their sleep than you're able to with your
best efforts. You couldn't fool a skeptical ten year old with your crap, so why
do you continue to bother?
Everybody who's bought into your bullshit up until now has done so because
they wanted to believe in you. The fact is you play on people's good will. I
even had your crappy little website linked from PartyUtah.com once in the
early days just because I wanted to give you the benefit of the doubt. People
want to believe in entrepreneurs and dreamers like you pretend to be. If you'd
actually used that good will and built something useful, you'd have the full
support of everyone who now despises you. Unfortunately (and let's be honest
here Andy) you don't have the creativity, the imagination, the patience, the
will, or the brains to do so. God gave those gifts to people like me, Cody,
Mykle Arvidson, Jesse Ruiz, John Saltas, and the users of this board. Little
squeakers like you got left out in the cold and you spend your life trying to
catch up. ...it won't work.
Give up and go home. Get a job at McDonalds or Wendys, I hear they hire
people like you. Everyone here in this state is on to you, so there's no point
trying to plead your case any longer. You know what they say, "If you find
yourself in a hole, STOP DIGGING!" Well Andy, you're in a hole.

LOVE IT!!!........LOl!!!!!........LOl!!!!!!:)

dacumen

03-29-2010, 10:34 PM

Quote:

BUZZ/WISER, A TASTE OF KARMA! IN EVERY CAN! Don't you just hate it when
you get so tanked at an award show you forget you might actually win one
and have to walk on stage and give an acceptance speech? If only Mariah
would have buzzed wiser... Well, here's her chance! Introducing the upcoming
revolutionary energy drink called Buzz/Wiser (get it?)! This drink will
actually sober you up and help you recover from a hang over! There is
also a detachable bottom which turns into a game that can be used on your
next drunken adventure, whether it be at the People's Choice Awards or at a
house party! In the spirit of everyone helping prevent drunk driving, 50% OF
BUZZ/WISER WILL BE DONATED TO M.A.D.D & FREE TAXI CAB SERVICE!
The more you buy Buzz/Wiser, the more free taxi cabs will be available to take
drunk people home from the bars. To find out more information, go to:
WWW.BUZZ-WISER.COM COMING SOON REMEMBER TO BUZZ/WISER DURING
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THIS NEW YEAR!!! *50% of the profits from Buzz/Wiser will be donated to a
free taxi cab service and M.A.D.D.. Funding for the taxi service will be
dispersed according to the regional sales numbers from Buzz/Wiser. For
example, if Denver purchased 8% of total national Buzz/Wiser sales, then
Denver would receive 8% of the 50% donation. THX WWW.XTAGGED.COM!
This Portal is under constuction! watch video below or contact us at
COBUZWISR@XTAGGED.COM or COBUZWISR@GMAIL.COM
...for the record, I've contacted the Colorado Chapter of Mother Against Drunk Driving
and asked them how they feel about being associated with an alcoholic energy drink
that made ridiculous claims like the one highlighted above. They were not amused.
Here's the email response I received from the Colorado State Executive Director:
Quote:

Mr. Acumen,
Thank you for reaching out to MADD Colorado. I am not aware of any
endorsement or revenue agreement related to this product. I have notified
MADD National of this situation and will let you know if we do in fact have an
agreement with the manufacturers of Buzz-Wiser.
Thank you again.
Respectully,
Emily Tompkins
State Executive Director
MADD Colorado
444 Lincoln Street
Denver, CO 80203
Sorry to beat a dead horse here, but I wanted to copy that paragraph to UtahRaves.com before Andy realized how
STUPID it was and deleted it from Xtagged.

Butcher

03-30-2010, 08:19 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Well, I thought Andy would have given up by now, but he's still sending me
emails. Here's the latest pair:
Pathetic, isn't it? He sent the first email to me and to local promoter Jesse
Ruiz, who he owes $850 from an event he sponsored a few years back then
wrote her a bad check to pay for (yea, SHE'S a sympathetic audience). The
second was written to me and to my mother who is stupid enough to still be
associated with his dumb ass (apparently having learned nothing from the
LAST con man who took her for a ride). Some people just don't know when to
quit.
Andy, give up while your six miles behind. Nobody (and I do mean NOBODY) is
listening to you.
Update: Third email just came in:
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Where does this guy find the energy? Ryion, if you want to email my mom and
try to see if she will write you a check for the $5,000 Andy scammed you out
of, I think it's worth a try...although I doubt it will clear.

Well, I tried to contact them about getting my money back but of course they woulden't
answer there phones or call me back. It's just more of Andy's games. Andy is a scammer,
I will never see that money again. Andy if you want to talk call me, If you have the
ball's. You know my number
and how to contact me.

Lil Meat

03-30-2010, 09:27 AM

Hahaha 50% of the profits will go toward paying for free cabs and MADD? Gee, that
sounds like a solid business plan. That sounds totally legit, where do I sign up? :rolleyes:

dacumen

03-30-2010, 10:58 AM

Quote:

"Andy sold XTAGGED FOR MILLIONS" "NOW HERES BUZZ/WISER OUR NEW
DRINK"
So now what! here's the new BUZZ around town.
The club who pre orders the most cans of BUZZ/WISER gets big xtagged bash
for the new commercial BUZZ/WISER parody of old Budweiser frog commercial
from the 90s but this time with xtagged responsibility (BUZZ DRIVING IS
DRUNK DRIVING!)
its a energy drink with vitamins and a secret ingredient that guarantees that
you will not go home with a ugly person No beer goggles guaranteed! LOL
Just kidding the secret ingredient is for NO hang overs or your money
back, get it BUZZ WISER, A TASTE OF KARMA, 50% of profits goes to
M.A.D.D and free taxi service in all places! our upcoming frog commercial with
Buzz & Wiser is being considered for Superbowl commercial so each
state club gets blowout exposure party. you do remember the frog commercial
right call dani (xtopia) at xtagged if you are interested Search Xtopia AT
XTAGGED or BUZWISR
Now I'm REALLY beating a dead horse, but I just wanted to get everything on the record
where people can see. This is the email Andy sent me months back regarding Bizz-Wiser
that I forwarded to the folks at M.A.D.D. for verification. Notice the claims about no
hangovers (hmmm, the FDA might have something to say about that one), and the
claims about a Superbowl commercial.

dacumen

03-30-2010, 11:30 AM

Official MADD response to Buzz-Wiser
Ok, this is NOT me beating a dead horse. I just got off the phone with Emily Tompkins,
Colorado State Executive Director of Mothers Against Drunk Driving and she asked me to
make this post on her behalf. This is an official response to Buzz-Wiser from MADD:
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"Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) does not endorse or
accept donations from the manufacturers of alcoholic beverages
nor does it endorse or accept donations from organizations that
derive more than 50% of their revenue from the sale of alcoholic
beverages. MADD has no relationship to and
Buzz-Wiser. Furthermore, MADD does not
approve of the mention of it's name on the Buzz-Wiser.com or
Xtagged.com websites.
MADD legal has been notified and will be contacting Andy Esquivel
and Buzz-Wiser/Xtagged shortly to ask them to remove all
references to MADD in their advertising and promotions (including
but not limited to websites, fliers, and email communications) or
face legal action.
MADD is highly disturbed by the misleading nature both of the
Buzz-Wiser product and of the way it has been promoted online
and via email. Most of all MADD is disturbed by the way Andy
Esquivel shamelessly uses the MADD name to fraudulently enhance
the legitimacy of the Buzz-Wiser product with consumers."

Mintberry Crunch

03-30-2010, 11:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Ok, this is NOT me beating a dead horse. I just got off the phone with Emily
Tompkins, Colorado State Executive Director of Mothers Against Drunk Driving
and she asked me to make this post on her behalf. This is an official response
to Buzz-Wiser from MADD:

"Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) does not endorse
or accept donations from the manufacturers of alcoholic
beverages nor does it endorse or accept donations from
organizations that derive more than 50% of their revenue
from the sale of alcoholic beverages. MADD has no
relationship to and
Buzz-Wiser. Furthermore, MADD does not approve
of the mention of it's name on the Buzz-Wiser.com or
Xtagged.com websites.
MADD legal has been notified and will be contacting Andy
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Esquivel and Buzz-Wiser/Xtagged shortly to ask them to
remove all references to MADD in their advertising and
promotions (including but not limited to websites, fliers,
and email communications) or face legal action.
MADD is highly disturbed by the misleading nature both of
the Buzz-Wiser product and of the way it has been
promoted online and by email. Most of all MADD is
disturbed by the way Andy Esquivel shamelessly uses the
MADD name to fraudulently enhance the legitimacy of
Buzz-Wiser with consumers."
ha nobody likes this guy

Butcher

03-30-2010, 12:06 PM

That is awesome!!!!.........Even (MADD) is against him. This just keeps getting better
and better, Andy if you would have just paid me back! :rolleyes: But I know you don't
have the money to do so. So I will wait till you get a real job and then you can make
payments to me until the balance is paid in full.

dacumen

03-30-2010, 01:01 PM

Andy is starting to remove some of his more hilarious content. The frog video is gone,
and the video where he claims he is showing me deleting his posts but is in fact only
displaying his inability to read an online message board, is now private...DAMMIT!!!
Andy, you can't take those videos away. They're way too funny!
I know this is way over your head, but if you would just take down Buzz-Wiser.com,
return all the money you stole, and apologize to everybody you've offended, most of this
would go away...except of course the pending SEC fraud investigation. Dude, just play
by the rules and stop lying to everybody. It's ok, eventually people may even take you
seriously again.

Mintberry Crunch

03-30-2010, 01:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
just play by the rules and stop lying to everybody. It's ok, eventually people
may even take you seriously again.

I hope not
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DJrain

03-31-2010, 07:15 AM

I love how Andy says he sold Xtagged for millions, But he can't pay the investors back
that he scammed.................Yeah!.......You sold Xtagged for millions.

03-31-2010, 07:16 AM

dacumen
Quote:

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by DJrain
I love how Andy says he sold Xtagged for millions, But he can't pay the
investors back that he scammed.................Yeah!.......You sold Xtagged for
millions.

Yea, Andy sold Xtagged to STEVE for $2.5 million dollars! Wow, THAT'S a story worth
believing. Steve, the same idiot who uses Google to value his online properties and

brags that Xtagged.com is almost worth as much as a 64gig 3G iPad (including
AppleCare and shipping)! Steve, the owner of KarmaCause.org, which has no content
and redirects to a website in Australia with which he has absolutely no connection.
Steve, who hires fake private investigators to come up with false information any 18
year old with a web browser and a credit card could refute in ten minutes flat. Steve, the
pathetic jackass who has to hire a CEO to run a company with NO EMPLOYEES for him.
Sure, I believe THAT idiot could come up with $2.5 million dollars.
Lest we forget, here's Andy's big buyout rumor fuel from last year:
Attachment 3022
So if all I have to do to convince people that some company is going to buy me out is
park my car out in front of a satellite office somewhere in the boonies, then hell I'm
going to park my Audi in front of the City Weekly building tomorrow! That will SURELY
convince SOMEONE an acquisition is "in the works!"
If Andy was actually any GOOD at being a con artist, it wouldn't be nearly this
entertaining poking fun at him. Keep us going Andy! Post some more stupid shit so we
can have a few more laughs at your expense. Today try impersonating the President and
thank yourself for getting healthcare reform passed.

Butcher

04-01-2010, 11:07 AM

Andy is the most compulsive liar I have ever met. At this point I really don't think Andy is
capable of telling the truth, And we all know where liars go.:D
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dacumen
Ok, you guys are going to LOVE this one.

04-01-2010, 05:14 PM

1 Attachment(s)

So I was looking at the "owners" portal on Xtagged.com and I noticed
this graph labeled "XTAGGED LLC OWNERS"
Attachment 3028
...and I got to thinking; "I wonder if Xtagged really is an LLC?"
Just for fun, I did a little quick (and FREE) checking online and realized that (drum-roll
please) Andy Esquivel and Steve Klemack never bothered to register Xtagged as a
limited liability company in Colorado...or Utah for that matter. In fact, the name Xtagged
and Xtagged LLC weren't even RESERVED in Colorado or Utah for them to use if indeed
they ever DID finally register their company in either state.
Let me make this clear: anybody reading this message board could, if they felt like it, go
online to the Colorado Secretary of State website and reserve the name "Xtagged LLC".
They could then go through the very simple filing procedures to get a limited liability
company registered in Colorado and legally force Andy Esquivel and Steve Klemack to
STOP USING THE NAME "XTAGGED LLC" IN THE STATE OF COLORADO!!!
Furthermore, since it is IMPOSSIBLE to get a BUSINESS LICENSE for a company that
doesn't even have a NAME, we can safely conclude that Xtaqgged as a company doesn't
even LEGALLY EXIST!!! Andy, I have a serious question for you; How in in the name of
Hell did you manage to sell a company for $2.5 million dollars that you don't even have
a business license for? Steve, WHAT THE FUCK DID YOU BUY?
Ryion, no wonder these idiots can't pay you back; thay can't even afford to pay the
measly $25 fee to have their name reserved with the state! Zed, you must feel like a
complete DUMBASS right now for missing something so basic in your "background
investigation" of Xtagged before you signed on as their so called "private investigator!" I
mean seriously, how can you look yourself in the mirror without busting up laughing
knowing you were STUPID enough to take a job working for a company that DOESN'T
EVEN EXIST!!! Here you are calling yourself doing "an investigation for Steve to find out
who all of the previous investors in Xtagged" were and you didn't even think to search
the Utah and Colorado business registration databases to find out if there WAS an
Xtagged in the first place? Andy, you sold "stock" in a non-existent company and you're
actually SURPRISED the SEC wants to nail your ass to the wall? WTF?

Listen guys, I thought I'd save you a little trouble so I went ahead
and reserved the name "Xtagged LLC" in Colorado for us to use
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when the three (or four or whatever...) of you get your act
together. I also took the liberty of registering the domain
XtaggedLLC.com for the new website when we finally get Xtagged
set up as a LEGITIMATE COMPANY. By the way, what percentage
of Xtagged LLC do each of you guys want? Ryion, I was thinking of
making you President and Managing Partner. Andy, you can be
"Sales Manager," but I'm going to need you to reel it in a little bit!
Steve, you can stay on as...whatever it is you do, but I'm going to
need a job description from you. Mom, you're fired! This will free
you up to go and find a real job someplace.

Butcher

04-02-2010, 10:30 AM

That is awesome! I accept, and would love to be President and managing Partner of
"Xtagged LLC" we will make it a company built on honesty and integrity, So I don't think
Andy can be a part of it.

Mintberry Crunch

04-02-2010, 10:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
we will make it a company built on honesty and integrity, So I don't think Andy
can be a part of it.

:lmao:

dacumen

04-02-2010, 11:32 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
That is awesome! I accept, and would love to be President and managing
Partner of "Xtagged LLC" we will make it a company built on honesty and
integrity, So I don't think Andy can be a part of it.

I think you're right.
Sorry Andy, we'll let you invest but Ryion doesn't think you have what it takes to be part
of the management team, so...
In fact, after thinking about it carefully, I don't think Steve is smart enough to do
anything meaningful for the company either. Zed is too gullible to be of any use, and
Beckie disqualified herself by serving as CEO of a company that doesn't even have a
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business license (which smacks of criminal negligence as far as I'm concerned).
So who do we have left? Most of Andy's supporters are fictitious characters, so they're
out. Ryion, can you get any of the old Xtagged investors onboard? I say we pull all the
relevant parties together and form ourselves in Utah with operations in Colorado under
their foreign entity rules...that way we don't have to hire anybody actually in Colorado.
I'm hesitant to hire anybody from Colorado because after talking to Steve and Zed, I'm
convinced IQs are an average of 50 points lover over there.
Any questions Andy? We'll give you a 1% interest in the company for $5,000!

META4

04-02-2010, 11:38 AM

^Can I be the CFO? Wait, you aren't gonna make it a porn company, huh? Nevermind.

dacumen

04-02-2010, 11:58 AM

Andy, are you reading this stuff? It's getting pretty bad man. I think you should just
admit you're a scam artist and be done with it. Pay Ryion back what you can and crawl
under a rock someplace. This is getting embarrassing.

ripcord

04-03-2010, 07:54 AM

Yeah! It's just sad now! Hey guy's why don't we set up a fundraiser for Andy to get him
some help. This guy is living out of his car in Denver in front of some google building.
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04-04-2010, 12:54 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by ripcord
Yeah! It's just sad now! Hey guy's why don't we set up a fundraiser for Andy to
get him some help. This guy is living out of his car in Denver in front of some
google building.

Update: Well, I guess the Mustang was too small. Andy upgraded to this micro-minivan,
which is much more comfortable on those long, cold nights outside the Google building. I
don't think we'll need a collection plate since he can afford the new car payment. I was
about to chip in $10 just because nobody should have to sleep in a convertible.
Attachment 3039
Note (in case it's not obvious enough just by looking); the Xtagged license plate is FAKE!
Look at the screw "holes" and notice they're white! Furthermore, modern Colorado
plates have more detail (i.e.: color) in the mountains. Don't get caught DRIVING with
that plate on your car Andy, or you'll find yourself with even more charges pending
against you. :D

DJrain

04-05-2010, 04:50 AM

What do you want to bet that (Rocky Aspen) is not really a sponser of Xtagged! Hey is
this Steve guy really still falling for Andy's bullshit!............Some people never learn.:o
It's funny that Steve is Andy's little bitch now, and stand in man. Looks like we will be
seeing a lot of steve now.

dacumen

04-05-2010, 09:21 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by DJrain
What do you want to bet that (Rocky Aspen) is not really a sponser of
Xtagged! Hey is this Steve guy really still falling for Andy's
bullshit!............Some people never learn.:o It's funny that Steve is Andy's little
bitch now, and stand in man. Looks like we will be seeing a lot of steve now.

Who's Rocky Aspen?
Steve isn't the sharpest tool in the shed. I thought he'd get the hint when I called and
gave him the name and phone number of the SEC lawyer leading the case against Andy
and Xtagged. Oh well, some people need it spelled out for them.
Steve, you are about to get Cease and Desist letters from several well known
organizations who are angry that you've involved their names in Andy's various frauds.
Furthermore, I currently own the rights to the business name Xtagged LLC in Colorado,
as granted to me by the Colorado Secretary of State. That fact will surely cause you
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stress in the months ahead as I move to create a REAL Xtagged LLC which will legally
destroy your imaginary Xtagged LLC in Colorado. You and Andy live in a fantasy world. I
live in the real world. One is milk, the other is Oil! Let's see how well the two stand up to
a little HEAT!
http://partyutah.com/xtagged/xtaggedllc1.pdf
I just sent the following email to Zed, the so-called "private investigator" hired by Andy
and Steve in investigate me.
Quote:
Hey Zed,
Since you're "investigating" how many investors Xtagged LLC had prior to it's
acquisition, I thought you'd be interested to know that Xtagged LLC doesn't
actually exist...yet!
Attached is my recent filing with the Colorado Secretary of State in which I
reserve the rights to the name Xtagged LLC pending my registration of that
company as a legal entity with operations in Colorado. If I wasn't "dealing with
Kids," then I would have thought you would have looked into whether or not the
company employing you ACTUALLY EXISTED before sending me threatening
emails! How can any company accept "investors" if it doesn't even have a
business license?
By the way, did you learn anything on your call with Solomon Mangolini? I
never heard from you after that and thought he might have given you a small
dose of REALITY! You must feel like a real moron right now after lecturing ME
about "studying up" before opening my mouth! Check your facts next time
asshole, and GROW UP!!!
PS - Remind Steve that I offered to let this whole situation DIE months ago if
Andy would stop sending me emails. HE DID NOT!!! I'm doing what I promised
to do if Andy didn't learn to shut his stupid mouth. Right now you guys are in
the trap for fraud, trademark infringement, slander, libel, and it's about to get
allot worse. DO NOT FUCK WITH ME!!!

dkyfuglihjliko/.

04-05-2010, 01:30 PM

Affter browsing through this thread, my only thing is theres not enough room for 2 idiots
with mis-guided egos. Living Splooge Nicky has already filled that position, and were not
hiring any longer.

04-05-2010, 03:13 PM

RS4
lol again

It'sMagic
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Xtagged.com is one of the worst sites I have ever seen! You could not give this site
away, let alone sell it. This Andy guy really sucks at being a human.:2cents:

ripcord

04-07-2010, 11:58 AM

Where is Andy? Man I miss seeing his posts and getting updates on his newest products.

NightLife

04-08-2010, 01:48 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
Where is Andy? Man I miss seeing his posts and getting updates on his newest
products.

I think Andy is done getting his ass handed to him every time he opens his mouth!

dacumen

04-10-2010, 08:35 AM

I just got this email reply from "Zed." It's obviously Andy (as you can tell form the
grammar), so for me it's final proof that there never was a "Zed" to begin with.
Quote:

The company is not called xtagged llc Mr acumen and that is why they did not
name it that, STOP emailing Now! i did call Mr Solomon Mangolini and so
did your mother! and after finding out about your lies to your family
all of them Mr. millionaire and even ripping your own mother off! wow
you are a sad excuse for a son court is coming when you said Steve
klemeck was scamming people that was the day you ended, that's
why you haven't heard from me, and i will F with you all I want and i
promise you are going down you 40 year old cry baby little brat!
P.S your mom tried to hire me to do full report on your wife but she
couldn't pay much now i am going to do it for FREE!!!! Good Day Mr

Deedeedee
yea when Andy makes you look that stupid it must hurt really hurt! FYI i told
Dean to put that on the front page!

you had your say now i had mine! if you email me again i will sue you
for harassment!
Andy, if your company isn't called "Xtagged LLC," then why is it identified as "XTAGGED
LLC" on the "Owners"' portal at Xtagged.com (as illustrated in my original post)?
Nice try. Thanks for writing.
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04-11-2010, 01:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I just got this email reply from "Zed." It's obviously Andy (as you can tell form
the grammar), so for me it's final proof that there never was a "Zed" to begin
with.
Andy, if your company isn't called "Xtagged LLC," then why is it identified as
"XTAGGED LLC" on the "Owners"' portal at Xtagged.com (as illustrated in my
original post)?
Nice try. Thanks for writing.

First off, Thanks Andy for another stupid email. We were wondering when you were
going to post as someone else! Now we know for sure you are 'zed' as well as everyone
else. You are such an Idiot it's almost too much to handle, Just when you think Andy
can't get any dumber he proves you wrong.:rolleyes:

Opaz

04-11-2010, 01:52 PM

If he was an LLC he'd have to file taxes and put a legit address and pay the taxes for his
company lol

dacumen

04-11-2010, 06:49 PM

The thing is though, you can tell by the tone of his reply that he's getting tired and
running out of steam. The whole thing at the end where he types "you've said what you
have to say not stop emailing me" just smacks of "Tito, stop teasing." I'm pretty much
done with his worthless ass. There isn't anything left to do to him. He's already being
sued by at least two national companies and facing charges from the federal
government. He's pretty much over and he knows it. Even a pathological liar has to get a
glimpse of reality sometimes.
Of well, fuck him. It's over. What a pathetic little wanker he proved himself to be!

ripcord

04-11-2010, 09:17 PM

I loved the email you got. Andy is so retarded it puts a smile on my face :) I hope Andy
never goes away, I know he will eventually because he will be going to jail, But I hope
he stays around until then.

TrainWreckAudio

04-11-2010, 10:18 PM

Every time i read one of his emails, I swear my IQ drops. I can feel the intelligence
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leaving my brain.

ndscrub

04-12-2010, 02:53 PM

Andy, You are a scammer and Steve you are scammer, And xtaggged.com is a scam,
Now will you sue me. I want to get on the sue list too!LOl.......:D

04-13-2010, 12:06 PM

Butcher

This portal is to teach the D-D-Ds of the world better known as a Q-man (always Quits)
and A C-man (strives for a cure) that hating never works. A Q-man is known for Quitting
and then inflicting its hatred and pain on others. In contrast, a C-Man looks internally and
seeks for a cure, love, peace, and harmony. By inflicting pain on others, A Q-man
unknowingly makes a stronger case for the need of an Xtagged system. One would hope
that by working together in harmony, the Q-man will eventually find that portion of itself that
was lost. For only then will the Q-man find a cure that will first come through acceptance,
recognition and forgiveness. Like it or not, we are all one. Not one of us is better than the
other. If given a choice, I would rather walk with A C-man that is kinder, wiser and
healthier. So in honor of C-man, we nominate you Xtagged Mascot for your caring,
integrity, kindness and empathy and we invite all of the C-men to join in to make the
Internet a safer environment for all. Instructions below! "In Living Color Style" Video with
Steve & C-man and Dee Dee Dee girls will be loaded soon below

This is what Andy has posted on his site to slam people who are trying to foil his scam.
Can anyone tell me what it all means?:confused: .............. Andy has Lost IT!!!.

Mintberry Crunch

04-13-2010, 12:21 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
This is what Andy has posted on his site to slam people who are trying to foil
his scam. Can anyone tell me what it all means?:confused: .............. Andy has
Lost IT!!!

:lmao: wtf happens to that guy when his fingers touch a keyboard???

dacumen

04-13-2010, 01:53 PM

It's too well punctuated to be Andy. It also seems to have a structure
1 Attachment(s)
to it. Andy's ramblings are usually one long string of nonsense puked
out in a thoughtless, psychotic rage. This person at least looks like
they were trying to put a thought together, however foggy and drug induced that
thought may be. I think it's one of his groupies trying to help him save face. ...maybe
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somebody strung-out on Paxil?
I will say this though: the new crash-dummy head looks WAY more professional!!! Andy
looks like he's stepping up his game a little.
Attachment 3121

TrainWreckAudio

04-13-2010, 02:20 PM

Frequently Asked Questions #1 Who's Xtagged in Utah? Answer Club Bogeys
This site will be going through major construction over the next few months.
It will be worth it! Our systems (patent pending) prompted us to brand the
site XTAGGED.COM. All the sites above are now routed here to Xtagged.com.
Q#2 Do I have to use my plate number? Answer is No you can request an
Xplate number but we require verification! Xtagged is about Safety first not
tons of fake mini profiles, Rules are if you use your cars plate number you
have 15 days to upload a picture of you and your car with plate number
showing. Or Xtagged will delete your mini profile!
LOL, enough said. Dear god his photoshopping skillz are HORRIBLE.
Update: I found this http://twittertagged.blogspot.com/20...1_archive.html thats quite
funny, No way Andy could of wrote it though. LAWL.

Mintberry Crunch

04-13-2010, 02:50 PM

wtf does "XTAGGED! WHEN I BLOG, IT'S REAL! YOU REAL!" mean?

dacumen
Here's a fun one for you guys to chew on:

04-14-2010, 08:10 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Attachment 3126
This is the MRDDD "portal" on Xtagged.com. It's Andy's third-grade attempt to disparage
me and by extension those who believe that he is a fraud. The profile (excuse me,
"Portal") has been live for a little over a month now and has 17,727 views...which is
totally plausible for a website that only has 36 members and by it's owner's own
admission only generates 4,000 "hits" per month. Whenever Andy blogs "IT'S REAL" so
nobody would ever doubt the authenticity of a view count posted on the Xtagged
website, but because I'm an analyst and a skeptic I'm going to go out on a limb here and
say that Andy made that number up.
Those of you who have seen the portal before will note that (a) the view count was over
17,000 the day this profile first appeared and (b) it hasn't gone up much since!
:eyebrows:
...again, nice try Andy. I'll give you a "C" for effort.
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Lil Meat

04-14-2010, 09:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by XTagged
Like it or not, we are all one. Not one of us is better than the other.

Hahaha Nobody is better than the other? Yea, an honest person is no better than a
scammer. :rolleyes: Oh man, the things people tell themselves to validate their
behavior.

TrainWreckAudio

04-14-2010, 02:50 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by KC Meat
Hahaha Nobody is better than the other? Yea, an honest person is no better
than a scammer. :rolleyes: Oh man, the things people tell themselves to
validate their behavior.

He is right in some aspects, but the view as he sees it is very distorted. We are all the
same in which we all have the ability to go above and beyond our own limits. To become
better than we are, but I dont believe scamming others is going above and beyond.
Sorry, Xtagged, you set yourself up for that.

dacumen

04-14-2010, 03:17 PM

Has anybody noticed Andy took the owner's portal down? Probably
5 Attachment(s)
embarrassed that I called him out on the legal name of his company. I
mean seriously, if you're going to post a legitimate-looking ownership
chart and label it "Xtagged LLC," you should at least check to make sure you own the
rights to the name "Xtagged LLC". It's not hard to make a scam look legitimate, but
Andy isn't even trying which is what makes him so entertaining! It's like watching Wile-ECoyote attack you from his latest Acme Social Media Website...LITERALLY!!!
Attachment 3127
Next up, the Acme Buzz-Wiser energy drink...funded by profits from the Acme blue-tooth
profiler.

DJrain

04-14-2010, 09:55 PM

That is FUNNY SHIT!!!!!.......LMAO....Andy you can't win!:)
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04-15-2010, 09:48 AM

Final Entry Before court, in this video @ http://www.youtube.com/buzzandwiser you will
finally see, fraudulent documents that ryion Made up! There now has been charges filed
for Xtagged LLC by Steve Klemack (719-360-9398) and owners. Steve: And Defamation
of Character on behalf of Andy Esquivel! UTXPATROL@gmail.com! www.xtagged.com is
in the process of being sold! sadly due to court issue with ryion butcher, it will be held up
for a few weeks, but after veiwing this video . and i must say sorry to Andy! because i
am sorry to say these blogs by ryion butcher set up red flags to me and it was dean and
other owners that said to listen to your side of the story and i am happy i did as they
recommended, because ironically this proves people need xtagged i will never read
blogs again unless there backed up with xtagged like your blog Andy! so my promise to
you is we will file charges to the fullest! steve K!
http://www.youtube.com/buzzandwiser
UTxpatrol Andy: THX Steve being in this meeting with you guys really shows how much
you really want to help and change the world! at the end of all of this i just hope that
everyone sees how blogging lies is easy for people like ryion to do with sites that let you
make up screen names and in this meeting i was happy to here that the investigators,
are saying that at the end of this we will know who is who hopefully in weeksbecause if
everybody blogging REBORN, KCJ, FLIPSIDE, GIRLX, FORTHEWEEK , ETC, if there real
not made up by ryion should come forward. they cant put phone number at this time,
but if your any of these people please email me UTXPATROL@gmail.com so i can add
you to court! What a waste of time and money on ryions behalf but if they were all
xtagged we would know how to contact them, like me UTXPATROL@gmail.com! But
thanks to my side of bloggers like me UTXPATROL investigators know eXactly how to
contact us @ Xtagged. And they even said that i was right, why would i create a site to
make people real online then brand myself to my plate number and scam people for
there money. thats, 100% way of getting cought by the police. And i said yes thats why
we made xtagged. so kids online will be safe! My son would tell kids to sign up at school
to be safe with there parents but he was told that his dad was a scam so they were not
going to. and they referred to ryions blogging. for seven months kids have went unsafe
because of you ryion and my son who is fourteen had to pay for yourSelfishness!
X=US UTXPATROL = Andy
XTAGGED.COM

Andy sent this to me and bloged it all over the internet. Here, he say's Steve has filed
charges for Andy aganist me. Its funny cause Andy still has not taken me to court. And
Andy pretends to be Steve in this blog. Andy can only wish he had support, But he is
alone in this scam!

04-15-2010, 04:46 PM

ripcord
Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Final Entry Before court, in this video @ http://www.youtube.com
/buzzandwiser you will finally see, fraudulent documents that ryion Made up!
There now has been charges filed for Xtagged LLC by Steve Klemack
(719-360-9398) and owners. Steve: And Defamation of Character on behalf of
Andy Esquivel! UTXPATROL@gmail.com! www.xtagged.com is in the process
of being sold! sadly due to court issue with ryion butcher, it will be held up for
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a few weeks, but after veiwing this video . and i must say sorry to Andy!
because i am sorry to say these blogs by ryion butcher set up red flags to me
and it was dean and other owners that said to listen to your side of the story
and i am happy i did as they recommended, because ironically this proves
people need xtagged i will never read blogs again unless there backed up with
xtagged like your blog Andy! so my promise to you is we will file charges to
the fullest! steve K!
http://www.youtube.com/buzzandwiser
UTxpatrol Andy: THX Steve being in this meeting with you guys really shows
how much you really want to help and change the world! at the end of all of
this i just hope that everyone sees how blogging lies is easy for people like
ryion to do with sites that let you make up screen names and in this meeting i
was happy to here that the investigators, are saying that at the end of this we
will know who is who hopefully in weeksbecause if everybody blogging
REBORN, KCJ, FLIPSIDE, GIRLX, FORTHEWEEK , ETC, if there real not made up
by ryion should come forward. they cant put phone number at this time, but if
your any of these people please email me UTXPATROL@gmail.com so i can
add you to court! What a waste of time and money on ryions behalf but if they
were all xtagged we would know how to contact them, like me
UTXPATROL@gmail.com! But thanks to my side of bloggers like me
UTXPATROL investigators know eXactly how to contact us @ Xtagged. And
they even said that i was right, why would i create a site to make people real
online then brand myself to my plate number and scam people for there
money. thats, 100% way of getting cought by the police. And i said yes thats
why we made xtagged. so kids online will be safe! My son would tell kids to
sign up at school to be safe with there parents but he was told that his dad
was a scam so they were not going to. and they referred to ryions blogging.
for seven months kids have went unsafe because of you ryion and my son who
is fourteen had to pay for yourSelfishness!
X=US UTXPATROL = Andy
XTAGGED.COM

Andy sent this to me and bloged it all over the internet. Here, he say's Steve
has filed charges for Andy aganist me. Its funny cause Andy still has not taken
me to court. And Andy pretends to be Steve in this blog. Andy can only wish he
had support, But he is alone in this scam!

OMG!!!!....Is this guy for real?...Xtagged is so fucking stupid!

DJrain

04-26-2010, 03:10 PM

I think we finallly shut up Andy............................:D

dacumen
Quote:

04-27-2010, 03:32 PM
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Originally Posted by DJrain
I think we finallly shut up Andy............................:D
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Think again. Andy just switched his focus. He's now promoting E-Cigarettes. Check out
his latest video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy4j4YWmMzI
As you can clearly see from this video (chief evidence the PIMPED OUT watch Andy
conspicuously flashes over and over again), Andy is alive and living large on the (cough)
$24.5 million dollars Steve paid him for Xtagged.com. He's also learned a thing or two
from this message board about how to set up an authentic limited liability company. The
irrefutable evidence below clearly shows that this time Andy and Steve actually went
through the trouble to register their new business entity with the Colorado Secretary of
State. :o
Attachment 3157
...I guess using LegalZoom.com was more convenient than calling on one of Andy's army
of high-priced lawyers to do the job on retainer. Smart move! After all, why pay a lawyer
$200 an hour to do what you can have an online service do for $149?
Anyway, nice job Andy! Glad UtahRaves.com could teach you something about business.
:D Now all you have to do is go to Prepaid Legal and have them get you off the hook
with the SEC.
Here's Andy's description of his new E-Cig venture...
Quote:
Mr. Simon has partnered with Matthew to take Wiser e-cig to the top, our

contract with

be announced

soon, wiser retails for $149 you can get yours here for $99.99 with thief or lost
insurance include! or $79.99 With out insurance! And now with our sponsor
comp you can Buy-wiser(Buy wiser promo) for $49.99 our sponsor pays
difference for you! Same for our BUZZ/WISER after party drink! contact JO at
720-436-7580 for more info! thx LIVE WISER!
And here's a glowing review from their CEO (who I'm embarrassed to admit is my
'mother')...
Quote:
My Introduction to E-Cigarettes Hello Everyone, I just wanted to share with you
what I thought was a new concept; actually, it is not new and the technology
has been around for a while. The technology is called E-Cigarettes. For those
of you not familiar with the term, an e-cigarette (commonly referred to as e-cig)
is an alternative to smoked tobacco products. Basically, it is a battery powered
device that provides inhaled doses of nicotine by way of a vaporized solution.
Recently I spoke with Steve Klemeck who is co-owner of a new energy drink
called Buzz-Wiser. Steve invited me to participate in forum with a local group
in Denver that has gotten together to promote healthier living. One of the
group's focus is on cigarettes. When I first heard about Buzz-wiser interest in
venturing into the e-cig market, I thought that it was mainly for profit. I later
learned by viewing their newer website at www.smokewiserlivelonger.com,
(BETA) that the company's mission is promote karma throughout the world by
donating percentages of its proceeds to charitable organizations. This website
is meant to be a forum for smokers and non-smokers to hook up around the
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world to discuss how to quit smoking. The site will also provide users with
various links of products that promote non-smoking and healthier living. One
site that the group has recommended is www.buzz-wiser.com. During my
conversation with Steve, he pointed out how this technology will revolutionize
the world. Although the e-cigs come in various strengths, Steve is quick to
point out that data is not available showing that the product will reduce risks or
lessen the desire to smoke. He did suggest some of the benefits which I had
not thought about. For example, increased productivity, reduced liter, lower dry
cleaning costs, cleaner homes, whiter teeth, reduced costs to establishments,
and the list goes on. Please check www.buzz-wiser.com and also soon
www.smokewiserlivelonger.com its launches 07/04/2010 and pass this
information along. Again, I always welcome your feedback. Yours truly, Ms.
NCTrunews Xtagged portal TRUNEWS Brand Yourself!
Long live X-Wiser-Buzz Profiler...uh...or whatever Andy's selling this week.

Butcher

04-28-2010, 07:28 AM

Andy once again coming up with stupid shit and cramming it into Xtagged.........and
buzz-wiser......where have I heard that name before......Sounds so copied.
I can't wait for the energy drink to come out! He should call it X-Bull.
I love the watch Andy, You must really be doing well.:rolleyes:

dacumen

04-28-2010, 11:13 AM

Quote:

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by Butcher
Andy once again coming up with stupid shit and cramming it into
Xtagged.........and buzz-wiser......where have I heard that name
before......Sounds so copied.
I can't wait for the energy drink to come out! He should call it X-Bull.
I love the watch Andy, You must really be doing well.:rolleyes:

Attachment 3158
...all I have to say.
By the way Ryion, how's that lawsuit coming? I mean the real one by you and the former
Xtagged investors against Andy, not the pretend one by Andy against you. Also did you
ever get the name of that BYU professor Andy tried to con into investing who's now
teaching a scam-avoidance segment in his finance classes using Andy and Xtagged as a
cautionary tale? I'd like to get a copy of his lesson plan.

Butcher

04-29-2010, 08:51 AM

: info@xtagged.com <info@xtagged.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 27, 2010 at 2:57 AM
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Subject: RE: I want my money
To: xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com
do it kyle end up just like ryion and now this email threat is on you see
you in court steve!!!
This is Andy pretending to be Steve again! Kyle the other investor who was burned,
Wrote Andy an Email saying if he does not get his money he will post his Docs and turn
them into the SEC.
This is the Email he got back. Well me and some of the other investors will see Andy in
court, We are going in togeather on a lawsuit against Andy. Hey! Steve we are here for
you when you get burned! give us a call.

dacumen

04-29-2010, 11:19 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
: info@xtagged.com <info@xtagged.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 27, 2010 at 2:57 AM
Subject: RE: I want my money
To: xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com
do it kyle end up just like ryion and now this email threat is on you see
you in court steve!!!
This is Andy pretending to be Steve again! Kyle the other investor who was
burned, Wrote Andy an Email saying if he does not get his money he will post
his Docs and turn them into the SEC.
This is the Email he got back. Well me and some of the other investors will see
Andy in court, We are going in together on a lawsuit against Andy. Hey! Steve
we are here for you when you get burned! give us a call.

Dude, what in the hell is Kyle waiting for? He needs to contact Solomon right now or risk
getting pulled into the case as a defendant alongside Steve and possibly Allan. This is
not a game (although Andy still thinks it is), this is serious! I would love for him to post
the documents he has here, but the more important thing is for him to hand them over
to the government to assist them in their case against Andy.

Mintberry Crunch

04-29-2010, 11:24 AM

In reference to the video above:
I have worked in a watch repair service center for over 4 years. That watch looks like the
biggest piece of fake jewelery meant to impress people who only catch a glimpse of it
and think that sparkly jewelery = expensive.
I absolutely hate watches like that.
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Carry on.

ripcord

04-30-2010, 04:38 AM

Of corse Andy's watch is fake! But he needs to do somthing to prove to us that he got a
lot of money from the fake sell of Xtagged.

04-30-2010, 08:56 AM

dacumen
Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
Of corse Andy's watch is fake! But he needs to do somthing to prove to us that
he got a lot of money from the fake sell of Xtagged.

Very true. The fact is, Andy did NOT sell Xtagged to some gullible sucker from Denver
named "Steve" for $24.5 million dollars as he says in his videos...or even $2.4 million as
he says in fake sale documents which Kyle is about to hand over to the SEC...or to
Google for a billion dollars...or to some other un-named corporation with a dysfunctional
M&A department for $50 million dollars. Everybody knows this except my mother, who's
dumb enough to buy bullshit straight off the truck from anybody with a story. The truth
is probably that Steve gave Andy some money because he's an idiot who never went to
business school and doesn't know any better. Andy most likely took the money and ran
and is now using it to live on until he can find some other mentally retarded dipshit to
con out of next month's rent. Sorry Steve, I tried to warn you, but you're impossible to
talk to when you're under the puppeteer's spell. How much did you lose anyway?
Let's try to break it down:
Allan: $70,000
Kyle: $8,000
Ryion: $5,000
Steve: $5,000 (est)
Chris: $2,000
Robert: $1,500
Dani Jae: free modeling
Jesse Ruiz: $800 bounced check
PartyUtah.com: ~$500 worth of free advertising
I know my mother didn't invest anything because she doesn't have anything to invest.
How much did everybody else lose? Anybody care to post?
Here's the current list of organizations considering or currently persuing legal action
against Andy:
United States Securities and Exchange Commission
Federal Trade Commission
Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
Geico
iSafe.org
Nike
New Belgium Brewing Company
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04-30-2010, 11:27 AM

Andy will pay us back I'm sure:rolleyes: With the millions of dollers he's going to make
off the E-CIG............You know that was Andy's idea anyway. Who ever leaked it out
before Andy launched it, Will be sued!

dacumen

04-30-2010, 01:27 PM

Quote:

here becky i will send you this before your bitch crybaby MR acumen tells on
me and steve and dean know about it, see jessy this is daryls mom i am not
fake this bitch daryl is fake all the way up to his name acumen i have

email lists from skybar and allure when we sent out
xtagged i sent this so if everybody wants to see whos real well becky is

CEO of xtagged and now i found out that this pervert daryl acumen has been
emailing my 14 year old son so will see i will be in Utah tomorrow

Ok, anybody remember this email I got from Andy? Well as many of you know, I work
with SkyBar and Allure quite frequently and today I had to call the heads of both clubs to
confirm our photographic schedule for the weekend. While I had them on the phone, I
went ahead and asked them if they remembered Andy and Xtagged and if in fact they'd
ever given Andy access to their email lists to promote Xtagged.
I got an ear-full from both clubs about Andy and Xtagged, what a slick snake-oil
salesman he was and how nobody from either club took him very seriously because he
was obviously full of shit. That's neither here-nor-there and I don't have time to
transcribe it all on this page. What I can confirm is the following: Andy was never given
access to any mailing lists for either club. Neither club owner would have dreamed of
giving Andy access to such lists (if they had them) because they both considered him to
be a shady character. If Andy did somehow gain unauthorized access to mailing lists
from either club and used them for his own promotional purposes, he would face swift
legal action. The General Manager of Allure did say he gets crazy emails from Andy
every now and again and he said he'd try to post a few of the crazier ones here when he
gets some time. :-)
There you have it...another Andy Esquivel lie exposed by the guy who built and hosts the
SkyBar website and advertises heavily for Allure. I have so much fun exposing Andy's
bullshit! It's so easy to do because Andy puts almost no effort into covering his tracks.
The trouble now is I'm running out of lies to expose because Andy has been
embarrassed into virtual seclusion pending his eminent arrest on federal fraud charges.
Sleep tight, Andy. Maybe you can trade some of those e-cigarettes in jail for extra guard
protection.
By the way, does Andy even have a 14 year old son? I thought his only child was a five
year old little girl. Somebody please click on this link and tell me if I'm crazy:
http://xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=743564. Does that look like a 14 year
old boy to any of you? WTF?

dacumen

05-01-2010, 11:56 AM
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Ryion called (and I guess sent a text message to) Andy last week to get his address so
the lawyer he and the other investors have retained for their lawsuit against Andy could
reach him. He got the following series of text messages in response:
Quote:

As soon our meeting is done we are headed to police you will get a call soon
and I just called sprint they will be calling soon to verify me matt, do not
what's up with your big mouth did the police call u yet you guys are now
known as the morman morons And yes this phone belongs to Matt we both
were at utah court yesterday Andy oh matt is part owner of buzzwiser see u in
court DDD
Rich idiot! You still live with your inlaws lol
I was in utah just yesterday and your scam your just to dumb to know it DDD
this matt stop texting Mr. Esquivel is leaving police will call you
Yea to tell you this wasn't my phone that's why well I got to go live out of my
car now lol but still Im not living off my inlaws at 40 lol lol lol grow u
Andy just left you will find out soon the policeman said they will contact you
soon stop
It's actually getting kind of boring bashing Andy. He always reacts the exact same way;
you get some ridiculous, bullshit threat about some nonsensical legal action coming
"soon." Lawyers, police, private investigations, ...whatever. It's always "right around the
corner" and it's always something that makes absolutely no sense whatsoever. Suing a
message board for talking shit? Suing for "harassment" in civil court? Trying to get "gag
orders" put on people who aren't parties to any civil or criminal case? I mean seriously,
what good is it to threaten somebody with legal action when you lack even elementary
knowledge of how the legal system works?
Andy went to "the police" regarding Ryion's attempts to get his address for their
lawsuit...which police? Was it county, state, or municipal? Which jurisdiction? What will
be the charge? Sprint was supposed to call Ryion to confirm that Matt owned the phone
Ryion called to get Andy's address...why in God's name would Sprint do that? Doesn't
Sprint have a strict privacy policy against sharing subscriber information with
unauthorized people? Does the Sprint call center even make outgoing calls? To whom is
Ryion now known as a "morman moron" and what the hell is a "morman" anyway?
Finally, who was Andymatt referring to when he kept talking about somebody living with
their inlaws? Ryion lives with his wife and child in a condo in Salt Lake County while his
inlaws have a huge house with property. Ryion, did you used to live in their guest house
or something?
It's all just stupid and frankly getting a bit redundant. It's like arguing with a six year old.
Ryion, keep us posted on how the civil case progresses and I'll update this thread if
anything really interesting pops up, but otherwise I think I'm done. ...there's really
nothing left to say and Andy's just going to say the same shit over and over and over
again anyway.
Thanks all of you for reading. It's been a blast!
PS - Everybody be sure to visit http://www.NCTRUNEWS.com
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dacumen

05-01-2010, 05:40 PM

Update: Andy took the Mr. DDD portal off the Xtagged homepage. I guess he finally
realized how stupid that profile made him look. Either he's slowly sobering up or
somebody with some sense is advising him on how to improve his public image. Good
luck with that, Andy.

05-02-2010, 06:18 PM

dacumen

Update: "Xtagged" is the 509th highest ranking keyword to UtahRaves.com so far in
2010 with 18 searches! In total, 48 people have come to UtahRaves.com after searching
for some variation of Xtagged on the web. Specific phrases searched include:
Xtagged - 18
Xtagged.com - 17
Xtagged scam - 8
Andy Esquivel - 3
Buzz/Wiser - 2
owner xtagged - 1
Xtagged.com business location - 1
Xtagged reviews - 1
Xtagged reality show - 1
smoke wiser, Xtagged - 1
iphone con artist scam - 1 (I wasn't sure this meant Andy until I saw that it

links to this thread)

Thanks to all of you who helped make a difference. :D

It'sMagic

05-02-2010, 09:49 PM

Is this Andy guy for real? I didn't know there were people that dumb. This guy takes the
cake, He needs to be given the boner award.

Butcher

05-04-2010, 07:31 AM

Andy thinks I live with my in laws, The truth is I lived with my parents while my condo
was being built. Now I live in my own place, But Andy is trying so hard to find something
to get me on and that's the best he could come up with. It's also funny that he calls me
and the other investors he scammed the Morman morons and he miss spelled Mormon
wrong, So who's the Moron?
In Andy's text he tells me to grow up! That's really funny coming from Andy seeing how
he acts and speaks. You are right though when you say I'm a moron! Because I did fall
for your scam and gave you money. I must admit that was the dumbest thing I have
done in my life, and I'm ashamed of myself for trusting you.
Andy are you still living out of your car? We know your still scamming people, but what
else are you up to?

dacumen

05-04-2010, 09:51 AM
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Ryion, don't make fun of people living out of their cars. Xtagged helps
all sorts of families who call their vehicles home. Here's an example.
Don't be such an unfeeling prick!

2 Attachment(s)

Attachment 3189 Attachment 3190
Quote:
Thank you F.U.B.U. for the clothing that you let me buy with the Karma Credits
(KCs) from Xtagged! Thank you Walmart for the same and for the discount that
helped me to get to where I am today! Also, thanks to all of you at Xtagged that
provided me with KCs to take care of me and my family. Due to the Xtagged
system, people knew that I was real and trusted me; if they did not trust me,
people would not have given. But with KCs from www.KARMACAUSE.com
and the Xtagged site that 100% verifies members, you can see me out and
about and send KCs to my portal! You can monitor how much has been given
to me at the new grey window below the state box window at the bottom to the
left of my portal.and with the cell phone that I purchased with your help sending
karma credits. My family and I learned everything about the KCs while we were
trying to fall asleep one night while parked at the lake. We googled it on the
phone we had gotten from sprint with Karma Credits. That's how I finally got a
job! I shall be loading monthly YouTube videos with my phone, of my family to
assure you that your KCs are changing the world starting with ME. Why?
Because at first I didn't have a car, I had an Angel that told me about Xtagged.
They let me sign up under their family zone plate number (BKNDS) just like
Andy’s tagme and received KCs from that portal! Now my mind lives for
change. Because of the people that I once called homeless like myself; I now
call them my friends. So Karma to the fullest! I vow for the rest of my life to
help others that are homeless with the Karma Credits system that has been so
worldly to me!!!!!!!!!! P.S. Dear xtagged, I am not so techy, but I know that
karma is about giving back. I would like to ask if it is possible in the future for
you to add a box or page on portals to show a detailed list of KCs that we had
received to help us. That way when we become stable again, it can show what
we started doing for people on xtagged as a family that once received and is
now giving back like pay it forward. I believe this would be a very useful
application for our children. They could see that there’s nothing to be a shamed
of and learn even though at the toughest times in our lives at the bottom, we
can stand proud. We can be part of a system that teaches a family that karma
compassion & love (GOD) has blessed us with a way to climb back up to the
top with the help of others extending their hands to pull us up! So we can be
proud that once we are up there, we will not leave anyone down (sounds like
heaven). We then become the hands that reach down to pull the next family up
for it is a system of progress and not a system of shame! KCs are not just for
homeless! They are for the old lady that wants to give that gentleman a tip of
gratitude that he used to get bashful about and not take her dollar! Now with a
karma credit and his xtagged portal, it becomes a pay it forward for him. Not
only does he get the karma from helping her, she has blessed him with a
karma credit that she earned with the friends at her retirement home and
printed them out to give. The point is everybody can help because KCs are
earned and not purchased!
In the interest of full disclosure, it must be noted that KarmaCause.com does not
actually exist. The domain used to redirect to KarmaCurrency.com.au, but now
points to the following blog post...
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Quote:

If you have visited the Xtagged website over the past few months, you may
have noticed above the tag portals the wording ‘TAGS BENEFIT
KARMACAUSE.ORG.’ This is an organization in Australia whose legal
name is Karma Currency. The company is a charitable non-profit
organization and is one of the first to use gift vouchers. On their web site,
users will find 100s of charitable organizations, 1000s of gifts to choose from,
and millions of ways to use good karma.
Karma Currency shares Xtagged vision and believes the perfect gift is one that
can save lives, look for cures, protect the environment, and much more. To
encourage charitable giving and to further promote Karma Currency’s cause,
the two organizations agreed to point a link between the sites in an effort to
increase the flow of traffic.
Xtagged is proud to report that it is in the final stage of completing
its own Karma Cause website. Once this project is completed, Xtagged will
remove its link from the Trunews blog site. The organization will notify users
once the site is completed and encourage you to recommend the site to your
constituents. With the ongoing disasters in the United States and the rest of
the world, citizens need all of the assistance that they can get. With disasters
come abuse and vulnerability. It is Xtagged mission to provide a comfort zone
and protection not only to the person that is giving; but, to the individual(s)
that are receiving as well. As with Xtagged, the Karma Cause organization will
force users to identify themselves through their tags. Remember that the ‘X’ in
tagged means ‘Cross My Heart’ because X=Trust.
Ms. NCtrunews
...personally I think 'Ms. NCtrunews' is on mushrooms. Here's the whois record for
KarmaCause.org:
Quote:

Domain Name:KARMACAUSE.ORG
Created On:06-Feb-2010 11:46:10 UTC
Last Updated On:08-Apr-2010 03:48:12 UTC
Expiration Date:06-Feb-2011 11:46:10 UTC
Sponsoring Registrar:GoDaddy.com, Inc. (R91-LROR)
Registrant ID:CR42166474
Registrant Name:steve k
Registrant Organization:karma cause llc
Registrant Street1:5445 dtc parkway
Registrant City:greenwood villiage
Registrant State/Province:Colorado
Registrant Postal Code:80111
Registrant Country:US
Registrant Phone:+1.7193609398
Registrant Email:info@xtagged.com
...and here's the whois record for KarmaCurrency.com.au:
Quote:

Domain Name karmacurrency.com.au
Last Modified 25-Feb-2010 02:26:43 UTC
Registrar Name Enetica
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Registrant ROSSHANDLER ASHLEY WARREN
Registrant ID ABN 47217311426
Registrant Contact ID AR410201
Registrant Contact Name Ashley Rosshandler
Registrant Contact Email ash@karmacurrency.com.au
...so based on the information above, we can deduce the following:
1. The legal name of the registrant organization that owns
KarmaCause.org/com is "Karma Cause LLC", NOT "Karma Currency" as Ms.
NCtrunews states in her blog post
2. "Karma Cause LLC" doesn't exist. The name "Karma Cause LLC" hasn't
even been reserved with the Colorado Secretary of state, meaning Steve
and Andy didn't learn their lesson from the "Xtagged LLC" fiasco last
month. Anyone with $25 could reserve this name, register as Karma Cause
LLC in Colorado and capture the domain KarmaCause.org/com from
Godaddy LEGALLY!!!
3. KarmaCause.org is in no way affiliated with a KarmaCurrency.com.au
(confirmed via email from KarmaCurrency.com.au)
4. The assertion that KarmaCause.org and KarmaCurrency.com.au are one
and the same is an attempt to commit FRAUD
5. Since KarnaCause.org/com has not launched yet, the charitable case
described in vivid detail in the first quote above can only be fraudulent!
6. Finally, since only an idiot would fall for a CON this transparent,
and Ms. NCtrunews fell for it hook, line and sinker...(you do the
math)!
On a personal note Andy, Steve and Rebecca: I find it really sick that you people use the
good names of legitimate organizations to prop up your own retarded scams! MADD,
KarmaCurrency.com.au, iSafe.org, who's next the Boy Scouts? I mean seriously, if you
put half as much energy into finding legitimate jobs and doing something useful with
your lives as you spend trying to con people out of their savings, you might find karma
working for instead of against you. How do you people sleep at night? WTF?

DJrain

05-04-2010, 01:36 PM

Xtagged is 100% real.........FAKE!!!.....:mad:

dacumen

05-05-2010, 11:21 PM

I have an update that is absolutely hilarious, but I'm out of town on business and don't
have time to type it all in right now. In a word, Andy is even nuttier than even we gave
him credit for. Seriously, this guy just went from .01% to 0% credibility in my book after
the conversation I just had. There is no doubt in my mind now that he's absolutely
pathological and only a complete idiot would take him seriously. Details soon.

Butcher

05-06-2010, 08:58 AM

Andy is taking a break from Xtagged and is now focused on his newes't scam, the E-Cig.
Andy is out there with some more made up story's and more bull shit than you can
shovel.
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Be smart people and don't give this guy your money. I can't belive people will give Andy
the time of day with the shit he say's. The list is growing of people who have lost ther
money to this Idiot!
Don't be another name added.

dacumen

05-06-2010, 10:56 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Andy is taking a break from Xtagged and is now focused on his newes't scam,
the E-Cig. Andy is out there with some more made up story's and more bull
shit than you can shovel.
Be smart people and don't give this guy your money. I can't belive people will
give Andy the time of day with the shit he say's. The list is growing of people
who have lost ther money to this Idiot!
Don't be another name added.

As most of you are aware, Andy has a HUGE new venture! It's the Smoke Wiser E-Cig.
It's funded by profits from the sale of Xtagged to Steve Klemak for $2.4 or $24.5 Million
dollars, depending on what day of the week you ask Andy about the deal. Andy posted a
very convincing new video on YouTube several weeks ago demonstrating his new
product and flashing an expensive-looking watch which he believes proves (a) how much
money he made scamming Steve and (b) that he has the resources to launch his latest
venture. Ms. NCTrunews, who is stupid enough to believe every word Andy tells her,
recently made an eloquent blog post endorsing the new E-Cig venture. At first glance, if
you don't know Andy very well, all of this looks great! Unfortunately for Andy, we do
know him very well and we're smart enough to dig further.
Last week I had a fascinating conversation with Andy's E-Cig supplier. He was kind
enough to share with me the details of Andy's new venture and I think all of you will find
it as HILARIOUS as I did!
What Andy claims to have developed is a wireless microprocessor insert that fits snugly
inside the tip of a cigarette. This little microprocessor (presumably blue-tooth enabled)
tracks how much nicotine you inhale from each puff. It compares your intake with values
set by you and stored on-chip which trend downwards over time to ween you off of
smoking. Once you've programmed this chip with your daily intake goals and fitted the
chip to the tip of your cigarettes, it will monitor your intake and let you know wirelessly
if you exceed your intake goals. The chip can also be configured to send an email (or
even place a phone call) to your friends and family notifying them that you're breaking
your nicotine intake limits and by extension your commitment to quit smoking.
Old people smoke allot. Elderly nursing home patients spend allot of time outside on
smoke breaks and they need to be attended by a registered nurse at all times while
they're doing it. Nurses cost money. Andy's mother is one of them. If you can convince
these seniors to use 'Buzz/Smoke/Wiser blue-tooth wireless AndyChip' enabled E-Cigs,
you can save the nursing home industry MILLIONS of dollars per year in staff salaries.
Andy, through his connections to the nursing home community (i.e.: his mom) has
managed to convince hundreds of nursing homes to buy tens of thousands of his E-Cigs
and distribute them to seniors to help them quit smoking and save themselves a fortune.
BUT THAT'S NOT ALL!!! Andy has ALSO closed deals with all the Casinos in Las Vegas to
distribute his E-Cigs (which he hasn't procured yet) instead of the leading brand. He's
negotiating with suppliers in China to get a good price on the units...but he's still
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negotiating with a local E-Cig wholesaler in Denver in case the Chinese deal falls
through.
Andy initially asked this supplier, who his cousin introduced him to at a wholesale
products event, for a quote on 250,000 E-Cigs. When the wholesaler got suspicious, he
lowered the figure to 50,000. In the near term he settled for a half dozen demo kits,
which he had a tough time paying for. He was able to procure some custom printing
through the printing company HE OWNS (yea, right) and got some boxes made so he
could pass this vendor's E-Cigs off as his own product. It is these E-Cig demo boxes
acquired with money borrowed from Andy's mother and wrapped in custom printed
boxes that you see displayed prominently in the YouTube video earlier in this thread.
Andy's E-Cig source thought his whole pitch sounded fishy. He was curious as to why
someone worth millions of dollars with homes in Florida and Hollywood was LIVING
WITH HIS MOTHER in Denver (Ryion, does this accusation sound familiar?). He was not
impressed with Andy's obviously fake glitter watch. He was MOST suspicious of Andy's
claims to have displaced the leading E-Cig brand in all of the casino's in Vegas, which he
thought highly improbable. As a precaution, the supplier did a quick search for "Andy
Esquivel" and "Xtagged" on Google and guess what: HE FOUND US!!!

Note: That's what happens when you make enemies with the Manager of Glogal Search
Analytics for the 9th largest corporation in America...you get burned on GOOGLE!!!
No offense Andy, but this is by far THE WORST AND MOST PATHETIC scheme I've ever
heard you concoct. A wireless microprocessor that calls people to tell them you're
smoking too much, ARE YOU FUCKING KIDDING ME? What kind of a psychopathic moron
do you have to be to look someone in the eyes with a straight face give them a bullshit
story that far fetched? You are by far the most idiotic dip-shit I've ever even heard of. If I
told somebody about you who'd never met you before, nobody would believe a human
being as stupid as you are ever actually existed! Your supplier put it best, you have
"...the balls of a moose!"
I swear to god I'm trying to quit this thread and I promised my wife I wouldn't post here
anymore because she thinks poor pathetic Andy has been beat up enough and I should
just leave his little bitch-ass alone, but I couldn't resist this one. It just absolutely takes
the cake. WHAT A LOSER!!!
...peace out.

It'sMagic

05-07-2010, 09:01 AM

WOW!!!!! Do people really belive this Andy guy?:confused:

dacumen

05-08-2010, 10:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by It'sMagic
WOW!!!!! Do people really belive this Andy guy?:confused:

...only for a few minutes usually.
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Butcher

05-09-2010, 05:49 PM

Forwarded message ---------From: info@xtagged.com <info@xtagged.com>
Date: Sun, May 9, 2010 at 1:43 PM
Subject: Re: I want my money
To: xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com
I spelled it like that cuzzzz i thought you were a man stupid (MOR"MAN"
Morons get it dumb ass! and give your lawyer it who cares dumb ass we told
you get a lawyer i don't know how many times kyle so if you have one shut
the hell up! liar Steve is not on your side nor is Allen, Steve really
bought xtagged stupid Daryl Screwed you all! what do you expect from a man
who dumps his mom. And you, heres all i have to say about you! i have
emails where you threaten to give all your paperwork to SEC wow your check
that you wrote to xtagged and trust me its not $8,000 dollars and then try
to black mail us by saying your gonna blog like ryion, well good choice
MORMAN dont feel bad roman Catholics are no better then you fake asses, see
you in court with all the other haters, and heres a tip for the stupid if
STEVE did not own xtagged he could sue me for the banner thats running on
top of xtagged.com you will see Monday, now i am very busy with Buzz/wiser
AND a e-cigarette company has sub the name wiser for there cigarette! No i
didnt invent the e-cigarette they just wanted the label so this will be the
last email you get from me i dont need to waste any more time on you and
kyle i want you to give your lawyer all emails because these emails will
all be in court i guarantee it oh steve just called watch this he will call
you now! and once again you will get nothing until court!!!!!!!!

Kyle got this message from Andy. Once again for us to LOl!!!!! I guess were all going to
court still?:rolleyes:

Butcher

05-09-2010, 05:58 PM

On Sat, May 8, 2010 at 2:50 PM, info@xtagged.com <info@xtagged.com> wrote:
> ok morman moron you dont lie do you, dirt bag my name is kyle i am a
virgin
> morman i dont lie i am good boy thats why mat has charges of harassment
> because i am good morman boy didnt give out any numbers!!!! what ever i
use
> to say your righteous LOL fucking liar is all you are, what other secrets
> you got MR MORMAN!!!! you will get nothing until court now all of you go
> get a lawyer and stop crying see you in court ANDY!!!!!
>

Andy sent this one to Kyle too..........Giving us more comedy!:D Andy you are so
retarded!
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dacumen

05-10-2010, 07:57 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Forwarded message ---------From: info@xtagged.com <info@xtagged.com>
Date: Sun, May 9, 2010 at 1:43 PM
Subject: Re: I want my money
To: xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com
I spelled it like that cuzzzz i thought you were a man stupid (MOR"MAN"
Morons get it dumb ass! and give your lawyer it who cares dumb ass we told
you get a lawyer i don't know how many times kyle so if you have one shut
the hell up! liar Steve is not on your side nor is Allen, Steve really
bought xtagged stupid Daryl Screwed you all! what do you expect from a man
who dumps his mom. And you, heres all i have to say about you! i have
emails where you threaten to give all your paperwork to SEC wow your check
that you wrote to xtagged and trust me its not $8,000 dollars and then try
to black mail us by saying your gonna blog like ryion, well good choice
MORMAN dont feel bad roman Catholics are no better then you fake asses, see
you in court with all the other haters, and heres a tip for the stupid if
STEVE did not own xtagged he could sue me for the banner thats running on
top of xtagged.com you will see Monday, now i am very busy with
Buzz/wiser
AND a e-cigarette company has sub the name wiser for there
cigarette! No i
didnt invent the e-cigarette they just wanted the label so this will be
the
last email you get from me i dont need to waste any more time on you and
kyle i want you to give your lawyer all emails because these emails will
all be in court i guarantee it oh steve just called watch this he will call
you now! and once again you will get nothing until court!!!!!!!!
Kyle got this message from Andy. Once again for us to LOl!!!!! I guess were all
going to court still?:rolleyes:

I swear sometimes reading Andy's emails is like reading the broken English of one of
those Chinese spammers pretending to be a Russian escort willing to "merry amarican
come to states love you long time pleze send cash for ticket muah." I mean
JEEEEEZZZ!!!
Anyway, Andy obviously hasn't read this thread in a few days and doesn't realize we got
the full scoop on his latest E-Cig scam from his would-be supplier. His claims keep
getting dumber and dumber as he scrambles to reclaim a pinch of credibility amid our
admittedly relentless campaign to expose everything he says and does as a lie in
support of an elaborate fiction. The truth is, nobody cares about Andy's stupid
'Buzz/wiser' e-cig brand and nobody in their right mind would bother licensing it...or
"subbing" it as he so ineloquently puts it. Andy's problem (besides the fact that he's a
pathological liar) is that he has this insatiable need to be seen as a big-shot at all times.
The supplier might have done a reseller deal with Andy and even let him private label
the e-cigs 'Buzz/Wiser' if Andy hadn't fed him all those lies about implanted wireless
micro-chips, huge contracts with scores of nursing homes and exclusive deals with every
casino in Vegas. It's as though Andy actually has a self-destructive streak and
intentionally wants to sabotage any chance he has to make an honest buck just so he
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can pass himself off as more than he is! WTF?
Well, Steve or Andy or whoever has removed most of the profiles form the Xtagged.com
homepage so that it looks more 'legitimate.' Profiles that remain include:
Bri-Dog - In support of Andy's claim that Xtagged will be featured in an
upcoming episode of The Family Guy
GotAvon - Andy's mother
Buzz/Wiser (incidentally NINE letters and thus too long to be a real license
plate) - Andy's fake energy drink portal
TruNews - My mother's blog portal advertising
http://www.NCTRUNEWS.com, which now points to my wedding website
Smartee - A real-estate broker
KVNFWLR - some country singer nobody's ever heard of
Superbowl girl - ...who's portal reads "I am law school major and this is
future I only answer email from emails that are xtagged. email me a"
83Regal - one of Andy's low-rider buddies
Xtopia Modeling - which used to be Dani Jae until she realized what a scam
Andy was and switched sides. ;)
Good luck Andy.
PS - Is it just me or does Andy sound like a parrot? "SEE YOU IN COURT, SEE YOU IN
COURT, ....SQUAWK"

ripcord

05-10-2010, 08:32 AM

Andy has lost his mind! The drugs are really taking over Andy. Maybe Andy can come up
with a safer way to do drugs?
If the law don't catch up with Andy, the drugs will get him.

Butcher

05-10-2010, 09:05 AM

Well, Andy is sill trying to say that Steve owns Xtagged but the contact email is still
Andy's. Steve is also nowhere to be found on the site and you can't get a hold of him,
because all calls and emails are screened by Andy. So who's really running Xtagged?
Steve if you do own part of Xtagged or the whole thing, you will Have to deal with us
sooner or later!
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dacumen
...you know it's funny; this THREAD literally has ten times as many
registered users as Xtagged.com does.

05-10-2010, 09:26 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Andy just removed all doubt that he's in charge of Xtagged.com by putting this
statement on the homepage...
Attachment 3208
Uh-huh, whatever Andy! If Steve really owns Xtagged, then why is that YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS in the contact box? Just stop fakin' bro! It ain't working.

Butcher

05-11-2010, 07:21 AM

Hey Steve! Can you make your own mind and think for yourself or do you need Andy's
permission on everything. Remember when you said I could call you anytime and we
could talk, Well I guess Andy won't let you. How does it feel to be Andy's bitch! When
are you going to grow a pair and think for yourself? Andy doesen't want you talking to us
because he knows we will help you see the light and that Andy is full of shit! Steve one
day you will wake up! and realize that you wasted a lot of money and time with this
clown. Call us when you figure it out!

dacumen

05-11-2010, 02:39 PM

New Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ynp4VCp7-3k
The HILARIOUS thing about this video is that Andy bases most of his arguments on the
chronology of posts on Ryion's UtahRocker.com blog, but HE'S READING THE POSTS IN
THE WRONG ORDER!!! He's so stupid he doesn't even know he's reading from last post
to first. What kind of a MORON makes a video demonstrating that he can't even read the
DATES on a blog? This is almost as bad as the time he tried to prove the posts on page
four of this thread had been deleted by showing people a video of page one! I think he's
dyslexic!
Quote:

I promised Steve I'd run 500,000 ad impressions this year promoting your Anti
Scam blog Ryion, but you still owe me those banners. At this point, only
someone who's completely insane would give Andy the time of day!
Anyway, just to clarify; I told Steve on the phone that I would run 500,000 ad
impressions on all my websites promoting Ryion's anti Xtagged.com blog if he didn't get
Andy to stop sending me threatening emails. Admittedly throwing that in Steve's face
was kind-of an idle threat because by that time I'd already promised Ryion that I'd run a
campaign of that size promoting his blog for free. I just wanted Steve to know what I
was planning to do. Ryion, you still haven't sent me those banners, but I don't think it
matters at this point because this thread has I think done far more damage to
Xtagged.com than any banner campaign could have.
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Cheers! :D
PS - Is it just me or are Andy's videos getting dumber and dumber? Andy's caption to this
video is more of the same.
Quote:

See you all in court. you better watch out, I am telling you why, it all started
because of this Guy! MR Dee Dee Dee is going Dowwwwwn! Peace Andy!
...yawn.

dacumen

05-11-2010, 04:26 PM

Update: based on my conversation with Andy's e-cig supplier, I highly doubt Steve gave
him a hundred grand. I talked to Allan yesterday and it sounds like it was more in the
mid four figure range like everyone else. Steve, you're not as stupid as everyone
thought. ;)
Andy on the other hand continues to confirm my long standing opinion that he is
completely insane! The whole "...I'll see you in court" line lost it's teeth and started
taking Viagra months ago, but Andy still clings to it as though it proves he's the hottest
bitch on the block! ...and my mother's continued insistence on believing anything this
little pathological lying idiot says confirms to me that she's lost her mind as well. Well,
let me rephrase that: my mother lost her mind five years ago and this Andy situation
proves she never got it back.
I feel bad for my mom. She needs psychiatric help, but nobody in my family will suggest
it to her. My uncle Joe and aunt Sis had the chance, but they decided to ignore the
situation out of convenience. Everyone expected me to force her to see someone, but
what the fuck do I know about forcing someone to see a psychiatrist? I thought maybe
my dad would help because he's a psychologist, but all he did (God bless him for it
because his heart was in the right place) was throw money at her.
Forgive me for getting personal, but what really gives fire to my crusade against this
little penis Andy is that he's taking advantage of my mother's diminished mental capacity
to prop up his own scams. If those of you reading this thread want to know why I take
such pleasure in stripping him bare and stringing him up by his fingernails, ...that's why!

ripcord

05-11-2010, 07:51 PM

Thanks Andy, for another stupid video showing us all once again how dumb you really
are...........You really don't learn do you?

dacumen

05-12-2010, 08:37 AM

COMEDY!!! Andy took that stupid video down!!! I guess he read the thread and realized
how STUPID it made him look, so he pulled it off YouTube!!!

ROFLMFAO!!! What a spineless little BITCH!!!
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Oh one last thing: Andy's E-Cig supplier said Andy didn't have custom boxes made for his
Buzz/Wiser e-cig. Instead all he did was print INSERTS that go INSIDE the e-cig case. I
re-watched the video Andy made and he's right! Andy taped the e-cig inserts to the top
of the e-cig demo kit box to make it LOOK LIKE it's custom printed (it looks like he's
useing the same printed stickers that he he used on his energy drink can). Watch closely
and you can tell the difference in color and reflectivity between the boxes and the
printed flier inserts. He did a really good job of trimming the insert to the exact size of
the second box, so when he opens it you have to watch closely as he lifts the lid.
Actually, based on what I learned from his supplier, I think the first case was Andy's
original e-cig case (he only has one) and the second box is an example of the sample kit
he got from his "supplier." You can tell because the supplier said he developed a kit with
a USB charged and you can see that on the inside of the box. It's very clever, but it has
nothing whatsoever to do with Andy!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy4j4YWmMzI
Andy, you're a never ending source of pure comedic entertainment! The more people
pay attention to you, the dumber you look.

dacumen
Ok, this post is meant to clear up some loose ends:

05-12-2010, 08:58 AM

2 Attachment(s)

1. Remember how I got this in an email from Andy some weeks ago?
Quote:

"...My son is 14 you fucking pervert and your emailing him, see you soon
Pervert! Daryl Acumen, fucking lair thats going to be your biggest mistake " Andy Esquivel
Well in the interest of full disclosure, I thought I'd post this video I found on YouTube of
Andy's 14 YEAR OLD SON!!!
http://www.youtube.com/user/gotxtalent#p/a/u/0/TVKhBHvltgA
It's cute, but clear evidence of the depth of Andy's psychosis.

2. Andy also finally removed references to MADD from the Buzz/Wiser energy drink
page. I guess he finally got that C&D letter from MADD legal in D.C..
3. We've identified the can Andy uses as a prop in his FAKE energy drink scam; it's a
Monster Energy Drink with Taurine and Gensing. Compare the images below. Look
closely and you can see the edge of the sticker he wrapped around the can. Also look
VERY closely and you can make out the ingredients around the lip. Finally there's the
tell-tale green open tab.
Attachment 3212 Attachment 3213

4. You will also notice the prominent red circle logo both on the can and the labels on
the table in front of the can. The logo is that of "New Belgium Brewing Company" out of
Fort Collins Colorado. If you look closely, you can see that the logo has a white square
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border around it, showing that it was lifted directly from a Google Image search on "New
Belgium logo". I contacted New Belgium Brewing earlier this week and to say the least
and showed them the image above. To say the least, they were NOT AMUSED!!! Andy
and Steve, you should both expect calls from their legal department in the not too
distant future...be ready.

dacumen
Attachment 3210

05-12-2010, 10:44 AM

1 Attachment(s)

...ok, I think this horse has been beat enough. Andy's a loser, an idiot,
a con artist, a pathological liar, and soon to be a convicted felon. Xtagged, Buzz/Wiser,
Karma Cause, and whatever other flags he chooses to raise above his head are all either
scams or pure fiction invented for the purpose pf perpetuating scams. Enough said.
Thank you all for reading.
PS - Andy, go fuck yourself!

DJrain

05-12-2010, 07:16 PM

Nice Job! exposing this dumb ass Andy. This Andy guy is the dumbest mother fucker
ever!

dacumen
Some horses refuse to die:

05-13-2010, 08:55 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Quote:

Subject:Fwd: FW: Allen vs Darrell! (look at email from allen below)
From:andy Esquivel <utxpatrol@gmail.com>(Add as Preferred Sender)
Date:Wed, May 12, 2010 7:57 pm
To:Kyle Cluff <xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com>, ladd_quayle@yahoo.com,
XTAGGED@gmail.com,
Cc:beckiedunnz@aol.com
Daryls stripes are finally showing. I hope you all come to your senses! first
Xtagged then Buzz/wiser now wiser e-cig look at email below allen to steve!
come on grown ups put it together! daryl (MrDDD) didnt even invest in
xtagged! thank goodness and his $500 in advertising, WHAT? where is invoice!
i never at no time wanted to advertise on party utah! T&A site ya
right, and jessie ruiz $800 dollar bounce check was stopped check! it
was supposed to be advertising for my sushi restaurant not Xtagged once
again i don't advertise Xtagged on T&A clubs that is why i never
wanted to be on party utah, i can also send you letter from Steve Klemark
showing more of daryls lies but we will save that for court and you just seen
Allen statement below, now next on the list Kyle is a follower he was second
in command until ryion ladd and daryl manipulated him why is there no proof
of checks or receipts because daryl and shirley Acumen are big liars what
happend to proof there is none because there all lies period. Next RYION my
fav logan his best friend got his money back and, and, and! Robert the wanna
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be actor he paid xtagged 1500 dollars to put his portal on front of xtagged ask
for his paper work, we had his ugly mug up for more then a year! see you guys
can be fooled but court will ask for all documents! Now chris from anytime
fitness he does have a promissory note that should have been paid
12/31/2010 but thanks to ryion and daryl that caused the lost of 2.5
million & $500,000 from sale no one has been paid until after court!
ok now Dani Free modeling ok did you guys ever see her pay for anything
especially the sushi she was putting away, when i heard she had teamed up
with daryl wow dani read the letter that daryls mom wrote in my behalf wrong
team dani! wrong team and as for Jessie ruiz she was suppose to advertise
Xtreme sushi not Xtagged sorry your bad! so now trust me Daryl and shirley
will be get summons soon. I am very busy with Buzz/wiser and wiser
e-cigarette so you will not here from me again I dont blogg because daryl
already proved that anyone can manipulate them xtagged is not going down
ryion and daryl have been saying that for 10 months, and daryl or any of you
that say sec is investigating xtagged Well they never have sent me
any emails so please daryl forward this to them! cuz i haven't heard jack
from them, Thank you Andy
Attachment 3226
Andy, thanks for sending us more fresh meat to dig on! I'm going to pick a couple of
pieces off this email right now and save the rest for the gang.

1. "i never at no time wanted to advertise on party utah!" - then how do I even
know who Andy Esquivel is? Seriously, think about that. What kind of sense does that
make? The fact is, Andy approached me because he wanted to advertise all over
PartyUtah.com and I gave him $500 worth of free advertising to help him out in 2008.
He was so enamored with the site that he offered to buy it from me TWICE! How's that
for not wanting to be affiliated with a "T&A site?"

2. "I am very busy with Buzz/wiser and wiser e-cigarette so..." - Uh, no you're
not! Buzz/Wiser is fake and New Belgium Brewing is about to sue you over the
fraudulent use of their logo. Your E-Cig scam got blown wide open last week when we
talked to your supplier and he told us what a pathological lying con man you are.

3. "i don't advertise Xtagged on T&A clubs..." - yea, that's why Andy traded a
percentage of Xtagged for a percentage ownership in a T&A club called The
PLAYGROUND!!!

4. "...thanks to ryion and daryl...no one has been paid until after court! " - This
is my favorite line. Way to put it all on us. Yea, THAT gets you out of hot water with
your investors! Andy can't even afford a lawyer, so how does he expect people to believe
he's going to pay them after some mythical court case materializes? Who is stupid
enough to fall for a line like this?

5. Andy obviously read the breakdown on who he's defrauded and who's lining up to sue
him. Why didn't he mention any of the companies on the list? What about MADD, iSafe,
Geico, Nike and New Belgium? What excuses can he provide to explain away their ire
over his fraudulent activities?
Give up, Andy! We've got you dead-to-rights. You're about as exposed as any con artist
could ever be. Unless your ship is made of Styrofoam, it can't possibly float with as many
holes as we've poked in it. Get in the water and swim back to shore before it's too late.
Xtagged.com as you know it is sinking.
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dacumen

05-13-2010, 10:44 AM

I sent this reply to Andy this morning:
Quote:

Dear Andy,
Here's the S.E.C. lawyer's contact information: [...]. Give him a call and make
sure you leave your current phone number and mailing address on his
voice-mail if he doesn't answer right away so he can reach you.
At this point, EVERYONE knows your a fraud. Anyone who doesn't is a brainless
child. We've had a lot of fun smoking you out at UtahRaves.com
(http://www.utahraves.com/showthread.php?t=19452). Thank you for the
countless hours of entertainment. It's been a blast!
...and I just got this response.
Quote:

Subject: Fwd: FW: Allen vs Darrell! (look at email from allen below)
(utxpatrol@gmail.com) 05/12/2010 7:57 pm Fwd: Allen vs Darrell! (look at
email from allen below) Fwd: Allen vs Darrell! (look at email from allen below)
utxpatrol@gmail.comutxpatrol@gmail.com
From:"utxpatrol@gmail.com" <utxpatrol@gmail.com>(Add as Preferred
Sender)
Date:Thu, May 13, 2010 10:14 am
To:beckiedunnz@aol.com, "00stevo" <stelex247@yahoo.com>,
allenbrady@hotmail.com
You guys know I don't have time for this hater so I have forwarded all his mail
to you just save them for court and beck he has to be getting drugged by that
women because it is mind blowing how he thinks, and look he sent this at 9:57
does he work at HP or did he get laid off, I just got idea peace
Sent from my HTC on the Now Network from Sprint!

05-13-2010, 01:48 PM

dacumen
I just sent Andy this reply:
Quote:

Andy,
you have plenty of time and you know it. Buzz/Wiser is a con. The wiser e-cig
is a con. Everything you do is a con and everybody knows it but you!
I'm not the one living in my mother's house without a job, you
are.
I'm not the one facing a federal fraud investigation, you are.
I'm not the one getting sued by half a dozen different people and
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three or four companies, you are.
The only reason you won't post on UtahRaves.com is because you know our
community would skewer you! It doesn't take much to figure out you're a
pathological lying nutcase with zero substance and my users see right through
you! I don't have to modify your posts, they're crazy enough as it is.
Keep talking Andy. The more you say, the more you convince thinking people
what a scam artist you are. I couldn't have exposed you without your
enthusiastic cooperation. It's been fun. Thank you!

dacumen

05-13-2010, 05:43 PM

I just got this email from the head of brand marketing at New Belgium Brewing
Company, who's logo Andy stole and placed on his fake Buzz/Wiser can as proof it's
legitimate.
Quote:

Hi Daryl,
Thanks for reaching out about this. We love when consumers look out for our
brand!
Steve and Andy have been contacted via email. They have two weeks to
remove all our intellectual property from their products and destroy items that
bear our mark of any kind. If we don’t hear from them within those two weeks,
we’ll follow-up with legal recourse.
As reward for being such a loyal consumer, I’d like to send you a gift. What
size t-shirt do you usually wear, and what’s your address. Also, out of curiosity,
are you an admin by day and an intellectual property vigilante by night?
Thanks again,
Andi
...another Andy scam bites the dust!

Butcher

05-13-2010, 11:11 PM

I was starting to wonder if Andy was reading this thread, now we know he is.:D Andy
you are a looser and you show it on a daily basis.You are to easy! You really need to
crawl under a little rock and stay there. nobody is falling for your shit anymore! Well
maybe you have your mom snowballed! Who you live with Lol......Andy you need to grow
up and get a real job and stop scamming for a living at least do it for your family. You
are always talking about being real and your the one who is being fake and living a lie.
Your lies will catch up with you, and we will continue to call you out on all your bull shit!

dacumen

05-14-2010, 07:33 AM
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I couldn't help myself. I just had to sent this reply back to Andy:
Quote:

Andy and Steve,
this may be from a drug induced stupor, but I hallucinated last night that you
idiots got a cease and desist email from the New Belgium Brewing Company
instructing you to destroy all products and marketing materials related to the
Buzz/Wiser energy drink or face legal action. Andy, I know you're SO BUSY
promoting it that you can't think straight, but you might want to drop what
you're doing for a few minutes and comply.
...it's mind blowing how I think, isn't it?
Anybody want to take bets on what Andy does next?
1. Comply with the C&D letter from New Belgium and abandon Buzz/Wiser
2. Release a new product: maybe X-Pot - the legal alternative to marijuana,
endorsed by the DEA!!!
3. Announce he's suing New Belgium for breach of contract - "...we'll see you
in COURT!!!"
4. Pretend he never got a C&D letter from New Belgium because they sent it
to the wrong email address
5. Come up with some elaborate story about how New Belgium wanted too
much money and he's decided to partner directly with Anheuser-Busch
instead
6. All of the above!

ripcord

05-14-2010, 08:41 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I couldn't help myself. I just had to sent this reply back to Andy:

LOl!!!!!!!!!!LOL!!!!!!OMG......:D

dacumen

05-15-2010, 11:22 AM

Andy's latest tweet!
Quote:

Check this video out -- Daryl is done! http://youtu.be/Ynp4VCp7-3k
Earth to Andy: I'm still here and I'm not going anywhere anytime soon. I noticed you
pulled that idiotic video down as soon as you realized that it made you look like a
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complete IDIOT! Would you like me to keep exposing what a fraud you are or have you
had enough already? Steve, are you done being Andy's little bitch or would you like me
to go on slapping you around like one?
I have a question, since Andy brought up layoffs: Of the three people currently involved
in Xtagged, how many of you ACTUALLY HAVE A JOB? I'm just curious...and please don't
go responding that Xtagged is your job because we all know the only money flowing into
Xtagged right was stolen from would-be investors. Tell the truth. How many of you are
working? Seriously...
On a lighter note; I wonder what ever happened to Andy's Xtreme Sushi bar? Anybody
know? It must be a great story! Is there anybody reading this thread who knows the full
story there? Who did Andy screw over to get that little dive corner of a restaurant and
how did it fail?

dacumen

05-16-2010, 06:41 PM

Latest email from Zed aka Zeb aka Andy:
Quote:
What did you email me last time Daryl "DONT F#%K WITH ME" Wow is Rebbecca Dunn your Mother! all
those nasty things you said about her to Allen and all the others are about to prove to you that God listens.
This was bcc to all Shirley and your family, to prove i have my job down, And good job on calling Allen, to
try to get him to manipulate your own Mom Rdunn. Criminal charges are right up your alley Sir! When Andy
told me not to contact you, I would have listened, but i am my own boss part owner of Xtagme.com with
Steve, wait until you see what he has in store for you and Buzz weiser Drink and e-cigarette! Well i just quit
this job, and Mr. Acumen to use your own words "I am just going to add Salt to Injury" look at the
attachment and realize what you gave your mother up for, And then try not to throw-up! yea you heard
me right. get glasses or brain check-up Shirley in my you know what never mind buzz weiser comes with
beer goggles "KARMA" just started on you Mr DDDaryl.
P.s please forward this to S.E.C because we all have the wrong number, even your Mom has tried again
and again to contact the number "You" provided, so please get this email to them. if not its OK they will
see it in court
Zeb,

...as well as an attached endorsement letter form my mother, who has a soft spot for con artists and likes to write long
victim letters:

Quote:
In 2003, and after 19 years of having worked for the same company, I was part of a downsizing. I also
went through a horrific divorce, my sister was dying of cancer and for the first I found myself alone,
unemployed, extremely lonely, and running out of funds fast. I was offered what appeared to be an
excellent opportunity which turned out to be an extraordinary scam. Like many seniors my age, I had led a
sheltered life and I was very naïve. I had my doubts in terms of this person’s legitimacy; however, my
friends convinced me otherwise. It never dawned on me nor countless of other high level business leaders
to investigate this individual. That was a tough and expensive experience; however, it did teach me a lot
about scam artists and their techniques.
Three years ago, I had the honor of meeting a young man named Andy Esquivel. Andy was actually
recommended to me by my son Daryl A. Acumen. I had recently relocated to Utah and was looking for
employment. My son called Andy on the phone and suggested that he meet with me. Daryl felt that my
skill set along with Andy’s technical brilliance would compliment each other. In my previous life, I had worked
with a research and development company that had created some of the most innovative and leading edge
technology that exists today including the Arpanet that is now known as the Internet. In a modest
breakfast area in Cedar Hills, Utah, Andy began describing his technology from its inception to its current
state. With pencil and pad in hand, I began jotting down notes and drawing diagrams. I knew that he was
on to something big.
During the short time that I lived in Utah, I communicated with Andy on pretty much a daily basis to see
what direction the company was going. We discussed his visions and how he hoped to change the world.
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“It’s all about Karma,” he would say. He put together fundraisers whose sole purpose was to provide free
taxi cab and van service to club members that did not have a designated driver. Whereas scam artists are
quick to hide behind their faith; this is not Andy. He literally practices what he preaches. He donated time
and money to the Catholic Church and his goal has always been to donate a significant sum of income from
his ventures to charitable organizations. Whenever I’ve needed financial support from Andy, he has always
been there for me. “What do you want, Beck?” he always ask. “We are family.” That’s another thing about
Andy, he never speaks in terms of me, he reminds me that it is not about money, it is not about me; it is
about saving the planet. It took me a while to understand the X=US that shows up a lot on Xtagged and
Andy’s world. The ‘X’ stands for “Cross My Heart” which also stands for “Trust.”
I, personally, have seen the toll and the negative impact the Blogs have had on Andy and the Xtagged
brand. I have experienced the tears and heard the tremble in his voice when he talks of his son reading the
Blogs and then emailing “Dad are you a crook? Did you steal money? I don’t like you.” It is horrible to read
negative print from people that you felt were your peers and supporters; it is heart breaking to read it in
emails from your son. I often wonder where this all started and the motive behind it. Any form of an
investment is a risk and if consumers are not willing to take the risk, they should place their funds in more
secure options such as bonds or annuities. I’ve taken many risks in my life with the stock market; however,
I was willing to be in it for the long haul and usually it paid off. When it did not, I tried to learn from the
experience. I did not blame or try to destroy others.
As a newcomer to Xtagged, I became concerned over the accusations that hundreds of investors were
being ripped off in various states. When Xtagged asked me to become its CEO, I asked if I could see all
documentation that included names of investors, amounts invested, promissory notes, and any outstanding
issues. I can tell you that there were not hundreds of investors and there were not millions of dollars. In
fact, most of the investors came from Andy’s own family. Two investors outside of his family contributed a
total of _________. I can also tell you that I saw documentation from major investors that had offered to
purchase Xtagged and changed their mind after seeing negative blogs that began in the summer of 2009. I
can tell you that the negative blogs came from a disgruntled employee that was let go due to
misrepresentation of self and for disclosing private company information. All of this is documented and can
and will be proven in court.
My heart goes out to Andy because no one should have to experience what he has had to endure and I
feel that it is mostly due to greed and jealousy. Being new in business, Andy did not have the processes in
place that would have protected him and the company. This happens to a lot of new business owners;
however, this does not justify destroying a person. During the three years that I have known Andy, I have
observed that he is a wonderful and caring human being; he is a wonderful father; an adorable son; and a
great friend. This is not to say that Andy is perfect. I scold him for losing his temper and letting the blogs
get the best of him. I would also say that he who has not made mistakes, let them throw the first stone.
Andy has shared with me his past, his present, and his dreams for the future.
What really upsets me over the blogs about Xtagged are the numerous innocent individuals that have been
subjected to pedophiles, committed suicide, or have gone missing because of inability to identify predators
over the Internet. Week after week, I read of the impact that negative blogs are having on the current
population. Week after week, I think to myself, if only people knew about Xtagged.com and if only Xtagged
existed when I was scammed. Xtagged in its current form may not be perfect; Andy did not intend it to be.
It was, however, a wonderful concept and a great start. I for one would not be able to sleep at night or
want it on my conscience, if I played any role in preventing it from moving forward.
I am often reminded of the sign on the wall of the Children’s Home founded by Mother Theresa in Calcutta,
India that reads:
People are unreasonable, illogical and self-centered,
Love them anyway.
If you are good people will accuse you of selfish ulterior motives,
Do good anyway.
If you’re successful, you will have false friends and true enemies,
Succeed anyway.
The good you do will be forgotten tomorrow,
Do good anyway.
Honesty and frankness make you vulnerable,
Be honest and frank anyway.
What you spent years building may be destroyed over night,
Build anyway.
People really need help but may attack you if you do help them,
Help people anyway.
Give the world the best you have and you’ll get it in the teeth,
Give the world the best you’ve got anyway.
Beckie Dunn
NCTruNews

...for historical context, I got this email from Andy in February regarding Zed/Zeb
Quote:
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Ok Mr. Whitee you want to blog bull shit just like your fake name and your wife lets see what she nows

zed

about u Mr. Acumen ha Mr. Acumen
has been hired to blog the truth about your life all about your
life not lies, Like you and ryion, stupid i already got paid moron its over its sold and your stupid template
sites will never sell there copys oh mom becky calling me since i got her room and you left her homeless.
dont call me call the wabalance you crybaby dont answer back whitee it dont get here and dean did not fire
your mom thats why her trunews is on front again of xtagged and your mom has never said nothing bad
about you i dont know why but when we ran check on you and your name was fake i new there would be
more so watch for blogs your famous now, i couldnt belive the story about well watch for blogs your are not
worth my time and i will be answering you to soon with what i know about you followed by proof of course
you know what you ryion dont have because its all lies what u guys say but now that i have time since i just
retired with the deal i got soon i will blog back to you myself just i am having to much fun right now, I love
haters! Oh p.s dean liked your mom so much he gave her part of xtagged. So dont ruin that for her daryl
Acumen. Lol

Butcher

05-16-2010, 10:27 PM

Wow! she really has fallen for this scam! Andy you should be ashamed of yourself for
taking advantage of this poor helpless woman and all the other investors you have
scammed!
Hey Beckie, how many more investors does Andy have to burn before you finally see the
light! Andy is building an army against him and soon he will have too answer for his
crimes.
Will you stand by him when hes in jail? Are you helping Andy scam others? Andy's ship is
sinking and all that are with Andy will fall. Me and the other investors will make sure of
it. The day is coming soon. The truth will come out.

ripcord

05-17-2010, 04:49 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Latest email from Zed aka Zeb aka Andy:

...as well as an attached endorsement letter form my mother, who has a soft
spot for con artists and likes to write long victim letters:

Is it me or did Zed spell his own name wrong and the end of his Email? oh!!! I get it it's
Andy pretending to be Zed agian.
That letter from Beckie was painful to read.......She really does need help. I like how she
says Andy is just trying to save the planet, or does she mean to say scam the planet!
Beckie, don't you ever wonder why Andy hasen't taken anyone to court yet?

dacumen

05-17-2010, 09:30 AM

Sorry guys, I wanted to get those emails online quickly so I didn't have time to
comment:
"...all those nasty things you said about her to Allen" - The only
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nasty thing I said to Allan about my mother was that if he didn't help her
see the light soon, she'd likely get pulled into the SEC indictment with Andy
and even though I'll never speak to her again, I didn't want to see her go
to jail at her age.
"This was bcc to all Shirley and your family" - ...Uh, actually it wasn't.
"...good job on calling Allen, to try to get him to manipulate your
own Mom Rdunn" - I'm not the one manipulating my mother. I'm frankly
trying to save her some jail time.
"Criminal charges are right up your alley Sir!" - Again with the
parrot: "WE'LL SEE YOU IN COURT. WE'LL SEE YOU IN
COURT...SQUAAAAWK!!!" I'm not the one facing criminal charges you idiot!
"When Andy told me not to contact you" - ...again with the
sock-puppeting! Andy, we know this is you. The thing about pathological
liars is that they can never remember the lies they've told. Ripcord is right;
you can't even spell Zed's NAME the same way two emails in a row!
"...wait until you see what he has in store for you and Buzz weiser
Drink and e-cigarette!" - So obviously Andy's strategy to deal with us
uncovering what a complete scam the e-cig is and the "Cease & Desist"
letter from New Belgium Brewing Company over Buzz/Wiser is to ignore it
all and hope it goes away!
"...realize what you gave your mother up for, And then try not to
throw-up! yea you heard me right. get glasses or brain check-up
Shirley in my" - I didn't give my mother up, she went crazy and threw her
life away on a fat, ugly, broke con-artist who's now half-way through a ten
year prison sentence that I made sure he showed up for! ...and note: I hold
my mother personally responsible for everything Andy says about my wife.
"...please forward this to S.E.C because we all have the wrong
number" - You know what, I'm not forwarding a God-damned thing! What
do I look like, a legal courier service? It's not my problem if Andy is
DYSLEXIC and can't read a phone number! Maybe he can have Allan dial
the number for him, as he hasn't had any trouble reaching the SEC lawyers
the two times he's called. The fact is when it's time for Andy's court date
the SEC will find him. Note to Andy: "Daryl gave me the wrong number" will
NOT save you in court!

dacumen

05-17-2010, 09:56 AM

Quote:

In 2003, and after 19 years of having worked for the same company, I was
part of a downsizing. I also went through a horrific divorce, my sister was
dying of cancer and for the first I found myself alone, unemployed, extremely
lonely, and running out of funds fast. I was offered what appeared to be an
excellent opportunity which turned out to be an extraordinary scam. Like many
seniors my age, I had led a sheltered life and I was very naïve. I had my
doubts in terms of this person’s legitimacy; however, my friends convinced me
otherwise. It never dawned on me nor countless of other high level business
leaders to investigate this individual. That was a tough and expensive
experience; however, it did teach me a lot about scam artists and their
techniques...
This is really sad and I've tried to keep my mom's history out of this, but I feel a little
clarification here is apropriate:
My mother did get laid off in 2003. Unfortunately, that was the last real job
she ever had. After her divorce, she simply gave up on life and has been
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chasing get rich quick schemes, multi-levels, and con-artists ever since
It is true that my mother burned through allot of money quickly, but that
was her choice. She walked away from her million dollar home (sold in the
divorce) with a six figure stash of cashed-out home equity...which she
spent trying to maintain her lifestyle rather than trying to get a legitimate
job.
In the middle of her financial crisis, my mother was offered a "too good to
be true" deal by a fat, ugly scam artist named Paul something-or-other.
Although all of her friends and family (including me) tried to convince her
that Paul was a con-man, she refused to listen. Even after his arrest she
was visiting him and listening to his lies...to the extreme extent of trying to
help him close a million dollar deal with Pepsi from behind bars!
Paul bought my mother a BMW 650i and a Nissan 350z with checks stolen
from her purse and forged with her name. To cover for him, she financed
the Z, but BMW came after her for felony check fraud, which she narrowly
escaped by testifying against Paul.
When my mother eventually lost everything in the wake of Paul, I offered
her a place to stay. She thanked me by trying to break up my engagement,
so I threw her out! My father has been taking care of my mother ever since
because she is too mentally ill to work.
Andy Esquivel has taken it upon himself to use my mother's incapacity and vulnerability
to prop up his various scams. It's a very sad situation and frankly one worth criminal
charges in it's own right. The worst part is that I am my mother's only child and my wife
and I cannot have kids. In a very real sense, I am the closest family my mother will
every have and in part because of Andy, we will never speak again.
...nice job, Xtagged! :thumbs:

It'sMagic

05-17-2010, 10:00 AM

I would love to meet the Xtagged owners. Andy please post pictures of these people in
there helmets and corked forks, because you would have to be retarded to follow this
Andy guy!

dacumen

05-17-2010, 11:33 AM
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Here's Andy's latest proof that Xtagged is real.
Quote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: andy Esquivel <utxpatrol@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, May 16, 2010 at 1:16 PM
Subject: Fwd: Want to sell wiser, link below
To: xtaggedzzed@gmail.com, allenbrady@hotmail.com, Jorge Mares <SIGNSMARS@gmail.com>,
beckiedunnz@aol.com, "COBUZWISR@GMAIL.COM" <COBUZWISR@gmail.com>, rebecca dunn
<rebeccadunn4@gmail.com>, KRIS.H@cnn.com, K.YANKEE@myfox13.com, manzano45@gmail.com,
todaysgraphics@yahoo.com, XTAGGED@gmail.com
Here you guys go, the link below is too new Owners! Distributors wanted! and Congrats to all who helped
Buzz/Wiser thats why you got paid! spend it wisely LOL. Yes i think one of you should get plate number
GOTPAID! Trust me Steve is going to make www.Xtagme.com Big, Sorry i only had Family investors on this
trip but as you all seen before its not worth taking on the wrong investor. Watch for KarmaCause.org
Andy

Also I couldn't resist posting this. Below is Steve's Godaddy community profile. He says
he represents the Wiser E-cig...which is fine but look at the BUSINESS TYPE!!!
ROFLMFAO!!!
Quote:
http://who.godaddy.com/cachedimagese...=738529&tn=110
WISERECIGARETTE.COM
+1.(702) 860-7433 Phone
Denver, Colorado 80237
United States
www.WISERECIGARETTE.COM
stevek@wiserecigarette.com
View Map
http://img1.wsimg.com/proxima/whois/...icon_white.gif
Business Type(s):
Health;
Operating Hours:
Mon - Thur 7am - 5pm. Wiser E-cig retails for $149 + S&H, Comes with 2 e-cigs, 5 cartridges, wall and usb
charger, Phone apps and website Smokewiserlivelonger.com "Commit To Quit" Launch date 7/4/2010
Description:
Wiser Electronic Cigarette, inc. has acquired in full all rights to Wiser LLC. For additional
information contact CIO Stevek@wiserecigarette.comwww.denverlegalteam.com/leonard_martinez.php

or

Note: Leonard Martinez can't be much of a lawyer because a quick business entity name
search in Colorado confirms that neither "Wiser Electronic Cigarette, Inc." nor "Wiser
LLC" actually exist. How can one ficticious company acquire another? I mean seriously,
do these people never learn?

DJrain

05-17-2010, 03:50 PM

Holy shit! these guy are fucking stupid......Someone kill me now for reading Andy's
email.
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05-17-2010, 05:12 PM

I just got a final email from my mother singing the praises of Xtagged and claiming that
they would hire me if I'd stop posting here.
Let me ask you guys something:
Quote:

Wiser Electronic Cigarette, inc. has acquired in full all rights to Wiser LLC
Let's say you were being paid six figures to work from home for the 9th largest
corporation in America. Let's say you read the statement quoted above. Then let's say
that out of sheer curiosity, you decided to do a business entity search on the Colorado
Secretary of State website and discovered that neither of the business entities
mentioned in the above statement actually existed! Finally let's say you mother sent you
a weepy, drug induced letter that ended with an offer to leave your six figure job with
the 9th largest corporation in America to work for her at one of the business entities
mentioned above.
...WOULD YOU DO IT?

Mintberry Crunch

05-18-2010, 11:50 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I just got a final email from my mother singing the praises of Xtagged and
claiming that they would hire me if I'd stop posting here.
Let me ask you guys something:
Let's say you were being paid six figures to work from home for the 9th largest
corporation in America. Let's say you read the statement quoted above. Then
let's say that out of sheer curiosity, you decided to do a business entity search
on the Colorado Secretary of State website and discovered that neither of the
business entities mentioned in the above statement actually existed! Finally
let's say you mother sent you a weepy, drug induced letter that ended with an
offer to leave your six figure job with the 9th largest corporation in America to
work for her at one of the business entities mentioned above.
...WOULD YOU DO IT?

tell me where to sign
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stonez138

05-18-2010, 12:55 PM

Your mother needs one of those deprogrammers that they use to kidnap people from
cults.

05-19-2010, 10:12 AM

dacumen
Here's an excerpt from a letter I just got form my mom.
Quote:

...Over the past three years, a lot has happened. There were days when I wondered where my next meal was
coming from and I contemplated suicide. I am happier now than I have been in a long time. I continue to place
my faith in God and I try to surround myself with positive thinking people. I live in a small house that I rent;
however, I have inner peace.
In spite of what you feel about Andy, he is not a scam. He and Steve remind me of you, Reggie, and Zai. They
respect me and call me Mom. Andy is a genius with a very kind heart and his goal in life is quite simple. He
wants to change this planet by introducing innovative technology and then donating proceeds to worthy causes.
Andy realizes that he isn’t perfect and like you, he keeps things in until they build up and he explodes. He is not
stupid, he is not an idiot, and he is not a moron. If you ever took the time to sit alone with him, you would begin
to see the incredible human being that he really is. He recognized that you had a lot going on when he first met
you and as a person of color, he was anxious to partner up with you. He never asked or took money from you.
Andy has had to learn the hard way, that there is a lot of hatred in this world and there are many that would
have him fail rather than succeed. You should be able to identify with this because of what you experienced at
Image Café. Andy and I were both shocked when we realized earlier this year that you had partnered up with
Rjion to turn against him. You will soon find that he was offered $2.5 M for the company and had planned on
paying the price that you had requested for Party Utah. The company, as well as many other investors, withdrew
their offer because of the blog. Andy was deeply hurt when he saw your blogs. The funny thing Daryl is that
regardless of how angry he became when he read your blogs, the following day he was forgiving you and
making excuses for your behavior. You see Daryl, Andy was raised a devout Catholic and he spends every day
trying to get closer to God.
The emails are so hurtful and I pray that they will stop. They are so meaningless and serve no real purpose
other than to hurt and promote hate. The technology that we have yet to unveil is extremely exciting and I say to
myself, to Andy and John that Daryl should be a part of this exciting team. I am currently the CEO and I can tell
you that our e-cig product is generating a lot of attention and I project that it will bring in significant revenues.
I am working to bring John as well as Norma on our team to support Government efforts. Andy and I would like
to extend a hand to you as well if you are interested. My concern is I know that there are issues that need to be
worked on that will require counseling. It takes far more energy to hate than to love, Daryl. Hate is a dreadful
disease that in time forms a cancer that will surely lead to death. I know that deep in side, you do not hate me. I
pray that you will work through these issues and when you do, my door will be open.
Mom

Sadly, I realize that my mother is crazier now than she was when I threw her out of my
house. Back then I was angry because after working to break up my engagement she
tried to extort $10,000 out of me for some multi-level marketing scheme she wanted to
invest in. Some people never change! A few points of note:
"...there is a lot of hatred in this world and there are many that would have him
fail rather than succeed. You should be able to identify with this because of what
you experienced at Image Café" - ImageCafe was a great experience for me. We
got bought out by Network Solutions for $25 Million dollars and I received $500k in
stock options and $50k in cash as a result of the sale. By the peak of the market in
2000 I was worth $1.8 million on paper. I lost it all when the market crashed, but I
met people who would help jump-start my career and put me where I am today. I
don't understand my mother's point here.
"[Andy] and Steve remind me of you, Reggie, and Zai" - Reggie, Zai and I all
helped built successful technology companies, have made and lost fortunes, and all
now work for major corporations with household names making six figure salaries.
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Andy is an unemployed scam artist and Steve is an idiot without an once of business
sense. I fail to see any resemblance.
"The company, as well as many other investors, withdrew their offer because of
the blog." - First of all this is a message board, not a blog. Second, any company that
would be willing to invest $2.5 Million dollars in a website venture and then pull out
because of posts on a message board is staffed by idiots. Frankly that whole story
holds less water than a basketball net.
"Andy was raised a devout Catholic and he spends every day trying to get closer
to God" - My mother is anti-Mormon, that's why she throws this in there. That's one
of the reasons she hates my wife so much. She believes the Mormon women have
magic VooDoo powers that they use to brainwash unsuspecting men into submission.
...seriously!
"I am working to bring John as well as Norma on our team to support
Government efforts" - John is my dad and Norma is my mother's best friend. The
reason my mother talks about government affairs here is that her ex-boyfriend Paul
(the con artist) taught her how to defraud the federal government out of money with
fake federal contracts. She believes that getting a federal contract is like winning the
lottery and has spend most of the last five years trying to win one any way she can.
"Hate is a dreadful disease that in time forms a cancer that will surely lead to
death" - My mother believes that my extreme anger at her over the $10,000 scam
thing and her trying to break up my engagement was the result of a brain tumor that I
need to have treated...seriously! In a fourteen (14) page email that I've since erased
she goes on about this for some time and begs me to see a doctor.
"If you ever took the time to sit alone with [Andy], you would begin to see the
incredible human being that he really is" - My wife and I spend four hours stuck in
a car with Andy once during a blizzard in Park City. At the beginning of the night, we
both thought he was a pretty cool guy...by the time we got to Salt Lake City, we
realized he was a complete idiot!

Butcher

05-19-2010, 10:42 AM

This letter is..........:confused:......WOW!!!! She needs help! Andy is none of the things
she claims him to be. Me and all the other investors have sat down with Andy and we
have all been burned and stabbed in the back by him to. It's ok though, we know your to
ill to realize you have been scammed and that Andy is using you to further his scam. Go
ahead and choose to look past all the victim's of Xtagged and all the money Andy as
taken from these people. The numbers are growing, and more people are coming out of
the wood work that have been scammed. Keep pretending to be working for a good
cause and ripping people off. Andy's ship is sinking and you will go down with him.
Daryl, sorry to hear you and your wife can't have kids. Did you guys want to have
children? I mean, is it a medical problem or by choice?

dacumen

05-19-2010, 12:17 PM

Yea we were trying pretty hard because I always wanted a baby, but the fertility doctor
just told my wife she can't have any more kids. I have a stepson who's grown, but that's
going to be it for us.

dacumen

05-19-2010, 12:32 PM
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Latest note from Zeb/Zed/Andy
Quote:
Subject: My name is Zeb!
From: GOTINFO <xtaggedzzed@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, May 19, 2010 12:10 pm
To: Daryl Acumen <Party@allcosts.com>
Cc: utxpatrol@gmail.com, beckiedunnz@aol.com
We all had made a joke saying that you guys would be our Ginny pigs to shown how xtagged is needed,
my name is ZEB here is link to our attorney and phone numbers do not email me again (oh i forgot you
don't know my email or due youuuuuu!(HINT) your going to wake up to a nightmare trust me link below
https://who.godaddy.com/WhoIs.aspx?p...ECIGARETTE.COM
-Private Investigator
ZeBster@ www.Xtagged.com (GOTINFO)

My reply:
Quote:
Zeb/Zed/Andy,
Cute link. By the way, when are you guys going to register the names "Wiser Electronic Cigarette, inc." and
"Wiser LLC" with the Colorado Secretary of State? Usually it's a good idea to start a company before you
announce it's acquiring or being acquired by another. You do know it's a crime in Colorado to impersonate a
private investigator, right? Did you guys ever comply with that cease and desist letter from New Belgium
Brewing? Was Allan able to help you dial that number for the SEC? While you're waiting to get in touch with
Solomon, here's the case number for the Federal Trade Commission: [26458904]. How are those donations
to MADD working out for you guys?
I'm wide awake...are you?

dacumen

05-19-2010, 12:34 PM

Oh brother, this is getting sick! I just got this from Andy. Will it never end?
Quote:
Subject: Fwd: I apologized to you Mother
From: GOTINFO <xtaggedzzed@gmail.com>
To: Daryl Acumen <Party@allcosts.com>
You need to WAKE UP for your own good,
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <beckiedunnz@aol.com>
Date: Tue, May 18, 2010 at 6:55 AM
Subject: Re: Want to sell wiser, link below
To: xtaggedzzed@gmail.com
Cc: utxpatrol@gmail.com, stelex247@yahoo.com
Zeb,
Thanks for the apology. I know that you meant well and on behalf of Xtagged, I would like to thank you for all
of your hard work. Many people take for the granted and don't fully understand the power of the Internet until it
hits them in the face years later. None of us realize what is in store for us in the future; therefore, we need to
think ten times prior to pressing that send key. Whenever I email anything that is controversial, I save it as a
draft overnight and revisit it in the morning. I never email anything in anger. You will be amazed in the change
of thought when I revisit a draft hours later and even months later. Even when I have taken every
precautionary measure in trying to select the right wording, I sometimes ask myself weeks later "What was I
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thinking."
I have also noticed that a lot of email content contains company confidential information and in the future, I
shall begin labeling them as such. Sometimes we respond in anger and we are so anxious to get even that
we forget that we are not speaking as individuals; we are speaking on behalf of the corporation. We should
always keep in mind that our mission is to change the world through Karma. I recognize that my team does
not have discipline that I have as I worked in the Intelligence environment for close to 30 years. I only ask
that team members be willing to learn and to keep an open mind. I am far from being perfect Zeb and I rely
on input, recommendations, as well as advice from everyone. I have learned in life that there are no bad
ideas; it may not be the right time, right approach, or right place to implement the idea. The unique part of life
is that we continue to grow as individuals. Our lives are shaped by events both positive and negative. What I
find incredible is the way that God created a system that allows each of us to learn from our mistakes.
Sometimes we have to go through some hard times to realize the true meaning of life; however, if it is God's
intention, Thou Will Be Done.
Today is a new beginning; enjoy it and use every minute to impact the world in a positive way.
Regards,
Beckie
-----Original Message----From: GOTINFO <xtaggedzzed@gmail.com>
To: beckiedunnz@aol.com
Sent: Mon, May 17, 2010 2:00 pm
Subject: Re: Want to sell wiser, link below
Please forgive me but as I explained I only did it for your son tough love I respect Buzz weiser and
xtagme.com Steve Knows that and Andy also it will not happen again Zeb!
On Sun, May 16, 2010 at 4:19 PM, <beckiedunnz@aol.com> wrote:
I consider this email extremely unprofessional. I came from the corporate culture; and I can tell you
that if any staff member or contractor had sent out an email such as this, I would have fired them
immediately.
From this point on, and to all concerned, stop using my name in any email sent on behalf of this
company without my prior permission and approval. There are ways to deal with the Daryl’s and the
Rejoins of the world and this is not one of them. I cringe and fear that I might have a stroke each time
I open up my email because I don’t know what its content might entail. Rjion and Daryl are both
acting irresponsibly; but, then are we no better when we sink to their level. My question is why do we
feel that we have to sink to their level? If one talk to a tree and the tree does not respond, one will
either find themselves to be crazy, a fool or both. So why do we continue to reinforce that the tree
(which is us) has brains and can talk back.
Have we not won? If we have, why do we feel that we have to constantly rub it in? Is this a sign of
maturity? Is this the Christian way? I am a parent; I consider myself having two sons. Believe it or not,
there may be times when I do not like the person(s); but trust me when I say that I do love the son(s).
When I took Andy and Daryl on as sons, I signed a contract for life. I realized that in the span of their
lifetime, they would make good mistakes and bad mistakes. I only pray that they grow and learn from
their mistakes. Who knows how events will impact our lives; it is a crazy world and I continue to pray
that this story, this book, or this movie will have a happy ending. I pray that one day before I leave
this earth, I can look at my sons and say to the world ‘…..and the moral of this story is…’ This type of
email certainly doesn’t make it any easier; it cuts an open wound and makes the cut much deeper. In
my 40 years of management and my 64 years as a human being, I’ve learned and taught my staff
members not to waste time trying to get even with those that have done us wrong. The way the universe
is set up, in time people will hang themselves and I certainly would not want it on my conscience. I
know you had good intention and from what I’ve heard, you are too big of a man for this.
From this day forward, and I hope that Andy and Steve agrees with me, any letter or references to the
public regarding any of our products or on behalf of the company, will receive my prior approval. In
the old days, one would type a letter, and present it to someone in authority for approval and
signature. The Internet, which my prior company was one of the creators, does not give one free range
to create a document and press the send key to anyone in the world. All of these blogs and email are
now part of public records and my fear is that we shall see them again. The letter that I typed on
Andy’s behalf was meant for Andy’s, his mom, Steve, and the lawyer’s eyes only. It was not meant to be
a “Gotcha” tool. From this point on, let’s strive to take on the discipline of a professional entity.
Regards,
Beckie Dunn

Butcher

05-20-2010, 08:33 AM

Beckie, Read this tread all the way through and read all Andy's email's we have posted,
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that will tell you the kind of dirt bag Andy really is. You are on a team that lies, cheats,
and steals from people and we will continue to expose you guys for the scam you are!
Are mission is to make sure you guys don't victimize another person.

dacumen

05-20-2010, 09:28 AM

...another email from Andy. Why does he keep talking about a son?
Quote:
DON'T WORRY ABOUT WHAT WE REG, I told zeb not waste his time
you hater look I got some ideas for u partyutah e cig partyutah
energy drink how desperate do I have to make u look DDD stop
calling Allen too he don't want to here you sniffel anymore and daryl
you don't have to email me I am here in slc you need anything come
down to office
I WANT TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT SENDING MY SON EMAIL HE'S
THIRTEEN AND YOUR FOURTY WTF
Open letter to Andy...
Ok jack-off, here's the deal; At this point, everybody knows who you are.
Lie: MySpace offered $100 Million to buy MySpaceTagged.com
truth - Myspace almost sued Andy over MySpaceTagged.com
Lie: Xtagged authenticates users license plate numbers
truth - Xtagged.com doesn't have a connection to any DMV
systems
Lie: Xtagged uses face recognition software to authenticate users
truth - there is no face recognition software in Xtagged
Lie: Xtagged is sponsored by iSafe.org
truth - iSafe.org is considering legal action against Xtagged
Lie: Wiser Electronic Cigarette Inc. bought out Wiser LLC
truth - there is no such thing as Wiser Electronic Cigarette Inc
truth - there is no such thing as Wiser LLC
Lie: Andy sold Xtagged for millions and bought houses in Florida, Nevada
and Colorado
Truth - Andy is broke and lives with his mother
Lie: Andy partnered with Nike and licensed their logo to merge with
Xtagged
truth - Nike is considering legal action against Andy for
trademark infringement
Lie: Andy partnered with Geico and licensed their logo to merge with
Xtagged
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truth - Geico is considering legal action against Andy for
trademark infringement
Lie: KarmaCause.org is a website affiliated with KarmaCurrency.com.au
truth - KarmaCause.org is a domain that used to redirect to
KarmaCurrency.com.au without their knowledge
Lie: Xtagged is worth millions of dollars
truth - Xtagged has six (6) users and is therefore worth about
$6 bucks.
Lie: Google was considering buying Xtagged for $1 Billion dollars
truth - the M&A department at Google has never heard of
Xtagged and wouldn't consider buying it if they had
Lie: Steve bought Xtagged for $24.5 million
truth - Steve doesn't have $24.5 Million
Lie: Steve bought Xtagged for $2.4 million
truth - Steve doesn't have $2.4 million
Lie: Xtagged got bought for $50 million
truth - nobody is stupid enough to buy Xtagged for $50 million
Lie: Andy got financial backing for Xtagged form some company at CES in
Las Vegas
truth - Andy never went to CES and nobody there would have
given him the time of day if he had
Lie: Andy is developing an energy drink called Buzz/Wiser where 50% of
the profits will go to MADD
truth - MADD is suing Andy over this claim
truth - there is no energy drink
truth - New Belgium Brewing Company is about to sue Andy
and Steve for using their logo to promote this fake energy
drink
Lie: Andy is working on a deal with a stadium
truth - there is no deal with any stadium
Lie: Andy has a rich friend with a huge projection screen TV that he filmed
himself in front of announcing Buzz/Wiser
truth - Andy borrowed a laptop projector and filmed himself
chanting Buzz/Wiser in front of a wall
Lie: Buzz/Wiser cures hangovers
truth - there is no Buzz/Wiser
Lie: Xtagged has a reality show which aired in July of 2008
truth - there is no reality show, never was, never will be...
Lie: Xtagged has an iPhone app that will start your car for you
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truth - Andy bought a remote starter and filmed himself
starting a car with it after touching the screen of his
iPhone...pretending the iPhone started the car
Lie: Xtagged software is bundled with the Samsung Instinct
truth - Samsung knows nothing about Xtagged, would not
bundle this software if it did, and decided not to sue Andy
over these claims because they considered the damage
caused by his amateur YouTube video minimal
Lie: Buzz/Wiser is working on a Superbowl commercial
truth - there is no Superbowl commercial
Lie: Xtagged is buying Rebecca Dunn a house in Colorado
truth - Andy can't even afford to buy himself a house in
Colorado
Lie: I'm leaving my job to go work for Andy at Xtagged
truth - no amount of money in this world is worth going to jail
because I worked with Andy at Xtagged
Lie: Andy owns a printing company
truth - Andy doesn't own any legitimate businesses
Lie: Xtagged has a line of jewelry
truth - Andy bought one ring with the Xtagged logo on it...this
does not constitute a 'line'
Lie: Ryion was fired from Xtagged because he embezzled funds
truth - Ryion turned against Xtagged when he found out Andy
was a fraud
Lie: Someone inside City Weekly deleted Andy's blog posts on
CityWeekly.net because they're against Xtagged
truth - nobody at City Weekly gives a damn about Andy
Esquivel or Xtagged
Lie: 50% of Xtagged profits go to fix healthcare
truth - Andy voted for Obama and that's the extent of his
contribution to healthcare
Lie: Xtagged is patented
truth - Andy started a patent application, but never finished it
Lie: Andy developed and patented Blue-tooth profiler
truth - there is no blue-tooth profiler and no patent for it
Lie: Xtagged LLC has numerous investors
truth - there is no Xtagged LLC
Lie: Andy has developed a blue-tooth enabled micro-chip that goes on the
tip of an e-cigarette the broadcasts nicotine intake
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truth - Andy couldn't develop a microchip if his life depended
on it
Lie: Andy is marketing an e-cig to all the casino's in Las Vegas and all the
nursing homes in Colorado
truth - Andy could barely afford to buy the demo kits for his
e-cig
truth - no casino would give Andy the time of day
truth - Andy's mother works for a nursing home and that's
about the extent of his involvement with them
Lie: I emailed Andy's 14 year old son calling Xtagged a scam (page 19 of
this thread)
truth - Andy doesn't have a son
truth - I don't have email addresses for any of Andy's family
truth - I wouldn't bother to email Andy's kids if I did have their
email addresses
truth - Xtagged is supposed to make illicit contact with
someone's kids impossible
truth - Andy's four year old daughter doesn't have email
Lie: I emailed Andy's 13 year old son calling Xtagged a scam (page 30 of
this thread)
truth - see above
Lie: Andy is suing City Weekly
truth - Andy isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy is suing me
truth - Andy isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy is suing Ryion
truth - Andy isn't suing anybody
Lie: Andy is suing a police department in Utah somewhere for harassment
after they pulled him over in his Lamborghini and gave him shit.
truth - Andy isn't suing anybody
truth - Andy doesn't own a Lamborghini
Lie: the Lamborghini incident was taped by a passenger int he back seat
truth - Lamborghini's don't have back seats
Lie: I deleted posts on page four of this thread
truth - the posts are still there
Lie: Andy has a private investigator named Zed
truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: Steve hired a private investigator named Zed
truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: a company that was about to buy Andy out hired a private investigator
named Zed
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truth - there is no private investigator named Zed
Lie: Zed is working on a huge expose on me that will be in all the papers
using information he got from an ex-girlfriend of mine
truth - there is no Zed, if there is then he isn't a private
investigator, and the only information he has on me is the shit
he got by talking to my mentally incompetent mother
Lie: Andy's private investigator's real name is Zeb, not Zed
truth - Andy mis-spelled the name of his fictitious private
investigator in an email to me and has since pretended I got
the name wrong to cover his ass
Truth: Andy stole $5,000 from Ryion
Truth: Andy stole $70,000 from Allan and his mother
Truth: Andy stole $8,000 from Kyle
Truth: Andy stole $2,000 from Chris
Truth: Andy stole $1,500 from Robert
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the SEC
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the FTC
Truth: Xtagged is being investigated for fraud by the Utah Attorney General
Lie: Andy is a genius and a good person
truth - Andy Esquivel is a pathological lying con-artist with a
criminal record and federal fraud charges pending against
him. He has defrauded dozens of investors out of tens of
thousands of dollars and preys on the ignorant and feeble
minded.
I think that just about sums it up. If I've left anything out, please feel free to post here
so we can continue this thread. If you are an Xtagged investor, email me at
xtaggedscam@theflag.us and I will give you the name and contact information for the
SEC lawyers handling Andy's securities fraud case. If you were scammed by Xtagged.com
but do not have bogus paperwork, please call the Federal Trade Commission at (877)
382.4357 and reference case #26458904. You can also use this complaint form to list
details of your involvement with Xtagged and Andy.
There are at last count two federal agencies, one state agency, three corporations and
four individuals perusing legal action against Andy Esquivel and Xtagged. That's three
criminal and seven civil actions pending. What's that my mother said to me in her last
email; "You reap what you sew?"
...well KARMA'S A BITCH Andy!!! Save those E-cigs for Prison. Maybe you can trade them
for protection from the guards or seconds at breakfast.
Cheers!

dacumen

05-20-2010, 11:55 AM

I sent the following email to Andy earlier this week:
Quote:

Zeb/Zed/Andy,
Cute link. By the way, when are you guys going to register the names "Wiser
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Electronic Cigarette, inc." and "Wiser LLC" with the Colorado Secretary of
State? Usually it's a good idea to start a company before you announce it's
acquiring or being acquired by another. You do know it's a crime in Colorado to
impersonate a private investigator, right? Did you guys ever comply with that
cease and desist letter from New Belgium Brewing? Was Allan able to help you
dial that number for the SEC? While you're waiting to get in touch with
Solomon, here's the case number for the Federal Trade Commission:
[26458904]. How are those donations to MADD working out for you guys?
I'm wide awake...are you?
Daryl Acumen
Admin / Owner
PartyUtah.com
Regional Manager
Napkin Nights, Salt Lake City
I just got this from Andy:
Quote:

What, daryl your a B#@ch to your ugly association wife and now you a
b#@ch to napkin nights because your party Utah is shiit are you even a
man or does shirly do it she fits the rolls I can't belive you
finshed your last email with Regional Bitch for napkin nights LOL LOL
LOL you are a
sell out not only to your race. Acumen but to mankind, trust me after
me and your mom talk to them you will be done! ANDY WAS RIGHT YOU ARE
A WASTE OF TIME I WILL BCC THIS TO ALL ON XTAGGED GOOD LIFE
everything
will be sent to rich, mo, fattening fab all Utah club owners
especially our court papers and papers from your Mom thank you for
this last email trust me you won't here from me again until court Mr
DDD or should I say Mr std like your Xgirl says get it X girl there
you go Mr std R, manager of napkin nights here's your headliner come
out where the party is spread the joy std managers here for you! I yet
don't know if you had simple passing std or life long infection but
trust me devil you have gave me a passion now watch me smash you I am
going to use everything I have your mom and Andy can do it the court
way they don't even know about this because your mom told Andy to
forword his mail to us dam she saved your life and you don't even know
it watch the carbon copy from xtagged who its addressed to and then
you will know I already knew Seeeeeeee you ZEB
WTF?
Notice how out of desperation, and inspired by my mentally unstable mother, they're all
now turning this into a racial thing?
Hey Andy, if PartyUtah.com (with 40,000 unique visitors per month, 700,000 pageviews
and $6,000 in monthly revenue) is "shiit," then what does that make a crappy little
website like Xtagged with six (6) registered users, no traffic, no revenue, and three
pending fraud investigations against it?
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Mintberry Crunch

05-20-2010, 12:21 PM

holy shit.
What is wrong with people?

dacumen
Oh brother, now Steve Klemack thinks he's onto something. He just
sent this email to Tracy Lee, the former owner of Napkin Nights.

05-20-2010, 12:46 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Quote:
Mr. Lee can you please give us a call we have some important court
documents to send on behalf of R Dunn My self Steve Klemark And
our private investors. We are suing Daryl Acumen! his mother,
Rebbecca Dunn and about eight others are suing Daryl Acumen yes
his mother is suing him! it has come to our attention that in several
email threats from Daryl to his mother and other's his email ends
with
Daryl Acumen
> Admin / Owner
> PartyUtah.com
>
> Regional Manager
> Napkin Nights, Salt Lake City
Or if you could please give his mom a call @ 18884121530 she is the
CEO of our company. My name is Steve klemark CIO of
www.Wiserecigarette.com i am from Florida and a big fan of napkin
nights you can reach me @ 18884121530 or email above or just
point me to your legal department sir with all respect.
Thank you
Here is link to our company you will find all info contacts also to our
attorney so he can verify if needed
http://who.godaddy.com/businesscard....rog_id=GoDaddy
We already have contracts with distributors in all areas for wiser
e-cigarette also Buzz/wiser non-alcoholic energy drink is suing Daryl
and www.xtagged.com which i recently purchased! i have posted it on
front page of site we would love to have a positive relationship with
napkin nights
Steve Klemark
He doesn't realize he's barking up the wrong tree. First of all, Tracy doesn't own Napkin
Nights anymore. Second, the real owners wouldn't give an idiot like Andy (who really
wrote this email) the time of day. The first thing they'd do is call me and ask me who
Steve is AND I'D TELL THEM! ...and that would be the end of that.
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Here's why my signature includes "Regional Manager, Napkin Nights Salt Lake City":
http://saltlakecity.napkinnights.com/pics/
Attachment 3313
...idiots!
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05-20-2010, 12:50 PM

wow, that's just laughable.
Even if he was somewhat credible and was being serious about a partnership: the
unprofessional level of the email, and horrible grammar would be enough to make me
want to NEVER work with him.

Butcher

05-20-2010, 03:16 PM

Andy, You get dumber and dumber as the days go on. You have to be the dumbest
human on the planet! I love how you still insist that your not really ZED or STEVE. Your
awful writing tells us you are all the same person, so just stop already.You are just
making a fool of yourself! Hey Andy or Steve give me a call or are you guys still not
willing to talk to people you have scammed. I would talk to you guys anytime I have
nothing to fear or feel guilty about, And you guys do.
People, here's how nutty Andy is. I think he's got a God complex or something!
Quote:

From: Andres Esquivel <xtagged@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 28, 2009 at 3:44 PM
Subject: WE ARE FAMILY!
You are the strength of all my faith, it will be people such as you that surround
me from here forward. The drink is called buzz for buzz driving and wiser for
wiser mentor so really has nothing to do with budweiser god just gives me
roads that are very lite up(IDEAS).
Meaning he is are guide and people will notice, us stand for him as Mosses did
with his staff.
Just turn that around,
he gave Mosses a staff that people could have manipulated to be violent.
Now we are his staff,
are employer has called on to us becky to make this workplace called earth
aware that your job is as important as any other here in this world.
I read once that we are like the single thread in a patten that leads to an
ultimate design,
and that design does not fit the pattern we all are living. In this world so We,
Us Together will bring Balance with the wonders of our lord that i love with all
my might.
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"MONEY" WHAT'S THAT

dacumen

05-20-2010, 04:38 PM

...I think Andy is pretty much over. He's clearly lost it.

It'sMagic

05-24-2010, 04:48 AM

Yeah!....he got his ass kicked here.

Butcher

05-25-2010, 09:42 PM

Andy has been telling the other investors that I was fired from Xtagged, for lying about
having a marketing degree. This is just one of the many lies from the king of lies Andy. I
never worked for Xtagged! I was an investor who was taken by a con artist. I have never
got a pay check or W2 from Xtagged. I would love for Andy to prove that I worked for
Xtagged, Go ahead Andy show something that I was paid by Xtagged, Way to lie to the
people that are in your circle of trust. Andy made up that story so you all can feel good
for helping him scam more people. WAY TO GO XTAGGED SCAMMERS!!!

05-26-2010, 09:20 AM

ripcord

I have noticed Andy has been putting everything in other peoples names, This has to be
because everyone knows he's a scam now!
I like how Andy says you guys cost Xtagged millions. I guess you guys are more
convincing than Xtagged and had a stronger case.:)

DJrain

06-01-2010, 10:04 AM

Xtagged.com is done...............:D

Butcher

06-06-2010, 10:08 AM

Now we just wait for the people who have been scammed in Denver to come forward.
They will wake up one day like all the people that were scammed here in Utah and they
will also turn on Andy the scammer!

Butcher

06-09-2010, 11:18 AM

Quote:
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On Tue, Jun 8, 2010 at 2:05 PM, TEAM X <xtagged@gmail.com> wrote:
Why wont you give your address MR ryion But-cher! You scared, you all are
pathetic liars and we dont need it, your going to get summons at all your work
places if you have a job. (all members of xtagged that have been Bcc so this
loser don't harass you Watch this)
look at CC above. look who else knows and we haven't heard nothing from
ladd or daryl or two face kyle!
Ryion if you are not scared here is your chance what is your home address so
we can summons you to court daryls mom already provided daryls info so
what is your physical address so we don't have to embarrass you all over
town! or call our lawyer
http://www.denverlegalteam.com/leonard_martinez.php
Quit hiding because these emails will be at court!
i only send this email to all members of xtagged because i want you to see
who is hiding and don't want to go to court, and you to see that all of them
had a chance to provide there info (who's the scam)
will be waitng!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I will make it easy for you guys just get in
contact with my lawyer. or email me number to your lawyers LADD, DARYL,
Kyle, Ryion if any of you have lawyer please send contact info!
we have provided his link above!
And remember people feel free to call ryion as he says in his blogs anytime!
8017107521 to ask him why he wont provide his address if he wants to go to
court!
Here Andy is saying I won't give him my address. He even says in another email his
lawyer is trying to get my address also and they have called my old job, were Andy
knows I don't work anymore. But no one has called me to ask for it! whats the matter
Andy can't call someone you've scammed to get my address? Why won't your lawyer call
me? I will give it to him if he calls.
I have tried to contact Andy's so called lawyer and he won't call me or return my calls. I
will try again today, Andy when are you going to give me your address a bunch of us
here in UTAH are trying to get it, then we really can do this in court!

dacumen

06-09-2010, 05:02 PM

Wow, is Andy still emailing you? Geeez, I guess that guy never gives up. I thought we'd
pretty definitively blown his cover and he'd realize it and just go away. Heres' the last
thing I got from him:
Quote:
What, daryl your a B#@ch to your ugly association wife and now you
a
b#@ch to napkin nights because your party Utah is shiit are you
even a
man or does shirly do it she fits the rolls I can't belive you
finshed your last email with Regional Bitch for napkin nights LOL LOL
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LOL you are a
Once I got that crazy message I realized that my wife is right, these people really are
literally nuts! I talked to a couple of psychologists and they helped me understand that
my mother has "borderline personality disorder" and that although it is a treatable
condition, in all likelihood she will never get better. As for Andy, I don't have any idea
what his malfunction is, but he seems borderline psychotic and frankly my wife thinks
both he and my mother are dangerous. I'm inclined to agree with her.
Good luck with your lawsuit (not that you need it). I think we've run out of things to
expose, but if he says anything else really interesting go ahead and post it here. I've got
more important things to do than continue wasting my time trying to convince crazy
people that they are crazy. We've done an excellent job of letting the world know that
Andy is full of shit. Everybody with a brain got it and walked away. The rest is out of our
hands.
Cheers!

dacumen

06-11-2010, 07:56 AM

Wow, interesting week! I guess Andy's been emailing everybody he can think of trying to
discredit this thread and since only Xtagged and my mother are being filtered by my
spam filter, I've actually been getting some of the replies. Here are a couple of examples
from former Xtagged supporters (who actually carry some weight here in Utah I might
add):
Quote:

from: Chrismo
Andy,
Please remove me from your contacts list, please do not send any further
offers or emails. I am no longer interested in your rants, nor any product with
which you may be affiliated.
Thanks,
Chrismo
Club Allure (formerly Sandy Station)
8925 South 255 West

Quote:

from: "Anytime Fitness (Bountiful, UT)"
Andy,
Stop sending your ranting emails. I have better things to do with my time then to
waist it trying to translating your ignorant babble. I agree with those that are fighting
back and will be a part of the fight. I cant stand dishonest people like yourself and will
do what ever it takes to ensure that you end up where you are suppose to be. Take
me off of your email list and stop sending spam.
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Thank you,
Chris Engelbrecht
Co-Owner
Anytime Fitness (Bountiful, UT)
I also got contacted by a key executive at iSafe.org this week, but I won't go into any
detail about that until I get clearance from them to discuss publicly (and maybe not even
then because I'm tired of all this stuff). Suffice it so say that Andy is in it a lot deeper
than even I previously thought and if I were him, I would stay in hiding and keep my big
mouth shut! He's not playing with matches anymore, now he's playing with dynamite!
Good luck with that.

Xtagged

06-19-2010, 01:49 PM

Court is coming! check out link below
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
Wiser e cig is owned by 5 people And all of them are suing Daryl Acumen and Ryion
Butcher for sabotage on wiser e-cigarette and buzz/wiser watch link above we will post
all summons as they are served thank you!
Wiser Management, Sindy

Butcher

06-21-2010, 07:18 AM

Andy, You never change! Nobody likes you and nobody is using your e-cigs or drinking
your fake energy drink! You are a con artist and nothing more. Get a life and a job!
You have screwed over a lot of people here in Utah and it's going to come back to bite
you in the ass. Still haven't heard from your lawyer? I'm ready for court when you are.
Anyone want to take bets Andy does not lunch on July 4TH.:eyebrows:

ripcord

06-21-2010, 08:15 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by Xtagged
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
Wiser e cig is owned by 5 people And all of them are suing Daryl Acumen and
Ryion Butcher for sabotage on wiser e-cigarette and buzz/wiser watch link
above we will post all summons as they are served thank you!
Wiser Management, Sindy

I thought Xtagged was suing you guy's at the start of this thread.............:confused:
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Butcher

06-22-2010, 07:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Xtagged
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
Wiser e cig is owned by 5 people And all of them are suing Daryl Acumen and
Ryion Butcher for sabotage on wiser e-cigarette and buzz/wiser watch link
above we will post all summons as they are served thank you!
Wiser Management, Sindy

Andy has a new fake person, Sindy! LOl.....:D

psyonix

06-22-2010, 01:25 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by That website that dacumen linked to
Andy had been impressed with Daryl from the beginning and he took great joy
in seeing a man of color that appeared to have his act together.

Oh man, so many things I wanna say...

It'sMagic

06-22-2010, 04:19 PM

Somebody as dumb as this Xtagged fucker needs to get his ass kicked.

dacumen

06-22-2010, 05:26 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
Oh man, so many things I wanna say...

Yea, my mom lays it on pretty thick. I could write a book dissecting that blog of hers and
unraveling all the bullshit, but I'm not going to.

psyonix

06-22-2010, 06:36 PM
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I actually had to read that line a couple times to take it in. I mean, I know plenty,
"non-men-of-color" who don't have their shit together. For a second I thought I was
reading an excerpt from a Mark Twain novel.
On a serious note, it's pretty shitty to be at odds with family over this half-witted
fuck-hole of a human.

dacumen

06-22-2010, 08:30 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
On a serious note, it's pretty shitty to be at odds with family over this
half-witted fuck-hole of a human.

Dude, trust me, I am NOT at odds with my mother over a worthless little squirt like
Andy. My mother and I don't speak because she's crazy! I mean LITERALLY crazy. I
enjoy exposing Andy because he's a dick and I believe he's got it coming to him. My
mother is using the conflict with Andy as a sick ploy to get my attention. It's sad, but it's
a symptom of her condition (or at least that's what the psychologists I've talked to have
told me).
Not to turn this thread into a telethon for Borderline Personality Disorder, but it
makes people do some really weird shit. My mom gravitates towards con-artists because
they flatter her vacant ego. She lies effortlessly as a way of life. She manipulates and
schemes so much that she drives people away, including her ex-husband Tyrone (who
filled me in on how crazy my mom can really be when I spoke to him on father's day).
BPD's live in a perpetual fantasy world where they are always the helpless victim and
anybody who doesn't fit into their made-up world is an evil villain. It's treatable, but
most people who have it don't get help because they won't admit they have a problem.
Don't feel bad about the situation between my mother and I. It's an unfortunate
consequence of a mental condition diagnosed too late in life to do any good. Her mental
incapacity has caused her to lose everything, including her closest family (I'm her only
child and unfortunately my wife and I can't have kids). Andy is using my mother's
condition to his advantage because he hopes it'll get me to back off. He's mistaken. If
anything, it makes me more eager to watch him burn.
Ironically he's burning himself, so all I have to do is sit back and watch the show.

psyonix

06-22-2010, 10:32 PM

Heh, I'm all too familiar with the subject. I have a crazy aunt who believes the LDS
church plotted to kill my late grandmother. Mental illness can be perplexing.

dacumen

06-23-2010, 07:35 AM

Quote:
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Originally Posted by psyonix
Heh, I'm all too familiar with the subject. I have a crazy aunt who believes the
LDS church plotted to kill my late grandmother. Mental illness can be
perplexing.

Wow! That sounds like my mother alright. She thinks that my wife (who is inactive LDS)
put drugs in my tea and uses Mormon witchcraft to keep me in my marriage and at odds
with her. It'd be funny if she wasn't related to me and it wasn't true.
Everyone knows mom has a mental illness, but I have no idea what Andy's problem is.

NightLife

06-23-2010, 07:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by psyonix
I actually had to read that line a couple times to take it in. I mean, I know
plenty, "non-men-of-color" who don't have their shit together. For a second I
thought I was reading an excerpt from a Mark Twain novel.
On a serious note, it's pretty shitty to be at odds with family over this
half-witted fuck-hole of a human.

That's funny!!! :D
I'm going to be the first, to order a case of BUZZWISER on the fourth........:rolleyes:

Butcher

06-23-2010, 04:09 PM

Quote:

Subject: Formal Email, See you in court gentlemen, I will be wearing The
fake watch! But the Lawyers will be 100%
From: andy Esquivel (utxpatrol@gmail.com)
Sent: Wed 6/23/10 3:36 PM
100% Real! And we will ask the judge to inspect my watch also since Daryls
blog thread
says its fake and that i am using a fake watch to Dee Dee Dee people for
there money,
MMMMMMM lets seeeee Daryl on blog saying its fake with no proof, Well that
is the basis of everything you guys have done, Think about it!
And ryion yes our lawyers are paid. And i am not running Ryion i came to
Colorado so the xtagged case would be federal i just never imagined you guys
attacking Wiser and the rest that was just Karma on Haters. you'll believe
soon when you get your federal summons, if not already!
I have emailed you today to say thank you for your participation, this project
was very successful to all the bidders for xtagged to prove that even 40 year
old Men can do the craziest things online.
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And at my lawyers request, that i send you this Email to tell you that no one in
this company will contact you anymore until court! And we demand the same
that you do not contact anyone but our lawyers (303)623-3300! Until then
people have been hired to work in my place for wiser e cigarette and i will be
on Vacation.
Well, Andy the idiot has spoken again! and things never change with this guy, once
again saying this is the last time he's going to blog or talk to us until court...........yeah
right! :rolleyes: Andy, I will try getting a hold of your Lawyers again. He never seems to
answer though and his clerks have no idea who you are.

DJrain

06-23-2010, 07:12 PM

I would love to see this court case. If it actually went to court, Andy would get a nice
dose of reality. The judge would laugh him out of the court room.

Butcher

06-24-2010, 05:57 PM

Andy, have the others found out what a scammer you are yet? I can't see how anyone
can hang out with you for a week and not see through your lies, and that your full of
shit!

06-26-2010, 09:01 AM

ZEE
lol, this guy was in utah?
what a fucking tool

ripcord

06-28-2010, 08:10 AM

Warning!!!!!! Do not use any of the products of Andy the con-man, could result in loss of
time and money and may leave you feeling like a dumb ass.

06-28-2010, 08:20 AM

ZEE
i just bought my Xtagged phone too.....:rolleyes:

06-28-2010, 11:26 AM

ZEE
so the fucker just left the state? was this a utah thing or what?
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dacumen

06-28-2010, 11:34 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Krewski
so the fucker just left the state? was this a utah thing or what?

He started out in Utah, but then got chased out of the state. In Colorado he was able to
find a fresh batch of gullible investors who'd never heard of Andy Esquivel or Xtagged
and weren't aware that the former was a con artist and the latter a hollow shell. His
former investors here in Utah are suing while Andy shakes his fists from across the state
line.

ZEE

06-28-2010, 11:40 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
He started out in Utah, but then got chased out of the state. In Colorado he
was able to find a fresh batch of gullible investors who'd never heard of Andy
Esquivel or Xtagged and weren't aware that the former was a con artist and
the latter a hollow shell. His former investors here in Utah are suing while
Andy shakes his fists from across the state line.

what a little shit, so ammusing. i hope he ends up where he belongs.

It'sMagic

06-30-2010, 07:37 AM

Andy's, failure to launch is almost here! What are all the drunk people going too do, if
buzz/wiser does not get lunched?

dacumen
Quote:

07-06-2010, 11:46 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Originally Posted by It'sMagic
Andy's, failure to launch is almost here! What are all the drunk people going
too do, if buzz/wiser does not get lunched?

Here's a photo from the E-Cigarette launch. I guess they gave up on the energy drink.
Attachment 3498
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Mintberry Crunch

07-06-2010, 12:20 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Here's a photo from the E-Cigarette launch. I guess they gave up on the
energy drink.
Attachment 3498

they are holding certificates of... ???

dacumen

07-06-2010, 12:28 PM

I think it's like $100 off of your e-cigarette purchase or something. I can't remember.
Ryion, did you get an emails from Andy with a picture of the certificate? I did, but I think
I deleted it. I think it had something to do with getting a $100 rebate or credit at the
casino if you bought an e-cigarette from their street-corner display or something like
that.
Whatever it was, I just remember it was pretty incredibly stupid.
Does anybody else find it hilarious that they couldn't even afford a tent big enough to
completely cover the car?

Mintberry Crunch

07-06-2010, 12:39 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I think it's like $100 off of your e-cigarette purchase or something. I can't
remember. Ryion, did you get an emails from Andy with a picture of the
certificate? I did, but I think I deleted it. I think it had something to do with
getting a $100 rebate or credit at the casino if you bought an e-cigarette from
their street-corner display or something like that.
Whatever it was, I just remember it was pretty incredibly stupid.
Does anybody else find it hilarious that they couldn't even afford a tent big
enough to completely cover the car?

lol they should have saved the money on the tent and spent it on someone who can
actually design an e-flier

Butcher

07-06-2010, 12:43 PM
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Sooooo.........This was the big launch!.......Was there a tent in that picture?

Butcher

07-06-2010, 12:58 PM

Andy need's buzz/wiser to sober him up too reality!

07-06-2010, 01:04 PM

Butcher

All I saw in the picture was Andy's mom, some 14 year kid, and some old guy.

07-06-2010, 01:09 PM

ZEE
and the ugliest fucking mustang i have ever seen

07-07-2010, 06:20 AM

ripcord
I think, they took that tent from the girl scouts!

07-07-2010, 07:47 AM

Butcher
I just found this old email from Andy:
Quote:

Subject: Congrats your portal made front page xtagged.com
From: Andres Esquivel (xtagged@gmail.com)
Sent: Tue 8/25/09 10:54 PM
To: workkhardd@msn.com
because of all the the traffic you have brought xtagged with your fake blogs
we thank you www.websiteoutlook.com used to say we were worth $126.00
now with all the traffic it says $328.50 thats the traffic your idea of blogging to
get attention brought us. Oh www.websiteoutlook.com went from 126 to 219
to 328 yessss yesssss look for yourself google xtagged baby thanks ryion. i do
hope you find a job soon god bless
So Xtagged really is makeing money off our blogging! Were glad we could help Andy!:D
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JoeClub

07-07-2010, 12:02 PM

wow check out the rustang. nice $200 DIY vertical door kit... hey isn't that the same
rustang they were using last year with that spokesmodel who couldn't speak?

It'sMagic

07-07-2010, 06:07 PM

I bet Andy try's to tell investors that he has come up with the frist flying car!.........Tell
Steve that Andy, he might invest another 50 grand!

07-07-2010, 10:47 PM

JoeClub

really... this guy has to be an idiot to start off with, but who's in charge of the graphics
department? everything they do looks like it was done in M$ Word. total amateurs.

dacumen

07-08-2010, 07:01 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by JoeClub
really... this guy has to be an idiot to start off with, but who's in charge of the
graphics department? everything they do looks like it was done in M$ Word.
total amateurs.

I'm pretty sure Andy does all the graphics, web development, videography, and sales
himself...just like he writes all his own endorsements no matter who they appear to
come from.
I don't know who Andy is trying to impress with this picture, but here's proof that he and
Steve managed to raise enough investment capital to buy fifty (count 'em, ...50!!!)
boxes of e-cigarettes with his wiser logo taped to the front.
http://xtagged.com/uploads/fireno2%281%29.jpg
You know what's funny; these guys might actually make a few hundred dollars selling
these things. I even told that to Andy's e-cig supplier. Andy is a hell of a salesman, he's
just a pathological liar. If he put his mind to it, this could actually become his first
legitimate venture. He won't make millions at it, but at least he'd be able to salvage
some dignity.
...I still want to know what happened to the Buzz/Wiser energy drink though.

DJrain

07-08-2010, 09:36 AM

Good job Andy! you are the new Avon of E-Cigs, way to jump on the band wagon! There
are 3 E-cig stands in the mall I go too, all diffrent.
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Yes Andy you will make money off the E-Cig, but you will also make money selling
Scentsy product's.
Hey!......New idea Andy, what about "Smell Wiser Scentsy" just throw an X on it, and it's
all yours......LOl.:)

ZEE

07-08-2010, 09:51 AM
i wonder how long it took him to stack those

07-08-2010, 10:16 AM

JoeClub
Quote:

Originally Posted by K-Rew
i wonder how long it took him to stack those

I wonder how long he spent stroking off looking at the scene. There's probably other
pictures/video that he's keeping in a lockbox.

Mintberry Crunch

07-08-2010, 10:22 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I'm pretty sure Andy does all the graphics, web development, videography,
and sales himself...just like he writes all his own endorsements no matter who
they appear to come from.
I don't know who Andy is trying to impress with this picture, but here's proof
that he and Steve managed to raise enough investment capital to buy fifty
(count 'em, ...50!!!) boxes of e-cigarettes with his wiser logo taped to the
front.
http://xtagged.com/uploads/fireno2%281%29.jpg
You know what's funny; these guys might actually make a few hundred dollars
selling these things. I even told that to Andy's e-cig supplier. Andy is a hell of a
salesman, he's just a pathological liar. If he put his mind to it, this could
actually become his first legitimate venture. He won't make millions at it, but
at least he'd be able to salvage some dignity.
...I still want to know what happened to the Buzz/Wiser energy drink though.

why would you want to buy something you smoke that has "RIP" in big letters on the
box?
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07-08-2010, 01:05 PM

This picture is too show us how well Andy is doing.....Where's the picture of the stacked
cans of "BUZZ/WISER".

dacumen

07-08-2010, 03:34 PM

Well guys, I'm officially signing off. Its been a rave exposing all of Andy's crap, but I have
more important things to do with my time now. Yesterday my wife gave birth to my son,
Daryl Antoine Tremeyne Acumen, Jr. I was kind-of hoping that this thread would help my
mother pull her head out of her ass and see the light of day before her first and ONLY
grandchild was born, but alas she's too far gone.
As many of you know, Andy's bullshit hit it's apex when he started claiming via email
that he'd tried to have Ryion and I served with federal court papers, but couldn't do so
because we wouldn't answer our front doors. This came as a SHOCK to Andy's lawyer
(really Steve's on loan) because he said he was still researching Andy's claims and trying
to dermine whether the case was even worth purusing. This claim came as a shock to
ME as well because I work from home and I always answer the door, making me the
easiest service target in the world. Since there's no record of any federal case filed by
Andy, Steve, Xtagged, Wiser e-cig, buzz/wiser, or anybody else related to Andy's
ventures on PACER (the National Federal case database used by all federal courts and
every attorney in America) and according to the Utah County Sherrif's department there
is no outstanding summons for me or for Ryion, it is clear that Andy is lying...again!
Today I'm officially done. At my wife's request, I've had Andy's all of his associates'
phone numbers (sadly including my mother's) blocked from all of our lines. I've added
Andy's IP addresses to the DENY list on my dedicated server so that Andy will no longer
be able to access ANY of my websites from this day forth. Any future IP that Andy uses
to access this website will likewise be blocked, because I consider him a security risk.
My attorney and the American Fork Police Department have notified Andy and his
attorney that any further emails form him or any of his associates will be regarded as
'harassment' and that YES charges have been filed (for real).
I've enjoyed this thread very much. It's been more fun than watching "The Hangover"
with a beer and a room full of your best friends from college.
Thank you all for reading!
Daryl Acumen

psyonix

07-09-2010, 10:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Well guys, I'm officially signing off. Its been a rave exposing all of Andy's lies
and bullshit, but I have more important things to do with my time now.
Yesterday my wife gave birth to my son, Daryl Antoine Tremeyne Acumen, Jr.
I was kind-of hoping that this thread would help my mother pull her head out
of her ass and see the light of day before her first and ONLY grandchild was
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born, but alas she's too far gone.
As many of you know, Andy's bullshit hit it's apex when he started claiming via
email that he'd tried to have Ryion and I served with federal court papers, but
couldn't do so because we wouldn't answer our front doors. This came as a
SHOCK to Andy's lawyer (really Steve's on loan) because he said he was still
researching and trying to decide whether Andy's claims of slander were even
worth perusing.
Today I'm officially done. At my wife's request, I've had Andy's all of his
associates' phone numbers (sadly including my mother's) blocked from all of
our lines. I've added Andy's IP addresses to the DENY list on my dedicated
server so that Andy will no longer be able to access ANY of my websites from
this day forth. Any future IP that Andy uses to access this website will likewise
be blocked, because I consider him a security risk.
The local police have notified Andy, as have I via his attorney Leonard
Martinez, that any further emails form him or any of his brain-dead associated
will be regarded as 'harassment' and that we WILL be pressing charges as
soon as the dust settles from the baby.
I've enjoyed this thread very much. It's been more fun than watching "The
Hangover" with a beer and a room full of your best friends from college.
Thank you all for reading!
Daryl Acumen

Big up! Enjoy fatherhood!

JoeClub

07-09-2010, 03:08 PM

Congratulations to you and the Mrs. on the baby! And good riddance to bad rubbish with
this Andy business!

Butcher

07-10-2010, 05:15 PM

I'm done with Andy too!........... Me, chris, Ladd, and Kyle have one last thing we need to
do before we sign off on Andy!:)

ripcord

07-19-2010, 09:10 AM

Investment fraud criminals work hard to make themselves and their schemes sound
legitimate. See cons explain how they separated victims from their money. From Tricks
of the Trade: Outsmarting Investment Fraud, a free documentary available at
SaveAndInvest.org.
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ripcord

07-19-2010, 09:23 AM

How to spot a con
Home > How to spot a con
Red flags: flattery, inflated credentials
Fast talking for fast decisions
Sooner or later, you will have a run-in with a sociopath. There are just too many of
them—possibly between 3 million and 12 million sociopaths in America. And they aren't
necessarily locked up in jail. Sociopaths roam through all parts of society, all areas of the
country, all walks of life.
There is only one way to protect yourself from sociopaths: You must know what they
are, and put your guard up when you start seeing the symptoms.
Sociopaths are prolific con artists. Here are some typical con artist tricks. For even more
information about how con artists work, Lovefraud recommends The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Frauds, Scams, and Cons, by Duane Swierczynski.
Lavish flattery
If you've just met someone who is overwhelming you with praise, attention and concern,
be careful. Be particularly careful if you're lonely and looking for love—con artists know
exactly how to play that tune.
Credentials—exaggerated and fabricated
Con artists may "prove" themselves by namedropping or volunteering detailed resumes
or credentials. If you're at all suspicious, check their references.
Building your trust
Con artists will sometimes honor their commitments in the beginning so that you begin
to trust them. They'll pay back initial loans, or appear to be unselfishly helping other
people. Their objective is to get you to drop your guard.
The story doesn't quite add up
The con artist's story may have small inconsistencies or unexplained loose ends. If you
ask questions, the con will glibly provide an explanation—which may also not add up. Or,
he or she will sidestep the issue by accusing you of paranoia or mistrust.
"I need an answer now."
A crisis needs to be averted, an opportunity will disappear—whatever the reason, a con
artist will want an answer right away. If you have time to think, research or ask advice,
you may realize that con artist's plan is a ploy. The con will want your money before you
figure it out.
Intense eye contact
Typically, when people talk to each other, they look each other in the eyes and then
briefly look away. Sociopathic con artists often exhibit a "predatory stare"—unblinking,
fixated and emotionless. It's not a sign of empathy—it's an effort to assert control.
Isolation
Con artists will slowly and subtly separate you from people who may question their
plans. They may intercept phone calls from your friends. They may refuse to associate
with your family. They'll tell you, "It's you and me against the world, baby." Soon, you're
alone with them, snared in their net.

07-20-2010, 07:53 AM

It'sMagic

Hey! Daryl and Ryion, Are you guy's still running from you sommons........LOl......Now
Andy is asking the public to help get you guy's served, Andy is such a fucking tool!

07-20-2010, 08:07 AM

ripcord
Tips On Not Falling Prey To A Con Artist
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Avoiding being hurt by a con artist is as easy as doing your homework -before you invest.
Contact your state or provincial securities regulator to see if the investment
vehicle and the person selling it are registered.
Your state or provincial securities regulator will also be able to tell you if the
salesperson has a disciplinary history, that is, whether any civil, criminal or
administrative proceedings have been brought against him or her.
Contact your local Better Business Bureau to see if any complaints have
been filed against the venture’s promoters or principals.
Deal only with financial advisers, broker-dealers or financial institutions having
a proven track record.
Ask for written information on the investment product and the business. Such
information, including financial data on the company and the risks involved in
the investment, is contained in a prospectus. Read it carefully.
Don’t take everything you hear or read at face value. Ask questions if you
don’t understand, and do some sleuthing for yourself. If you need help in
evaluating the investment, go to someone independent whom you can trust
such as an attorney or an accountant.
Steer clear of investments touted with no downside or risk.
This is another good one!!!

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:18 PM

We are going to court if you need info 303-623-3300 call so you can see how much daryl lies, If
anyone is even reading!
Here are links to truth of Mr. Dee Dee Dee Daryl Acumen Daryl blocked Andy not
because he is security threat its so he cant blog back the truth so i gladly volunteer! Joe
http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/ See what Wiser Has that makes Daryl so much of
a Hater against Andy. You can make Party Utah e-cigs or party utah energy drink stop
hating and get on with your life after court that is!
Daryl said xtagged is dumb and scam! DeeDeeDee and then www.bump.com Dee Dee
Dee! watch video and see what we truly have!
Daryl said buzz/wiser is dumb and scam! they got contract! to start it! Dee Dee Dee!
Daryl then says wiser e-cig is dumb and scam then we sold out even if it was the 50 in
the pic below that still comes to $15,000 dollars that he don't have and Andy does! And
it was more than 50 its just none of Deryl's Business! This is why Andy has a paid
attorney, and he doesn't plain and simple he has been calling around frantically asking
mutual friends to barrow money. his mom even asked him to help us at a time, for real,
I can send you the email she sent him or she can rdunn@wiserecigarette.com and not a
manipulated email like daryl her son would send but to forward it to you directly. Daryl
has had a link to our youtube where it invites him to blog and he never does answer,
that's because he cant manipulate the blogs there!
its this simple nobody reads this, And in court Andy will prove this clueless idea person is
just jealous that he has none. I think Gary's blog said it all to anyone that even sees this
ridiculous thread look at there log on time Daryls is 6 days that's 144 hours 8640
minutes and it's not the only thread he has two more! oh what and he never even
invested a nickle! Our ideas make Daryl a hater grow up you now have a child stop
acting like one! you and your wife. plus look what your kid gets to inherit Party Utah a
site full of half naked drunk people HMMM i would be proud! all you lies will come out in
court DDD!
hater! and court will proceed to the fullest!
Here is link to Daryl's Mom blog!
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http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
Notice how Daryl always writes out his emails he so called received. its because he
manipulates them if you would like to here a live recording of Ryion the real ryion please
contact me at info@xtagged.com
Joe

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:23 PM

Come on Daryl get rid of that one fast!!!!!!

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:24 PM

Hurry you don't want people to know this is your way! Hater!

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:25 PM

http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/ his Mom everyone this is her blog!

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:34 PM

http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/ Andy's review now you will know why daryls a
hater and daryl (RIP) see how there is a cigarette with a x on it thats a no smoking sign
Mr.DDD so it means R.I.P to all no smoking signs Because Wiser can be smoked
Anywhere Mr. Dee dee dee wow Andy is right this to easy that's why he gave you the
name DDD! thats why you blocked Andy from this site, his come backs Make you look
stupid!

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:41 PM

http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:51 PM

http://www.xtagged.com/uploads/IMGA0003%287%29.JPG
Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/ Andy's review now you will know why
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daryls a hater and daryl (RIP) see how there is a cigarette with a x on it thats
a no smoking sign Mr.DDD so it means R.I.P to all no smoking signs Because
Wiser can be smoked Anywhere Mr. Dee dee dee wow Andy is right this to
easy that's why he gave you the name DDD! thats why you blocked Andy from
this site, his come backs Make you look stupid!

Hobbz

07-20-2010, 12:53 PM

Huh????

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 12:57 PM

What do you got to do check on your in-laws that you live with!
Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
I'm done with Andy too!........... Me, chris, Ladd, and Kyle have one last thing
we need to do before we sign off on Andy!:)

07-20-2010, 12:58 PM

Hobbz

Please stop with the repeated posts. One is sufficient. Looking like a psycho doesn't help
your cause in any way.

07-20-2010, 01:03 PM

JoeClub
Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
www.garythebus.blogspot.com/

Note that there are NO followers on the introductiontokarmakause blog and that there
are only two on the garythebusdriver blog both of which are Andy. Also note that all the
JOEmans posts contain Andy's typical poor grammar and spelling.

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 01:04 PM

So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call 303-623-3300
oh i am Andy ok
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Quote:

Originally Posted by JoeClub
Note that there are NO followers on the introductiontokarmakause blog and
that there are only two on the garythebusdriver blog both of which are Andy.
Also note that all the JOEmans posts contain Andy's typical poor grammar and
spelling.

JoeClub

07-20-2010, 01:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call
303-623-3300 oh i am Andy ok

I just don't know how you ever conned anyone into giving you money. Do they simply
overlook the fact that you're an imbecile?

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 01:16 PM

Poor spelling yea ok daryl this dumb site has spell check! daryl blocked andy so how
could i be andy! see all dary bull! Also i am putting lawyers number so you all know So
you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call 303-623-3300
Quote:

Originally Posted by JoeClub
Note that there are NO followers on the introductiontokarmakause blog and
that there are only two on the garythebusdriver blog both of which are Andy.
Also note that all the JOEmans posts contain Andy's typical poor grammar and
spelling.

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 01:20 PM

ooooooooooH its magic So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing
them call 303-623-3300
Quote:

Originally Posted by It'sMagic
Somebody as dumb as this Xtagged fucker needs to get his ass kicked.
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07-20-2010, 01:21 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
Poor spelling yea ok daryl this dumb site has spell check! daryl blocked andy
so how could i be andy! see all dary bull! Also i am putting lawyers number so
you all know So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing
them call 303-623-3300

Actually, moron, it's your browser that checks the spelling. That's what the red lines
under the words are. Furthermore, it's your typical poor form to call people out of their
names, that's just rude and juvenile.

Hobbz

07-20-2010, 01:22 PM

Please stop it. That is enough. We get it.

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 01:24 PM

point is stupid there's spell check thats what da red lines are! So you can see that DDD
and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call 303-623-3300
Quote:

Originally Posted by JoeClub
Actually, moron, it's your browser that checks the spelling. That's what the red
lines under the words are. Furthermore, it's your typical poor form to call
people out of their names, that's just rude and juvenile.

JOEmans

07-20-2010, 01:28 PM

And point is that if Andy is not suing Daryl and Ryion then me giving out this number is a
lie, so shut up daryl So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing
them call 303-623-3300 I work for xtagged and daryl said we were not suing him so here
it is So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call
303-623-3300
Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
point is stupid there's spell check thats what da red lines are! So you can see
that DDD and Dryion are liars and we are suing them call 303-623-3300
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07-20-2010, 01:31 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by JOEmans
And point is that if Andy is not suing Daryl and Ryion then me giving out this
number is a lie, so shut up daryl So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars
and we are suing them call 303-623-3300 I work for xtagged and daryl said we
were not suing him so here it is So you can see that DDD and Dryion are liars
and we are suing them call 303-623-3300

I'm not Daryl, I've been registered on this forum for over a year. If you had anything
beyond an elementary school reading comprehension level, you'd be able to recognize
my writing style.

Hobbz

07-20-2010, 01:31 PM

Ok. I suppose I will just stop paying attention. What a crazy bunch o hoopla!!!! It's
pretty obnoxious.

dacumen

07-20-2010, 02:01 PM

Since JOEmans (Andy's alter ego) is clearly spamming this board, I've deleted his
duplicate posts, banned him as a user, added his username and email address to the
national spam register and have added his new IP to my server's deny list. I'm leaving
non-duplicate posts intact because I want our users to see how crazy Andy is.
If Andy Esquivel or anyone else from Xtagged is trying to sue me, they should contact
my attorney Adam Platt, who has been authorized to accept 'service of process' on my
behalf. His contact information follows:
Adam Matthew Platt
Halifax Legal, LLC
P.O. Box 1917
Denver, Colorado 80201
(720) 335-5306
aplatt@halifaxlegalllc.com
Adam has been trying to reach Andy's attorney for nearly a week now at the number
listed repeatedly on this thread and has received no reply. If there really was a federal
case against me (or Ryion Butcher), Leonard Martinez would by now have responded to
my attorney's request for service or at least returned his phone calls.
Andy's claims all fall apart under the slightest scrutiny. Posting a phone number does not
create a federal case and Leonard Martinez would be the first to tell you that. Have fun
selling cigarettes on street corners.
Daryl Acumen
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Butcher

07-21-2010, 06:27 PM

I've been trying to reach Andy's attorney also. I have been calling him with the number
Andy has posted and still nothing! Andy, we can't make this any easier for you. Just call
Adam when your ready, ...done! Maybe in the meantime you could post a case number
we could all look up!

07-22-2010, 07:56 AM

ripcord

Andy is CRAZY!!!!!!!! I have a hard time reading his blogs anymore. Please don't post
anymore Andy.

07-27-2010, 07:35 AM

DJrain
I can't wait to see what the judge thinks of the Xtagged scammer!

08-09-2010, 10:01 AM

Butcher

Well, we're still waiting on Andy to get Adam our paperwork for 'court'. For the record;
were are not running from any 'summons', ANDY is! Criminal and civil charges have been
filed against Andy and we're waiting for confirmation that he was served. Andy, we can't
wait to go to court with you. We know we will win and it will be a huge blow to your
various scams. We have a rock solid case against you and many witnesses, and can't
wait to shut you up. If you haven't received your papers yet, please call Leonard
Martinez, as we sent them to his office first.

dacumen

08-17-2010, 08:24 AM

In the interest of fairness, I felt compelled to post the
following:
Here's an email I got from Andy last night followed by Steve Klemark's "official response"
to this message-board thread (which he mistakenly refers to as a "blog"). At the end,
Steve will give more bogus claims about the "company" which is now apparently called
"Wiser Technology."
Quote:

From: andy Esquivel <utxpatrol@gmail.com>
Subject: To all Members and my contacts i am closing Utxpatrol@gmail.com
my new address is utxpatrol@ymail.com we have been running a experiment
for the last 18 months on search engines we have data needed so time to
clean house please watch Steve klemark Vid
All people that have ever spoke with Steve Klemark please remember what
you told him (Daryl) "Steve Andy is a scam you should buy my site" he has
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Hundreds of investors that he has scammed and he is on drugs". And a lot
more Daryl. Rebecca Dunn his mother called Daryl's lawyer to have all the lies
in daryls blogs removed wait until you here what she was told by his attorney!
Ryion remember when Steve asked you in 01/07/2010 if logan got his money
back! Now go back to the video i made in December 2009 i say because of the
blogging i lost buyer for 4.7 million but Steve and his people knew i wasn't a
scam so they did what any business would do offered me 2.5 million and then
Daryl talk to Steve with more bull#h%t. Steve then came back and offered me
the 2.5 mil deal! He said to me I know Daryl and ryion are not telling the truth
to anyone let alone to SEC. He did a complete investigation and from all the
people he had spoken with had said. he knew that this was sabotage complete
sabotage and told me "you got your 2.5 million" and i said sir i have news for
you i have 5 other inventions Buzzwiser, KarmaCause, Car cover, babywand,
Digital DNA, Etc and if you would like just give me $100,000 to start Buzz
wiser and pay all my good investors that want out because of daryl and ryions
blogs and i will take these guys to court and you use $2.4 million to build D.I.D
xtag and he said Yes! watch the video guys where i say exactly what i just
said but in January 2010! Daryl still trying to kill the deal all through January
2010 Steve wouldn't answer daryls calls so Daryl and ryion did what they do
best and started blogging negative things on Steve klemark. So when Steve
picked up a huge account for xtagged at local business here in Denver they
were asking about blogs Steve told them they were lies then they called daryl
and ryion soon after dropping xtagged deal! Steve did not want at this time to
tell them about himself because he knew he would have to let it ride until
court he needed evidence of what daryl and ryion were doing to sabotage
xtagged remember guys daryl is the guy who mentally killed his mom so dont
believe his bull that he is trying to save people from being scammed daryl
never invested a penny and his Mom Nope not even a penny. Steve Klemark
testimony is devastating to both Ryion and Daryl. So Steve told me to extend
my research 6 more months so we could sort everything out. keep your eyes
on link below Steve Klemark video blog will load soon thank you Andy!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOv-rVstvYk
Here's a link to Gary the Bus Driver's blog post which describes in vivid detail the
infomercial that was filmed to launch the Wiser E-Cigarette on July 4th. VERY believable
in spite of the fact that Andy still hasn't posted any video of the event.
http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/
...and finally, here's a link to the complete case history of Andy's 2004 conviction on
federal weapons charges, including documented evidence of his extensive use of
methamphetamines.
http://www.partyutah.com/xtagged/usa-vs-esquivel.zip
Those of you still stupid enough to invest in anything Andy Esquivel is associated with,
good luck with that. I think we've gone above and beyond in documenting the great
lengths to which a sociopathic idiot will go to separate you from your money. We've also
demonstrated (with a little help from YouTube) how certain people in Colorado who's
initials start with 'Steve' manage to get through life perfectly fine without the use of a
brain. It's been exciting, but now it's time to go. Andy, "we'll see you in court."
Cheers!
PS - Leonard Martinez, go fuck yourself!
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08-17-2010, 10:13 AM

What a dip shit! Hey Steve, take a trip to UT and visit all the people Andy has scammed!
We all have our docs and paper work and have a lot of people that will testify against
Andy. we can't wait to go to court with you guys. We already are taking Andy to court! I
hope Andy will show up! and bring you with him so you can see him lose, and have to
face everyone he has scammed. Looks like things aren't going so well for you guy's
because you still have the same 50 box's from the last video.:D
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ripcord

08-23-2010, 07:40 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen

In the interest of fairness, I felt compelled to post
the following:
Here's an email I got from Andy last night followed by Steve Klemark's "official
response" to this message-board thread (which he mistakenly refers to as a
"blog"). At the end, Steve will give more bogus claims about the "company"
which is now apparently called "Wiser Technology."
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOv-rVstvYk
Here's a link to Gary the Bus Driver's blog post which describes in vivid detail
the infomercial that was filmed to launch the Wiser E-Cigarette on July 4th.
VERY believable in spite of the fact that Andy still hasn't posted any video of
the event.
http://www.garythebus.blogspot.com/
...and finally, here's a link to the complete case history of Andy's 2004
conviction on federal weapons charges, including documented evidence of his
extensive use of methamphetamines.
http://www.partyutah.com/xtagged/usa-vs-esquivel.zip
Those of you still stupid enough to invest in anything Andy Esquivel is
associated with, good luck with that. I think we've gone above and beyond in
documenting the great lengths to which a sociopathic idiot will go to separate
you from your money. We've also demonstrated (with a little help from
YouTube) how certain people in Colorado who's initials start with 'Steve'
manage to get through life perfectly fine without the use of a brain. It's been
exciting, but now it's time to go. Andy, "we'll see you in court."
Cheers!
PS - Leonard Martinez, go fuck yourself!

LOL!!!!!! Keep it up! Andy and Steve...........Please don't have children......and move far
far away!

DJrain
Steve is now one of these!Attachment 3711

cyruss77

08-27-2010, 09:21 AM

1 Attachment(s)

08-28-2010, 11:44 PM
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Boooya! Ouch! I think that hurt. Good info!
Andy emailed me right after this post with lame threats. The email stated bla bla bla
Lawyer bla bla bla court bla bla bla. Truly I always feel dumber whenever I read his
emails. I do think that Andy loves to hear the word court since it's one of few words he
knows how to spell! Anyone reading this please listen to me STAY AWAY FROM ANDY
AND ANY IDEA HE MAY THROW AT YOU. His promises are empty and his so called
business has been a flop. I was one those investors stupid enough to fall for this and
gave Andy $2000 of my money with a written contract from his "lawyers" stating that I
would get it back in December of 09 with interest. I still have not received one cent from
Andy. I guess I was not left completely empty handed I do keep getting his ignorant
emails in which I have to spend time trying to figure out what he's trying to
communicate.....lucky me! :confused: If I can help any of you who are wondering about
hime then I have done my part being a productive member of society which is something
I cannot say about Andy. People! stay away and save your time, frustration and money!
:thumbs:

Steev_oh

08-29-2010, 10:29 AM

That video is retarded. This is not just a (blog) as this Steve guy put it by one person.
Fucking retard. If you look and see Steve, you will see there are probably fifty plus
people posting in this (blog) and for the record, this is a thread you fucking dip shit. Your
a CIO of a company, (which I think you were supposed to say CEO), that is going to
make a blue tooth internet thing, but you can't even tell the difference between a blog,
and a message board thread. Nice tie, I bought one just like it at JC penny two years
ago.
Do us all a favor wiser tech, and kill yourself. Thanks.

Alert

08-29-2010, 07:42 PM

ALL CAPS is serious business.
Funny how pathological liars always seem to have the worst grammar/spelling
/punctuation...
:lol2: :lol2: :lol2:
:lol2: :lol2: :lol2:
:lol2: :lol2: :lol2:
:lol2: :lol2: :lol2:
:lol2: :lol2: :lol2:

08-29-2010, 08:19 PM

Alert
Quote:
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Originally Posted by stonez138
Your mother needs one of those deprogrammers that they use to kidnap
people from cults.

:applaude::applaude::applaude:

dacumen
The Buzz/Wiser energy drink has now morphed into some sort of
artichoke-based liver cleanser (not a joke, I'm as serious as Andy is).

08-30-2010, 09:13 AM

1 Attachment(s)

Attachment 3715
Here's a video of Andy's new X Wiser Tagged Car Cover. Note: this is not a spoof video,
this is actually ANDY ESQUIVEL demonstrating his latest product. The funny part is, it
took my wife four minutes to realize he was demonstrating it on a toy car. We laughed
ourselves silly!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFtkLp8s5yI
In case any of you missed it; this is a car cover that you inflate by DE-flating your TIRES!

ripcord

08-30-2010, 11:11 AM

Holy shit! this guy is RETARDED!!!!!!!!! Worst idea ever! Now I know this guys on Drugs!

Butcher
Attachment 3720This is the frog Andy should be using for his
Buzz/Wiser energy drink!!!

It'sMagic

08-31-2010, 07:42 PM

1 Attachment(s)

09-01-2010, 05:52 PM

What to do if you are a victim
In most cases, there's not much chance of recovering your money if you're caught out by
a scam. However, if you suspect that you are being tricked or that you've already been
the victim of a scam, it's still important to report it, so that the authorities can work
towards preventing other people being caught out.
Most scams can be reported on the Consumer Direct website at
secure.consumerdirect.gov.uk/reportascam.aspx, but in the case of investment scams,
you should contact the Financial Services Authority at
www.moneymadeclear.fsa.gov.uk/contactus.aspx, or call 0845 606 1234.

dacumen

09-03-2010, 11:04 AM
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Ok, the energy drink scam got blown completely out of the water yesterday when Kyle
Cluff (one of Andy's former investors) found the REAL energy drink that Andy's been
spoofing on his website. The owner of the actual drink company called me yesterday
PISSED OFF that Andy was using his images, copy and graphics on the Wiser Technology
website and calling it "Buzz/Wiser." After talking to me he must have called Leonard
Martinez and my mother, because yesterday afternoon I got a rambling email from Andy
claiming that the whole energy drink thing posted on his site was just a ruse to get me
to make a fool of myself by contacting the manufacturer.
Andy's version (Buzz/Wiser Feel Better): https://www.wisertechnology.com
/BUZZ_WISER_DRINKS.php
Real product (Security Feel Better): http://www.securityfeelbetter.com/
Quote:

From: andy Esquivel <utxpatrol@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 2, 2010 at 4:33 PM
Subject: You are so stupid we have are own energy drink mix and no hang
over mix our Manufacture has at least 5 different mixes
I just used feel better because i knew you would call and tell your lies. Dumb
ass...i own the rights to the Buzz/wiser commercial. Why would i pay for drink
when we have our own concoction when i agreed to sell feel better i did it
because i knew your crybaby broke ass would call and really mess up
everything for yourself! everything you told him was a lie see you in court Mr
DDD and watch tomorrow we'll put our real drink since you screwed that one
up. your a loser and you will go down in court what you going to do now
Mr.DDD call the police again and lie some more
P.s we got him guys leonard talked to them personally. but we have our own
mix that was just to catch a snake called daryl.
So in other words, Andy knowingly violated copyright law and spoofed a legitimate
business' product pretending it was his in order to "catch" me?

It'sMagic

09-03-2010, 03:33 PM

Once again! Andy you are a DUMB ASS!
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Show 100 post(s) from this thread on one page

09-07-2010, 10:48 AM

Want to see what it looks like when a pathological lying con-artist gets caught in the
act? Here's the email string between the owners of Security Feel Better (the
anti-hangover drink Andy spoofed) and Andy Esquivel after the former learned that Andy
was plagiarizing their content in order to convince people that he actually had a real
product:
From Security Feel Better
Quote:

From: Ricardo SAMUEL Goldstein
Subject: SCAM
Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 9:19 PM
What the hell is this ???? This is an internationally copyrighted and
trademarketed product and you are copy&pasting us to scam people. What is
wrong with you ????
Sent by Samuel Goldstein's iPhone
Idiotic, rambling reply to "Security Feel Better" from Andy Esquivel
Quote:

From: Andres Esquivel <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
Subject: Re: SCAM
Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 5:05 PM
Dear sir, we removed your Text, you are a distributor we have already been
contacted by supplier. We used your text to catch Daryl Acumen we did not
use your name or trade mark, I own two clubs and Daryl is a broke ass loser
i am suing him in federal court and if you call my sponcers again I will take
court action. I have no problem with you guys and as i said we removed your
TEXT. F.Y.I I am sorry but i do not think in america it is wise to call a drink
security in my clubs trust me there no way i want people (women) screaming
security at the bar so we are not trying to still your drink trust me I have
copy rights on a frog commercial that teaches Reponsability!!!!!!! I have
over a half of million pre orders for Buzz/wiser so we could have orderd
from you, but daryl did a good job screwing you guys with info so if your a
business man act like it, and stop letting this loser daryl manipulate you, talk
to my lawer i bet you havent talk to his, cuz he dont have one. email me for
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business if not Sir, than ok see you at the conventions but remember i can sell
any drink with my Buzz & wiser responsibility commercial so i am not after
your Security! Thank you Andres Esquivel!
Idiotic rambling email to Ryion and I from Andy Esquivel (with more bullshit
about "Federal Court")
Quote:

From: Andres Esquivel <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
Subject: Fw: Re: SCAM
Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 6:54 PM
Sorry loser Daryl it did not work! They are distributors not owners but once
again Andy makes Daryl look like a fool! and just like you think daryl it is your
duty to warn all about me being a scam, yea right! ...this was all about me not
baning that girl from my club you idiot...i bet you never imagine that you
would end up in the same statistics range as a black gangbanger male that
shot himself in the head! First you said Xtagged is Dumb then www.Bump.com
then you said Buzz/wiser is dumb then you see securityfeelbetter, Dude the a
drink called security you would think thats a good idea thats why you have
none. then you said wiser e-cig is dumb then you got sued Losssser! The only
dumb thing is you and you wanna be Mormon followers! so watch truth portal!
Watch for my Blog nothing but Truth coming soon.
See you in Federal Court Daryl!
Idiotic, rambling follow-up email to "Security Feel Better"
Quote:

Subject:Fw: Re: SCAM
From:Andres Esquivel <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
To whom it may concern! This is why Daryl is so mad! Call his Mother our CEO
she will tell you about me. Daryl is a jealous envious Hater and he asked me
to ban a girl from my club and i didn't so he got But hurt! call beckie
18884121530 his mother is testifying against him! I sent email to
samuca1966@gmail.com my Attorneys said to send it to your company! Your
text has been removed from our site and your Number has been givin to our
supplier out of china,
Thank you, Andres Esquivel

Response from "Security Feel Better" thanking Andy for removing their
content from his bogus energy drink portal and politely asking Andy to stop
sending them emails
Quote:

Dear Sirs,
While we appreciate being informed by the general public of possible
wrongdoing with our brand and product, we do not wish to get involved into
your private feud with your former business partners.
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So we kindly ask you not to copy us anymore on these private
communications.
We've taken the all the necessary legal steps to protect our brand and
product, including actively involving federal and state law enforcement
authorities who are assuring us that they will fully prosecute any criminal
actions of those violating our patents and copyrights.
Lastly, we appreciate your swift action regarding the removal of all mentions
or hints to any involvement with security feel better / no more hangovers
copyright and patented materials and texts from your website.
We wish you all well on your future endeavors and a peaceful resolution to
your ongoing conflict.
Kindest regards,
Leonardo Freitas
Final jab from Andy, who simply cannot resist making an ass of himself, even
after he's been caught red handed violating a company's copyrights (notice:
Andy can't even spell "ditto" right)
Quote:

Subject: DIDO
From: Andres Esquivel <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
Date: Sat, September 04, 2010 5:04 pm
Dido, to you too sir I wish we could have gotten a hold of you before Daryl but
he has a part-time job from home for HP so he has time to Blog lies and call
people over and over for this I apologize sincerely and God Bless you!
Andres Esquivel!
I'm sorry, but at this point anybody who believes a word Andy Esquivel says about
anything is officially on mushrooms! Kyle, thanks for the tip. This was HILARIOUS! My
favorite part is where Andy says that this whole mess makes me look like a fool. What a
clueless dip-shit!

Butcher

09-07-2010, 06:11 PM

Andy owns two clubs now!.... Tell us the names of your clubs Andy, so we can do our
home work and find out that you really don't own them. Man it's hard keeping you
honest!......Does Steve know you claim to own two clubs? Well you can tell Steve
anything and he'll belive it.:D

Butcher

09-08-2010, 08:38 AM

Quote:

Tuesday, September 7, 2010
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Final Plea To Remove Negative Blogs
I Answer to a Higher God
The last two weeks, I began receiving telephone calls from family members,
colleagues, and friends expressing their disgust in the negative blogs that my
son posted about me on the Internet. Many wondered how a son could publish
such negative comments about a mom that had been so supportive of him.
Many of my colleagues reminded me of the hardship that I endured as a single
parent and how hard I worked to give my son the best possible life. Quite
frankly, I saw it as more of a challenge than hardship, and with the exception
of trying to motivate Daryl to complete and turn in his homework, my life as a
single parent wasn’t difficult at all.
When I first saw the blogs, my immediate reaction was to respond back with
more negative blogs. I then realized that to do so would place myself at his
level. I know who and what I am and in my career I have faced many
obstacles and challenges as a Black as well as a female. However, I have
never used my race or my sex as an excuse; I have lived by the philosophy
that if anyone has an issue with my sex or race, then let it be their problem.
Although it would be nice, I have never asked for people to like me. I would;
however, like for them to respect me for being a decent, kind, caring and
giving human being.
I did write Daryl a letter stating the truth in hopes that it would open his eyes.
I took the risk of trying to appeal to his lawyer in an effort to remove the
blogs. Both attempts were unsuccessful and his lawyer’s response was that
Daryl was exercising his freedom of speech regardless of the content being
true or false. I strongly disagree. It is one thing to speak out openly regarding
public policy; but, when the sole mission is to defame another person’s
character because of hatred, jealousy and greed, that principle is entirely
wrong as well as damaging. What Daryl, Ryion, and Shirley fail to realize is
they will be held accountable for their actions and it is something that they will
have to live with for the rest of their lives. Some poisonous venom will attack
them when they least expect it and I only hope that they will have the wisdom
to determine why and try to make amends before it is too late.
I live on the east coast and for months I have had to witness by telephone
Andy’s anguish at losing his reputation and business. I have seen him use
every tool and mechanism available in trying to fight back the negative blogs.
I have literally heard him over the telephone praying for those that were there
to destroy him and questioning his own actions and wondering what he could
have done differently to avoid such conflict and hatred. I have witnessed his
tears and counseled him on the telephone when he was at the point of suicide.
There have been days when Andy and I have talked off and on for eight
consecutive hours to try and relieve the stress that he has encountered as a
result of these insane blogs and his Mom has the cell phone bills to prove it.
Those are some of the mental stresses that he has endured. I have yet to
mention the numerous times that he has been to the emergency room or his
being diagnosed with an ulcer in his esophagus as a result of the blogs. There
has been no mention of the accident that occurred in January of this year
where he was rear ended by a vehicle going 40 mph that caused him to have
severe neck pain. I also have not seen any mention of his chiropractor refusing
to service him or the rental company refusing to rent him a car while his was
being repaired. These were the results of the negative and false blogs that will
be proven in the court of law. I also invite you to view the following link
posted by Steve Klemark a member of the Denver Police Department.
http://www.xtagged.com/search_details_now.asp?id=743788
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What the public does not know is that Daryl picks and chooses the blogs that
he wishes to be displayed. Please correct me if I am wrong, but, I have been
told that if one publishes a blog then one must allow for a response to the
blog. Otherwise, the blogs would be one-sided and how would one go about
defending themselves. We put this to a test a few weeks ago and noticed that
the system that Daryl is using would not allow the user to respond to the blog.
I think that some might look at the blogs and ask themselves, why is this
young Hispanic so angry. If what I mentioned in the previous paragraph did
not answer this question for you, then may I pose the following question?
What if you were a Hispanic and lived in a community where you were not
welcomed. What if you were cornered in a restaurant by a bunch of thugs that
all looked as they had just completed training for a Mr. America contest, and
beaten to a pulp? What if you then had unfair charges brought against you by
the local police department and what if those charges were suddenly dropped
for no reason other than a conspiracy?
There are many days when Andy asks me why and the only answers that I can
come up with are racism, greed, jealousy, and hatred. The one thing that God
has given each of us is the ability to dream. That gift comes to us Paid in Full.
In life there are leaders and there are followers. Those that choose to lead are
few and so are those that have the strong faith to follow their dreams and the
ability to turn those dreams into reality. Andy is one of those persons; he
closes his eyes and like magic God continues to bless him with new ideas. As
cruel as it may seem, there are times when God says ‘No.’ Perhaps it is
because the idea is missing an element, it could be that the soul is not ready
to take on such a task, or God could be testing to see just how worthy one is
to his cause. I don’t have the answer to why God may say ‘no’; however, I do
have the faith that if God is for me, I could care less who is against me and
that in him All Things Are Possible. I find it astonishing that those that Andy
refers to as “hater” do not look within and tap into their own spirits and try to
capture and realize the dreams that God has made available to them. To me,
this would be a much better use of their resources than try to cling to Andy
like a leach. With the poor economy, the closing of major stores, the transfer
of jobs and manufacturing plants overseas, certainly God has planted ideas in
men other than Andy. Is our education and belief system so weakened that
only a second generation Hispanic can tap into this remarkable resource?
During this entire ordeal, and through many tears, there is one moment that
stands out the most. This moment occurred when Andy called me shortly after
returning home from the emergency room. His question to me was, “Why was
I not born White? Why was I born a poor Hispanic?” My answer to him then
and my answer to him now is simple, “It’s Because You Are Blessed.”
I love you Andy. Don’t let anyone destroy your spirit. You will prevail!
Beckie Dunn
MsNCtrunews

WOW!!!!!!This is funny,if you have time to read it.Please read this playing a very sad
song!........... I guess Andy scammed me because I'm white?

dacumen

09-08-2010, 11:51 AM

So let me get this straight; God 'blessed' Andy with the idea to steal text and images
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from someone else's website and to pretend that their products are his own? REALLY?
Rebecca was a single mother for the 18 months between my dad moving out when I was
13 and my stepfather Tyrone moving in when I was 15. I didn't even live with her and
Tyrone for my junior and half of my senior year of high school because I left to go live
with my dad. Why does she keep clinging to this 'single-mother' sob story? It's retarded.
...and does she honestly expect people to believe that this message board thread WITH
FOUR HUNDRED AND THREE (403) REPLIES is closed to responses from other people? I
mean seriously, nearly a dozen of the replies in this thread are from Andy, or Andy
pretending to be people besides Andy. WTF?

ripcord

09-08-2010, 06:20 PM

Poor picked on scammers! We feel so bad for you guys, nice sob story by the way! You
guy's are so desprate your trying to play the race card, I'm sure that will work for
you:thumbs:
I'm suprised there keeping Steve around:confused:
The funny thing is that Andy did this to himself, he scammed people and now KARMA is
comming for him.:D

dacumen

09-09-2010, 12:42 PM

If Andy's been in the hospital four times this year with nervous breakdowns because of
this thread, breaks out into tears whenever somebody mentions it, and is losing all this
money because of what we post here, then you would think that Andy, Steve, Rebecca,
or SOMEBODY at some point would pull their head out of their ass and take us up on our
offer from four months ago: Pay these investors back and stop emailing us and we'll all
go away. I mean, for a guy who owns two nightclubs, has 500,000 pre-orders for his
colon-cleansing energy drink, sold his worthless x-dating website for $24.5 million dollars
and is developing a cell phone that will replace the Internet, you'd think paying back the
$10,000 he stole from Chris, Ryion and Kyle wouldn't be that big a deal.
Anyway, the plot thickens! Apparently now Andy's lawyers are trying to steal the
company from him and force my mother out as CEO. This is from a very reliable source
close to the company (my mother second hand trying to explain why she's still broke). I
mean, it reads like a bad sit-com! They should start a reality show: "Andy: Life of a
Serial Con-man". I'd watch it.

dacumen

09-10-2010, 06:54 PM

Update: the three securities fraud cases in Bountiful have all been passed up to the
State for prosecution. They'll be handled as one case with jurisdiction over Allan Brady's
Mother Georgia as well.

dacumen

09-11-2010, 11:02 AM

Update: Andy's latest product claims to be endorsed by the Denver Police Department
via their Research and Development Department (which only does DNA testing).
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Quote:

Wiser Technology is pleased to announce that we have included a No Phone
Zone as part of our Wiser NPZ application as a gift to Oprah! The application
will be dedicated to Erica Forney in hopes that it will not only honor her brief
time here on earth; but, it will serve as a constant reminder of how fatal using
a cell phone while driving can be. This application will be endorsed and
supported by the Denver Police Research and Development Department.
...this could get interesting!

Butcher

09-12-2010, 02:37 PM

Well, I found an voice mail I missed from Andy Aug 20th, I found it petty funny! Andy
says that detective Lund dropped the case and that he was also going to testify against
us in court. Well I talked to detective Lund the other day and that's not the case. He said
this case was a being passed up to the state and that Me, Kyle, and Chris would be
getting a call in a couple weeks for more info on the scam. Andy, keep dreaming that
your off the hook! Your scam is coming to an end! :)

psyonix

09-12-2010, 04:04 PM

It just gets better and better...

Rob D

09-13-2010, 08:06 AM

I was Also SCAMMED by Andy Esquivel
I remember I was getting my pick up washed at Firehouse Carwash and he Came
RUNNING after me as I was pulling away, it was a little confusing, I stopped, That was
the First Mistake of Many with Andy
He is Quite the Fast Talker, he sounded like used car Salesman, Told me within minutes
he was Going to be on Oprah next week, and he wanted to mention my License Plate on
the Show so I let him take my photo holding the License plate frame, I mean what could
it hurt right.
Bottom line he fed me a Ton of Crap over the next couple months, and I ending up
laying down some money, after he gave me a document that Said ISAFE.org was
investing in Xtagged.com so I thought it must be a good thing
Of Course he Promised the money back, and Never delivered, I have asked him Many
times to remove my profile on his site, and he refuses, making it look like I endorse his
SCAM, I mean his website
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If he would just remove my profile I would go away, but I think I will Make sure I tell
everyone I come in contact with
I will round of some of the documents he gave me and post him
People like this will get whats coming to them, may take some time, but KARMA Rules
It's Funny How much of a LOSER to you have to be, to SCAM people out of their money
for a Living, I mean Get of your Lazy butt and get a job, when you have to Pay for
someone to Pretend to be your wife, what does that really say about you HA HA HA
Rob

dacumen

09-13-2010, 08:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rob D
when you have to Pay for someone to Pretend to be your wife, what does that
really say about you

DAMN!!! I've got to hear this story.
Andy's latest bullshit product is the No Phone Zone iPhone app [link]. This is an app that
disables your phone if you're moving faster than 10mph. Comments? :eyebrows:
Also interesting: Andy claims on his Karma Cause Xtagged.com portal that he helped
some homeless family and even goes so far as to post a bogus testimonial by the family
claiming that they were helped immensely by KarmaCause.org. Well, I call BULLSHIT!!!
My attorney did a little research and found that:
1. the license plate number of the alleged homeless family does not exist (big
surprise)
2. the photos of the homeless people were stolen from other websites
(another big surprise)
3. Andy is an idiot.
Click [here] to see Andy's bogus charity portal
Click [here] to view evidence that this charity portal is a fraud!

DJrain
Attachment 3741 The S.S. Xtagged ship has been sunk!:D

dacumen

09-14-2010, 06:31 AM

1 Attachment(s)

09-14-2010, 12:43 PM
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Wow, Andy get's crazier by the minute. I think this was written in a drug-induced stupor.
Quote:

Your client can post lie after lie and call corporate people and try to sabotage
business BUTTTTTT if we tell the truth! We get threatened by Daryl’s lawyers
I really can’t wait to see how this comes out in court and your dumbass client
tell him Now that we have figured him out because I forgot about the club
incident! Ready for this until i was shown a blog BY DARYL ACUMEN that no
one can reply back too and it says "Andy own club LIEEEEEEE" Andy never
owed club he worked their” So you and Daryl can eat shit you need to
understand that daryl has killed people! just like the app we made for
Erica Forney and Oprah I can’t wait until he calls Erica’s Family and start
talking crap, the Denver police station already have been told about daryl, my
point is that by sabotaging Xtagged it leaves kids unprotected, and by
sabotaging buzz/wiser it hurts buzz driving campaigns and more, by
sabotaging wiser e-cig it hurts smokers! And now as of today I already found
out that he is trying to sabotage Wiser No Phone Zone for Erica Forney and
future kids and not only did we make APP! we made helmet that locks to seat
of Bikes so kids can’t ride their Bikes without helmet, Kids must push two
buttons together That read MY SUNSHINE! And as their pushed together the
lock unlocks so as their putting their helmet on, a tune to you are my sunshine
plays until the sensor in the helmet recognize that it is on their head I am sure
you know who Erica Forney is.

Butcher

09-14-2010, 06:40 PM

Attachment 3742 It's getting painful now! Andy, you are going to kill
1 Attachment(s)
people if you keep writing this bad. So Andy you have another product
your putting out? shoulden't you finish the 50 others before you start
this new one? What happend to B.T.P you started 3 years ago?........ You are an IDIOT!

dacumen

09-14-2010, 07:01 PM

Yea, he's giving me a headache too. What a royal pain in the ass. I wonder what it'll
take to shut him up? Maybe an indictment.

Nait Sirhc

09-14-2010, 07:31 PM

I don't understand this. Is he mentally handicapped?

dacumen

09-15-2010, 09:27 AM

Here's a link to Scam.com's thread regarding Andy. It's kinda funny to watch Andy
squirm.
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http://scam.com/blog.php?b=9093

dacumen

09-16-2010, 11:11 AM

Andy and Steve have been trying to fight back against this thread with another thread
on Scam.com. They've modified the their posts so that it's impossible to follow the
conversation chronologically now, but here are their latest posts.
Steve Klemark
Quote:

My name Is Steve Klemark, and Daryl’s immature and uneducated games have
gone on long enough. Still no one has come forward to say they are
Exposescam or L.M., and if this applies to anyone reading, whoever owns
scam.com, please stop spamming me. That actually is illegal…
http://www.linkedin.com/in/wisertechnology
The link above will take you to my page where you will see people from
Denver police department who know me in my connections. I will be testifying
and/or offering a statement against Daryl Acumen concerning the harm he has
done to this business and Andy. I will reply to anyone asking about this issue
through my personal email at SteleX247@yahoo.com. If you have read the
threads, you should know that I am the person Daryl refers to as an “idiot”. I
hope after reading the 40+ pages of threads and seeing what I post, you will
conclude that I am most certainly not the idiot in this situation. My phone and
emails are @ link above.
Since my involvement in early December of 2009, I have seen Daryl ruthlessly,
unyieldingly and ignorantly attack everything that comes out of Andy’s mouth.
THE SAME HOUR something new is posted, Daryl writes about it on his thread.
How does he get information that this business is a scam so quickly? Or is his
issue not with Andy’s business practices, but with Andy himself? My best guess
is that Daryl is upset at Andy and is trying to get back at him. What confuses
me is that, by his own admission, Andy owes Daryl no money. NO MONEY (I
think there is a claim that some advertising money is owed, which to my
knowledge has no paperwork, contract or receipt to back it up and is only a
couple hundred dollars anyway). So I’ve been meaning to ask, why? Why
spend the time (probably over a day) writing all these threads, hating
someone so much? This isn’t about money. Did he hurt you in some way?
Daryl, please, for your families sake, wake up. This is not the playground at
middle school anymore. We don’t meet at flagpoles to fight. What you have
done and are actively doing is damaging this company and everyone involved,
not just Andy. Your actions are even hurting the person you label as your crazy
mother. I challenge anyone reading to not take anyone’s word on this matter.
Pick up the phone and call Rebecca and judge for yourself if Daryl is a good
judge of character. Remember… he did call me an idiot. Before you call, you
can read a little background about what happened below:
http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/
Everything aside for a moment, Daryl, some of the things you have said about
your mother are horrible and you should be ashamed. I cannot fathom saying
anything like that about my mother, even if it were true. My mother was very
ill with cancer my whole childhood and passed away when I was 16. I never
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really had a chance to enjoy her, but you do. Rebecca’s your mother. You only
have one and you don’t know for how much longer. Stop being a bitch and
man up (your actions toward your mother is the only thing that would get me
to call you that).
When I made video link below,
http://www.youtube.com/user/BLOGFRAUD
I was hoping all the harassment would stop. I never wanted to do a video at
all. This was done it one cut in an attempt to resolve everything (to the one
who made fun of the unprofessional nature of the video; yeah, I probably
would have made fun of it too; it just really annoyed me that it was necessary
so I didn’t much care about the quality, but just about the message it carries,
so no hard feelings. I originally proposed a deal with Andy for 2.5 million. The
price was so low because he would still have a voice in the company and we
have very similar goals. But because I heard this Daryl already killed the deal
with Frank (Allen Brady can verify that at (801)-895-5585, I decided I had a
little negotiating *****.
So to continue with the hurricane Daryl story;
At this point I went to Andy and told him regardless of the great ideas he had,
I could not buy a company for 2.5 million dollars with someone like Daryl and
Ryion running their mouths. From there we began re-negotiations. The deal
we both liked involved 2.5 million total with only $100,000 upfront so he can
pay out the investors that wanted out. He would then let us carry the 2.4
million so that we had budget to insure Xtagged.com’s success. We would also
be able to use immediate profit from the businesses to count toward the total.
According to this deal, it and Xtagged.com (in the process of being merged
into wisertechnology.com) is broken down as followed;
#1. 2.5 million total eventual balance to Andy for the purchase (which, I
believe, is half of what Andy and Allen were offered previous to me).
#2. $100,000 up front to pay out promissory notes totaling $14,200 and the
rest for the startup of Buzz/wiser, Wiser Tech and Wiser E-cig.
#3. 51% of the profits of Xtagged.com will be distributed by the members,
first from Xtagged and then through Karma Cause, to do social projects or
humanitarian events of their choosing. More details will be explained about
Karma Cause later, but I have been protecting them from Daryl until court.
Daryl, you asked, “What are you crazy Xtagged is worth Millions why would
you agree to give 51% away". I figure I’ll finally answer you; because,
thankfully, not everyone views the world like you do.
#4.Investors (mostly Andy's Family) can either be bought out or continue with
us.
It’s their choice. It is also mandatory I join Andy in taking Daryl, Ryion and
Kyle to court for the damages I have personally witnessed, suffered, and been
deeply involved in because of the statement it will produce (I later talked Andy
down to just Daryl because all the intent seemed to be coming from there).
The deal would have gone through January 5th, 2010, if I didn’t again suspend
it. I thought that Daryl was at least reasonable enough to limit his attacks to
Andy and not involve me anymore then his name calling, but I was wrong. I
started losing contracts (most notably one at a very established venue in
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Denver). Contact me for it’s name if you want, but I do not want to post them
here because I am hoping to re-establish communication with them after
court.
Daryl, what do you want? What’s your end game? It’s hard to see any
motivation from you other then hatred and/or obsession. You crossed the line
a long time ago. After reading ALL your threads, I couldn’t think of anything
other then it really seems you behave like a stalker. If you want to have your
personal feud against Andy, go for it. But once you make it public, and start
hurting others, you have to stop. You should stop. Sometimes I feel you do not
know what you are doing, but I’m afraid you shortly will. Yes, I know Andy has
sometimes fought back in an inappropriate manner, but he has never crossed
the lines you have. Not even close. You seem to stalk Andy, perhaps checking
his websites 5 times a day? I don’t know… And then call anyone and everyone
posted as a partner in order to speak pure hatred to them in an effort to
convince them not to work with us. Perhaps you should check dictionary.com
before you start trash talking someone;
Scam - –noun
1. a confidence game or other fraudulent scheme, esp. for making a quick
profit; swindle.

–verb (used with object)
2. to cheat or defraud with a scam.
After we asked you repeatedly to give us a list of who Andy has “scammed”,
you released a quite hilarious list with me and Allan Brady on top. I did not
want a list of investors, but I guess you think they are the same (again,
dictionary.com). You posting this list also show’s you have not in fact been
“swindled”, or scammed by anyone involved. Ryion is the only one truly owed
anything and his money would have been returned a long time ago if you guys
would have just shut up. Obviously no one is going to sign a buy out
agreement with anyone who is actively and illegally trying to destroy the
company. What do you expect? Then, after I first point out the flaws, you go
back to edit the list and change the numbers around (on the thread). Have
you mentioned that to your lawyer?
Speaking of Adam Platte (your lawyer?), please tell him to read over a
threatening document before it gets sent to me. The one I received was more
filler and legal assumptions than anything else. Next time, just send me an
email saying, “hey, you know if you lose in court you guys owe me my legal
fees?”. Yes, I am aware of this, but thank you.
So basically, I called my investors, who include my father (Air Force, NYPD,
Palm Beach PD, etc), and we all decided to hold off on signing anything until
court is over.
That is the Reader’s Digest version of the story. If you want any more detail,
have any questions, or want to know who to contact to verify anything. For the
love of God, please stop taking the personal feud between Andy and Daryl
seriously. In that regard, they are both crazy (Andy just isn’t blindly hurting
anyone else). Don’t take anyone’s word for it, not even mine. Just call
Rebecca, Allan, Andy, Daryl, Ryion, and whoever else so you get everyone’s
side of the story. This minimal effort might yield you a lot of money if you
come to the same conclusion I did.
Thank you to everyone who continues to support us! Man, this is going to
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make one hell of a story one day. I promise all you guys, one day we will all
look back at this and laugh. Let’s keep the dream alive and keep moving
forward, regardless of the speed bumps. They just make us grow and become
stronger. Learn from them.
More exciting things are to come! Keep checking back with
www.wisertechnology.com for the latest news and developments. Once the
lawsuit is underway, we will be able to release a lot more because there will
hopefully be a gag order on Daryl. Since no one around can seem to get
through to him, hopefully a judge and a court order will? I guess time will tell
and we’ll deal with that when it comes.
Thanks again!
Steve
***********************
Allen Brady: (801) 895-5585 (Thank you for allowing me to post your number)
Rebecca Dunn: (252) 303-0007 (her phone might be off because of problems
with bills. read http://www.introductiontokarmakause.blogspot.com/ if you
already haven’t and you’ll understand)
Steve Klemark: http://www.linkedin.com/in/wisertechnology
***********************
Wiser Technology
Buzz/wiser]
Karma Cause
Wiser e-cig
Wiser Car Cover
Smoke-Wiser-Live-Longer
***********************
...this was posted by Steve Klemark two hours later
Quote:

Wow. After everything I said, that is your response? I'm speechless... really. It
takes a lot to render me speechless, but you took the gold.
I want this to stand as proof I was right. The reason I stayed quite all this time
is because I figured Daryl, for some reason, is unable to process reality. It
doesn't matter what you say to him, he is blinded by hatred and ignorance.
And the bottom line is WHO CARES? He does not have the right to know
anything. He isn't part of the company. There is such a thing as corporate
confidentiality.
And by the way, I re-read my posts and forgive me if I'm wrong, but I didn't
see where I mentioned "Federal Court". The fact is, the last place you want to
bring someone is federal court. You avoid that if at all possible. The reason
things are taking a little longer then originally anticipated is because we
believe we recently found a way so avoid federal court, so everything has to
be re-filed.
So everyone (Andy, Allan, Albert, etc.), I WAS RIGHT. You cannot
communicate with someone who refuses to listen. This is the last thing I will
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directly say to Daryl; I really hoped (but didn't expect) you to react positively
to my last post. You didn't. You reacted, as I stated before and not objected to
by you, again like a middle schooler. And come on, I at least gave you the
credit (up till now) of knowing when I am actually typing. You're telling me
you now can't tell the difference? Andy couldn't have typed that if his life
depended on it (sorry Andy, but it's true :oP). And for your own sake, please
stop trying to post legal terminology... or at least do a little more research. So
Andy violating attorney-client privilege renders our lawyer useless?
"Attorney-client privilege is a legal concept that protects certain
communications between a client and his or her attorney and keeps those
communications confidential." -Wikipedia
Applied, this makes it so your lawyer cannot be called to the stand and be
forced to testify against you. Same concept as doctor-patient confidentiality.
Everything we are accusing you of WE WANT AS PUBLIC AS POSSIBLE. In no
way does your statement make sense. You basically said "Andy talks, so his
lawyer is now rendered useless!"
There. Since I was right, I'm done addressing this child. Basically everything
out of this kids mouth makes as much sense as what I wrote about above, I
just don't have time to teach him law, or business, or how to be a decent
human being. Why does everyone try? Just ignore his ramblings.
*****Please look at the responses
by everyone in this blog. You will see what kind of person everyone is. Judge
for yourself.
Andy Esquivel two hours after that
Quote:

BOOOOOOO YAAAAAAA!
After a GREAT meeting today with Leonard & Steve! Sorry bro i tried to post at
the same time as you, so we could confuse Daryl and ryion and did you notice
Daryl is L.M.W He says Dip shit just capitalizes one and not the other wow
wow wow! you guys were right! I have promised my lawyer not to keep falling
for Rope a dope from Adam daryls lawyer, and after Steve just put daryl in his
place i mean Damn he is my Partner and spanked you DDDaryl And i agree
about your Mom 100%:~D. Oh back to Daryl's Blog war That he Just lost,
When Steve talk to Adam he mentioned that we won. Now i get it! Steve just
demolished!!! Both of you! Steve leave some for Leonard Bro I wondered why
you wrote the way you did Yesterday, you knew daryl would comment back
Dam Leonard was right, just shut up and don't worry, I know realize that i
have to just relax and count my blessings and to all the people who read this,
I really think that its time for Mr Dee,Dee,Dee
http://www.comedycentral.com/videos/...e-dee-dee-song

dacumen

09-16-2010, 11:21 AM

My response:
Quote:
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Why am I so persistent in exposing Andy Esquivel as a scam?
Steve knows the first reason as well as anybody. I told him in January that as
long as Andy never contacted me again, I'd leave this situation alone. Instead,
Andy continues to send threatening emails (sometimes three per day). The
reason our thread on UtahRaves.com is over 40 pages long is mostly because
of Andy! I post every email I get form the prick and allow people to respond.
The funny part is that I actually stopped emailing Steve and Andy back in May
and my wife and I subsequently pressed charges against Andy in American
Fork Utah for harassment! We figured either action would shut Andy up, they
did not. I even stopped posting on my own message board for a while, but the
threats keep coming.
The second reason is simple; I want to see the scam victims here in Utah
vindicated. There is a pending fraud investigation in the state Attorney
General's office FOR A REASON, and all the rhetoric in the world won't make
that pending case go away.
My Mother
Rebecca Dunn lost her mind eight years ago when she lost her job and her
marriage. She subsequently lost everything she had at the hands of a
con-artist who I had thrown in jail. She's been deteriorating ever since, as
evidenced by her involvement with this latest scam.
Yes, anyone reading this can call my mother and try to get her side of the
story, but you have to do so knowing that she has borderline personality
disorder and almost everything she says is a fabrication in support of her
delusions. I don't say my mother is crazy to hurt her feelings, I say it because
it's literally true! She's a sad old woman who needs psychiatric help but won't
get it, it's just that simple.
Lawsuits
Andy claims almost daily to be suing me in federal court. he claims to have
relocated to Colorado specifically so that his case would be federal (which
makes no sense at all). Andy even claimed at one point that I was running
from a summons for a federal court case that was already in session.
The simple fact of the matter is that the only people suing anybody over this
situation are Chris, Steve and Ryion. They've been trying to have Andy
Esquivel served with papers for months, but can't because nobody has Andy's
home address.
My Attorney wrote Andy a very detailed explanation as to why any defamation
case against me would fail if he or Steve brought it in federal or Colorado state
court. He as also urged them to work through their attorney instead of posting
complaints on YouTube and cc-ing me on every communication with him
(because cc-ing me violates attorney-client privilege and renders every
communication with their attorney discoverable). Andy and Steve are too
stupid to listen.
PS - I still don't see a case number in any of your posts.
Stephen Klemark (the idiot)
When you call somebody a name, you should qualify your statement with
facts, so here goes:
Steve Klemark (a low-level IT guy at the Devner Police
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Department) paid $2.5 million dollars for a website that claims to
have face-recognition technology but doesn't, claims to have
links to the DMV but doesn't, has virtually no traffic, no active
users, and is littered with trademark violations.
Steve claims to be the CIO of Xtagged LLC, Wiser Technology
LLC, Wiser E-Cigarette LLC, and various other corporations and
Limited Liability Companies which simply DON'T EXIST! A simple
business entity search of the Colorado Secretary of State website
confirms as much.
Steve gave a $100k advance to a man with a felony record, a
documented drug habit, pending federal (and now state) fraud
charges, and a history of outlandish claims, including that Google
was interested in buying Xtagged.com for $1 Billion dollars.
...all the above makes Steve Klemark an idiot!
Childish games
As for me being childish and immature, and all your allusions to playgrounds
and such, all I can do is laugh and point to the link to our UtahRaves.com
thread and every email Andy Esquivel has sent over the last 9 months! I'm not
the childish one and I'm not the one playing games.
http://www.utahraves.com/showthread.php?t=19452

dacumen

09-17-2010, 09:36 AM

Sorry guys, I accidentally closed the thread doing a test to make sure I knew how to do
it.

dacumen

09-17-2010, 03:48 PM

Andy's latest invention. No explanation required.
http://partyutah.com/xtagged/bike.jpg
...this is NOT a joke!

Butcher

09-17-2010, 04:13 PM

I bought this bike for my daughter and I know it's not yours Andy, you are retarded! Way
to rip off more shit and claim it as your own.:rolleyes: Same old Andy another day! and if
Steve is falling for this shit! he is even dumber than you!..........And you guys want to
take us to court?...um.... good luck! You guy's make it to easy for us.

dacumen

09-17-2010, 05:03 PM

Obi Wan Kenobi said it best: "Who's the more foolish; the fool or the fool who follows
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it?"
Steve Klemark has got to be the dumbest human being ever born! I mean seriously, at
least Andy KNOWS he's scamming people (deep down, somewhere beneath the
drug-induced stupor). Steve, on the other hand, falls for this crap willingly! He even gave
Andy $100,000 in play money to pretend all this was for real. What a moron.
Well, I'm sick of it. We've got all our ducks in a row, so I finally just called Andy out.
After his last email, I told him not to email me again until he has a case number for his
lawsuit. If he does file, we'll have cause to go after him (and Steve) for the legal fees
I've paid Adam thus far and for those I've budgeted to pay him through next year. We'll
also know his exact location for several hours so you, Chris, Kyle, and the State of Utah
can serve him for the various civil actions pending against his stupid ass. Even my wife
says it's worth it just to shut him up! We'll see what happens next.

Butcher

09-17-2010, 07:01 PM

Attachment 3755 Found it!........ It's a bike from Walmart! Hey Andy
lets see a video of your bike idea working!..... Idiot!

dacumen

1 Attachment(s)

09-18-2010, 07:55 AM

Dude, I told you it was from Walmart! Anyway, the funniest thing about this picture is
that Andy couldn't even come up with a sticker for the helmet. He had to photoshop it
in! Notice the filter that's distorting the entire photograph isn't having any impact on the
"wiser" sticker? That means he added it after-the-fact. Dude, can't you even afford to
have stickers printed for your latest fake product? I mean WTF?

It'sMagic

09-20-2010, 07:21 PM

Come on! No one is really dumb enough to fall for this? It has to be just Andy in his own
little world, Right?

dacumen

09-21-2010, 12:34 PM

I think the whole Andy drama is finally coming to a close. Details to follow in the coming
weeks. Tune in to watch this house of cards finally come crashing down!

Butcher
Had a geat meeting with Adam at the Utah Division
Things not looking good for Andy and Steve right now!

Butcher

09-21-2010, 07:00 PM

of Securities today.

09-21-2010, 07:06 PM
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Steve has been a moron thus far, Let's see if he get's it when Andy goes down! Any bet's
?:eyebrows:

dacumen

09-21-2010, 11:18 PM

Dude, I just got the most ridiculous, rambling email thread between Andy and himself.
It's so stupid, I'm not even going to post it. Holy shit this prick has lost his mind (if he
ever had one). They're all completely crazy! I for one am done. It's not even fun
anymore. It's kind of like fishing at the meat counter at Smith's...which makes about as
much sense as Andy does.

Butcher

09-22-2010, 08:22 AM

Yeah, just read the email............I wonder if Steve talks to himself too?..........:iagree:

dacumen

09-22-2010, 11:54 AM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ph_J7JSQ3pg
Here's the my attorney's official response to Andy's continued threats of legal action and
in particular to the YouTube video posted above (response redacted slightly to preserve
the legal actionability of certain threats Andy has made against me).
Quote:

September 10, 2010
by e-mail
Andres Esquivel
utxpatrol@ymail.com
Dear Mr. Esquivel,
...To your incessant refrain that you will “see [my client] in federal court,” the
short response is – I very much doubt it. Although the threat has long since
been rendered hollow through its shear repetition (to say nothing of the
lawsuits that you have several times claimed to have already filed), I am
aware of no legitimate basis that would support your initiation of legal action
against Mr. Acumen. While I will not waste my client’s money outlining every
reason this is so, I will provide a rough overview.
While I cannot know the precise claims you would assert against my client, I
will assume them to be substantially similar to those included in the complaint
that was the focus of the YouTube video that you posted on Friday, July 23,
2010 (link), the complaint you said would be filed the following Monday.(1)
Request for Injunctive Relief
Your complaint begins with a request that the court issue a “preliminary and
permanent injunction enjoining” Mr. Acumen from blogging, regardless of
content. This relief is clearly barred by Article II, Section 10 of the Colorado
Constitution, which provides, without qualification, that “every person shall be
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free to speak, write, or publish whatever he will on any subject, being
responsible for all abuse of that liberty.” the Colorado Supreme Court has
repeatedly held that this provision provides broader protection for speech than
does the first amendment. see, e.g., Bock v. Westminster Mall, 819 p.2d 55,
59-60 (Colo. 1991) (collecting cases).
Finally, the Colorado Court of Appeals has specifically heldthat defamatory
speech (which Mr. Acumen’s speech is not), while actionable in damages,
cannot be enjoined. Degroen v. Mark Toyota-Volvo, inc., 811 p.2d 443 (Colo.
App. 1991) (holding that injunctive relief is not available against speech
activity, because the harm to reputation is insufficient to justify that remedy).
Alternative Tort Claims
Your remaining claims – intentional infliction of emotional distress, intentional
interference with business relations, and defamation – can all be effectively
categorized as defamation, and defamation-like claims. Considering claims
such as yours, courts around the country have uniformly held that a plaintiff
may not make an “end run” around the first amendment by employing
alternative tort labels to what is, in essence, a speech claim.(2) as a result, a
court would only consider your alternative tort claims if you are able to
establish the elements of a defamation claim.
However, even if the defamation claim were actionable (which it is plainly
not), and your other claims could possibly proceed, there are several reasons
why your alternative speech claims warrant dismissal. With regard to the
“outrageous conduct” claim, it is worth noting that corporations – even were
those listed as plaintiffs to actually exist – cannot suffer emotional distress.
Thus this claim cannot be brought on their behalf. In any event, however, it is
plain that Mr. Acumen’s actions – uncovering and publicizing your highly
suspect business dealings – is not the sort of conduct that would strike one as
at all “outrageous,” especially given the precedent set by case law.
There are myriad problems with your claim for intentional interference with
contract as well. I’ll spare you the complete scholarly dissertation for why that
is so, but suffice it to say that such a claim would require that you identify real
contracts that, but for my client’s conduct, you would have been able to close.
What evidence you have proffered so far appears quite implausible – a
characterization that may push too far the boundaries of acceptable
euphemism.
Defamation
Part of what makes defamation law so interesting for practitioners is the
stories that come out about the plaintiffs. While defamation plaintiffs are often
colorful characters such as yourself, the real difference lies in the procedural
aspects of the claim. As you may be aware, a plaintiff’s personal history and
character are usually inadmissible inasmuch as they are generally irrelevant to
the questions at issue in the case. But in a defamation claim, the question at
issue iswhether the plaintiff’s character has been damaged by the defendant.
In addition, the plaintiff has the burden of proving that he has a good
character that has been damaged and that the statements in question were
false.
Thus, were you to actually file suit for defamation, your character would be
very much at issue. This would include your criminal history, beginning with
your initial felony and continuing through your 2004 Utah Federal Court
conviction for being a felon in possession of a firearm and its accompanying
sentence to six months in federal prison. see U.S. V. Andres Esquivel (d. Utah
case no. 2:03-cr-000293-001) (reflecting also that the defendant’s bond was
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revoked after court-ordered drug tests in may and august 2003 revealed the
presence of methamphetamine). Also of interest would be any outstanding
warrants in Utah for unpaid child support (should any exist), your by-nowinfamous run-in with law enforcement authorities in Bountiful, Utah (which I
believe you said someone had filmed from the back-seat of your Lamborghini),
as well as the three securities fraud cases pending against you in Utah.
You may perceive the previous paragraph as a threat on my client’s part. It is
not. It is simply a statement of fact. When a plaintiff claims to be a man of
good character who has been maligned by a defendant, that defendant has
the right – and his attorney has a corresponding duty – to zealously
investigate whether the plaintiff’s claim of good character is well founded.
As a result, much of our inquiry would be naturally focused on the question of
whether Xtagged.com really is a “scam,” a statement that you have taken
particular issue with. That would necessarily involve the investigation of the
company’s finances: Who invested what and where the money went
(questions that would be directly relevant to the case and, should you refuse
to disclose the pertinent records, is almost certain to be ordered produced by
the court). Another area of interest would be Xtagged.com’s much advertised
“facial recognition technology.” I am very interested to see how you managed
to invent software that is capable of accurately recognizing facial features
within low-resolution cell-phone pictures – a programming feat that continues
to elude the rest of the country, despite the many billions of dollars thus-far
devoted to the problem.
Also relevant to Mr. Acumen’s defense against any claim premised upon his
statement that your businesses are “scams” would be your easily-discovered
and stunningly-flagrant violations of federal intellectual property laws. The
most recent example, of course, is the revelation that your Buzz/Wiser drink
(along with nearly all of its website advertising) appears to have been merely
a direct copy of “Security Feel Better,” a European drink that has just begun to
be sold in the United States. You’ll likely recall the profanity-laced e-mail and
cease and desist letter that you received last week from the manufacturer of
that product.
Of course, that was not the first cease and desist letter that you received as a
result of your misuse of intellectual property and claim of affiliation with more
famous brands. You’ll also likely recall contact by representatives from New
Belgium Brewing and Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD).
Finally, a defendant in a defamation case is naturally concerned about
damages as well. Mr. Acumen would thus subpoena evidence regarding how
many subscribers Xtagged.com had prior to his blog postings, and how many
after. In addition, he would seek solid evidence of actual orders placed for
your so-called “Buzz/Wiser” drink, and for “Wiser e-Cigarettes.”
Sadly, given your “YouTube complaint’s” ample supply of dismissal-worthy
defects, your case would likely not survive a motion to dismiss and observers
would be deprived of the stream of colorful stories that would otherwise pour
from any defamation lawsuit that you filed. To identify just one example, your
“YouTube complaint” fails to specify the precise statements that you allege to
be defamatory. This is cause for dismissal for failure to state a claim.
Were you to attempt to provide adequate specificity, however, you would
likely find that many of the allegedly defamatory statements that you attribute
to Mr. Acumen were not actually made by Mr. Acumen. While many of the
posts on Mr. Acumen’s UtahRaves.com message board were posted by Mr.
Acumen (all of which are identified as having been written by “dacumen”),
most were not. Pursuant to section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of
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1996, Mr. Acumen cannot be held liable for postings he did not author. Looking
at the remaining posts, I believe that you will find that they constitute either
literally true statements of fact, or statements of rhetorical hyperbole that no
one would understand to be literally true and that thus cannot be the basis of
a defamation action.(3) And, while you surely contest this, any other message
board statements regarding you appear to clearly fall within the boundaries of
non-actionable substantial truth.
Finally, you should be aware that should you file a lawsuit against Mr. Acumen,
and the lawsuit is dismissed before the defendant is required to answer,
Section 13-17-201 of the Colorado Revised Statutes provides that you “shall”
be liable for Mr. Acumen’s reasonable attorney’s fees in defending the action.
Given your meager financial resources, your fellow plaintiffs would most likely
be held responsible for this amount.
I remain happy to discuss these issues with your attorney. However, since he
cannot be bothered to respond to phone calls or e-mails, I can only assume
that he does not, in fact, intend to represent you in this matter. As a result, I
would be willing to answer any specific questions that you may have via
e-mail, so that we may have a record of the exchange.
Sincerely,
Adam M. Platt, esq.
(1)I should note that this letter addresses only the substantive defects in the proposed causes of action
themselves and ignores the myriad procedural defects and drafting errors. For example, your complaint
includes as plaintiffs “wiser e-cigarette, a colorado corporation” and “xtagged, a colorado corporation.” as
you must be aware, the colorado secretary of state lists no such corporations in its list of businesses
licensed to operate within the state. While there is a “wiser e-cig, llc” registered in the name of your mother,
jobita berriel (registered april 23, 2010), there is not and has never been a business entity of any type
registered under the name “xtagged” within the state of colorado (nor, i believe, in any other state).
(2) see, e.g., caine v. Duke communications int’l, 24 media l. Rptr. (bna) 1187, 1190 (c.d. Cal. 1995) (“the
employment of alternative tort labels cannot be used to evade constitutional limitations for defamation
actions.”); beverly hills foodland, inc. V. United food & commercial workers union, 39 f.3d 191, 196 (8th cir.
1994) (same, with respect to claim for tortious interference with business relations); brown & williamson
tobacco corp. V. Jacobson, 713 f.2d 262, 273-74 (7th cir. 1983) (holding that a plaintiff may not make an
“end run” around the rules for defamation claims by characterizing the claim as one for tortious
interference); foretich v. Advance magazine publishers, inc., 765 f. Supp. 1099, 1104-06 (d.d.c. 1991)
(holding that plaintiff may not, through “creative pleading,” invoke other, non-libel torts as a vehicle for
“end-running other requirements of defamation law”); godbehere v. Phoenix newspapers, inc., 162 ariz.
335, 342-43, 783 p.2d 781, 788-89 (ariz. 1989) (applying first amendment limitations to “any tort action
relating to free speech”); blatty v. New york times, 42 cal. 3d 1033, 1042-43, 728 p.2d 1177, 1182-83 (cal.
1986); (same, with regard to tortious interference); dulgarian v. Stone, 652 n.e.2d 603, 609 (mass. 1995)
(same, with regard to claim under state consumer protection statute); hoppe v. Hearst corp., 53 wash.
App. 668, 675-76, 770 p.2d 203, 207-08 (wash. App. 1989) (same, with regard to claims for intentional and
negligent infliction of emotional distress and false light invasion of privacy).
(3) it should also be noted that it appears that you have misunderstood an important point of law: Neither
mr. Acumen, nor anyone else with a website, has any obligation to permit a particular person to make
postings on his or her website. Moreover, section 230 expressly provides that website hosts may edit or
delete posts that they deem objectionable. That said, while mr. Acumen has blocked computers at your ip
address from posting on the utahraves.com message board as a result of your repeated violation of its
terms of use, others are permitted to post freely.

ripcord

09-23-2010, 03:19 PM

Steve is brain dead! I wonder if his dad knows he's running around with a con -man?
claiming to buy a shit web site that does nothing and has no real users. Steve you are an
Idiot, look that up in a dictionary.
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dacumen

09-24-2010, 10:39 AM

Latest email from Andy. Boy he's really reaching now!
Note: my dad stopped paying Rebecca's bills last month because he found out that Andy
is a con-artist, so that's the reference to turning everything "back on." I guess some of
her utilities got shut off or something. Tough breaks! Maybe it's time for her to get a job
like everybody else.
Quote:

From: Andres Esquivel [utxpatrol@ymail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 7:25 PM
To: beckiedunnz@aol.com
Cc: Adam Platt; 00stevo
Subject: Blog to Colorado Beck Steve wrote Blog about Adam and Daryl
trashing Erica Forney cause
Becky if you search Wiser N.P.Z it comes up just as bad as xtagged, I donated
the 40,000 dollar Mustang beck i gave Steve the title so he can Start Karma
cause Erica Forney Foundation and all his connection's at police department
are pretty pissed about the Erica cause that is not a scam. he did it on Mac so i
will try to send you file this one is all jacked up i think you should write it
remember the Erica Forney app and the E-helmet we gave them away so how
could that be a scam and Adam Platte is supporting it i needs this as fast as
possible beck I want you to write it because it will come from the heart!
Steve's will post his in the morning under headline 'Adam Platt & client Daryl
Acumen set out to killing kids App as scam by Steve Kemark and i want yours
to please, Andy
I was going to ask you to send copy to Adam but i remember that he was
Harassing you so i will let him know, if i can find what rock he is under Beck i
really don't like him either he knows that the Erica app works and knows it Will
save lives and look what he is doing with Daryl and they know we donated it
beck just wait until this gets out the news will grab it trust me! and keep
calling that number that show once they see your background they will let you
talk about No Phone Zone tell them what Adam and Daryl are doing to destroy
the app and helmet beck you know Leonard got paid! When Daryl and Adam
thought i didn't have a lawyer they started to attack Again Wiser technology
Wiser no phone zone and even the kids helmet beck i called adam with Josie
on three way the hotel lady she said that when she talk to him that he was
glad to side with daryl next day adam got call and he then said he did not
know! beck the Erica Forney app was Steve's i am sure if we do this it will
bring them down the app really works and they are doing it all under Adams
council beck they did that and Leonard knows what he is doing that's why it
Leonard and associates!
P.s I know you don't believe Daryl but here's a couple pics from 783 that my
Utah lawyers gave to Allen see he is on our side look at pic one is letter of
intent to do business with us and look at date beck at that time no money was
owed promissory note holders had 9 months til pay out and July is when daryl
and ryion screw things with reality company in Utah and Nashua also, Daryl is
trying to say they didn't start this until Feb 2010 beck we recorded all blogs
Even the one you were upset about on thanks giving of 09, Beck I love you
very much and soon we will have everything back on for you, did you see the
itunes Gun app, for police station i think i sent it to
Rdunn@wiserecigarette.com i know how daryl can get in to your mail so look
there. I am on my way back to Colorado my Brother inlaw is on his way up
there he owns Wiser titaninium ring and is hiring lawyer out there. I am in
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california the itunes gun app is not under wiser umbrella so we are selling it
well albert put it together.
P.s Adam i do not read your email any more so please just save this for court i
just wanted you to see what you have done to children with your client Daryl
Acumen and get ready because this will become Steve's cell phone movement!
Cheers

Butcher

09-26-2010, 02:38 PM

Once again Andy is trying to make it seam like we are working against kids, and were
costing lives to be lost because of our blogs. How long has it been since you seen your
kids or paid child support? I also like how you use other people to divert the attention
away from you, well its not working! Your world is about to fall apart, and Steve and
Becky can't save you!

dacumen

09-27-2010, 08:39 AM

Yea, I find it interesting that a man who claims to do so much for kids won't even sign a
paternity paper for his 14 year old twins. We've spoken to the state, Andy, and they
wondered aloud why you haven't come forward to accept responsibility for your own
children. What sort of "man" are you?

ripcord

09-28-2010, 06:51 PM

Andy I think it's time for you to get a Job, and move out of your moms house!

NightLife

09-30-2010, 08:30 AM

Have you guys seen Tagged.com? Now there site looks good, they have people that
really use there site. I think this is the site Andy tried to copy. Steve needs to go there
and take notes.:Lightsaber Fight:

Butcher

10-01-2010, 01:23 PM

Hey Andy! saw your video of your fake ass energy drink! I see you doctored up a bottle
just like you did with the cell phone box! Wow! it's amazing what you can do with
stickers! I bet your really good at scrap booking too. So Andy how do we order one of
these? I would like to try one out! Where can we go to order one? Or do we have to
make it at home and you just send the stickers! You are an Idiot!!

dacumen

10-01-2010, 03:12 PM
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Didn't they already ship "a million units" of this drink back in June? I thought they were
delivering cases of it to Sinclair when the owner told them not to bother because he read
about Andy on our "blogs." If this product has been sold out for months, why are we just
now seeing video of "the very first bottle off the assembly line"? WTF?
Does any sane person really believe any of this crap? Duh, of course not! This product is
about as real as that federal summons Ryion and I are running from.

Butcher

10-04-2010, 09:04 AM

Where oh where is Andy?......Can't wait until they find him!

It'sMagic

10-05-2010, 06:39 PM

So, Andy claims he has already sold this product all over the world, but has not launched it
here? and he just made a video showing what he say's to be the frist bottle. Steve can you
connect the dots yet!!!!! With a little research you will find this to be a lie, really you don't
even need to do research to know this is bunk! Unless your Steve, Andy's side kick. Nice
try Andy but your still full of shit!

BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER is a result of 6 years conducting research. The formula was
created to stimulate the digestive system, to help eliminating drinks and food faster. The
products efficiency resides in the composition and more precisely in the assembling and
the extremely precise dosage of the various vegetal components, which creates synergy,
and optimizes the efficiency of each plant. All the plants used for BUZZ/WISER FEEL
BETTER are carefully selected and are rigorously controlled to guarantee the best quality.
Many plants come into the composition of BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER, however one of
the most important ingredients is the ARTICHOKE* *Artichoke is a hepatoprotector and a
regenerator of the hepatic cell. It is generally used to stimulate liver renewal.
BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER has a delightful pear or mint taste and does not need to be
diluted in another liquid. BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER has thrilled consumers all over the
world (France, UK, Russia, Cyprus, Canada, Italy, Greece, Lebanon, Spain, Hungary,
Peru, Ireland, Guadeloupe, Martinique, New Caledonia, Brazil, Serbia/Montenegro,
Bulgaria, Slovenia, the Caribbeans, China and Hong Kong) and now is being launched in
the US market!

dacumen

10-07-2010, 08:59 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by It'sMagic
So, Andy claims he has already sold this product all over the world, but has not
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launched it here? and he just made a video showing what he say's to be the
frist bottle. Steve can you connect the dots yet!!!!! With a little research you will
find this to be a lie, really you don't even need to do research to know this is
bunk! Unless your Steve, Andy's side kick. Nice try Andy but your still full of
shit!
BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER is a result of 6 years conducting research. The
formula was created to stimulate the digestive system, to help eliminating
drinks and food faster. The products efficiency resides in the composition and
more precisely in the assembling and the extremely precise dosage of the
various vegetal components, which creates synergy, and optimizes the
efficiency of each plant. All the plants used for BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER
are carefully selected and are rigorously controlled to guarantee the best
quality. Many plants come into the composition of BUZZ/WISER FEEL
BETTER, however one of the most important ingredients is the ARTICHOKE*
*Artichoke is a hepatoprotector and a regenerator of the hepatic cell. It is
generally used to stimulate liver renewal. BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER has a
delightful pear or mint taste and does not need to be diluted in another liquid.
BUZZ/WISER FEEL BETTER has thrilled consumers all over the world
(France, UK, Russia, Cyprus, Canada, Italy, Greece, Lebanon, Spain,
Hungary, Peru, Ireland, Guadeloupe, Martinique, New Caledonia, Brazil,
Serbia/Montenegro, Bulgaria, Slovenia, the Caribbeans, China and Hong
Kong) and now is being launched in the US market!

No, no, no Magic, you are mistaken! That text was lifted word-for-word from THIS
product website [ http://www.securityfeelbetter.com/ ] and was supposed to have been
removed under threat of legal action by the legitimate company when they found out.
This isn't Andy's product, this is the product Andy decided to spoof until he could come
up with a [fake] product of his own! Very important distinction there, don't mix that up.
Andy's credibility drops another 20 points when you know the whole truth (and Steve's
IQ drops 50). :o

dacumen

10-08-2010, 09:05 AM

Nobody's heard from Andy, Steve, Allen or Rebecca in quite some time. I guess they
figured with a pending federal fraud case, state fraud case, three municipal fraud cases,
four civil lawsuits, a paternity suit, a Denver PD Internal Affairs investigation and two
warrants for Andy's arrest, it was time to sit down and shut up! ...good thinking.

Butcher

10-11-2010, 04:24 PM

So Allen can be added to the lists of idiots! He pretended to be someone who had been
scammed, but is working for Andy and Steve,nice work pinhead! You kids have fun
coming up with all your fake products and trying to pull a fast one on people.:urstupid:

dacumen

10-12-2010, 11:05 AM

I guess I touched a nerve with Andy because he sent me a half dozen emails over the
weekend and called me making all sort of threats against me and my family. I guess he's
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mostly pissed off that I called him out on not paying child support for his two oldest
children in the past eight years.
1. Andy bought PartyUtah.net and said via email "F.Y.I MR ACUMEN WHEN YOU BUY
DOMAINS BUY THEM ALL BECAUSE PEOPLE LIKE YOU WILL TRY TO SCREW YOU. BUT
YOU KEEP THROWING ROCKS MR GLASS HOUSE." Unfortunately he's too stupid to

realize that I stopped registering alternative TLDs of my domains after Congress started
passing stronger and stronger cyber-squatting laws. I realize, though Andy does not, that
any IDIOT stupid enough to squat on an alternative TLD of one of my key domains is
subject to well defined legal action. As such, we are now suing (for real) Andy Esquivel,
Steve Klemark, Rebecca Dunn, Allen Brady, and all the other morons who claim to own
Wiser technology, LLC.

2. Andy thought he was beign clever by embarking on a multi-website slander campaign
against my wife and I. unfortunately, Andy is too stupid to realize that his various
slanderous postings are in clear violation of the terms of service of almost every website
on which he chose to post. Some are so adamant about not allowing posts of the kind
Andy indulged that they call out the section banning such accusations in bold print so
morons like Andy can't miss them. As I write this, several of Andy's posts have already
been removed, and the rest will most likely come down by this weekend. We are again
suing Andy for slander and libel relating to his campaign.
3. Andy decided to call and leave me a threatening voice-mail over the weekend. I
obviously sent a copy of the recording to the police and they have now upgraded the
harassment case pending against Andy from a misdemeanor to a felony! A new felony
warrant will soon be recorded for Andy's arrest should he ever be caught inside Utah
state lines again.
...boy, the legal shit-hole just keeps getting deeper and deeper!
4. Andy adamantly denies that he has failed to pay child support since 2002 on his two
oldest children and offers as proof the delusion that he has sent a copy of a $5,000
check he sent to his ex-wife to his lawyer. Unfortunately for Andy, the Utah Department
of Child Support Services has no record of any payment and are actively seeking him for
paternity testing required to obtain the eight years of back payments he owes.
5. Andy brags that I'm broke (despite the fact that I haven't made less than 90% of the
appraised value of my home in any of the last three years), that my mother now has a
six figure job (good for her, but doubtful), and that he is supporting my mother by
sending her money (presumably because my father has now cut her off). Of course Andy
can't keep his lies straight from one email to another, so he doesn't see the contradiction
that if my mother had a lucrative job in North Carolina, then she wouldn't need him to
wire her money. Andy offers as proof a scan of a Western Union receipt for $200 that
only makes the contradiction that much more striking.
6. Andy is now throwing around fresh accusations about me in-appropriately interacting
with his 14 year old son. The irony of this is that, according to the State of Utah, Andy
never signed his 14 year old son's birth certificate. Part of the reason the State is
seeking Andy is to determine definitively that he is in fact the 14 year old adolescent's
father. He sure is protective for a guy who doesn't acknowledge legal paternity over the
kid and refuses to pay child support!
7. Andy reiterates more bullshit claims about my mother suing me. WHATEVER!!!
Rebecca Dunn is too busy trying to figure out where her next meal is coming from to be
wasting her time with frivolous lawsuits against me. She's also supposed to be posting a
new blog about me, even though by now her Internet has probably been shut off for
non-payment.
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10-13-2010, 08:42 AM

You think between Andy, Steve, Allen, Becky someone would have a brain......Guess not!
at least Andy is rounding up all the idiots of the world so we can keep track of them. Just
when you think Andy coulden't get any dumber....Wow!
Steve, Allen, Becky the more you hang out with Andy the more your IQ drops.

dacumen

10-13-2010, 12:11 PM

Latest bullshit from Andy:
Quote:

Every 3 months i have been giving my mom $1500,00 for the kids so when we
go to court it will be settled except we have been having to deal with you so
heres more proof on daryl and Adam Blogging more Lies,
"Andy don't pay child support " the last payment she got was $5,000 DDDaryl!
My moms last name and address have been removed so you don't give her
and her fiance harassment. OH her fiance is my old investor and he is the one
that funded me for Buzz/wiser and ecig and wisertechnology and i paid him
back in sixty days in full, you will see. now your starting to understand why
you are such a liar I never took any investors not even Steve, your day is
coming,
Wheres your proof of "Andy has hundreds of investors and taken millions of
dollars". you do know Allen is here in Denver guess why, oh i also attached the
support i give your mom and thank you now that i can prove Denise was
helping you that will be big for my case that she lets a 40 year old manipulator
talk to my son. Remember you said i don't have a f#@$n son. look below,
looks like your lies have caught up with you and your silence means you know
your screwed we saved everything
My response:
Quote:

Andy,
According to the Utah Department of Child Support Services, The State of Utah
has been attempting for years to serve you with papers requiring you to
present yourself for DNA testing to determine the paternity of your oldest two
children so they can collect eight (8) years of back child support. I don't think
they will be impressed with three cashiers checks dated YESTERDAY, written
to YOUR MOTHER with "twins" written in the margins. If you have a problem
with the fact that you're a deadbeat dad, call Peggy Major from Child Support
Services (bcc'd on this email) at 801.536.8500 and make arrangements to get
up to date... This really has nothing to do with me, it's between you and the
state, so be a man and DEAL WITH IT!!!
Although I couldn't care less that you're sending money to Rebecca Dunn now
that my dad has finally cut her off for dealing with you, I find it interesting that
she needs your help now that you claim she's got a job making six figures?
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As for this "case" that we've all been hearing about ad nauseam for decades,
all I have to say is WHERE IS THE CASE NUMBER? Either provide one or go
piss up a flagpole and take your car accident attorney with you!
Daryl Acumen
Admin / Owner
PartyUtah.com
PS - It's interesting being called a "child manipulator" by a 40 year old man
who has a 6 year old child by his 23 year old girlfriend...DO THE MATH!!! I'm
curious why her parents didn't charge you with statutory rape when you got
her pregnant? No, I'm not calling, emailing, or manipulating your son, but it
seems like every time you make that accusation it's because YOU ARE!!!

Steev_oh

10-13-2010, 02:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
3. Andy decided to call and leave me a threatening voice-mail over the
weekend. I obviously sent a copy of the recording to the police and they have
now upgraded the harassment case pending against Andy from a
misdemeanor to a felony! A new felony warrant will soon be recorded for
Andy's arrest should he ever be caught inside Utah state lines again.
.

Well if it is a felony warrant, it is nation wide. Where ever he gets caught in the states
they will hold him in that county jail, and extradite him back to Utah to face the warrant.
Let us know when this happens.

dacumen

10-13-2010, 02:49 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Steev_oh
Well if it is a felony warrant, it is nation wide. Where ever he gets caught in
the states they will hold him in that county jail, and extradite him back to Utah
to face the warrant. Let us know when this happens.

The trouble is, nobody seems to be able to find him in Colorado. We've got leads, but he
flies completely below the radar. I think he's already got a felony assault warrant out of
Bountiful, but as long as he doesn't get pulled over, he's able to buzz all about Colorado
without issue.

Steev_oh

10-13-2010, 05:32 PM
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Yeah but if he does get pulled over or his name ran by police he will be brought back
here. U can run from misdamenors sp? But not from felony status. I tried that, didn't
work.

dacumen

10-15-2010, 04:38 PM

Ok guys, I can't even post this on the web because it's so disgusting and insane it just
makes my head spin and none of you would believe me anyway. Needless to say, Andy
Esquivel is the stupidest, most amazingly fucked up individual I've ever even heard of
and Allen Brady, Steve Klemark, and everybody else who still buys into his bullshit have
proven themselves to be either autistic or just plain stupid for it...I vote stupid!
My lawyer and I just sat on the phone shaking our heads when we heard the latest
drama in this saga, and needless to say, he's drafting a "fuck off and die" letter to
Leonard Martinez as we speak because we don't believe he's worth talking to anymore.
There isn't a legitimate attorney on the planet who would continue working with Andy
Esquivel after this, and if you think I'm joking, just email me and I'll explain.
It's officially over. Andy has stooped to sub-human stupidity at this point and he's not
even worth listening to for 'FUN' anymore. We're done. I finally flipped the switch to
block him from my email server permanently, and his friends too. There's no reason to
even archive his messages anymore. The harassment warrant has been filed, the fraud
indictment is eminent, it's over.
Peace!

DJrain

10-21-2010, 09:34 AM

So I take it all the Idiots are still on the run? Well...I think it will take them awhile before
they find someone dumb enough to con with this bull shit, Maybe they'll be busted by
then.

dacumen

10-21-2010, 03:02 PM

I think we've come to the conclusion that they're all a bunch of mental patients who's
families are too lazy or cheap to have them officially committed. I know first-hand that's
the case with my mother. Since I'm her closest living relative, I'm the one who's
supposed to have her committed and I just don't have the time, energy or resources to
be bothered. In Andy and Allen's cases, their mental issues have been exacerbated by
drug use. I'm not sure what Steve's issues are because I've never met him, but Ryion
says that even Allen has stated that Steve is a little mental, which is one hell of an
indictment coming from Allen Brady. We've literally been dealing with clinically insane
people this whole time and the bad part is that we didn't realize it sooner. I for one
could have saved a lot in legal fees if I'd known these people were literally completely
nuts!

NightLife

10-25-2010, 10:15 AM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
I think we've come to the conclusion that they're all a bunch of mental
patients who's families are too lazy or cheap to have them officially
committed. I know first-hand that's the case with my mother. Since I'm her
closest living relative, I'm the one who's supposed to have her committed and
I just don't have the time, energy or resources to be bothered. In Andy and
Allen's cases, their mental issues have been exacerbated by drug use. I'm not
sure what Steve's issues are because I've never met him, but Ryion says that
even Allen has stated that Steve is a little mental, which is one hell of an
indictment coming from Allen Brady. We've literally been dealing with clinically
insane people this whole time and the bad part is that we didn't realize it
sooner. I for one could have saved a lot in legal fees if I'd known these people
were literally completely nuts!

I agree 100%!!! Well said Dacumen, Really how do you deal with people who have no
reson or sense? You can't, They live in there own little world. They need help! but how
can you help the insane?

dacumen
Here's a funny example of just how stupid these people are:

10-25-2010, 12:43 PM

1 Attachment(s)

Andy just posted a video complaining about a post (authored by
himself most likely) on a website called Scam.com. In the video, he's got Google up and
in the upper right hand corner you can see that he's still logged in. What's his login you
ask? (drum-roll please)
BusManDenver@gmail.com
...which is the account used by "Gary the Bus Driver" to rave about Wiser's (fake)
E-Cigarette infomercial filming in which Andy is said to look like "Neo from The Matrix!" I
don't know which is funnier; the fact that Andy wrote this huge blog pretending to be
somebody called "Gary the Bus Driver" then had a prolonged conversation with himself
being dutifully worshipful, or the fact that he isn't even smart enough to log out of his
fake identify before he starts filming a YouTube video!!!
These people really are bats! Believe me, it's all cobwebs upstairs.
Attachment 3826

dacumen

10-25-2010, 02:37 PM

Sorry guys, I just had to share this one. This is Andy's latest product. it's a magic dice
attached to the bottom of an aluminum drink bottle. Try not to laugh too hard. I almost
fell out of my chair!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z60TSG810Ac
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10-27-2010, 11:35 AM

LMAO.........:crazy::crazy::crazy:.....A ndy why do you do this to yourself? Really you
need help!

dacumen

10-28-2010, 11:02 AM

Hey Ryion, I finally figured out why Andy put aluminum foil on the wall in his Mariah
Carey video: He was trying to cover up the YouTube video credits! I just posted the
video on Scam.com and realized it when I was posting commentary on it.
The Mariah Carey Video

It'sMagic

11-01-2010, 08:52 AM

What a very embaresing video! I really can't belive he put that on YouTube. How do you
get that stupid?

dacumen

11-01-2010, 01:21 PM

Update: Allen Brady thinks that the United States Government is going to shut down all
manufacturers of e-cigarettes EXCEPT FOR ANDY'S "SUPPLIER," and so his logic goes;
'since Andy claims to be the the exclusive distributor of the brand of e-cigarettes he
bought 50 boxes of and re-branded, that means Andy and Allen are going to corner the
U.S. e-cigarette market and make millions! ...seriously!!!
Ok, I formally rescind my assessment of Allen Brady. Calling this asshole 'retarded' is an
insult to the mentally disabled. This Zombie needs to pick his head up out of the
garbage and plug it into a light socket to see if he can zap some life back into it. How
mentally incompetent do you have to get before they take your driver's license away?
Even worse, here's a dip-shit who's actually stupid enough to try to take out a high
interest loan to 'buy [Rion, Kyle and Chris] out' so he can make millions deepening his
partnership with the con man who he helped steal $50,000 from his mother and who's
about to get indicted on fraud charges and get hauled off to jail! Newsflash, the moron
didn't get the loan, so now he says he says he's going to ask his "mommy" if he can
borrow the money from her? WOW!!! I'm amazed this guy has enough brain function to
actually speak.
They should start a reality show about these clowns. Nobody would believe these people
really existed unless they could see them live on TV.

Butcher

11-02-2010, 08:47 AM

Whats sad is they think Andy is the brain of the group! That doesn't say much for the
rest of them. The funny thing is none of these scammers could get a loan to pay us
back! the only way Andy could pay us back would require him to get a real job, and thats
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not going to happen!

dacumen

11-05-2010, 08:56 AM

Well, here we go again. Ryion, we are now the proud legal owners of Wiser Technology,
LLC. Would you like to replace my mother as CEO?
http://www.partyutah.com/xtagged/wiserllc.pdf

Butcher

11-07-2010, 09:33 PM

I accept! I would be happy to be the new CEO of Wiser Technology, LLC. I will make
sure it is run honestly and only hire people with brains.

ripcord

11-08-2010, 08:00 AM

I can make stickers!

dacumen

11-12-2010, 01:39 PM

According to Ryion, Andy sent out an email a few days ago claiming that my biological
mother resigned as CEO of "Wiser Technology, LLC" this week. Interesting career move,
considering she was FIRED as CEO of "Wiser Technology, LLC" last week when I took
over legal control of the company.

...apparently she didn't get the memo!

It'sMagic

11-16-2010, 04:54 AM

Now what is Andy going to do? Now he only has Steve and Allen! Who will fall next?
Want to take bets? I think Andy is pretty safe with these two idiots, they will never get
it!

Butcher

11-16-2010, 09:55 AM

Well, Andy put a bunch of videos on YouTube once again making an ass out of himself.
Allen you were right about Andy he can't shut up! and will always continue to embarrass
you and Steve. How can your E-cig business servive with Andy in charge. And how are
you guys going to prove Andy diden't scam us! You do have a know con-artist working
with you guys. This will be fun if we ever go to court! Allen will you help us serve Andy?
If you are so sure you guys have a rock solid case against us, what have you guys got to
loose. Lets do this!:eyebrows:
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11-16-2010, 10:29 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
According to Ryion, Andy sent out an email a few days ago claiming that my
biological mother resigned as CEO of "Wiser Technology, LLC" this week.
Interesting career move, considering she was FIRED as CEO of "Wiser
Technology, LLC" last week when I took over legal control of the company.
...apparently she didn't get the memo!

Just one face palm after another

dacumen

11-17-2010, 05:04 PM

Two new emails from Andy. The first courtesy of Chris, the second courtesy of Ryion.
COOOOOOOMEDY!!!
Quote:

From: "Andres Esquivel" <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 16, 2010 8:16 pm
Subject: One last deal from Allen not me, but I have agreed to it. Andy
Allen wanted me to send this earlier but I have been very busy, so sorry here
you now go.
As you already probably know, Allen has spoke with your rep, at Utah S.E.C
this morning showing him the new blogs on fox and the same smear campaign
that you guys have been running for more than a year now. Allen just received
wiser e-cigs and he has meeting with S.E.C tomorrow. Allens right you guys
are a big reason Xtagged gets so much traffic and wiser technology gets big
traffic. Well Allen has talked me into giving one last deal for you if you would
like to hear it, call him at 801.895.5585 all of you but Daryl he will pay dearly
for what he has done to his MOM...
if you don’t want this deal, thank you and see you all in court. Andy Esquivel
This deal only valid 24hrs from time stamp email. Allan has to file his law suite
tomorrow, thats why he wanted me to send this earlier my bad. because he is
wisertechnology 10% owner we have to try this before his lawyer attacks,
peace GBU
Thank You Much! Andres Esquivel
Sent with Chimera WiserPhone...
1. I wonder what these idiots consider "big traffic," eight visits a week?
2. I don't recall ever giving Allen Brady 10% of Wiser Technology, LLC.
3. Oh, and the Utah Department of Securities is well aware of our message
board posts. We're not the ones facing indictment for fraud, Andy is. Why
does he keep referring to a "rep" at the SEC? That case is still months
away. You'd think Andy would know the name of the agency that's about to
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send him to prison.

Quote:

Date: Wed, 17 Nov 2010 14:53:32 -0800
From: utxpatrol@ymail.com
Subject: Test run from New Mexico car lot.
To: Rdunn@wiserecigarette.com; beckiedunnz@aol.com;
allengbrady@gmail.com; stelex247@yahoo.com
CC: xtaggedtrainer@gmail.com; ladd_quayle@yahoo.com;
bountifulut@anytimefitness.com; WorkkHardd@msn.com
We have been coming along slow we are trying to hit hail to prove the cover
works even in motion we are video taping everything from the R.V.
Allen i sent that email you wanted me to send to ladd, Chris, kyle and ryion,
already Chris is trying to email me back, if they don't want deal then they
don't have to email me back shit i gave your number bro i will read Chris's
email when i get to Denver I am in to good of mood to read his racial crap
right now.
Testing on the car cover not inflated already completed we are now testing
fully inflated at 75 mph I will call you as soon as we leave the Wendy's.
Thank You Much! Andres Esquivel
Sent with Chimera WiserPhone...
The second email came with the following image attached:
http://partyutah.com/xtagged/carcover.jpg
Absolutely HILARIOUS!!! Chasing hail in Denver testing a CAR COVER at 75 mph? Are
you serious? ROFLMFAO!!! These guys are better than the Office. In fact, I was just
telling my wife they should have Andy do a cameo ad Dwight's new business partner and
have Michael fall for an ever expanding and hilariously obvious string of bogus products
and fictitious companies over the course of the second half of next season.
Oh, in case any of you missed this, here's a YouTube video of Andy demonstrating the
prototype!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFtkLp8s5yI
Note: You INFLATE this car cover by hooking hoses up to the air stems of your tires, thus
DEFLATING your tires in order to protect your paint.
These people are so stupid it's just amazing! Do they have no pride? I'm honestly
embarrassed for them.

dacumen
Attachment 3859

11-17-2010, 08:51 PM

1 Attachment(s)

This image is now live on their website complete with caption. What a
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bunch of IDIOTS!!! Too bad it's a test car that some car company is tryign to keep under
wraps or we could track down what it is.

Butcher
So, Andy took a picture of some prototype car and is claiming the wrap
on it is his new car cover. Well here are two other prototype cars with
the same wrap! Andy you are retarded! Stop trying to scam people
your embarrassing yourself. Attachment 3862!Attachment 3861

dacumen

11-18-2010, 10:01 AM

2 Attachment(s)

11-18-2010, 10:09 AM

Dude, you are THE MAN!!! This is AWESOME!!!
Here's a YouTube video of the SAME CAR (in white this time).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDUskw5DIrc
And here are photos:
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_D52XcATHzo...-red-spy-1.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_D52XcATHzo...-red-spy-2.jpg

This is a

under anti-spy

wraps. What a complete DUMBASS Andy must feel like right now. How STUPID do you
think Allen feels believing all this crap right into the 11th hour. It's absolutely AMAZING
to me that these people can get exposed so consistently and so embarrassingly and yet
some idiots (Allen Brady) are still STUPID enough to buy into their crap.
Hey Andy, when did you paint that car red, on your way through Nevada? ROFLMFAO!!!

ripcord

11-18-2010, 05:18 PM

WOW!!!!!!! They shouldn't even be able to use "Wiser" in there name anymore after
that. Way to go Andy, you really proved your not a scam...Lol

dacumen

11-18-2010, 06:17 PM

Absolutely pathetic!!! I'm still shaking my head over this one. How long do you think
until Andy pulls that photo off his website? Every minute it stays up there he just looks
more and more like a complete dumbass!!! Even my attorney busted up laughing when
he saw this shit. It's like Andy is spoofing himself! Damn, does his taste for self inflicted
humiliation never end? For God's sake Andy, please stop it. You're killing us!!!
That shit is funnier than the original buzz-wiser Mariah Carey commercial. This guy
should have his own sitcom, I swear!
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...and Allen; oh don't get me started. What a complete toad! Is there no end? Somebody
please get these people some help before they give me a heart-attack!
Honestly, I laughed so hard when I saw this shit this afternoon, I almost choked.
Somebody take a screen shot of Andy's car cover page before he realizes what an ass he
just made of himself and takes that picture down.
Ironically; Andy could make some serious money as a syndicated YouTube artist. He
really does have a gift for comedic timing. I hear there are some guys making six figures
as YouTube partners. This stuff really is funny. All he needs is somebody to play the
straight guy and call him on his lunacy. Then he can do that big-eyed "OOPS!!!" look
when he gets caught. If you got the right guy to play opposite Andy, they could really
play off each other and ham it up.
Andy - Here's our new car cover in action.
Dean Martin - Uh, Andy, that's a 2012 Hyundai in disguise.
Andy - Well, uhh...no, that's my car. See, Wiser Technology just bought Hyundai and
we're rolling out a new Earth friendly auto that runs on hot air.
Dean Martin - Oh, you mean like you?
(duh-dum pshhh!!!)

Butcher

11-19-2010, 08:16 AM

Lol........:D:D:D:D.......:applaude::app laude::applaude:......:laugh::laugh::lau
gh:.....More! More! More!

dacumen

11-19-2010, 09:01 AM

Update: Ryion talked to Allen Brady this week and he's threatening to send CD letters to
us for calling him an idiot on this message board even though he's never posted
anything here. Apparently, this idiot is under the impression that the first amendment
goes out the window if you're the first person to post online. His official legal response
equates to "...guys, please stop teasing me!"
Look here Mr. Whipple, you're fair game now and no plea to stop (no matter how well
written) is going to spare you from us loudly proclaiming the truth about you: You're
Andy's little bitch, you have no brain, and you're absolutely convinced that you own 10%
of a company that wouldn't hire you as a janitor because Chris, Kyle, Ryion and I all
collectively own it and we all think you're stupid! Andy promised you millions of dollars
and you're dumb enough to believe him even though he's about to go to prison for fraud.
You keep begging us for a meeting, but nobody wants to meet with you because you're
a waste of air. Go sit on a greased flagpole naked. We're done being nice to you.

cyruss77

11-19-2010, 09:26 PM

Damn! I have to say, I need to read this more often for comic relief. I’m
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truly amazed at how stupid Andy and his little cronies are. Andy is the
master mind of BS and I hate listening or reading his ignorant babble. I've
never met someone with so much stupidity. Andy calls me a
racist.........funny....I'm far from that. But I do discriminate against stupid,
thieving dumb asses like Andy. Racists are the first to start screaming
racism which is pretty pathetic. We all know he's a broke ass leach who
lives with his mom and doesn't pay child support. Hey Andy! Word of
advice.....HAVE YOUR MOM POP HER TITTY OUT OF YOUR MOUTH, GET
A JOB AND PAY FOR YOUR KID(S)!

dacumen

11-19-2010, 10:06 PM

Actually I believe our investigators have now determined that Andy is now living off of
his illegal immigrant worker girlfriend who works in a hair salon. I guess he knocked her
up when she was 17 and decided to move in with her to avoid a statutory rape charge.
Andy Esquivel...always dodging bullets! They just uses his mom's address so that he can
avoid getting served with papers and so she can avoid being deported.
He look; here's a picture of Andy testing his new car cover at 75mph! Our private
investigator named Rex shot this photo in New Mexico.
http://photos.autoexpress.co.uk/imag...o_375589_7.jpg
That's Allen Brady in the passenger seat gloating over his engineering genius!

Butcher

11-20-2010, 09:58 AM

Cyuss77, Glad to have you here, to join in on the fun of exposing the IDIOTS! I love how
Andy's calling everyone racist, and then labels all Mormons as racist and has nothing but
hate for the Mormon religion. I guess that will come out in court right Andy!......... As for
this car cover :crazy:

dacumen

11-20-2010, 10:07 AM

http://blog.roadandtrack.com/wp-cont...ge-439x268.jpg
Yea, Andy and racism. What a joke.
Here's a spy photo of Andy racing across Colorado with his car cover on! Our spies had a
hard time keeping up. They really were putting this thing through it's motions; 75mph
through a blizzard no less. Allen is in the passenger seat again. If you look closely, you
can see him back there screaming "slow down, it's snowing!!!".
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Butcher

11-21-2010, 07:08 PM

No! Andy is in a snow storm in New Mexico racing around. There on there way back
stopping at every Wendy's on the way there.

dacumen

11-22-2010, 02:26 PM

Well, anyway guys, I think that just about wraps this up. What a way to end things
though. I'd say the fake car cover was a high note. Thanks for the hours of
entertainment.
Cheers!

cyruss77

11-22-2010, 02:47 PM

But it was just getting fun! You can't go now! :D

dacumen

11-22-2010, 02:55 PM

Dude, this fucking thread is 484 posts long! It's been viewed by 12,205 pairs of eyeballs
since February (and that's WITHOUT some rogue admin manipulating the numbers to
make it look like the site gets more traffic than it does). It's got to end sometime.
Seriously guys, I can't imagine laying Andy any more bare than we already have. I mean
right now this guy is laying naked with his guts hanging out in the middle of the road.
What else is there to say? Might as well say goodbye on a high note, and I can't imagine
getting any higher than this car cover tragedy!
We're leaving civil action out there as a possibility, but since nobody can seem to find
Andy to serve him with papers, what's the point. We'll just have to wait till the state
takes him into custody. Also with Leonard Martinez pretty much out of the picture, there
really isn't any point in going on.
It really has been fun, but it'll be A YEAR this Thanksgiving since that little wanker first
tried to get back in contact with me to spin more of his senseless bullshit, and I think a
year is enough time for Andy to be a topic of conversation in my life.
See you in court! :D

Butcher

11-23-2010, 05:49 AM

Attachment 3866Andy the con man has been exposed!!!!Our work is
1 Attachment(s)
done. Now we leave it up to the law to catch up with him. Andy has
had his ass handed to him time and time again. Andy will continue to
expose himself for the fraud he is without our help. It's been fun:applaude:
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It'sMagic

11-24-2010, 09:55 AM

AWWW......... It's like your favorite TV was just canceled!

dacumen

11-24-2010, 11:03 AM

I completely agree. I'm going to pitch this for an episode of The Office...seriously! It's
too bad Steve Carrol won't be around to fall for Alex Sanchez's scams and fake
inventions. You really need somebody to fall for it to make it funny. Dwight can fill the
role of Allen Brady.

11-25-2010, 04:59 PM

Alert
For the record, he won't be able to sue any forum:
What is "defamation of character"?
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-defa...-character.htm

"The main problem with proving defamation of character is the protection of free speech
guaranteed by the First Amendment.
Courts generally agree that an opinion, no matter how malicious, is not the same as a
stated fact."
"Another problem concerning defamation of character is the actual truth of the
statement.
Some may argue that in order for defamation of character to occur, the alleged victim
actually has to have character to defame in the first place."
example:

"Calling a known neighborhood bully a 'thug' in the local paper wouldn't qualify as
defamation of character, because it isn't a statement against fact."
"Very few defamation of character lawsuits actually reach the level of a court trial."
"Since actual damages must be demonstrated, some cases are dismissed because the
statements or accusations do not rise to the level of actual slander or libel.
Hurt feelings or a loss of social standing may not reach the legal definition of damages."

- just getting a lawyer to take on the case = at least $5,000+ up front
- if an attorney takes on a frivolous lawsuit = they can be monetarily penalized and held
in contempt of court

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frivolous_litigation

"In the United States, Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and similar state
rules require that an attorney perform a due diligence."
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Jurisdictions differ on whether a claim or defense can be frivolous if the attorney acted in
good faith.
Because such a defense or claim wastes the court's and the other parties' time,
resources and legal fees,
sanctions may be imposed by a court upon the party or the lawyer who presents the
frivolous defense or claim.
The law firm may also be sanctioned, or even held in contempt." investigation
concerning the factual basis for any claim or defense.

"When a judge calls an argument "ridiculous" or "frivolous," it is absolutely the worst
thing the judge could say.
It means that the person arguing the position has absolutely no idea of what he is doing,
and has completely wasted everyone's time.
It doesn't mean that the case wasn't well argued, or that judge simply decided for the
other side, it means that there was no other side.
The argument was absolutely, positively, incompetent. The judge is not telling you that
you were "wrong."
The judge is telling you that you are out of your mind."

ripcord

11-30-2010, 09:03 AM

Good point, Alert! Andy is all talk, this guy can't even keep track of all his fake products
and release dates, and all his lies hes told. He won't be suing anyone! What gets me is
he still continues to scam people and makes them look like idiots! are there really that
many stupied people in the world?

DJrain

12-02-2010, 08:50 PM

OMG!!!!..Wiser man what a joke! This video is just bad! poor sound, poor lighting,
horrible script not to mention Andys a fucking nut job scammer! were does he find these
people?

ripcord

12-06-2010, 08:13 PM

Andy has now posted Ladd on Xtagged.com telling his version of there
communication between each other, of course Andy is not being truthful on what
his emails were to Ladd, and makes himself look like he's the victim. This is just
more typical scam and lie tactics by the king of "Idiots". Andy has in fact been
emailing and threatening all the investors he has scammed and will not stop. They
have pages and pages of these emails from Andy, and it would take more than 50
pages of this tread to put them all up. Andy basically just makes an ass out himself
here.

Click here to visit my Myspace!
http://www.xtagged.com/uploads/LLLADD[1].jpg http://www.xtagged.com/uploads
/xforD%281%29.jpg
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Click on the photo to enlarge! Comments:

We are uploading video paperwork to Ladd Quayle all of his email threats to members of
Wiser Technology.com Testimony from Steve Klemark and are official statement of the
$10,000 dollars he tried to scam from Buzz/wiser all his emails confirm everything we post
"Under Construction" if you have anything to say about Ladd email us but send it twice
because Ladd spammed all account with Viagra emails you will see them in emails from
Ladd Quayle link coming soon until we are ready google Ladd Quayle to see what a mess
Daryl has done with Ladd's help and much more or we have provided link below to Google.
and we will soon have link to emails below to many to post here and please don't let kids
look at Ladds email a lot of swear words coming from him!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! From: Ladd Quayle Subject: Re: I knew you wouldnt anwser
larryblacklaw! To: "Andres Esquivel" Cc: "Kyle Cluff" , "WorkkHardd@msn.com" ,
"00stevo" , "Alll" Date: Thursday, November 18, 2010, 2:16 PM I don't feel like I need to
play your dumb ass games.. You're a parasite! Last I heard from Steve was, he was just
playing along with your screwed up little mind to gain what he wanted from you. (That
sounds all to familiar) So take your sawed-off stumpy Oompa loompa ass and shut the
fuck up! Ya. I can answer a phone... Can you meet me face to face? Thanks, Ladd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank You Much! Andres Esquivel
Sent with Chimera WiserPhone... !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! --- On
Fri, 11/19/10, Ladd Quayle wrote: From: Ladd Quayle Subject: Re: Stop the threats we...
know you guys now where we live Denver police will contact you soon To: "Andres
Esquivel" Date: Friday, November 19, 2010, 11:21 PM I said you're to big of a pussy to
talk shit in person... ( face to face) you dumb ass!!! Thanks, Ladd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! On Nov 19, 2010, at 4:12 PM,
Andres Esquivel wrote: What threats, why do you want to meet face to face. Sent from
Yahoo! Mail on Android !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! From:
Ladd Quayle ; To: Andres Esquivel ; Cc: lmartinez@denverlegalteam.com ; Subject: Re:
Stop the threats we know you guys now where we live Denver police will contact you soon
Sent: Fri, Nov 19, 2010 10:51:49 PM What threats... I hope they do call I'll play back your
messages to them... Ya dick!!! Thanks, Ladd !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! On Nov 19, 2010, at 3:45 PM, Andres Esquivel wrote: Please
stop emailing the denver police will contact you soon, with kyle saying he know where my
Mom lives and your theats over the internet we feel our lives are in danger. Denver police
will contact you please stop emailing now. Thank You Much! Andres Esquivel Sent with
Chimera WiserPhone... !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! --- On
Fri, 11/19/10, Ladd Quayle wrote: From: Ladd Quayle Subject: Re: I knew you wouldnt
anwser larryblacklaw! To: "Andres Esquivel" Cc: "Kyle Cluff" , "WorkkHardd@msn.com" ,
"00stevo" , "Alll" Date: Friday, November 19, 2010, 10:33 PM Such a tough guy when its
over the phone! See ya soon, I'll bring a highchair for you! Thanks, Ladd Thanks, Ladd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! here is one of the many Viagra
links that Ladd sent Steve the C.I.O of company Beckie the C.E.O of our company and me
of course and many others.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! from
Ladd Quayle to xtagged@gmail.com, hide details Nov 16 http://dbstore.eu/dir.php
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NightLife

12-07-2010, 06:35 AM

Andres is a fucking TOOL!

01-19-2011, 11:16 AM

JoeClub
Guess who's back, back again...
so a friend of mine sent me this email... he's repeatedly told Andy to
stop emailing him and even threatened to go to his ISP about, but
here it is anyway: Andy's Latest Faked Product!

1 Attachment(s)

Pic of Buzz/wiser apple/pear flavor No hangover drink and Karma causes Buzz/wiser
water cause.
4:59 PM (18 hours ago)
Andres Esquivel
to beckiedunnz, xtagme, Steve.klemark, lmartinez, info, mcvaldez, dberriel, xtagged
show details 4:59 PM (18 hours ago)
Buzz/Wiser expo pic! Karma Causes 'clear water cause' & Buzz/wiser Apple/pear No
hangover flavor; expo size not for sale yet only 8.5 oz click here to see.
and we are proud to announce we now have two churches that will help fill or label
buzz/wiser Karma cause water bottles as a Sunday activity to aid in our cause. Amen
Our e-mail list was transfer-ed from www.xtag.co account & www.WiserTechnology.com
account if you do not want to be on our email alert list for www.Karmacause.org please
just asked to be removed. Thank you
WWW.KARMACAUSE.INFO
Andres Esquivel KarmaCause CEO:
Sent with my Xraza-phone.
Denver, Colorado
(end of message)
So let the games begin! Andy's back and apparently just asking for copyright
infringement lawsuits and probably action by the FDA from having church groups fill
water bottles presumably with a hose in their back yard.
By the way, here's the rather amusing picture that came with the email. I'm just
wondering how many people lug around GLASS water bottles these days:

dacumen

02-04-2011, 05:15 PM

Andy's latest video is too hilarious not to share.
It includes:
1. more nonsensical gibberish about "court"
2. a description of Andy's mythical Chimera phone which has now evolved into
a gyroscopic Wii-like device that
3. connects to a high definition pair of 3D glasses that Wiser technology has
supposedly developed and that
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4. allows people to take virtual tours of Solomon's and Herod's temples in
Jerusalem.
5. it also (near the end) includes a description of Andy's latest invention: a
back-pack borne child cover that kids can inflate by attaching to the
valve-stems and deflating the tires of random cars while walking home
from school when they see evidence of an impending hailstorm overhead!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZ9umntuiDw
Notice how excited Andy is that his KarmaCause.info website got "50,000 requests" in
January and that this new King-Christ.com website has generated "64 requests" so far
this month. He is blissfully ignorant of the fact that a single load of his homepage
includes 52 unique server requests, and that a large number of the 'requests' he sees in
his server logs are from search engine spiders and bots.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_analytics
Quote:

A request for a file from the web server. Available only in log analysis. The
number of hits received by a website is frequently cited to assert its
popularity, but this number is extremely misleading and dramatically
over-estimates popularity. A single web-page typically consists of multiple
(often dozens) of discrete files, each of which is counted as a hit as the page is
downloaded, so the number of hits is really an arbitrary number more
reflective of the complexity of individual pages on the website than the
website's actual popularity. The total number of visitors or page views
provides a more realistic and accurate assessment of popularity.
I wouldn't have bothered to post all this, but I couldn't resist the urge to bust Andy's
bubble regarding all these "requests" his websites are getting. Serious web marketing
professionals stopped looking at "hit" reports over a decade ago. This is just another
example of how desperate Andy is to prove he's not a fraud. If he really had anything to
brag about, he would have done his homework first.
http://www.karmacause.info/images/mo...ar3d48_156.png
Finally, here's a photo of Andy's 3D glasses, with no evidence of Photoshop whatsoever!
http://www.king-christ.com/images/al...s2.jpg.jpg.jpg
And here is the product Andy is spoofing, called the MyVu Solo EV:
http://www.ad-lister.co.uk/Shared/Us...solo+-pic3.jpg
http://cgi.ebay.ie/MYVU-SOLO-PLUS-PE...-/190401544600
This guy has really lost his mind...if he ever had one.

Butcher

02-08-2011, 02:57 PM

That video was Lol.........Andy is insane! he can't be helped, I think the drugs have finally
ate away any sense he may have had. Andy is a Con-Man plain and simple, He has no
job and prays on other peoples money and good will, and is surrounded by MORONS!
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02-10-2011, 08:55 AM

Agreed! Andy attracts the dumbest people on Earth. He's pretty much an idiot magnet,
and a very effective one at that! Even when this guy goes to jail, these people will still
be running to his aid. Trust me, I know. I've seen it before with my mother. After I put
her last con-artist boyfriend behind bars, she ran up a $2,000 phone bill taking collect
charges from him claiming that if she bailed him out with her home equity, he'd be able
to close a $250,000 deal with PEPSI and pay her back. The scary part is that she almost
did it!
Shar Jenkins, Alan Brady, Steve Klemark, Rebecca Dunn and whoever else is supporting
Andy out there won't get the hint when he's finally arrested. They'll still be singing his
praises and sending him money when he's in prison.

02-21-2011, 09:30 AM

Butcher

Andy's going to look so stupid when the SEC finally picks him up. He thinks were making
up the investigation, Man hes in for a rude awakening!

KEEP TALKING ANDY!!!:D

dacumen

06-02-2011, 10:11 AM

A friend from BYU just forwarded me a copy of an email that includes a sales pitch for
the Xtagged scam by Steve Klemark back in January of 2010. This pitch is too comical
not to share. it's a perfect example of a mentally incompetent individual pitching a scam
to someone he thinks has money.
Quote:

My name is Steve Klemark and I am one of the primary owners of
Xtagged.com. I wish to meet with you for a number of reasons, because I
believe we have a remarkably unique opportunity with this particular business.
First, Xtagged is tied into BTP (Bluetooth Profiling) in such a way that it
virtually eliminates the possibility of copycats. Also, since Xtagged offers a tool
that enriches and adds to any internet activity, we do not have any
competition; we simply make any interaction online safer and more effective.
Portals on our website become the first effective "photo ID" for the internet.
On top of this, the majority of what Xtagged will initially offer would be 99%
service and 1% product. As time passes, the percentages will shift slightly
toward one another, but we will always provide much more of a service than a
product. This eliminates the need for a huge budget because services do not
need much overhead.
While working on our business plan, I have also realized that this company has
the potential to operate under "perpetual motion". Once one of the plethora of
projects we have planned launches, it will start a domino effect. Initial profits
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from one endeavor will go to launching the next, and so on. Since there are
quite a few individual patents that are only slightly linked to Xtagged, we are
planning to introduce a couple directly before the big launch of Xtagged in
order to fund it. The two biggest ideas we have decided to focus on are
Buzz/Wiser and the inflatable car cover. We are being careful to launch the
right products in the right order for maximum effect and profitability. With
each new project, the net profit possibilities will increase dramatically.
Basically, with very little initial funding, Xtagged will virtually launch and
maintain itself. This allows all projects to fund one another. Once a minimum
amount of funding is available for Xtagged, it will literally explode across the
internet. For example, once eBay is on board, assuming that 50% of their
sellers and buyers see the huge benefit of being Xtagged verified, we gain
somewhere around 15-20 million new users in the US alone. The same
explosion will be seen with Avon, Mary-Kay, eHarmony, Amazon, the real
estate market, and many others. Realize though, the success of Xtagged is
NOT the end game. It is actually the first BIG domino.
What I want to lay out in our meeting next Friday are the long term
possibilities of everything we have working together. When most people
accumulate wealth, they realize the power that automatically comes with that
wealth, then try to use it. This type of power is limited though. Consider Bill
Gates and Ross Perot. For all intents and purposes, Bill Gates has unlimited
wealth. Once you gain that much money and assets, you reach the glass
ceiling of possible power. Is someone with forty billion twice as powerful as
someone with twenty? It is not proportional. Ross Perot proved this when he
tried to run for president with his own funds. No matter how much money he
poured into his campaign, he was not going to get elected. This is because,
consciously or not, people realize when power is a side effect of money. With
this company we are planning, from the beginning, to develop power and
influence separately from money. This is achieved through the eventual
donation ofXtagged.com. Once that is done, BTP will bring in the big money. I
want to meet with you to show you how this company can set off a chain of
events that will result in huge profits and immense power through the
influence and trust that will be accumulated throughout my entire plan. Our
presentation will also show how the eventual launch of Xtagged is inevitable.
With the system of patents we have set up, it cannot fail. However, with you
involved, our launch will happen sooner and withmore initial impact. At the
end of our meeting, I want to present you with two separate questions: do you
want to be involved, and how much do you want to be involved? We would
love to bring you on board because, if nothing else, you already have influence
and power. Your involvement in anyway would help us dramatically. I am
confident that you will see the potential I see in this company.
I hope you have had a good holiday season and I look forward to our meeting.
Steve Klemark
Xtagged.com
SteleX247@yahoo.com
(719) 360-9398
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06-13-2011, 10:19 PM

http://twitter.com/#!/DIEgoogleDIE
apparently he's unfamiliar with the definition of, "slander", as he refers to this comment
in his feed as such:
Quote:

Originally Posted by @psyonixdj
Scam artist @DIEgoogleDIE has decided to follow me. I have no idea why,
given I have no respect for the guy, or his business, "ventures".

dacumen

06-21-2011, 02:14 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyTZJVVDsdc
Here's Andy's new "sex app" video. Pretty funny when you know his history. The sad
thing is, this isn't even the dumbest thing he's pretended to do.
I find Andy's "Die-Google-Die" campaign most hilarious because his main weapon in the
campaign is YouTube.com, which he isn't even smart enough to know IS OWNED BY
GOOGLE!!! As for not knowing the definition of Slander, that's what you get when you
hire an illiterate attorney who specializes in car accidents.

psyonix

06-29-2011, 10:04 AM

LOL! I just signed in to MySpace for the first time this year. I received some messages
from a Ms. Mia Esquivel
Quote:

Originally Posted by Mia Esquivel
@psyonixdj: Scam artist @DIEgoogleDIE has decided to follow me. I have no
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idea why, given I have no respect for the guy, or his business, "ventures".
our attorney info is Leonard Martinez 303.623.3300 If you would have visited
http://www.xtagged.com you would have seen that Xtagged is on its way to
becoming a billion dollar company and if you want to rant lies over twitter. It
will not be hard to sue you. Your rant was saved for court. Have a good day.

I wonder how much they'd intend to gain from suing me? I'm hard-pressed to understand
why a company, "on its way to becoming a billion dollar company" would expend the
effort. I'd think they'd have bigger things to occupy their time.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Mia Esquivel
John look Utah blogger shows his face the lawyers Knew
From:
Karma Cause <karmacause@ymail.com>
View Contact
To:John Steer <xtagme@gmail.com> law firm <info@denverlegalteam.com>;
Albert <legal@wisertechnology.com>;
John look Utah blogger shows his face the lawyers knew they would be dumb
enough! Now we can call him to court and bro he still calls Xtagged a
scam......... This has to be one of Daryls Acumens friends I wounder if he has
herpes also that could be his motive to support Daryl and the reason he still
calls Xtagged a scam to try and bring down www.Xooplay.com to hide his
secret, why else would he say we are scams or he could be dumb enough to
not have looked at www.Xtagged.com. Do you know him bro is he from
Harryo's find out and call Rich at Skybar also? Because if he is I don't want the
Xooplay party at Harryo's. Stacy already sent his message below to all
lawyers... call as soon as possible bro.
His myspace, yeah myspacehttp://www.myspace.com/psyonix
His twitterPaul Randall
@psyonixdjPaul Randall
Scam artist @DIEgoogleDIE has decided to follow me. I have no idea why,
given I have no respect for the guy, or his business, "ventures".
11 Jun via Twitter for Android WWW.KARMACAUSE.INFO Legal 303.623.3300
Andres Esquivel KarmaCause CEO:
Sent with my Xraza-phone
Confidential Information - This email is for use by the intended recipient (s)
and may contain privileged, confidential or copyrighted information.
Unauthorized use, copying or distribution of this e-mail, in whole or in part, is
strictly prohibited. If you should not be an intended recipient of this e-mail,
please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail.
No Contract Formation - This e-mail does not constitute a contract

Yes, it's a raging case of the herps driving me to have opinions on twitter. Buuuuuuuuut,
I am in no way, nor have I ever been, affiliated with Harry O's.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Mia Esquivel
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http://youtu.be/YaHrYv5mwx0
We copied it before you erased it. It was good that you took it down but
unless you call our attorney with a
good reason why you did it. If not see you in court
P.s all of these messages our sent to all our attorneys also.
our email to our attorneys below;
can you believe it, they still slander and they know we record everything
From:
Karma Cause <karmacause@ymail.com>
View Contact
To:lmartinez@denverlegalteam.com; law firm <info@denverlegalteam.com>;
Albert <legal@wisertechnology.com>
Cc:Steve.klemark@denvergov.org
Watch this video this happened today http://youtu.be/YaHrYv5mwx0
Leonard here is that video for court... This happen today not a year ago right,
Right.I dont think it's his fault he is just probably manipulated by daryl and
ryion and I don't think he bothered to look at videos. But we still have to take
him to court! Unless he calls with a good explanation of why he did it but
that's your guys job right:) I did give him you number peace...
WWW.KARMACAUSE.INFO
Andres Esquivel KarmaCause CEO:
Sent with my Xraza-phone
Confidential Information - This email is for use by the intended recipient (s)
and may contain privileged, confidential or copyrighted information.
Unauthorized use, copying or distribution of this e-mail, in whole or in part, is
strictly prohibited. If you should not be an intended recipient of this e-mail,
please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail.
No Contract Formation - This e-mail does not constitute a contract

note: the tweet is still there, I didn't delete it (why would I?), I only blocked the account
because it was shitting up my timeline with all of the RTs and "legal" threats
Quote:

Originally Posted by Mia Esquivel
Johns myspace http://www.myspace.com/xtagme Johns or Cory Colorado
number is 720.885.6229 John is co-owner of Xtagged and Cory is our office
manager in Colorado if you feel like talking anymore bull until court. And tell
daryl Xooplay.com is trying to get a hold of him concerning his STD.

all messages our sent to our attorneys for court.

Hey, uh, Daryl, I guess Xooplay really wants to get to know you better...

dacumen

06-29-2011, 02:09 PM

Wow, Andy's really a mess.
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1. First of all, "Mia Esquivel" is his daughter and she's like FOUR!!! I highly
doubt she logged into MySpace to send you some bullshit retaliatory
message threatening you with a lawsuit. So much for Xtagged protecting
childrens identities when the scam-artist founder is spoofing his own
daughter.
2. Second, Xtagged isn't going to be a billion dollar company...or even a $50
dollar company. Andy redirected Xtagged.com to Bump.com to make it look
like Bump either acquired him or he acquired Bump.com. When I sent an
email to the folks at Bump.com asking if they were in any way affiliated
with Xtagged, had acquired it, or were in any kind of partnership talks with
Andy, the answered categorically NO!!! They've never heard of Xtagged or
Andy and they don't care to. The Xtagged.com is a domain name that isn't
even worth the registration fee.
3. Andy doesn't have an attorney. Leonard Martinez PRETENDED to represent
Andy for 13 hours, but now BY HIS OWN ADMISSION, he's convinced that
Andy is a fraud and will "probably" go to jail. he won't return my attorney's
phone calls because Andy ran out of billable hours and he knows Andy
doesn't have enough scam victims to pay him another retainer.
4. Andy is obsessed with "STDs" because he's a carrier...PERIOD!!! We found
that out months ago. I wondered why for so many years Andy always tried
to tie his inventions to some STD detection scheme and I thought he was
attacking me because my mother in her craziness became convinced that I
had something, but now we know that the REAL reason he's so obsessed is
that he's got it himself.
The funny thing about sociopaths is they always accuse others of things they're doing
themselves. It's fascinating to watch if you have the time and patience for it.
As for court, we all know by now that Andy is completely full of shit. The only way any of
us will see him in court is if we show up for his bail hearing when he gets arrested later
this summer on those fraud charges pending against him. Let's see, four felony counts of
fraud, plus that paternity lawsuit he just got served for, then the harassment charges,
then the assault warrant and he's a flight risk...how much is that bail going to be?
Wouldn't it be a curious piece of news if some billion dollar company decided to sue a Dj
from Utah because he said something mean about them in a twitter post? Seriously, that
would make front page news on CNN.com under the heading "legal departments with
too much time on their hands." If it WERE the sort of thing large companies got upset
over, the first person to be dinged would be Andy for his "Die-Google-Die" Twitter
account.
What a moron!

dacumen

06-29-2011, 04:37 PM

Update: thanks to the efforts of the people on this thread to bring Andy Esquivel to
justice, he was just served with a lawsuit from the State of Utah ORS regarding his
failure to pay child support for his two oldest children. He owes around $14,000, which is
low because since Andy has never held a job, they must assume minimum wage in their
calculations.
Andy's third child was adopted in 2005 when Andy voluntarily gave up parental rights to
the child [http://findarticles.com/p/articles/m...ai_n15852998/]. This third child was
conceived by an under-aged girl Andy had an affair with. The parents wanted to press
charges for statutory rape, but Andy (ever the clever con artist) talked them out of it.
Andy's 4th and 5th children are of course the products of another under-aged girl who
Andy now lives with (Andy is 41, the girl is 22, their oldest daughter is 5...do the math).
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So much for being a good father and christian example to the world. Notice how the
sleaziest wrong-doers on Earth always hide behind religion?

dacumen

06-29-2011, 04:47 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaHrYv5mwx0&amp;feature=youtu.be
Key takeaways from this latest video:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Andy doesn't realize that YouTube is owned by Google
Andy's company is now worth "hundreds of millions of dollars"
Andy now has not one, not two, not three, but FIVE lawyers
In spite of running a company worth "hundreds of millions of dollars," Andy
still has time to post ridiculous videos online with crappy graphics claiming
to sue anybody who posts anything even remotely mean about him on
Twitter.
5. In spite of being worth so much money, Andy is still squealing about
getting sued by the state for less than $14k in back child support.

06-29-2011, 07:16 PM

psyonix

How cute, he made a YouTube video about me. I wonder how come he didn't highlight
the tweet where I told him to choke on a bucket of dicks.
The "deleted" tweet in question? Well, here is is...
As I said, I just blocked the toolbag because I was tired of seeing my name show up in
his RTs on my timeline.

06-30-2011, 08:05 AM

Lil Meat
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Notice how the sleaziest wrong-doers on Earth always hide behind religion?

LOL There are so many levels involved in this comment. Oh, the things that are done in
the name of deities, and the wonderful people bred from repression. Amen.

Opaz

06-30-2011, 12:09 PM

I really wish he would stop messaging me on Twitter.
In turn, I think I reported his messsages as Spam and that blocked him... but then he
adds my personal Twitter.
>.>
I think I blocked those too.
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Please stay off my Twitters!

dacumen

06-30-2011, 02:56 PM

I thought facing felony fraud charges would make him go away, but I guess not.

dacumen

07-25-2011, 05:33 PM

Well folks, this drama is finally drawing to a close. Last week the Davis County
Prosecutor formally charged Andres "Andy" Esquivel with three felony counts
of securities fraud (State Case #111701135)! The first two third degree felony
counts carry a maximum jail sentence of 5 years per count. The third count, a second
degree felony, carries a maximum sentence of 15 years in prison....and that's it!So now
Andy Esquivel is facing criminal fraud charges related to his various scams, particularly
Xtagged.com, and will soon be facing a judge here in Utah to discuss his fate. Thank you
all for reading this thread and have a wonderful Pioneer Day! :)

07-25-2011, 08:13 PM

Butcher
Andy is done!!!!!!!!!!!:D

dacumen

07-25-2011, 11:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Andy is done!!!!!!!!!!!:D

Yea, seriously! Between the three felony fraud counts, the $14k in back child support,
the assault charges, three civil lawsuits, felony harassment charges, and the defamation
lawsuit, he's fucked! Add to all that his previous criminal record with felony weapons
posession, theft, drugs, spousal abuse...WOW!!!

Lil Meat

07-26-2011, 08:34 AM

...sooooo...was he arrested, or are they going to rely on him to show up to court to face
the charges?

dacumen

07-26-2011, 01:15 PM

No, Andy has not yet been arrested, but a $10,000 felony warrant has been issued for
his arrest. If Andy encounters any law enforcement officer in either Utah or Colorado, he
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will be arrested on sight and immediately sent to prison. Frankly, he won't be too hard to
find. He was just served with child support papers last month, his "office" address is
listed prominently on the Wiser Technology website, and he has to show up for court for
the Child Support case or another warrant will be issued for his arrest by Colorado
authorities. Also how hard can it be to find one short Mexican driving around Lakewood
Colorado in a red Mustang convertible with Lamborghini scissor doors and
"XTAGGED.COM + WISER E-CIGARETTES = KARMA" emblazoned in big silver letters all
over it? Seriously, he's about as inconspicuous as Elton John.
Here's a link to Andy's case briefing, which includes case number, judge assigned, and
bail amount: http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/111701135.pdf

dacumen

07-27-2011, 08:02 PM

Andy's court date has been set for August 15th at 1:30pm at the 2nd District Court in
Farmington, Utah.
Prior to that date, he has a meeting with the Utah Department of Securities on August
2nd regarding the administrative action the department has decided to take against him.
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07-29-2011, 09:59 AM

Newest scam??
Hi all I was directed to this thread via google I am a fulltime actor/director/writer and I
received an email this morning that didnt seem right so I started to dig a little and was
referred to this site. It seems like this might be the latest in this guys scams. Any info
you guys could provide would be great would love to warn the others that got this email
if its an issue.
Thanks
Tony Slade
From: Admin Admin <admin@gotxtalent.com>
To: shopgirl189@hotmail.com; lookin2bcast@yahoo.com; depczydo@shu.edu;
dhaverda@yahoo.com; mestifflemire122@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 4:32 AM
Subject: Commercial call back
Dear Talent
We have selected you as a model or cast member in our Wells Fargo banking
commercial,to participated in this publicized nationwide banking commercial hence
please email us your cellphone number to admin@gotxtalent.com to confirm for the
schedule interview?
The daily acting salary is $2000
Regards
David Richardson
Casting director
Phone number 818 8503225
www.mediat.comze.com

dacumen

08-02-2011, 03:02 PM

Andy Esquivel was arrested on fraud charges Thursday. One of his minions made bail. He
is due to appear in court on August 15th at 1:30pm at the Farmington 2nd District Court.
Andy will most likely plead guilty (since he's obviously a fraud) and take whatever
sentence they give him...including the fines which will very likely be more than if he had
just paid his investors back in the first place.
GotXTalent.com doesn't look like it's owned by Andy anymore. Appears to have dropped
on September and these guys picked it up on the drop. Not saying it's not a scam, but it
doesn't look like it's Andy.

dacumen

08-03-2011, 12:04 PM

At Andy's administrative hearing, Steve Klemark, Andy Esquivel and Allen Brady all tried
to talk the Utah Department of Securities out of the fraud charges that were already
filed by the Davis County Prosecutor. They sat in the office of the chief investigator and
spun a web of stories about fantastic imaginary products they're all delusional enough to
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believe would impress the investigation team of a state regulatory agency. Needless to
say, the investigators were not impressed. The fraud charges against Andy are real and
he's really going to have to answer for them on the 15th. Several of Andy's victims will
be at the hearing to see what happens to him. After the verdict is reached, Andy needs
to return to the Utah Department of Securities to face their judgment on top of whatever
fines or jail time the court decides to punish him with.
...folks, it's almost over!

Lil Meat

08-03-2011, 12:49 PM

How does your mother feel about all of this, dacumen? Is she still gung-ho that Andy's
the man and everybody is out to get him, or has any of it actually sunk in?

08-03-2011, 12:51 PM

Lil Meat
Quote:

Originally Posted by lookin2bcast
Hi all I was directed to this thread via google I am a fulltime actor/director
/writer and I received an email this morning that didnt seem right so I started
to dig a little and was referred to this site. It seems like this might be the
latest in this guys scams. Any info you guys could provide would be great
would love to warn the others that got this email if its an issue.
Thanks
Tony Slade
From: Admin Admin <admin@gotxtalent.com>
To: shopgirl189@hotmail.com; lookin2bcast@yahoo.com;
depczydo@shu.edu; dhaverda@yahoo.com; mestifflemire122@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 4:32 AM
Subject: Commercial call back

Dear Talent
We have selected you as a model or cast member in our Wells Fargo banking
commercial,to participated in this publicized nationwide banking commercial
hence please email us your cellphone number to admin@gotxtalent.com to
confirm for the schedule interview?
The daily acting salary is $2000
Regards
David Richardson
Casting director
Phone number 818 8503225
www.mediat.comze.com
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There's been a slew of scams using the Wells Fargo name lately. I was getting
automated calls supposedly from Well Fargo, who was going to put a hold on my debit
card for security reasons. I don't have a Wells Fargo debit card, yet it asked me for my
16-digit card #, and last 4 of my social. :rolleyes: Chances these days are if THEY
contact YOU, it's more than likely a scam.

dacumen

08-03-2011, 05:00 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
How does your mother feel about all of this, dacumen? Is she still gung-ho
that Andy's the man and everybody is out to get him, or has any of it actually
sunk in?

I actually got an email from her last week saying she's finally come to the realization
that Andy is a scam. she said she's been onto him for a while, but from the context of
her email and other information I have it looks like she finally caught on two months ago
when I started publicizing that the Utah Department of Securities had recommended
felony fraud charges against him. She now says she's writing a booklet about her
experience titled "Into the Mind and Soul of a Scam Artist - Featuring Andres Esquivel."
She said she was going to publish her story last weekend, but I haven't seen it yet.
When she does finish writing it, I'll post a link in this thread.
Her realization that Andy is a con-man doesn't change the fact that she needs help, but
it's gratifying to know that she's at least partially snapped out of her fog. I've given up
hope of her completely recovering from her disorder, but it sounds like she's found a job
and is starting to function again.

dacumen

08-04-2011, 08:32 AM

Andy Esquivel was arrested yesterday on the felony harassment charges pending against
him in American Fork Utah for continuing to send threatening emails and make
threatening phone calls to me and to my family. He was released on a $1000 bond.
Here's a link to the mug-shot.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/201107194.pdf
Andy has now been arrested twice in one week for his illegal activities. I wonder if
reality is beginning to sink in?
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/Andy_Esquivel.jpg
http://utah.mugshotlist.com/esquivel-andres/
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08-04-2011, 11:59 AM

Hoooooray!
That is the ugliest most beautiful picture I have ever set eyes on. I must say, the police
department takes awesome pictures! I'm happy to see that this prick is getting what was
coming to him. This was LOOOOOOONG over due.

08-09-2011, 04:49 PM

dacumen

Just got a 47 page document from my mother (with another hundred or so pages of
supporting materials) that details the inner workings of Andy's criminal mind and the
various scams he's been running. It's got internal emails, memos, documents, the works.
Needless to say it doesn't reveal anything we didn't already know, but it does add some
color to the painting. It's long and full of lots of excuses for why she was naive enough
(some would say dumb enough) to continue lying for this asshole after so many red flags
and flashing lights clearly pointing to him being a scam, but I'm not going to post it here
because...whats' the point?
In a nutshell:
Zed/Zeb the private investigator, Gary the Bus Driver, and several other
homeless people Andy posed as were fake (duh)
Yes Andy is a drug addict (shocker)
Yes most of the products Andy claims to have invented were imaginary
(again, duh)
Yes Andy is a pathological liar (big surprise there)
etc., etc., etc....
The only thing that's new is that my mother claims my dad never supported her to the
tune of $1,000 per month, but I've seen the receipts, so that's bunk. She claims that
most of what we've posted here are lies and distortions, but considering her history of
lies and distortions that doesn't hold much water.
Andy's pissed and now claims to be suing my mother (big surprise there). Allen still
thinks he's going to make billions from Xtagged and is still Andy's bitch (another
shocker). Steve Klemark is a druggie (didn't see that coming). Oh, and Andy got the
money for his e-cigarettes from a loan his mother's boyfriend took out at a local bank.
...nice!
In other news Andy says that he's plead "not guilty," which I didn't expect. If that's true,
then there should be a trial in the next two weeks and VIP tickets to the event will be on
sale at WiserTechnology.com. See you all in court!

Opaz

08-09-2011, 04:57 PM

Any liquor at that VIP event? :P

Butcher

08-09-2011, 08:48 PM

Can't wait for court, I will get to testify against Andy in court in the next week! I will get
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to see Andy and the dumbest people on the planet that still follow him. I've been waiting
for this day for a long time.:D

dacumen

08-10-2011, 01:02 PM

Here's an excerpt from my mother's fraud document that answers deals with the
question of whether Xtagged.com was ever sold and to whom.
Quote:

Andy has the tendency to abuse trademarks and to try to destroy those that
choose not to do business with him. Shortly after coming aboard, I sent Andy
an email advising him of my concern of using Buzz and Wiser (Look at
attachment ‘First contact concerning ownership’ ‘People that recognized Andy’s
Scam’). I also sent him another email April 2010 asking if he had permission to
use certain trademarks. This was also during the time when Andy had angered
Dustin who had discovered that Xtagged LLC was not registered and
commented that he might register it himself. Dustin was angry and had every
right to be; I found during the brief period that I knew Dustin, his bark was
much bigger than his bite. (See the file Karmacurrency Scam). In this
document, I had just reviewed Karma Currency that was on the xtagged
website and saw that it was out of Australia. I thought previously that this had
been one of Xtagged’s creations that Steve had brought to the company...
I devoted a great deal of my time to Xtagged and Wiser Technology. It was
only after going back through and reviewing all of the email that I question
whether or not Xtagged was ever sold. Were there ever an offer for Xtagged
and if yes, who made the offer? Are there documents certifying that Andy
received a firm offer from an investor? Is there proof of a sell other than what
I’ve heard from Steve and Andy? Was Ted Haggard ever interested or serious
about the purchase of Xtagged. Did he provide Andy with a retainer as a good
faith offer? Were there conditions associated with the sale?
With each sale that Andy has come up with, each investor has allowed him to
continue to speak on behalf of the company and each investor has tolerated
his blogs. Since I’ve known Andy, he has sold Wiser Technology at least six
times. I always hear, “I know something that you don’t know.” Well, according
to Andy’s own emails, I am a major stakeholder and owner; therefore, I feel
that I deserve the right to know. I think that Xtagged investors have the right
to know.
There are other reasons that I question the sale of Xtagged. Look at the
attachments ‘The sale of Xtagged – Part I’ and ‘The Sale of Xtagged’ Part II. In
‘The Sale of Xtagged – Part I,’ it is Andy that is pretending to be the legal
department announcing the sale of Xtagged. Notice the appearance of the
Xtagged Legal team when Allen Brady’s mom becomes upset with Andy when
he did not show up at a meeting [See Attachment ‘Allen Brady’s Mom and
Attorney Dean’]. Suddenly, the owners decide to part ways with the deal;
however, it is Andy making this announcement pretending to be a person
named Dean. This is very obvious to me now; however, I was oblivious to it
when I first came aboard. Andy told me throughout last year that Steve did
not have any funds. In fact, according to Andy, Steve had to borrow from his
initial $5,000 investment. So, if Steve had to borrow from his initial $5,000,
how could he afford to purchase Xtagged for $500,000? Andy said that Steve’s
father was putting up the funds and perhaps this is true. However, could Andy
sell Xtagged to Steve without the prior permission or notification from a major
stakeholder? I was told by Allen that his mom owned ten percent of the
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company and Allen always complained that he was not kept informed. I don’t
know the answers to these questions; however, I felt that they were worth
asking.

Lil Meat

08-10-2011, 03:51 PM

LOL @ her acting like she was always onto his scam tactics.

dacumen

08-20-2011, 08:53 AM

Here's an email from Allen Brady's mother that illustrates his stupidity is not hereditary!
Quote:

From: Georgia Brady georgiabrady@yahoo.com
Date: Fri, 9 Apr 2010 11:38:20 -0700 (PDT)
To: stelex247@yahoo.com, info@xtagged.com, jwootton@centralutahlaw.com
Subject: 10% ownership of Xtagged
April 9, 2010
To Whom It May Concern:
Last week, Andy set up a meeting with me, our lawyer and Steven K.
McCormic
for yesterday in Sandy, Utah at 11:00 a.m. As usual, he didn't keep his
commitment and is still jerking us around.
What is it going to take to get all of you to understand that Allen and I
have the right as part owners of Xtagged to know who all the new owners
are, the name and contact information of your lawyer so we can send the
proper paper work to him that will show we legally own part of Xtagged? I
know that Andy is blocking our every efforts so you don't find out what a
liar he is. Like it or not, Andy has committed fraud and if you continue
to protect him, you will be part of his fraud game and guilty **
association according to the law.
Now, we can get this information peacefully and professionally or we can
get it the hard way. Your choice. If I don't get this information for my
lawyer within the next 24 hours, Andy and Xtagged plus everyone
associated with him will be turned over to the Federal Division of
Securities for fraudulent activities Monday morning. Andy has done
fraudulent business in 5 or 6 states, making it a Federal offense. Not
only will they get our information for us but Andy will end up in prison
again.
So, do we do this peacefully and professionally or the hard way? Your
choice - 24 Hours!
Please email the information to Georgia. Thank you.
Georgia Brady
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georgiabrady@yahoo.com

wisertech

08-21-2011, 09:42 AM

Daryl Acumens emails say "
Dear jackass, you don't fxxking HAVE a son!!!

[/FONT]

[/FONT]
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08-23-2011, 08:44 AM

Dear moron, the yellow highlights are from the search feature in your web browser. You
should really learn how to use the internet so you don't look quite so stupid when you
create these ridiculous videos.

Good luck in court tomorrow!

Butcher

08-23-2011, 10:39 AM

Andy, you are the one how manipulates people including Becky your own EX-CEO of
Xtagged. Thank God! she finally sees you for who you really are. She has really shed
some light on your Scam's. She was the only one out of you guy's who had a brain, And
you guy's turned your backs on her. But you had to right? because she wanted to do
things in the legal and right way and thats not how you roll. We will see you in court
tomorrow lets see if you can manipulate the judge.

dacumen

08-23-2011, 11:03 AM

Here's Rebecca taking Andy Esquivel to task for being such an illiterate jackass and
pretending to be a private investigator. Note: this email was sent while she was "CEO of
Xtagged."
Quote:
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-----Original Message----From: beckiedunnz
To: utxpatrol ; stelex247
Sent: Thu, May 20, 2010 3:36 pm
Subject: Fwd: My name is Zeb!
Andy and Steve,
Please read the email below that Zeb sent Daryl. If Zeb did indeed send this e
is extremely unprofessional and he sounds like someone psychotic. Where did
being a professional, I've never seen behavior like this. This guy gives me the
what he may think he knows about Daryl's wife, he has no right!!!!!!! I don't h
professional investigators and trust me, this IS NOT NORMAL BEHAVIOR.
Beckie
Quote:
-------- Original Message -------Subject: Re: My name is Zeb!
From: GOTINFO <xtaggedzzed@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, May 20, 2010 11:20 am
To: Daryl Acumen <party@allcosts.com>
Cc: "xtagged@gmail.com" <xtagged@gmail.com>
What, daryl your a B#@ch to your ugly association wife and now you a
b#@ch to napkin nights because your party Utah is shiit are you even a
man or does shirly do it she fits the rolls I can't belive you
finshed your last email with Regional Bitch for napkin nights LOL LOL
LOL you are a
sell out not only to your race. Acumen but to mankind, trust me after
me and your mom talk to them you will be done! ANDY WAS RIGHT YO
A WASTE OF TIME I WILL BCC THIS TO ALL ON XTAGGED GOOD LIFE e
will be sent to rich, mo, fattening fab all Utah club owners
especially our court papers and papers from your Mom thank you for
this last email trust me you won't here from me again until court Mr
DDD or should I say Mr std like your Xgirl says get it X girl there
you go Mr std R, manager of napkin nights here's your headliner come
out where the party is spread the joy std managers here for you! I yet
don't know if you had simple passing std or life long infection but
trust me devil you have gave me a passion now watch me smash you I
going to use everything I have your mom and Andy can do it the court
way they don't even know about this because your mom told Andy to
forword his mail to us dam she saved your life and you don't even know
it watch the carbon copy from xtagged who its addressed to and then
you will know I already knew Seeeeeeee you ZEB
Private Investigator
ZeDster@ www.Xtagged.com (GOTINFO)
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08-23-2011, 12:57 PM

Here's another email from the former CEO of Xtagged and Wiser Technology to Steve
Klemark regarding her realization that Andy Esquivel is a con-man:
Quote:

from: rebecca dunn
to: Steve klemark
date: Fri, Jul 1, 2011 at 11:18 AM
subject: Are you aware of this?
Hi Steve,
I apologize for emailing this to you at work; however, I’ve never been
successful in getting responses from your other email. I think that you are
aware that since last September, I have limited my dealings with Andy. I cut
off relationship again with him I think in October or November when I realized
that he was consuming high levels of marijuana. Each time I cut off any
relationship with him, he finds a way to creep back into my life. I have
maintained a detailed record of all documentation relating to Andy; this was
done for several reasons. I had been scammed previously and did not want to
travel that route again. That’s why when you asked me last spring to come
aboard, I asked if you had seen any sign of drug abuse or any sign of Andy
being a scam. The second reason is that Andy asked me to maintain a record
because he felt that his life would make a good book or movie.
The reason that I suspected Andy of being a scam is because he harnessed
the same traits as the person that scammed me before. For example, he only
uses first names of people; he makes a point of isolating the various players to
ensure they do not speak to each other; and scam artists become extremely
agitated when they feel one is getting close to figuring them out. Steve, it
took me a while to believe that you were real and it was quite obvious to me
in the beginning that the emails that I was copied in on initially were not from
you. Since I had not seen any of your writing, it wasn’t until much later that I
realized that the emails were not written by you. After further investigation, I
realized that many of the items that I had written about and placed in the
document that I created in WIX were not legitimate. The concepts sounded
good; however, I haven’t seen any finished products. I really became
concerned last fall when Andy slowly tried to come back into my life.
I think that it was in November that I decided to throw Andy a carrot and he
took it. I sent him a link about violence that was occurring in Mexico. A few
days later, I was copied in on an email that Andy sent to Leonard stating that
he was in the same town that appeared in the link in Mexico to see how he
could help. Initially, he contacted me stating that he was on vacation in New
Mexico with his mom and her finance. Suddenly, the trip became a dry run for
the new car cover that he had been testing. Then I began getting calls from
Andy stating that the testing was going well, that they had been in hell
storms, they had to tow the Mustang and a bunch of other lies. Suddenly, I
received a photograph of a picture that was supposed to have been taken at a
Wendy’s and it was quite obvious that the photograph was taken in the United
States and the car cover was probably downloaded from the Internet.
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Andy really became annoyed with me for not participating in a meeting with
Leonard, Andy’s Mom and Shar. I had considered calling into the meeting;
initially, I did most of the communicating with Leonard regarding the bloggers.
Leonard warned Andy early on to stop blogging and I explained to Andy
(based on conversation with Leonard) that Leonard would have to defend
Andy’s character in front of a judge and we both urged Andy to stop blogging.
Unfortunately, I could never get this through his head. When I found out that
he had made up Zeb the investigator, the homeless person, and Gary the
busman (that he referred to as Gary Thebus), there was no way I would allow
myself to appear in court unless I was willing to perjure myself.
In reviewing my email over the past few weeks, I thought that I had carefully
gone through all of the messages. I then decided to review all of the
messages in the sent file. In doing so, there were messages sent to an Adam
(I don’t know who this is); a John (I guess this is Daryl’s old boss from
Omniture whom I may have met when I visited Daryl’s office), Mitch Thrower,
and someone from Bump. I never drafted, approved of, nor did I send these
emails. This was my first time seeing these. This is not my writing style nor
would I have ever sent out something so sloppy. In one email, he pretends
that he is asking for my advice and then I answer it in another email. Steve,
this is not me. There was also an email in my ‘Sent’ file that I sent to the
‘Wiserman.’ I did not send this as well. I saw another message from Cory that
Andy had sent. The other thing that was alarming was a message pretending
to be written by Daryl on Scam.com. I know Daryl’s handwriting and this blog
definitely was not written by Daryl; it was obviously written by Andy. I shall
send these to you in separate emails.
Andy has always made a point of telling me that he only keeps you around
because he needs a ‘White Boy.’ I am beginning to see other young men enter
into his camp and I would not want anyone to get involved with Andy. Are you
aware that John’s bother and his friend from Social Fuel are only eighteen
years of age and were still in high school? These are nice young men and so is
Dustin. I hope that you agree that they need to be protected.
As for Andy, I am not concerned about the video and I do hope that he and
John Steer (if John is involved) know that it is illegal to tape someone without
their permission. I can and probably will bring legal charges against Andy with
the FCC as he openly admitted to recording our conversation. I already have
the forms. I also have an email where he illegally recorded the person from
Bump. If he indeed taped the entire conversation of the two of us, it is
definitely more damaging to him than to me unless he altered them. I am now
getting messages at home from someone pretending to be a collection
agency. The messages don’t mention me by name; however, I know that it is
Andy because it is the same 800 number as Wiser Technology.
If you would like to discuss further, I can be reached at home today and
possibly tomorrow. My number is 252-XXX-XXXX.
Regards,
Beckie
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ripcord

08-24-2011, 07:44 AM

I knew this guy was on DRUGS!

dacumen

09-01-2011, 01:58 PM

Here's the funny thing: Andy keeps babbling about these posts I supposedly removed or
modified in this thread. The fact is EVERY SINGLE THING ANDY ESQUIVEL HAS EVER
POSTED HERE IS STILL HERE AND IN TACT!!! I consciously never moderated his posts
and posted his emails to me here INTACT because I want people to see what a lunatic
he is! Anyway, it's all moot now because he goes on trial for fraud in two weeks. If I was
Andy, I'd be more focused on my legal defense and less focused on this thread.

Lil Meat

09-01-2011, 03:54 PM

It's pretty funny that he's so concerned about this thread, as if it has a LOT to do with
his trial, and disproving it would get him out of trouble. This thread is nothing more than
regurgitation, and w/o the thread's existence, he'd still be up shit creek.

dacumen

09-03-2011, 01:08 PM

Here's an illustration of how desperate Andy has become. In the video below, Andy
claims that his imaginary documentary film crew caught Opaz and I manipulating the the
post he made above. For seven minutes Andy flips between YouTube videos and this
website trying to convince himself that there's a conspiracy to manipulate the above
post. He also claims that Ryion, Ripcord, and Lil Meat are really ME posting under
assumed identities. Once again; why is Andy so obsessed with a message board thread
when he's facing felony fraud charges in 18 days?
Fact: Andy Esquivel is a criminal and a con-artist who defrauded Utah investors out of
thousands of dollars and this website helped expose him and bring him to
justice...anything else is just intrigue!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ed7kfdJFULw&amp;feature=channel_ vide o_title

JoeClub

09-04-2011, 01:52 PM

This discussion has helped expose and warn Utahns about a con man! Thanks to
PartyUtah for keeping it going!

Lil Meat

09-06-2011, 10:33 AM

I knew I was black!!! I just needed a con-artists to make me realize it!
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09-11-2011, 10:07 PM

Thank you for keeping this discussion going. I have witnessed first hand that this
information has helped many individuals to avoid Andy and his continuous scams.

Lil Meat

09-12-2011, 08:21 AM

Based on the "products" Andy has been using to propagate his scams, it's actually kind
of sad that something like this board discussion is helpful for people. I mean, it's great if
it has helped people avoid getting involved with Andy, but...his scams are so ridiculous,
why wasn't common sense enough? :noidea:

dacumen

09-12-2011, 11:23 AM

I think because Andy's earlier scams seemed plausible. The license plate dating website
was a stupid idea, but at least it was plausible. Andy claimed he had a patent, which
nobody had time to research, and he claimed his company was legitimate, which again
nobody bothered to check. His lies were so bold that normal people, who are not
accustomed to meeting sociopaths on the street, assumed that he had to be telling the
truth.
It's only after this thread called Andy out on so many of his lies that he became
desperate and started resorting to bolder and less plausible stories to save face. The car
cover was I think the peak of Andy's lunacy. The only people supporting him now are
those who are too strung out on drugs or otherwise mentally incapacitated to tell reality
from fiction.

dacumen

10-04-2011, 12:48 PM

Update: Andy missed his 9/21 court date and a no-bail bench warrant was issued for his
arrest. He subsequently turned himself in to authorities and a hearing was scheduled for
9/30 at which time Andy announced that he will be representing himself (he obviously
believes he can do a better job than the public defender, his "five corporate attorneys",
or Leonard Martinez). A preliminary hearing has been scheduled for 10/26/2011 in
Farmington at 2:30pm.

Butcher

10-05-2011, 08:40 AM

Andy's new videos are halarious!!! Once again Andy pretends to be someone else
messaging everyone like he did with Becky, Steve, Me, Zed, and now his mother. Andy's
using his moms name now because he doesn't want to get in more hot water than he's
already in. He claims just because he posts his moms number that that proves it's
her.....Andy really?....We know your games. Yes it's your moms number, but your the
one messaging kyle.....Were not brain dead like the ones that are following you. We will
be at court IDIOT!
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10-05-2011, 11:56 AM

The fact is, Andy Esquivel is an IQ test; the longer it takes someone to figure out he's a
fraud, the lower their score. It took my mother years to figure it out...it took Ryion
months...it took me a couple of weeks...Certain BYU business professors figured it out in
only a few minutes...Shar Jenkins, Steve Klemark, Allen Brady and the rest still think his
alcoholic energy drink, radioactive fingernail polish activated slate, bluetooth enabled
cigarettes, inflatable anti-spy car cover, 3D HD sunglasses and musical bicycle helmet
are real. Do the math!

Butcher

10-06-2011, 07:51 AM

Andy's added a new guy to the mix, Ron the documentary guy. Andy has him convinced
that this documentary is the next big thing and that everyone will want to see it.......Well
I guess he's in for a rude awaking....Andy seams to think the whole world is watching,
truth is no one is. Andy's nothing more than a fast talking con-man that attracts the
dumbest people on the planet!

dacumen

10-06-2011, 05:51 PM

You know you've seen everything when a pathological liar who has 5 kids by three
different women (two of whom were under the age of 18 when he got them pregnant
and one of whom was under 16), owes $18,000 in back child support for two of his kids
and gave a third up for adoption because he was too strung out to care for him, has a
criminal record spanning two decades that includes domestic violence, weapons charges,
burglary and soon felony securities fraud, and who has invented more imaginary
products than 'Acme' from Looney Tunes begins calling himself "Digital Gandhi!"
Ryion, you better take a lawyer with you on the 26th. Andy says he's going to tell the
judge to arrest you on the spot for fraud.

Lil Meat

10-07-2011, 08:40 AM

Hahaha He thinks he can tell the judge what to do, that he can show up to court, make
a claim without any evidence, and have a person arrested. hahahaha
I wonder if he's had a mental disability his entire life, or if he developed one after doing
drugs for too long. Maybe the second exacerbated the first? He obviously needs mental
help and/or medication, but he'd probably fight it to the death. Honestly, he sounds less
like a scheming pathological liar and more like a schizophrenic, or is at least bi-polar.

dacumen

10-07-2011, 09:47 AM

Meat, I think you're right. There has to be some schizophrenia here and it must be
contributing to Andy's God complex. Just look at this email my mother sent from Andy:
Quote:
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From: Andres Esquivel <karmacause@ymail.com>
To: xtagged <XTAGGED@gmail.com>; beckiedunnz <beckiedunnz@aol.com>;
info <info@wisertechnology.com>
Cc: lmartinez <lmartinez@denverlegalteam.com>; info
<info@denverlegalteam.com>
Sent: Wed, Jan 19, 2011 4:25 pm
Subject: To all Church volunteers and father Salvador (Bcc:) I do forgive them.
God knows! That is why he has blessed me with so many ideas like the new
wiser dream act for Xraza. Amen
God is calling on all Churches to help our water cause and yes Karma Cause
faith has Concord over evil, now a Judge must punish; to place evil on a path
of GOOD. Amen
My path is strictly on the Future of Karmacause.com that will 100% become
.org that is why court is needed to clear up all their lies. And I will no more
answer questions on how I feel about these men I have forgiven the pass now
my mind is set on the Future and when court comes then and only then you’re
other questions will be answered. God Bless You All
(This is approved to be sent to anyone that asked the same questions as
Father Salvador or news media because I am all eyes on Karma Cause so If a
church does not have faith in us because of the blogs then let them
respectfully wait for court.
No one can cheat Karma cause no one God has seen to that and we already
have two Churches 'Thank you Beckie for yesterday' One is enough for Gods
work so this is a time to celebrate not dwell on the pass leave that for court.
Amen)
and this one:
Quote:

KarmaCause forever and no-one can skim cheat ever even when i die nonoe
can cheat it not even my Great great great etc grand-kids i am so happy today
AMEN.
Andy seriously thinks he can't loose because even if he goes to jail, he'll just be hailed as
a martyr. Anyway, there's definitely some bi-polar disorder mixed in there because he
ranges from wild-eyed frantic crazy to almost suicidally depressed. Here's an example of
Andy having a nervous breakdown and passing out during one of his depressed states
(again, sent from my mother).
Quote:

Subject: Andy went to hospital in ambulance 7:30am I did not know how
to text this so I had to email it from this phone. Sindy
From: Andres Esquivel <utxpatrol@ymail.com>
Date: Sat, December 25, 2010 4:34 pm
To: "Rdunn@wiserecigarette.com" <Rdunn@wiserecigarette.com>,
"utxpatrol@ymail.com" <utxpatrol@ymail.com>, Steve K
<stelex247@yahoo.com>, shar <tgeorgius@gmail.com>,
"xtagme@gmail.com"
<xtagme@gmail.com>, Alll <allengbrady@gmail.com>, jeff parker
<j_park32@yahoo.com>, Daris <Garndari@gmail.com>,
"lmartinez@denverlegalteam.com" <lmartinez@denverlegalteam.com>
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Your son went to the hospital in ambulance he passed out at 7:30am when he
went down he hit hard. He now is home and doctor said after what I told him
about the job and daryl and news and court and what them racist from Utah
send all the time. You said why don't he just ignore them? HOW can he, we
went to Christmas party last night someone brought up the blogs at the party
this happens every time he has meetings you just don't know and in the last
week if you go look at www.karmacause.info then you will understand what a
workload he has had and the war he had with the bloggers went on for two
days straight but now he has video of all of them not wanting to reveal the
real names on video and trust me it is because daryl is acting as most of the
fake screen names he is I watched them! Just so he can defend the cause but
let me tell you karmacause is for all of us in this world not only for him. And
you his father do not help when you never call or support this cause look at
www.karmacause.info dam it I am very upset with you I wish you would open
your eyes and see how special this all is and how amazing would it be if you
finally see it on Christmas day look open your eyes this cause is all of ours and
your son does not care about money he DON'T he cares about all of us....... I
did not have time to text all this just copied and paste what his mama text
Andy's Dad. Sindy
...at least we know we're having an impact. :)

Butcher

10-10-2011, 08:14 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
You know you've seen everything when a pathological liar who has 5 kids by
three different women (two of whom were under the age of 18 when he got
them pregnant and one of whom was under 16), owes $18,000 in back child
support for two of his kids and gave a third up for adoption because he was
too strung out to care for him, has a criminal record spanning two decades
that includes domestic violence, weapons charges, burglary and soon felony
securities fraud, and who has invented more imaginary products than 'Acme'
from Looney Tunes begins calling himself "Digital Gandhi!"
Ryion, you better take a lawyer with you on the 26th. Andy says he's going to
tell the judge to arrest you on the spot for fraud.

Your right Dacumen!....I do need to take a lawyer with me, I forgot how much power
Andy has over the legal system and after all Steve's dad was in law enforcement and
works for the Denver police department. So I'm really fucked! Maybe I should stay
home?

dacumen

10-10-2011, 10:19 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
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Your right Dacumen!....I do need to take a lawyer with me, I forgot how much
power Andy has over the legal system and after all Steve's dad was in law
enforcement and works for the Denver police department. So I'm really
fucked! Maybe I should stay home?

Dude, man up! You can't run from the law forever so you might as well go to court and
see what the Judge smacks you with. After all, we beat the federal court case in Denver,
didn't we? Remember what a hassle that was with the Sheriff coming to our doors every
other day trying to arrest us? All it takes is courage and a little faith in the legal system
and we'll all come out of this with out shorts intact.
After all, what's the most the Judge can give you for telling the truth about Andy, three
years?

Butcher

10-12-2011, 07:54 AM

I can't risk going to jail! I'm going on the run. I just bought one of Andy's car covers that
turns into a shelter and I'm headed to the desert. I figure the car cover will keep me safe
from the law and dangerous hail storms. I will keep in touch with you using radio
reactive nail polish and an Andy's ipad touch I also purchased.
Only Karma can help me now!

dacumen

10-15-2011, 11:34 AM

Latest: It turns out that Andy's "documentary film-maker" Ron Kelsay is really a tattoo
parlor owner from Dacono Colorado. His shops is called "Underground Ink." I wonder
what Andy promised him in exchange for his agreement to pretend to be a legitimate
film-maker? I wonder if Andy is reimbursing him for the cost of the HD camera rental?
http://www.checkoutmyink.com/members...hop?1302284504

undergroundpro

10-16-2011, 04:36 PM

Hey Dacuman, First off thanks for posting my link. I am a tattoo artist among other
things. I also produce and promote a local rap group. Have worked on another
documentary which was nice and sparked my life in a new direction. I originally intended
to be a film maker but having a family kind of necessitates one to put there dreams on
hold. Luckily now my children are grown. As far as being lagid, I am legitimately making
this documentary. And would love to interview you in person? I hope Ryion's invitation is
still open? Would love to get your take on this whole situation as well. People like to
hear all sides. I'm taking a non bios approach to this film. Please e mail me at
undergroundpro@wisertechnology.info or You can get my number from Ryion. Hope to
hear from you soon.
---------- Post added at 03:36 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:12 PM ----------

Sorry my email is ronundergroundpro@wisertechnology.info
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10-17-2011, 07:55 AM

Dacumen, there's no way he could edit the interview to make it sound like anything
other than what you actually provide him. I mean, just b/c he is working with Andy
doesn't mean you should be wary of him, right?

ripcord

10-18-2011, 07:39 PM

Ron, Your really making a documentary of this shit?.........And you want to be taken
seriously!......stick to tattoos.

undergroundpro

10-18-2011, 10:47 PM

I explained to Ryion the basic format of the the documentary, There is a lot more to this
story then meets the eye. With the current state of the economy and unethical business
practices that put us,"society", "The people of the land of the free", "The peasants", as
deemed by the manipulators. The timing couldn't be better. This story is just a prequel
of much more to come. So yes I am really making this documentary. People can take it
any way they want. I'm not looking for acceptance or fame or even money. I'm looking
to expose and reform. I do this for me, for everyone who sits idly by seeing the blatant
atrocities committed against society in the name of capitalism and the bottom line.
People matter, not money. That’s my motivation. Not expecting complete results from
just this one documentary but This will be the first. If the people only knew to what
extent they were being used in the pursuit of there piece of the pie? Or how much there
being sold out for another persons agenda in that same pursuit? This is what I'm
attempting to expose. If during my investigation towards this goal, I am proven wrong,
then at least I learned from it. So Guys, I'm not attempting to attack or slander anyone.
I'm searching for truth. If in that search I discover lies and manipulation for self gain, I
will expose it. Everyone has a right to speak and tell there side. I extend that
opportunity to anyone involved. Talk to me people? I have a stock pile of information
from one side, Now I need the other. Ryion so far is the most cooperative in that sense
and I thank him for that.

Butcher

10-19-2011, 08:07 AM

Andy is full of lies and manipulation and needs to be exposed, It's been our mission to
make sure Andy can't scam anymore people out of there money and time. Andy uses
people to get what he wants. We are not making any money off exposing Andy, We are
doing our duty to warn people of his unethical business practices. When I started finding
out Andy was lying about everything I tried to convince Kyle he was a scam, and he
wouldn't believe me he had too find out for himself months later, than Becky had too
find out the hard way and she was Andy's #1 and now she says she writing a book on
Andy the con-man and sent us a ton of evidance on Andy that gives us a slam dunk case
against Andy. You will find the truth for yourself, your in the belly of the beast it won't be
too long before you will see for yourself. You don't need our help. read the tread from
the frist it Say's it all. Anyone with half a brain can figure it out.

Lil Meat

10-19-2011, 08:09 AM
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Hooooooold on a god damn minute. You're attempting to expose manipulation in the
system and atrocities of capitalism by telling Andy's story? :lmao: AAHHHAHAHAHAHA
People matter, not money?! AHHHHHHAHAHAHAHA
"What kind of world are we living in when a con-artist, who takes thousands of dollars
from unsuspecting people to fund fake products is taken off the streets and put in jail?!
Major corporations are keeping "entrepreneurs" like this down!! The money he conned
out of these people isn't what matters, it's the people that matter."
Oh good lord, just when you thought this entire situation couldn't become MORE
ridiculous in the "mentally retarded" category...

dacumen

10-19-2011, 10:52 AM

Quote:

I explained to Ryion the basic format of the the documentary, There is a lot
more to this story then meets the eye. With the current state of the economy
and unethical business practices that put us,"society", "The people of the land
of the free", "The peasants", as deemed by the manipulators. The timing
couldn't be better. This story is just a prequel of much more to come. So yes I
am really making this documentary. People can take it any way they want. I'm
not looking for acceptance or fame or even money. I'm looking to expose and
reform. I do this for me, for everyone who sits idly by seeing the blatant
atrocities committed against society in the name of capitalism and the bottom
line. People matter, not money. That’s my motivation. Not expecting complete
results from just this one documentary but This will be the first. If the people
only knew to what extent they were being used in the pursuit of there piece of
the pie? Or how much there being sold out for another persons agenda in that
same pursuit? This is what I'm attempting to expose. If during my
investigation towards this goal, I am proven wrong, then at least I learned
from it. So Guys, I'm not attempting to attack or slander anyone. I'm searching
for truth. If in that search I discover lies and manipulation for self gain, I will
expose it. Everyone has a right to speak and tell there side. I extend that
opportunity to anyone involved. Talk to me people? I have a stock pile of
information from one side, Now I need the other. Ryion so far is the most
cooperative in that sense and I thank him for that.
Ron, that's the most retarded thing I've ever seen a sane person post on these pages.
What makes it worse is that you're actually serious! You have a "mountain of
information from one side?" Have you even READ this thread? What do you think we
have posted here, baking recipes? The facts are simple:
1. Andy Esquivel sold stock in a Utah corporation called "Xtagged Inc."
2. Xtagged Inc. was never registered with the Utah Secretary of State, so it never
legally existed!
3. Selling stock in a company that doesn't legally exist is a FELONY!!!
4. Andy has been charged with securities fraud and is about to face trial...end of story!
You say you're looking at how companies manipulate ordinary people in the name of
money, so you're doing a story about a pathological lying con artist with a criminal
record and a well documented drug habit who is about to be indicted for securities fraud
because he stole thousands of dollars from a group of personal trainers in Utah and
you're presenting your story from the criminal's viewpoint to make your case? Are you
really that stupid or are you just faking it to get our attention?
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Here, let me help you out since you're obviously not smart enough to do this on your
own. Why don't you go to the Utah Secretary of State Website and do a business entity
search on "Xtagged Inc.", the company name listed on the stock sale documents Andy
Esquivel signed and used to steal thousands of dollars from Kyle Cluff, Ryan Butcher and
Chris Engelbreght. If you were a legitimate documentary film-maker, that's the first thing
you would have done. Here, I'll even give you the link:
https://secure.utah.gov/bes/action
If you find "Xtagged Inc." listed on this website with a registration date prior to the date
of the documents which Andy signed when he received money for stock from Ryan, Kyle
and Chris, then your documentary may have some merit. If you don't, then you're an
idiot and you need to stick to tattoos.
We've posted case numbers, dates, documents, quotes form former Wiser Technology
insiders and supposed partners, photos and videos of fake products, background check
results, copies of criminal proceedings, etc. and everything we've posted has checked
out. My attorney, who's contact information you have, has even MORE information about
Andy Esquivel that we decided NOT to post here because he felt it was too actionable.
Andy is facing criminal charges FOR A REASON!!! Just because you're not intelligent
enough to figure out what that reason is doesn't mean the reason isn't valid.
If you want my advice, stick to tattoos! If you ever did produce a documentary about this
guy, someone with a lot more common sense would likely produce another, shorter
version calling you out for being naive and easily manipulated. Remember Geraldo
Rivera and Jimmy Hoffa's safe? DON'T BE THAT GUY!!!

ripcord

10-19-2011, 06:24 PM

Seriously, where does Andy find these people? Ron, Andy loves people like you, Where
the truth is right in front of your face and you choose to ignore it.

10-20-2011, 09:48 AM

DJrain
Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
I explained to Ryion the basic format of the the documentary, There is a lot
more to this story then meets the eye. With the current state of the economy
and unethical business practices that put us,"society", "The people of the land
of the free", "The peasants", as deemed by the manipulators. The timing
couldn't be better. This story is just a prequel of much more to come. So yes I
am really making this documentary. People can take it any way they want. I'm
not looking for acceptance or fame or even money. I'm looking to expose and
reform. I do this for me, for everyone who sits idly by seeing the blatant
atrocities committed against society in the name of capitalism and the bottom
line. People matter, not money. That’s my motivation. Not expecting complete
results from just this one documentary but This will be the first. If the people
only knew to what extent they were being used in the pursuit of there piece of
the pie? Or how much there being sold out for another persons agenda in that
same pursuit? This is what I'm attempting to expose. If during my
investigation towards this goal, I am proven wrong, then at least I learned
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from it. So Guys, I'm not attempting to attack or slander anyone. I'm searching
for truth. If in that search I discover lies and manipulation for self gain, I will
expose it. Everyone has a right to speak and tell there side. I extend that
opportunity to anyone involved. Talk to me people? I have a stock pile of
information from one side, Now I need the other. Ryion so far is the most
cooperative in that sense and I thank him for that.

LMFAO!!!!!!!!!!!!!:D Way too help a Con-artist rip people off!

undergroundpro

10-20-2011, 08:11 PM

:) Thank you all. Got what I needed. Offer still stands. You have my contact info.

Butcher

10-20-2011, 08:24 PM

So, Andy said all sorts of media is following this play by play and that this is the next big
sory of the year. So I guess when we go to court on the 26th theres going to be all sorts
of news media there ready to get the story, We may need an escourt to get through
them all so were not late! Ron are you ready to be on the news? I'm sure Fox 13 will be
there...Right.... Andy!
---------- Post added at 08:24 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:18 PM ----------

Ron did you read the thread? Let us know when Andy turns on you and you want to get
your story out on how you were scammed!

undergroundpro

10-20-2011, 09:08 PM

I would like to talk In person, Most of the parties involved seem to prefer this forum. The
legal information I have already reviewed. I thank you for the direction regardless. So If
you would like to answer here, I will settle for that much.
First. I understand the motivation behind the partners from Utah in this campaign. I
would like to know what Daryl's role and motivation is? From what I understand, he was
not a partner? He lost nothing? I know his mother was working with xtag. Yet he seems
to be the driving force behind this. Could someone clarify that? Would appreciate it.
The legal side of this story will be answered through the courts decision. I'm
concentrating on the accusations and statements made by both sides, I wish to establish
the character of each person. Give the viewer a chance to see there life and what type of
hardships may have occurred, if any? I would appreciate any input. I do not wish to
participate in a dissing contest. If that’s all this forum is about I will just have to go with
the information at hand. My attempts were to give both sides an equal chance to
explain. If you choose to decline I can accept that.
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10-20-2011, 11:57 PM

Ron, my motivation is to expose a con-man! I thought that would be obvious, but clearly
I over-estimated your intelligence.
By the way, how did that Utah Secretary of State search work out for you?

Lil Meat

10-21-2011, 09:00 AM

You need motivation other than wanting to get a con-man off the streets to protect any
future idiots from losing money?
Daryl, what happened in your past that made you hate con-men so bad? Why? WHY
would you put forth so much effort?! There has to be a reason other than doing
something for the good of society.

undergroundpro

10-22-2011, 02:17 AM

I was informed that Steve and Allen offered to pay Ryion, Kyle and Chris for there initial
buy in plus interest, when Steve bought out Andy. What reason was the offer not
accepted? One of these gentlemen wrote an email requesting 90k to be bought out?
What is the premise for such a return if xtagged was just a scam from the beginning?
Was this request an attempt at extortion or blackmail? Was there not an offer from Mitch
to buy xtag just months into it's inception while all partners were taking active roles in
the promoting, marketing, and networking etc. the companies product to the community,
potential buyers, partners, associates, media and local businesses? Did this offer being
turned down anger Ryion, Kyle and Chris because they wanted a quick return? Is this not
the true reason behind this campaign? At least for Ryion, Kyle and Chris. Hard to buy the
good Samaritan theory that Daryl explained based on his immature responses to
someone who just wants to know the truth. Regardless I'll accept it. It's obvious I'm
wasting my time here. I'll just wait to see if this goes any farther in court and use the
information at hand. This Is what I've been informed of and have seen evidence to its
validity. If I have been misinformed by all means get in touch with me and show me the
evidence. By evidence I don't mean what Daryl posted! I mean documents refuting the
things I just mentioned. Other then photo shopped mug shots. One thing this retarded
documentary maker has that everyone who reads this blog doesn't is access to evidence.
Signed documents by all members involved and yeah a “ mountain of information from
one side”. Have a nice night. I'll base the documentary on facts. Not blogs

Butcher

10-23-2011, 10:53 AM

Ron, All I every wanted was my money back! I'm not even asking for the 12% interest
Andy said I would get on top of that. And there has been no attempts to pay us back.
Steve is a coward and would never talk to us cause hes in on the scam. In fact I have an
email from Andy saying I would never see a penny of my money, even before I started
bloging. As for Kyle, Andy had him convinced he sold Xtagged for 2.5 million and he told
kyle he would get 90k, he has paper work and emails of this that will come out in court.
Yes, Kyle sould have known better than to believe Andy, But thats why he asked for the
90k but now that he knows Andy lied about the sell of Xtagged for millions he just wants
his money back. Ron you really think the mug shot of Andy is photo shopped you can
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look it up yourself.....Ohh...you don't research things......you just believe what ever Andy
tells you. And thats why we will never meet with you! Cause no matter what evidence or
paper work we give you, all Andy has to say is it's all a lie and you will believe him. Talk
to us when he turns on you. Do Your Research!!!!

dacumen

10-23-2011, 01:46 PM

http://utah.mugshotlist.com/esquivel-andres/
...did I "Photoshop" this website too?
Geeeeez what a gullible retard. Where does Andy find these people?
Ron, I'm not the one being immature here. Andy is facing three felony counts of
securities fraud, not me. You may not think the evidence posted on these pages is
compelling, but the Utah Department of Securities and the Davis County Prosecutor sure
did.

undergroundpro

10-23-2011, 02:43 PM

The mug shot is real but the information attached was inaccurate. I have made attempts
to get information and hear your side. I was told I would just be attacked in the process
and that’s exactly what happened. Your cause, as noble as it may seem. One would
assume that if exposing a con man is what you intend to accomplish. You would take
advantage of any media source to do so. I've met Steve, He is legitimate. As am I.
Based on the evidence so is Andy. Yet you automatically slammed him and I along with
every other person involved with Andy. Not a good first impression. You will never talk
with me? That’s all you had to say to begin with. Guess you just wanted to get in a few
slams before hand. I get it. Offer still stands if ever you change your mind. See you at
the court house on the 26th.

dacumen

10-23-2011, 07:05 PM

Dude, you're not a "media source," you're a TATTOO ARTIST!!! Drop the delusions of
grandeur and get over yourself. Andy's already been exposed. Charges were filed
months ago. The mug shot was downloaded from Davis County website and I didn't
change a thing. Anyway, your head is so far up Andy's ass you'll still be singing his
praises when he's convicted...sort of like the Manson family.

undergroundpro

10-23-2011, 07:37 PM

By the way, It was Capones vault, Not Hoffa's. But Then you've never been concerned
with accuracy. Have a nice night.

dacumen

10-23-2011, 08:45 PM
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The results are the same: Rivera's career was ruined and you're going to look like an
idiot on Wednesday when Andy Esquivel is indicted for fraud. Given the seriousness of
the outcomes, the details don't matter much do they inky?

ripcord

10-23-2011, 10:23 PM

Your right Dacumen, Ron will stick with Andy even when he's found guilty. He is as big of
an idiot as the rest of them, no amount of truth will bring him too his senses. He's a lost
soul!

Butcher

10-24-2011, 08:01 AM

Dear undergroundamateur, you obviously did not read the thread! or you would have
seen the documents we have posted and would have been able to look up things like
Andy's fake car cover, the wiser energy drink that he claimed was already being sold and
distributed. You should have seen the video of Andy saying Xtagged was already sold for
millions. Sorry to say this but you really suck! at gathering info and research. We even
sent you over most of the stuff Becky sent us and she was screwed over by Andy time
and time again and she just wanted to help, and Andy made it impossible for her to
continue with him. And your going to over look all that.....WOW!.... your not one sided?
---------- Post added at 07:49 AM ---------- Previous post was at 07:31 AM ----------

As for Steve being legit! He lied about trying to pay us back and the sell of
Xtagged......yeah!...he's real legit?...Way to compare yourself to him. We know where
you stand. Good luck trying to protect a con-man.
---------- Post added at 08:01 AM ---------- Previous post was at 07:49 AM ----------

Andy, we have saved all the video's you deleted! even the one that you claim Xtagged
had been sold for million's, that ones going to back to haunt you.:D

dacumen

10-24-2011, 08:44 AM

Yea, Steve Klemark is the low level IT guy at the Denver PD who bought Xtagged for
$24.5 million dollars...no wait, it was $2.5 million...no wait, $500k...no wait, $100k...no
wait, $50k...no wait, $5k and then he took out a loan against his investment! Yea, he's
real legit!
Ryion is right, we have more documentation linked from this thread than a judge would
ever possibly need (including signed documentation incriminating Andy ON PAGE ONE)
and what we have is nothing compared to what Adam Sweet uncovered during his
investigation.
And then of course there's Becky's documentation proving what a psychopathic liar Andy
is and just giving more support to the prosecution's case against him. Ryion sent
Rebecca's indictment over to you weeks ago Ron, but you obviously didn't bother to read
any of that. What was it, 50 pages worth?
Ron is such a total loser! Here he sits claiming that we have no documentation in a
thread that documents everything from Andy pretending to be a private investigator to
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him claiming he's sold a million cases of an alcoholic energy drink endorsed by Mother's
Against Drunk Driving. I haven't even bothered to upload all the videos my attorney
recovered because there's so much there I simply don't have the time to go through it
all.
Only the Occupy Denver people could align themselves with morons this transparent.
Those wackos like anybody with a story, no mater how far fetched. Last week I dropped
in on Occupy SLC and got a pitch from one guy who proposed building a robot army to
replace the United States workforce. Andy should feel right at home.

undergroundpro

10-24-2011, 11:21 AM

Like I said the only difference between myself and the other readers of this blog is the
fact that I have seen evidence to rebuke your accusations. I'm at an advantage. I have
investigated the evidence that you posted and sent. Thank you again. The courts will
sort it out. As far as the sale of xtagged and the notion that to buy out your partnerships
at a profit. You have made it your goal to destroy any profit that Xtag could possibly
bring in. So how could you expect a return? My focus has turned in this investigation.
The key word is motive and who stands to benefit from this campaign. Daryl, good
Samaritan does not match your personality type. You have worked extremely hard to
destroy a company, there is obviously something in it for you. All one needs to ask is
who would benefit the most from this? Your answers so far or lack there of say a lot.
This will be my last response on this forum. I got what I need. Entertain yourselves all
you want. Time will be the factor.

dacumen
Ron, you're a really funny guy. What evidence do you have to refute
the FACT that Xtagged Inc. DID NOT LEGALLY EXIST when Andy sold
shares in the company to Ryion, Kyle and Chris? Do you have some
other registry of legal entities here in Utah that I don't know about?

10-24-2011, 12:16 PM

1 Attachment(s)

I guess Inky wants us to rehash this entire thread because he's too lazy to read it for
himself.
As for my motivations behind this thread, it's quite simple and any normal person would
understand it clearly (also note: I begin this thread with the background and my
motivations). When Andy reached out to me in November of 2009, I smelled a rat! I did
my research and found Ryion's blog online. I called Ryion, heard his story and told him
he was more than welcome to use my website as a platform to warn the world about
Andy. When Andy found out about Ryion's posts on my website, he threatened to sue me
(just like he threatened to sue City Weekly a few months before). I don't like threats and
true to my personality I told him to go away or I would expose him as a fraud. Andy kept
making threats, so I posted this thread. The more shit Andy talked, the longer this
thread got. Eventually we had so much evidence posted here that the Utah Department
of Securities recommended criminal charges against Andy. Davis County complied and
today he faces three felony counts of securities fraud.
As for us ruining Andy's ability to make money, the fact is Andy could never have made a
dime! He uses this message board thread as a scapegoat for the fact that he is
completely incapable of building a legitimate enterprise. In short, we are his convenient
excuse for why he's a complete failure! He hasn't had a job in a decade, lives with his
mom, and can't even pay a measly $13k in back child support. He supposedly sold
Xtagged.com for "millions of dollars" yet can't even pay back three guys a few thousand.
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Even his attorney Leonard Martinez finally gave up on the guy because he was so full of
shit.
Anyway now that you've decided to run back to your boss, I think it's time we had a little
fun!
http://skunkmedia.com/xtagged/can2.jpg
Above is a photograph of the BuzzWiser energy drink. Notice the New Belgium logo in
the upper right corner? yea, that almost got Andy Esquivel SUED!!! Notice how it says
"Alcohol Content 5.4%" in small print at the top of the label? Yea, that pissed off MADD,
who Andy claimed was endorsing his company. We even have a statement dictated by
the regional director of MADD in this thread saying that Andy was completely full of shit.
Recognize the can? it's Monster Energy Drink can with a sticker on it. Obviously Andy is a
fraud.
Attachment 4274

dacumen

10-24-2011, 12:30 PM

Here's a link to Andy's Mariah Carey video. This is when I knew he was a complete
sham. Notice the aluminum foil on the wall to hide the source of the video? Notice that
Andy claims Xtagged was sold. Notice how he claims he's in front of a big screen TV at
an investor's house, but it's clearly a laptop projector in his mother's living room. Notice
Andy is either drunk or stoned or both.
http://skunkmedia.com/mariah.html
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10-24-2011, 05:53 PM

Andy posted this on his Karma website:
Quote:
Daryl blogged in video above "(Note:Andy doesn't have an attorney and
refuses to use the public defender assigned to him)"
Now the truth: Ron J, Yengich did take my case, but his fee is double
what Ryion, Kyle and Chris put into the company! So if we have been
trying to give these men back their money for 18 months just as Shar
Jenkins paid $2,500 back to Logan Laws Sept,14, 2009. Why should we
pay so much when we are innocent. Instead we will wait for 'preliminary
hearing' Oct,26,2011 then all Xtagged, Steve, Allen, Shar, John, Jake and
more witnesses and our evidence will be presented to the Judge if then &
only then this proceeds forward to full trial then Ron J, Yengich will be
retained. (Money has nothing to do with it! That's just Daryl’s
manipulation as usual.
...uh, the public defender was FREE!!! My question remains; why didn't Andy just use the
PD? All he had to do was plead GUILTY (which is exactly what I'm sure the PD
recommended he do) and all this would have been over in a jiffy. Where's Andy's
5-person legal team (you know, the one he bragged about a coupe of videos ago)?
Where's Leonard Martinez? Where's Shar Jenkins' dad's lawyer? Where's Allen Brady's
attorney? Andy is about to go down HARD and he's representing himself?

Butcher

10-24-2011, 07:43 PM

Ron, wait till you see the results of the investigation the SEC has done, Now these are
people that do there homework! prepare to look stupied! They have dug up a lot on
Andy and it will come out in court so take good notes. So Andy's really running with they
tried to pay us back...that's funny!!...We wouldn't be here if that was the case. I just
wanted my 5 grand back. guess that was to much to ask for huh?

Butcher

10-25-2011, 07:23 AM

Yes!!! court is tomorrow, and I hope Andy brings a lot of people with him to watch him
go down. Andy will not be able to manipulate the legal system. The SEC has an air tight
case against Andy. Ron, I'm glad you will be there to witness this.

dacumen

10-25-2011, 08:41 AM

Yes, I wonder what their post-indictment spin is going to be? I'm half expecting Andy to
accuse the Judge of being corrupt. He's already started accusing Adam Sweet of
corruption and racism and he even accused his own public defender of being
manipulated by me. There's only so much you can blame a message board for, but Andy
continues to stretch the bounds of logic to accuse us of everything from his failure to pay
child support to murder. I think reality will come crashing down on him tomorrow
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afternoon when the Judge hands down his ruling. Andy better have kept that high priced
lawyer's card handy, because he's going to need sooner than he thinks.
PS - it's the UDS, not the SEC.

Lil Meat

10-25-2011, 09:14 AM

Well, in all fairness, we DID kill that one guy that one time...

10-25-2011, 07:01 PM

ripcord

What will Andy's brain dead followers do? when Andy goes to jail. Who will tell them
what to do, think, and believe. how will they servive?

10-26-2011, 08:40 AM

dacumen

They will worship the walls of Utah State Prison and hold candle-light vigils in the
parking lot! Andy is the only thing most of them have to live for...it's really sad. Andy s
indictment today would be a wake-up call for normal minions, but these guys are so
clueless they'll just see it as proof of a wider government conspiracy.

10-26-2011, 08:42 PM

dacumen
Predictable outcome of today's hearing:

1. There was no press (duh, because who cares about watching a con-man try
to avoid jail)
2. No, Ryion was not arrested on sight
3. The prosecutor explained to Andy that his ragged little box of evidence was
irrelevant and had nothing to do with the case
4. Rather than embarrass himself with a rambling preliminary hearing in
which 99% of his "evidence" was tossed out and he would be made to look
a fool, Andy elected to waive the preliminary hearing and asked for 30 days
to find himself a lawyer.
5. The case will proceed on November 22nd, by which time if Andy has not
found a lawyer to represent him, then the court will force him to accept a
public defender.
The Prosecutor made public the facts of the case against Andy. The prosecution's case is
air-tight and the facts are not in dispute they include:
1. Xtagged was never registered as a legal entity in Utah and thus never
legally existed.
2. Andy claimed to have patents on technology for Xtagged, but in fact did
not.
3. Andy claimed that the DMV gave him permission to use license plates on
his website, when in fact not only was no such permission granted, but the
Assistant Director of the Utah DMV stated in writing that the department
would NEVER grant such permission!
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4. Andy claimed that Xtagged was going to get bought out by Google for a
"billion dollars" which was a lie.
5. Andy claimed that shares in the company were worth $30k and would be
worth a million within a month, which were both lies.
6. Andy claimed that Xtagged was worth more than Facebook or Myspace,
which was a lie.
7. Andy claimed was never licensed to sell securities in the state of Utah
8. Andy never told his "investors" that he had judgments in the amounts of
$3,075.62, $5,597.60, and $1,537.69 levied against him and lack of
disclosure is a criminal omission of facts.
9. Andy never disclosed that he had a UCC-1 filing against him, which was a
criminal omission of facts.
We also learned today about the origins of Andy's "energy drink" idea. As usual, Andy
stole the idea from somebody else, but lacked the funds (which would have been quite
modest it turns out) to make the product happen.
The more facts come about about the Xtagged scam, the more pathetic this whole story
becomes. Needless to say, Andy is expected to plead GUILTY in the coming weeks in
exchange for leniency in sentencing. At minimum he will be forced by the court to pay
Ryion, Kyle and Chris back. He still faces a maximum of up to 25 years in prison,
although it is unlikely the judge will slap Andy with the maximum jail sentence.
All the investors and I went out for a late lunch after. It was good meeting everybody
face-to-face. The Prosecutor was really cool too as we got to talk to her briefly after the
hearing.
This should all be over by Thanksgiving.

Butcher

10-27-2011, 10:04 AM

Man, Andy I thought you were ready! you said you were in all your YouTube videos.
What happened? Ron, it's a good thing you weren't in there too see your fearless leader
fold like a deck of cards. We were ready to go, we had all our evidance are witnesses we
were really excited to get this over with. We really wanted to see Andy testify, that
would have been a sight to see. Well, we can't wait for the next court date, we will have
more witnesses like Brandon, Chad, Danny, and John.
Ron, truth is Andy knows hes going to loose the longer he drags this out the worst it's
going to be for him. He could just pay us back and it would all be over, he would save
himself a lot of time and money. He could even give you the money Ron! to pays us
back so you can make sure no funny business goes on. I wonder what Andy had to say
to you after court? He said it would all be over and that he was going to have the judge
arrest me on the spot I guess Andy lied again, but I'm sure he had a real good
excuse....Right!....He always does, get used to it! we did. He can only stall for so long,
his day is coming!

dacumen

10-27-2011, 10:57 AM

I think Andy made a smart decision asking the court for more time to find an attorney.
It's sad though because this is the guy who only a few weeks ago was bragging that he
had five lawyers PLUS Leonard Martinez working for him. The truth hurts and I almost
felt sorry for him standing there in front of the court without legal counsel because he
can't afford a lawyer and he's afraid to use the court appointed Public Defender.
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In the end, the result is the same: Andy is going to have to cop a plea to avoid
jail...period! The evidence in the case is too overwhelming and I think he sensed that
yesterday when speaking to the prosecutor. Andy's lucky she was so charitable and
willing to give him a break. A less compassionate attorney would have let him go
forward with the hearing and make a fool of himself in front of the judge and his
followers then slapped him with an indictment before sending him shuffling off to find a
lawyer. Be thankful.

dacumen

10-27-2011, 12:49 PM

Make sure you are sitting down before you read this...when I heard what I'm about to
type here, I fell out of my chair laughing and almost broke my neck!
Ron Kelsay, the tattoo artist posing as a documentary film-maker covering Andy
Esquivel, is an IDIOT!!! Ryion Butcher just talked to the retard and called to give me the
blow-by-blow.
So on Tuesday after the harassment court hearing in American Fork, I was walking to
the elevator with my brother-in-law headed out to lunch. We got on the elevator and on
our way down he asked me why Andy's followers are stupid enough to follow this idiot
all the way from Colorado just to hear him beg for more time to find an attorney to
represent him in court. It didn't make sense to him. I explained...
Quote:

"Well, they're really all just a bunch of delusional kids and Andy has them
convinced that if they just hang out with him long enough that they're all
going to make millions and billions of dollars!"
Right at that moment, the elevator doors opened and Shar Jenkins (complete with dorky
three-piece suit) looked at me and smiled. I smiled back and didn't think anything of it.
Well apparently Shar told Andy and Andy told Ron and all his followers what I said, but
all Shar heard was "millions and billions of dollars." They concluded, and Ron conveyed
this to Ryion, that the real reason I've taken such an interest in exposing Andy's various
scams is because I'm hoping that if Andy goes to jail, I will be able to "steal the
company" from him and go on to make "millions and billions of dollars!"
Dude, HOW STUPID can an idiot get? How do you steal a company that doesn't
legally exist? Why would I want to steal a company that was funded by money stolen
from investors in Utah? What's the point of stealing a company who's entire product line
is imaginary? Where does Andy find these people? I literally fell out of my chair laughing.
Wake up kids...I HAVE a job!

Lil Meat

10-27-2011, 04:20 PM

Thank god they don't know it's ME who is planning on stealing the company once he's
put in jail.

dacumen

10-27-2011, 05:46 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
Thank god they don't know it's ME who is planning on stealing the company
once he's put in jail.

LOL @ Meat!!! I always knew you were involved in some sort of global conspiracy!
Andy's really playing with fire here. I hope he's either really looking for an attorney or is
seriously considering using the Public Defender because the courts here in Utah don't
have a lot of patience for games and he's had two extensions already.
Andy posted online that Ron Yengich is taking his case, which I suspect is Andy's way of
trying to impress his followers. The judge in American Fork was not impressed and
frankly he could claim that Perry Mason was taking his case, but unless the guy shows up
in court it doesn't do a damn bit of good.
We'll see what happens in a couple of weeks. The prosecutor said that if Andy doesn't
appear with counsel, then the court will require him to use a Public Defender.

Butcher

10-27-2011, 08:13 PM

Good! I'm Glad Andy's got an attorney, he's just going to end up spending a lot more
time and money for the same result. Man he really just doesn't get it? If he would just
pay us back this would all just go away. I thought Andy's little clan could help him out on
this...guess not! Well if it ends up going to court Andy will end up having to pay us back
and serving time in jail fine by me. Why doesn't Andy just pay us back? listen up Steve,
Allen, Shar, and Ron. Because Andy wouldn't have anyone to blame for why he's not
making millions of dollars and why all his fake million dollar deals keep falling through.
He tells you guy's if we were out of the way you guy's would be millionaire's, and this
whole time all he had to do was pay us back and we would be out of the way, But he
needs us! other wise in falls on his shoulders and you guy's would find out Andy's full of
shit. Can't you guy's sell enough E-cigs to help him pay us back.

dacumen

10-27-2011, 09:59 PM

Yea, I don't understand Andy. The choice is simple: (a) Pay Ryion, Kyle and Chris back
the roughly $15-$20k he stole from them and walk away or (b) pay an attorney
$15-$20k to negotiate a plea bargain in which he is court ordered to pay Ryion, Kyle
and Chris back the $15-$20k he stole from them and will almost certainly have to pay a
fine and serve jail time on top of it all! Given the choice, any SANE person would have
paid you guys back ages ago.
IF Andy had secured competent legal counsel IN THE FIRST PLACE instead of wasting all
these months pretending that a second rate accident attorney named Leonard Martinez
was representing him, he would have been advised that waiting this long to pay Ryion,
Kyle and Chris back was a HUGE MISTAKE because at this point even if he does pay you
guys back he will STILL be facing criminal charges for fraud! My attorney told me in
passing months ago that if Andy waited until charges were formally filed and a trial date
was set (as happened yesterday) then it would be too late to have the case dismissed
on the grounds that the money was returned.
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In short, because Andy Esquivel pretended to have legal counsel all this time instead of
actually paying someone to advise him, HE IS SCREWED!!!

dacumen

10-27-2011, 11:29 PM

Here's Andy posting his version of the story that made me fall out of my chair laughing
earlier today.
Quote:

Daryl...tells the mystery man that is with him that this is worth millions and
billions of dollars! Daryl is the one that used to blog that Xtagged was the
stupidest idea ever! So why now is he saying its worth millions and billions and
he has nothing to do with it anyway.
They actually posted this on their Karma website. I told you these guys were stupid!
Here I am telling my brother-in-law how brainless these morons were because Andy has
them all convinced that they're going to make "millions and billions of dollars" and
they're so retarded that they actually believe I was saying that their fake businesses
were actually WORTH "millions and billions of dollars." How stupid can people be? No
wonder they keep falling for Andy's shit! I don't think one of them has an IQ above 50.
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cyruss77

10-29-2011, 12:30 AM

Judge I just shit myself; can I have another 30 days figure out how I’m going to place by bed the jail
cell?
First off I have to say that the 26th hearing was awesome!
I just started catching up on all the bull shit that Andy posted prior to the hearing and I
have to say that it was all the more entertaining after seeing the outcome. I must have
missed all the witnesses that testified against us because none of them said a word
when I got there. What I did witness was Andy carrying around a tattered old Amazon
shipping box, which he used as a brief case and he also had an ass-puckering look on his
face as he stood before the judge to waive his rights to the hearing. Andy never once
looked at any one of us, which leads me to believe that he's the biggest pussy who
needs a video camera and the Internet to talk his shit. Andy once asked why Acumen
doesn't reply in videos..........well, let's see......maybe because Daryl can read, write,
spell, and articulate his words so that those who are literate can also communicate.
Andy, on the other hand is so damn stupid he needs a video camera to explain anything.
Sadly Andy, you sound like an idiot no matter which way you choose to communicate.
Concerning the charges.... I don't just want my money back! That ship has sailed. I want
everything back plus interest and I want Andy's ass thrown in jail. THERE he can truly
be the saint he believes that he is and preach to anyone that will listen. Andy’s just
another Jimmy Jones waiting to drink the Kool-Aid!:fail:
On a side note you know what I've noticed? The laws that are in place to protect people
unfortunately seem to protect idiots more and thus stopping natural selection. Andy is to
stupid to survive by himself so he needs his minions and their nipples to survive. He’s a
parasite and if it weren't for his minions and the protecting laws this pathetic piece of
shit would have been unselected a while ago.

dacumen

10-30-2011, 12:16 AM

Ryion has been talking to Ron the tattoo artist and it sounds like these followers of Andy
are even dumber than I thought. According to Ryion, they're all convinced that the global
conspiracy to take over Xtagged (the site is offline by the way) now includes my mother,
Leonard Martinez, and the Public Defender in Davis County.
Apparently Leonard Martinez flew out to Utah to press charges against me and while he
was here I corrupted him and convinced him to help steal Xtagged from Andy.
Meanwhile, my mother put Andy's mother in jail for 45 days for some reason also to help
steal Xtagged from Andy.
Ryion is trying to get more details from Ron, but from the sounds of it he's the kind of
person who believes George Bush planned 9/11 from the White House and men never
landed on the moon.
Quote:
It looks as we have come to a settlement, Xtagged and the men from
Davis Co, (But Daryl said I was already guilty & going to
sentencing?)"I believe that we all were manipulated by Daryl &

Becky" Andy.The SEC Judge told Allen, Steve and I to return to him
once we resolved Davis Co, charges. We will be there Sir, And the
truth about Xtagged! Thank you God! Amen
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On his website, Andy is now bragging that he's reached a settlement with the "men from
Davis Co." Does that mean you guys are getting paid back? If so, that's excellent news!
Make sure the money is in the form of certified funds though.
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10-30-2011, 04:41 PM

Ryion says Andy promised to have certifiedx funds to the Utah investors by the end of
the week. If that's the case, then Andy may not need an attorney after all. :-)

undergroundpro

10-30-2011, 04:59 PM

Daryl you have a talent for twisting words, manipulating opinion, making something out
of nothing. You are relentlessly pursuing this. Ryion asked me to convince Andy to just
get them paid back. There was really nothing to convince. It was his intention for a
while. But he received some bad legal advice. It's obvious that the concern I voiced with
Ryion, that your relentless attacks would never cease was founded. You have a separate
agenda, deny it if you wish. But its obvious. Maybe it's because of him outing your STD?
Maybe your just so immature you can't stand it if someone gets one in on you? Maybe
you just see yourself and your mother as super heroes ridding the world of alleged con
men? Who Knows. One thing for certain, If you constantly have to prove your smarter or
better then someone. Chances are you feel as if your not. So you attack and demean
others. Based on your own self image. That's the only way you can feel better, the only
way you can convince yourself that your worth a shit. The amount of time that you
spend doing what your doing? Someone needs a life. If you want to convince yourself
you do all this for your friends. You have done more harm then good. I don't think you
want this to end? Then you would have to go back to your unfulfilled life that lacks
originality. An ordain existence full of disappointment and a feeling of inferiority. You
know nothing about me. Yet your attacks against me only prove these words. The only
proof will come in time. So make yourself feel better. From what I know it seems like all
you got. I wouldn't want to take that away from you.

dacumen

10-30-2011, 08:28 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Daryl you have a talent for twisting words, manipulating opinion, making
something out of nothing. You are relentlessly pursuing this. Ryion asked me
to convince Andy to just get them paid back. There was really nothing to
convince. It was his intention for a while. But he received some bad legal
advice. It's obvious that the concern I voiced with Ryion, that your relentless
attacks would never cease was founded. You have a separate agenda, deny it
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if you wish. But its obvious. Maybe it's because of him outing your STD? Maybe
your just so immature you can't stand it if someone gets one in on you? Maybe
you just see yourself and your mother as super heroes ridding the world of
alleged con men? Who Knows. One thing for certain, If you constantly have to
prove your smarter or better then someone. Chances are you feel as if your
not. So you attack and demean others. Based on your own self image. That's
the only way you can feel better, the only way you can convince yourself that
your worth a shit. The amount of time that you spend doing what your doing?
Someone needs a life. If you want to convince yourself you do all this for your
friends. You have done more harm then good. I don't think you want this to
end? Then you would have to go back to your unfulfilled life that lacks
originality. An ordain existence full of disappointment and a feeling of
inferiority. You know nothing about me. Yet your attacks against me only
prove these words. The only proof will come in time. So make yourself feel
better. From what I know it seems like all you got. I wouldn't want to take
that away from you.

Welcome back, Inky:
1. I'm not the one facing felony securities fraud charges here, Andy is. I'm
shocked that after all this time you haven't figured that out yet. Andy has a
criminal record that goes back 22 years including burglary, weapons
charges, drugs, domestic violence, and three judgments against him for
fraud. All I have are traffic tickets.
2. If Andy always intended to pay the Utah investors back, then what stopped
him? He never had an attorney, so I don't buy the "bad legal advice"
bullshit.
3. I'm not the one with an STD, Andy is (ask the woman who bore his first
two children or the woman he gave the STD to before having a child with
her that he had to give up for adoption). I let Andy believe the STD lie
because we thought it would help our harassment case against him. Now
that he's facing eminent fraud charges, it's sort of a side-show so I might as
well tell the truth. If you want me to embarrass your boss with more details
about this, I will. Want names?
4. I'm not the tattoo artist pretending to be a documentary film-maker to
fulfill some fantasy of a life I was never able to live, ...you are. I have a
job, and I live very well. Andy hasn't worked in ten years, lives with his
mother, and surrounds himself with gullible pea-brains like you who believe
every word he says.
5. As for Andy being a con-man, the evidence is overwhelming. We've posted
a lot here, but I can post even more if it gets you off. If the facts weren't so
clear, Andy wouldn't be facing fraud charges, would he? If it was so easy to
prove he was legitimate, he would have gone through with defending
himself in the preliminary hearing, wouldn't he?
6. As for the attacks, let me point out that Andy is the one with a harassment
case pending against him, not me. I'm not posting YouTube videos about
Andy, I'm just responding to the bullshit he continues to post on his
websites. Need more evidence? Read this thread.
The fact of the matter Ron is that I don't need to try to appear smarter than you.
Anybody dumb enough to fall for Andy's garbage is either strung out on drugs or suffers
from a mental incapacity that he could get disability for. I've exposed every lie and every
scam Andy has ever tried to promote from the bull-shit energy drink idea he stole from
Ladd Quayle to the ridiculous "car cover" to the absolutely stupid radioactive fingernail
polish activated slate to his bluetooth enabled cigarettes. No intelligent person could
ever take Andy seriously, which means because you take Andy seriously, BY DEFINITION
you're an idiot!
Talk all the shit you want to Ron, but your boss is facing jail time and I'm not. If Andy
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has enough money to pay Ryion, Kyle and Chris back, maybe you should tell him next to
pay that $13k in back child support he owes his ex. How old was she when he got her
pregnant, fifteen? Isn't that statutory rape? I wonder if the statute of limitations has run
out on that one?
I know everything I need to know about you Ron; you're a brainless tattoo artist who
hangs around with scum...what else do I need to know?

ripcord

10-31-2011, 08:11 AM
Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Daryl you have a talent for twisting words, manipulating opinion, making
something out of nothing. You are relentlessly pursuing this. Ryion asked me
to convince Andy to just get them paid back. There was really nothing to
convince. It was his intention for a while. But he received some bad legal
advice. It's obvious that the concern I voiced with Ryion, that your relentless
attacks would never cease was founded. You have a separate agenda, deny it
if you wish. But its obvious. Maybe it's because of him outing your STD? Maybe
your just so immature you can't stand it if someone gets one in on you? Maybe
you just see yourself and your mother as super heroes ridding the world of
alleged con men? Who Knows. One thing for certain, If you constantly have to
prove your smarter or better then someone. Chances are you feel as if your
not. So you attack and demean others. Based on your own self image. That's
the only way you can feel better, the only way you can convince yourself that
your worth a shit. The amount of time that you spend doing what your doing?
Someone needs a life. If you want to convince yourself you do all this for your
friends. You have done more harm then good. I don't think you want this to
end? Then you would have to go back to your unfulfilled life that lacks
originality. An ordain existence full of disappointment and a feeling of
inferiority. You know nothing about me. Yet your attacks against me only
prove these words. The only proof will come in time. So make yourself feel
better. From what I know it seems like all you got. I wouldn't want to take
that away from you.

Ron, you say Daryl "needs a life" and has an "unfulfilled life" and yet your the one
running around with Andy pretending to have a million dollar company and pretending to
be a legit filmmaker, and Daryl's the one thats living an unfulfilled life? Andy has a
criminal recored that seams to be getting bigger every year and your giving him a pass?
You are now the dumbest human being on the planet! Congratulations.

dacumen

10-31-2011, 08:14 AM

I have a challenge for you Inky, name for me a single LEGITIMATE product that Andy
Esquivel has brought to market without resorting to lies and fraud. JUST ONE!!! (...and
prove it)
Before you say Wiser E-cigarettes, let me remind you of the infomercial
starring "Gary The Bus-driver," the fictional character who turned out to be
Andy. Let me also remind you of the bluetooth filters that contacted all
your friends via your cell phone, and the lasers.
Before you say Xtagged.com, let me remind you that Kevin Park, Assistant
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Director of the Utah Division of Motor Vehicles has already verified via
letter to the Davis County Prosecutor that the DMV did not and never would
authorize Andy Esquivel or Xtagged to use license plates on it's website.
So, please list away. Oh, one more note: you can't use me or this message board thread
as the sole excuse for Andy's continued failure to deliver on even a single product or
enterprise throughout his life. You can try, but again no intelligent person would buy that
line of crap (which is probably the reason you do). :rolleyes:

ripcord

10-31-2011, 08:26 AM

I will buy any of the products you can prove.:eyebrows:

10-31-2011, 08:55 AM

dacumen

I find it ABSOLUTELY LAUGHABLE that Andy tries to blame every single failure in his
miserable life on ME!!! Now he says I'm "manipulating the settlement" and that "this
would have been settled 18 months ago" if it hadn't been for me.
I call BULLSHIT!!! The ONLY reason Andy is trying to settle right now is because his
worthless, lazy, pathetic, lying ass is about to get thrown in JAIL and he can't afford a
lawyer to negotiate a plea bargain to keep him out. Andy has finally come to the
(obvious to most of us) conclusion that the ONLY way he can stay out of prison is to pay
back the Utah investors ASAP!!! This has nothing to do with me, it's simply a con-man
trying to save his own pathetic skin. Nice try though folks.

10-31-2011, 08:58 AM

dacumen
Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
I will buy any of the products you can prove.:eyebrows:

How about a case of that alcoholic energy drink? Andy supposedly sold out over a million
cases and then they all got returned because of me. Nevermind the fact that Ladd
Quayle never gave him the formula for the energy drink, or that the cans had another
company's logo on them, or that they never actually existed in the first place. Why don't
you guys ship us a case of that BuzzWiser?
...or better yet, a bottle of that sexy radioactive fingernail polish! LOL!!!

10-31-2011, 11:58 AM

dacumen
Here's a brief history of Andy Esquivel by the numbers. :)

R.C. Willey v. Andres Esquivel, Case # 990400774 - 3rd District Court West
Jordan = $8,673.22
Knight Adjustment Bureau v. Andres Esquivel, Case#990204295 - 3rd
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District Court Salt Lake City = $1,537.69
Utah Department of Recovery Services, Denise Bartlett Child Support Case
#c000203702 = $13,800
1988 Burglary conviction, Utah Department of Corrections Court Record ID
#50318
Domestic Violence in Provo, Utah cCourt Record #162999
Andy gives up paternal rights to his third child: http://findarticles.com
/p/articles/m.../ai_n15852998/
Andy's weapons charges with drugs as an special consideration:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/usa-vs-esquivel.zip
Harassment case in American Fork, Utah: Case#10AF05790
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/201107194.pdf
And of course FRAUD: Case #111701135 = ~$15,000
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/ryion1.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/ryion2.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/ryion3.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/kyle1.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/chris1.pdf

Lil Meat

10-31-2011, 12:33 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Daryl you have a talent for twisting words, manipulating opinion, making
something out of nothing. You are relentlessly pursuing this. Ryion asked me
to convince Andy to just get them paid back. There was really nothing to
convince. It was his intention for a while. But he received some bad legal
advice. It's obvious that the concern I voiced with Ryion, that your relentless
attacks would never cease was founded. You have a separate agenda, deny it
if you wish. But its obvious. Maybe it's because of him outing your STD? Maybe
your just so immature you can't stand it if someone gets one in on you? Maybe
you just see yourself and your mother as super heroes ridding the world of
alleged con men? Who Knows. One thing for certain, If you constantly have to
prove your smarter or better then someone. Chances are you feel as if your
not. So you attack and demean others. Based on your own self image. That's
the only way you can feel better, the only way you can convince yourself that
your worth a shit. The amount of time that you spend doing what your doing?
Someone needs a life. If you want to convince yourself you do all this for your
friends. You have done more harm then good. I don't think you want this to
end? Then you would have to go back to your unfulfilled life that lacks
originality. An ordain existence full of disappointment and a feeling of
inferiority. You know nothing about me. Yet your attacks against me only
prove these words. The only proof will come in time. So make yourself feel
better. From what I know it seems like all you got. I wouldn't want to take
that away from you.

Hahaha
Are you also a psychologist in training? Tattoo-artist/documentary/psychologist
extraordinaire!! The sad thing is that it more than likely hasn't taken much of Daryl's
time to do any of this, b/c the information is READILY available. Simply b/c YOU have a
hard time making sense of facts doesn't mean it takes everybody else just as long to do
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so.
Daryl, now show us where on the doll Andy touched you.

dacumen

10-31-2011, 12:53 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
Hahaha
Are you also a psychologist in training? Tattoo-artist/documentary
/psychologist extraordinaire!! The sad thing is that it more than likely hasn't
taken much of Daryl's time to do any of this, b/c the information is READILY
available. Simply b/c YOU have a hard time making sense of facts doesn't
mean it takes everybody else just as long to do so.
Daryl, now show us where on the doll Andy touched you.

Frankly Meat, most of this research was done by my attorney back when Andy was
throwing around all those bullshit legal threats...and a lot of it he did pro-bono because
he thought this case was so hilarious! If you want to psychoanalyze why I've enjoyed
exposing Andy's scams so much, it's no secret that I don't have cable. Watching Andy
constantly come up with new Rube Goldberg devices to make "millions and billions of
dollars" is more entertaining than watching an episode of The Office!
http://mousetrapcontraptions.com/rube-wifes_letter.jpg

Lil Meat

10-31-2011, 02:24 PM

Ron's little ramble is exactly the kind of bullshit people in denial tell themselves. "There's
nothing wrong with me, there's something wrong with them!" They'll claim that you
don't know them, then turn around and pass some psychoanalytical judgement on
you...as if THEY know YOU.

dacumen

10-31-2011, 02:44 PM

Hey Ron, why don't you try to explain this one for us. Here are the official court papers
which Andy supposedly filed against Ryion, Kyle, Chris and I when they were suing us in
"federal court." Here's the problem; the companies listed on these documents didn't
legally exist when these court papers were supposedly filed. In this thread (if you had
the brains to read it all the way through) you will find copies of emails in which Andy
claimed that not only were these bogus court papers filed, but that court was already in
session (sound familiar) and that Ryion and I were "running from [our court] summons."
Supposedly the Sheriff's Department had come to our homes several times already but
we either weren't home or refused to open the door.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/court.html
So let me ask you a question Inky; what every happened to this bogus, bullshit court
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case? Where are the court papers Andy supposedly filed? Why did Leonard Martinez tell
me that he was pissed off that Andy posted videos of these papers on YouTube?
According to Leonard, he (a) had absolutely no experience with legal actions of this kind,
(b) drafted these docs for illustrative purposes only and (c) had no intention of perusing
legal action against Ryion, Kyle, Chris or myself because he wasn't convinced that Andy
wasn't completely full of crap and that we weren't in fact telling the truth! Since you're
supposed to be the "investigative journalist" why don't you investigate that, jackass?
Also, watch about 51 seconds into the video. Andy starts congratulating a fictitious
character called "Gary" who we later proved does not exist! Andy wrote this whole
ridiculous blog supposedly from Gary Thebus (Gary the Bus Driver...get it) in which Gary
is all excited about Andy's laser tag enabled e-cigarettes. What kind of a nutcase talks to
his own split personality on YouTube and pretends it's a real person?
See, stupid people just piss me off! I think it's mostly because they're just LAZY!!! It
wouldn't have taken Ron more than five minutes to get to the bottom of Andy's bullshit if
he were trying, but his head is so far up Andy's ass that he can't see the light five feet
from his face. When was the last time you spoke to Leonard Martinez, Inky? Does Andy
still talk to imaginary friends?

dacumen

10-31-2011, 03:11 PM

Hey Ron, here's another interesting video:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/notarized.html
There are a few problems with this video...
1. The companies listed on the paperwork were not registered with the
Colorado Secretary of State at the time this video was shot and so they did
not legally exist. That means if Andy had successfully collected the
investments noted in the video, he would be guilty of securities fraud in
Colorado as well as Utah. Also it would have been a federal crime because
of the amounts!
2. My attorney investigated each of the people listed on the documents filmed
and it turns out NONE of them had the financial resources to invest the
amounts they claimed at the time. That means if these documents had
been filed in court, the signers would have been found guilty of perjury and
Andy would have been charged with inciting it.
3. One of the signers on the documents filmed here was actually a
PROSTITUTE who lived in Andy's neighborhood. My attorney has a copy of
the solicitation charge in his office.
4. One of the signers in the video had previously invested money with Andy
and at the time this video was filmed claimed to be serving as an executive
officer of the fake companies named on the documents! How is a court
expected to believe that an executive officer in a company he previously
invested in suddenly decided that the company wasn't worth investing in
because of a message board thread in Utah?
Wow Ron, it looks like I'm a much better investigative journalist than you are. Maybe
you should find another career to fantasize about, because you SUCK at this one! :eek:

Butcher

10-31-2011, 04:00 PM

Ron, I would love to see you defend Andy through paper work actual documents and
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case numbers and actual sells of Andy's bull shit products besides the E-cig. Andy only
uses words and twisted logic to prove they exists and that won't convince any judge. I'm
not trying to be a dick, but I need proof! If you want a mountain of evidence we have
three years of it.

dacumen

10-31-2011, 04:20 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Ron, I would love to see you defend Andy through paper work actual
documents and case numbers and actual sells of Andy's bull shit products
besides the E-cig. Andy only uses words and twisted logic to prove they exists
and that won't convince any judge. I'm not trying to be a dick, but I need
proof! If you want a mountain of evidence we have three years of it.

Be careful Ryion, you don't want to give Andy an excuse not to pay you back, not that he
isn't already trying to figure out an excuse to avoid paying you so he doesn't have to
explain to Ron that he doesn't actually have the money. What Ron doesn't realize is that
Andy has played this bullshit game before. Leonard Martinez tried to negotiate a
settlement last year and (just like now) all the investors said they would go away if Andy
simply paid them back. Leonard went to Andy with the offer and, as usual, Andy came
up with a bunch of BS excuses why he couldn't come up with the money. We also went
through this with Allen Brady, who claimed he was going to get a loan from his mommy
to pay the Utah investors back. Before that Steve Klemark was supposed to borrow the
money from his daddy. In every case, they always found some excuse not to pay.
You can't get blood from a stone, but you sure as hell can send it to prison for a
half-dozen years! This time Andy's choices are more concrete: pay or spend the next
several football seasons in Davis County Utah! Which one do you think Andy will pick,
Inky?

undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 11:50 AM

Damn Doogy! Why aren't you ruling the world by know? Your so smart. Can I be your
friend?. The problem with your threads is the fact that you doctored the mug shot. If you
are willing to mislead your readers in one instance you lose validity in all. A lot of your
allegations are unfounded and manipulated. I've seen you twist my words that I spoke
to Ryion about. You don't deal honestly. You want to be taken seriously drop the
Myspace mafia war mentality. When Andy first showed me what was going on I showed
very little interest because I thought it was so ridiculous no one would take any of it
seriously. That one question just kept popping up in my head. Your fighting way to hard.
Why? Whats in it for you Daryl? Why did you threaten your mother? Why are you in
contact with Andy's lawyer so much? Who are you really helping?

Lil Meat

11-01-2011, 12:21 PM

Good god, you should stop wasting your time. There's apparently NOTHING you could
ever post that would convince this ignorant jackass of anything. You could have video of
Andy actually describing his intent to scam people, and Ron would say it's unreliable. He
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just can't wrap his head around the concept of revenge. How god damn hard is it to
understand this:
Man A threatens Man B with legal action. The threats are bullshit, but Man B doesn't
take lightly to any threat, especially fake legal threats. Man B decides to put Man A in his
place by completely turning the tables on him. Man B hires a REAL lawyer that does
REAL legal work, and they find that Man A is actually guilty of some pretty serious shit.
WHY IS THAT SO GOD DAMN HARD TO UNDERSTAND?! If nothing else, the fact that
Xtagged WASN'T EVEN A VALID REGISTERED COMPANY should send up SOME kind of
alarm in your thick skull. You think Daryl misleads people? How about you explain the
first and most important fact: How in the hell could Andy have had a company worth
millions and/or sell that company, if it's not even legally registered? If you can't answer
that one question, then STFU. If you don't see that as "misleading," then you are
mentally retarded in the purest form of the definition.

undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 01:01 PM

Thank You Immensely Daryl! I seriously mean that. You have no Idea what a help you
have been.

dacumen

11-01-2011, 01:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
Good god, you should stop wasting your time. There's apparently NOTHING
you could ever post that would convince this ignorant jackass of anything. You
could have video of Andy actually describing his intent to scam people, and
Ron would say it's unreliable. He just can't wrap his head around the concept
of revenge. How god damn hard is it to understand this:
Man A threatens Man B with legal action. The threats are bullshit, but Man B
doesn't take lightly to any threat, especially fake legal threats. Man B decides
to put Man A in his place by completely turning the tables on him. Man B hires
a REAL lawyer that does REAL legal work, and they find that Man A is actually
guilty of some pretty serious shit.
WHY IS THAT SO GOD DAMN HARD TO UNDERSTAND?! If nothing else, the
fact that Xtagged WASN'T EVEN A VALID REGISTERED COMPANY should send
up SOME kind of alarm in your thick skull. You think Daryl misleads people?
How about you explain the first and most important fact: How in the hell could
Andy have had a company worth millions and/or sell that company, if it's not
even legally registered? If you can't answer that one question, then STFU. If
you don't see that as "misleading," then you are mentally retarded in the
purest form of the definition.

Wow! I was going to respond to Ron, but I don't think I could say it any better than Lil
Meat just did! Meat, I forgot you've been a member of this board for a long time and you
know me pretty well. I have nothing further to add. Touche!
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undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 01:33 PM

I'm not misleading anyone! I'm merely asking questions. Unfortunately to get answers
from Daryl, I have to play his stupid game. That’s Ok! I'll play. Which proves my point.
Why was it so hard for him to just answer civil? Why defensive out of the gate? That's
not how a grown man should act! He has his reasons though. As do I. Pride has brought
down nations. Daryl thinks this documentary is about the legal case. They wouldn't even
Air this case on Court TV. Judge Judy maybe. The case is a very small part of this.
---------- Post added at 12:24 PM ---------- Previous post was at 12:19 PM ----------

I see! "Revenge" is the motive. Wasn't that hard was it? What are all the factors you
seek revenge on? I know some. Can you answer civil?
---------- Post added at 12:33 PM ---------- Previous post was at 12:24 PM ----------

I see! "Revenge" is the motive. Wasn't that hard was it? What are all the factors you
seek revenge on? I know some. Can you answer civil?

dacumen

11-01-2011, 01:50 PM

How about costing me $10,000 in legal fees for a FAKE lawsuit?
Meat you're totally right, this guy is hopeless. He's so completely delusional he thinks
he's Michael Moore, but he's so dense that he can't see all the facts right in front of his
face. Now Andy is saying this thread has been going since 2010 because I'm working
with the founders of Bump.com. Every time I turn around there's a new conspiracy
theory coming out of Andy's camp. This Ron character is either too new to all this drama
to remember the last fifty or he's not smart enough to realize they're all bullshit!
The latest word is that the prosecutor will be in touch with Andy's attorney (if he has one
yet) shortly to negotiate a guilty plea. The state wants Andy to pay the Utah investors
back with the 12% interest he originally promised, or something close to it. It doesn't
look like Andy will be able to avoid jail time after all.
Note to Ron: I don't think "Judge Judy" deals with felony criminal cases that involve
serious jail time. Last time I checked, she only handles small-claims civil and domestic
cases.
I actually think that's the main misconception Andy and all his minions have. They don't
realize this is a criminal matter and so they think they can buy Andy out of it all with a
little borrowed money or impress the judge with a bunch of ridiculous counter-claims in a
shoe box. Ron might have understood all this if he had bothered to step inside the
courtroom while he was in Utah.
Damn this guy is stupid!

undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 02:56 PM

$10,00 in legal fees. Gotcha! One answer surrounded by your regular insults. See were
making progress. As ridiculous as it may seem. Anything else? Meat, So how long have
you known Daryl? Do you have a connection to anyone involved int the court case? If
sole, what is your role? Daryl claimed Steve and Shar never existed. I've been told by
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many of Andys friends and associates that Meat is actually Daryl. I would like to know if
this is true? This one Is easy to prove. Myself I make no accusations as to this. Just
setting out to prove or disprove everything. The reason I don't dig deep into the
accusations of Securities Fraud and Harassment. Is because It's not up to me to decide.
I'ts up to the courts. Just like Daryl got most of his info from his lawyer defending his so
called fake case. I will get mine from the outcome of the courts. Meanwhile I can
concentrate on the rest of the story. I would love to see Ryion, Chris and Kyle receive
there money. Daryl your actions keep making that harder for them. Now you just
admitted that Regardless of whether or not Andy pays them. That he is going to jail.
Which means What Ryion told me that Adam Sweet informed him of was false.
Regardless you just delayed things. Which I believe you have been doing from the
beginning. What a friend. Revenge clouds the mind. You should get a grasp on that.
---------- Post added at 01:56 PM ---------- Previous post was at 01:41 PM ----------

"Dacumen will become famous soon enough". Really Daryl? I think I found your
motivation. I have no more questions. I also have no doubt you will receive some level
of fame. So your mantra says it all.

dacumen

11-01-2011, 03:05 PM

Ron, I don't think you quite understand the situation: Ryion, Chris and Kyle WILL get
their money back...period! They will get it back WITH INTEREST even if the state has to
take it out of Andy Esquivel's ass while he is in prison. The ONLY reason they will get
their money back is because the State of Utah is going to make it happen. They've all
heard Andy's promises before and they know they are all bullshit. That said, the Utah
victims (I'm going to stop calling them "investors") want more than just their
money...they want JUSTICE!!! Thanks to the efforts of PartyUtah.com and in particular
this thread, they're going to have it. :)

Lil Meat

11-01-2011, 03:55 PM

If you think Andy's claims that I'm actually Daryl are true, you're a worse investigator
than I thought (and that means you've created a new low, good job). There are ways to
easily determine if Daryl's and my posts are coming from a similar place, and that
information is readily available. I'm not going to tell you how to find that information
(I'm not doing your work for you), rather I'll simply tell you that I've been posting on this
messageboard since before Daryl owned it, back when it was utrave.org. When that site
decided to close, Daryl started up utahraves.com with the prompting of a member of the
old board. Anybody who claims and/or thinks that I am Daryl is a fucking moron who has
no clue how to research ANYTHING online and/or is a paranoid schizophrenic (Andy is
both, are you?).
I have no involved interest whatsoever in Andy or whatever the hell happens to him. I'm
nothing more than a post-whore (with a brain) that found humor in the entire situation
Daryl was posting about. It was a nice break from the meaningless bullshit people tend
to post on here. Can you wrap your tiny brain around this: Somebody having no
connection AT ALL to Andy or his bullshit, yet finding joy in seeing a con-artist get what
he deserves? How about a person poking mental retards with a stick, b/c it's funny to
see just how idiotic they are? Did my mommy not love me enough? Am I doing it to
compensate for a tiny penis or to make myself feel like I'm better than people? We'll
never know...have you ever tried figuring out why you're so gullible and unable to
understand simple logic?
---------- Post added at 03:55 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:33 PM ----------
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Also, this:
Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
The reason I don't dig deep into the accusations of Securities Fraud and
Harassment. Is because It's not up to me to decide. I'ts up to the courts. Just
like Daryl got most of his info from his lawyer defending his so called fake
case. I will get mine from the outcome of the courts.

is a total cop-out. Ooooo way to investigate, but leave the ultimate decision up to the
courts. You're the kind of person that would make a documentary about what a good
mother Casey Anthony was based solely upon hearsay (I mean, the courts didn't find her
guilty, right?). If your job isn't to find and consider ALL of the facts, rather rely on
hearsay from primarily one side (you're biased, don't act like you're not) and the court's
decision, then you aren't making a documentary, you're making reality TV, which is
nothing but shit.

undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 04:56 PM

Like I said. The Securities fraud charges are a minute part of my documentary. So why
argue it on here. On the subject though. So what your saying Daryl is that without your
help and the help of Party Utah, They wouldn't have been able to build the case against
Andy? You say Cop Out. I say not trying to interfere with a court case. I'm questioning
your involvement and motives. That’s all. Now I'm sorry for this. I feel I'm stooping to
your level here. Just couldn't resist.
http://youtu.be/GPTui-UMYUc

Lil Meat

11-01-2011, 06:20 PM

If you were any good at what you do, you could have easily figured out who I really am.
Since I seem to have to help you with things, ask Andy about the dog. I told him I'd
never forget...and here I am.

dacumen

11-01-2011, 07:17 PM
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Ok, I just had to do this:
Quote:

Capitalism is a necessary evil. Until another economic system is created other
then socialism. It's the greedy people that make it evil. What if the bottom line
wasnt what you took in but how much you gave back? www.karmacause.com
This site is being attacked and slandered because those greedy dont want a
world who shares. I'm shooting a documentary that will expose the slanderers
and there true intentions. "Bountiful In The belly of the Beast". Coming soon
Does that sound like a sane and objective journalist doing a balanced documentary to
anybody reading this thread? I see why the fraud charges are a "minute part of [his]
documentary". And Ron wonders why nobody is interested in being in his stupid video or
takes him seriously?

undergroundpro

11-01-2011, 08:18 PM

Thank you Meat. I'll be sure and do that. Come on Daryl. You should be happy. Now I'm
speaking your language. Using your tactics. I gave you respect just like I did Ryion at the
beginning. Ryion was an adult about it. So I still show him respect. You on the other
hand, I already know you will never give an interview because your hiding something.
You don't see me getting mad at all the slander you said about me. Taking credit for
single handedly bringing charges against Andy? Pretty bold statement. Although you
must admit, that was pretty funny. You are right though. I stooped to your level. So I
apologize. Your just way to smart for me. For everyone. So I humbly resign from your
ingenuous presence. Good luck Daryl. Hope you find your fame.
---------- Post added at 07:18 PM ---------- Previous post was at 06:55 PM ----------

Oh and for the record. I do believe in having a cause. Most documentary makers do.
That’s why they make them. Yes greed has brought our country to its knees. I believe
that. So do a lot of people who lost money, there homes, there jobs. I believe Ryion,
Kyle and Chris have every right to ask for there money back and end there business
relationship. At least they get that opportunity. If that’s OK with Daryl. If Daryl lets
them. What's your cause Daryl? Revenge? Slander? Side deals? Stepping on your friends
and threatening your mother to get ahead? Taking pride in stopping Steve, Allen, and
Shar from doing something with there Ideas? Slandering Decorated Officers,
Entrepreneur's who are trying to realize there Ideas? Your little revenge plot has made
more then just Andy, Ryion, Kyle and Chris suffer. You don't care though. “Dacuman will
become famous soon enough”

cyruss77

11-02-2011, 12:18 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
$10,00 in legal fees. Gotcha! One answer surrounded by your regular insults.
See were making progress. As ridiculous as it may seem. Anything else? Meat,
So how long have you known Daryl? Do you have a connection to anyone
involved int the court case? If sole, what is your role? Daryl claimed Steve and
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Shar never existed. I've been told by many of Andys friends and associates
that Meat is actually Daryl. I would like to know if this is true? This one Is easy
to prove. Myself I make no accusations as to this. Just setting out to prove or
disprove everything. The reason I don't dig deep into the accusations of
Securities Fraud and Harassment. Is because It's not up to me to decide. I'ts
up to the courts. Just like Daryl got most of his info from his lawyer defending
his so called fake case. I will get mine from the outcome of the courts.
Meanwhile I can concentrate on the rest of the story. I would love to see
Ryion, Chris and Kyle receive there money. Daryl your actions keep making
that harder for them. Now you just admitted that Regardless of whether or not
Andy pays them. That he is going to jail. Which means What Ryion told me
that Adam Sweet informed him of was false. Regardless you just delayed
things. Which I believe you have been doing from the beginning. What a
friend. Revenge clouds the mind. You should get a grasp on that.
---------- Post added at 01:56 PM ---------- Previous post was at 01:41 PM ----------

"Dacumen will become famous soon enough". Really Daryl? I think I found
your motivation. I have no more questions. I also have no doubt you will
receive some level of fame. So your mantra says it all.

Ron, you have spoken like a true minion! The reason why everything is falling into place
for the Utah victims and for Andy's trial is due to Daryl's input and research and this
blog. Daryl played Andy (wasn't to hard since Andy does not know how to shut the fuck
up) allowing Daryl to expose and centralize the details. As for delaying payment that
would come from your boy Andy being the crook that he is and doing whatever he can to
avoid paying.
---------- Post added at 12:18 AM ---------- Previous post was at 12:16 AM ----------

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
ron, i don't think you quite understand the situation: Ryion, chris and kyle will
get their money back...period! They will get it back with interest even if the
state has to take it out of andy esquivel's ass while he is in prison. The only
reason they will get their money back is because the state of utah is going to
make it happen. They've all heard andy's promises before and they know they
are all bullshit. That said, the utah victims (i'm going to stop calling them
"investors") want more than just their money...they want justice!!! Thanks to
the efforts of partyutah.com and in particular this thread, they're going to
have it. :)

damn straight!

ripcord

11-02-2011, 07:17 AM

Daryl, I had no idea you possessed so much power? You were able to convince the
victims they had a case, turn Andy's lawyer against him, get the UDS to file fraud
charges, and you probably have the judge in your back pocket, You have turned all of
bountiful against Andy, and the police, and you did this all without a shred of evidance.
All thats left now is to take over Xtagged and make a billion dollers right!
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11-02-2011, 09:03 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
Daryl, I had no idea you possessed so much power? You were able to convince
the victims they had a case, turn Andy's lawyer against him, get the UDS to
file fraud charges, and you probably have the judge in your back pocket, You
have turned all of bountiful against Andy, and the police, and you did this all
without a shred of evidance. All thats left now is to take over Xtagged and
make a billion dollers right!

...more power than I'm aware of apparently! I've never met or spoken to Leonard
Martinez (my wife and attorney have, but not me personally) but I managed to get him
fired as Andy's attorney. I've never met or spoken to anybody from BUMP.com (although
I did get an email from their marketing department saying they had never heard of Andy
Esquivel or Xtagged.com) but somehow I've been paid by them to discredit Andy I'm in a
conspiracy with them to destroy Xtagged.com? WTF?

cyruss77

11-02-2011, 10:21 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ripcord
Daryl, I had no idea you possessed so much power? You were able to convince
the victims they had a case, turn Andy's lawyer against him, get the UDS to
file fraud charges, and you probably have the judge in your back pocket, You
have turned all of bountiful against Andy, and the police, and you did this all
without a shred of evidance. All thats left now is to take over Xtagged and
make a billion dollers right!

Good hell! I'm so tired if hearing this bull shit! Ron, you have got to be kidding me! How
long have you and Andy been dating? You sound like a crazy lover sticking up for their
abusive boyfriend. Andy is a damn crook with a documented past prior to meeting Daryl.
This poor pitty me bull shit you, Andy, and all the other minions reply with is pathetic! If
any manipulation being done it is by Andy (Jimmy Jones Jr.) manipulating you! Did he
tell you what flavor of KoolAid he was going to have you drink yet?

Lil Meat

11-02-2011, 11:48 AM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Oh and for the record. I do believe in having a cause. Most documentary
makers do. That’s why they make them. Yes greed has brought our country to
its knees. I believe that. So do a lot of people who lost money, there homes,
there jobs.

You're making a documentary about greed and taking the side that Andy WASN'T being
greedy and selfish by being a con-man? What are you going to do if the court finds Andy
guilty of the fraud charges, when the law has determined that Andy was, in fact, being a
GREEDY con-man?
Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Stepping on your friends and threatening your mother to get ahead?

Threatening his mom to get ahead? I fail to see how his interaction with his mother
helped him PROGRESS anywhere. His relationship with his mother is none of your god
damn business. Were you there as she raised him? Do you have anything other than the
thought of "she's your mother" to support acting like Daryl was out of line? Oh, wait, I
almost forgot, blind devotion is your default.
Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Taking pride in stopping Steve, Allen, and Shar from doing something with
there Ideas? Slandering Decorated Officers, Entrepreneur's who are trying to
realize there Ideas?

Oooooh, those poor entrepreneurs. When Andy's found guilty of fraud, charges that Daryl
didn't make up (they're based on fact if the law convicts them, right?), he simply brought
them to light, will Steve, Allen, and Shar's demise be that they placed their
entrepreneurial futures in the hands of a con-man, or will it still be Daryl's fault? The
three people you've mentioned may very well have had only entrepreneurial interests in
mind, but when they place their faith and devotion with the wrong person, a person who
is a fraud, don't act like it was a greedy businessman that exposed their fraudulent
leader. Why don't you try placing blame where it's due: on them for being dumb enough
to continually be conned by Andy, or even place the blame on Andy for conning them.
What about thanking the person that helped end their relationship with the con-man,
thus placing them in a position to try again with being entrepreneurs? No? There's no
way that could be a valid POV?
I use the word "revenge" and suddenly every idiot is running around acting like the
intentions and outcome are foul. Yea, Daryl may be partially motivated by revenge, but
regardless of the motivation, he'll have assisted in the removal of a fraud from our
society. Daryl gains NOTHING monetarily from this, so how in the HELL does greed have
ANYTHING to do with ending Andy's career as a fraud? If somebody were to help remove
a murderer from the streets with the sheer motivation of revenge, would the outcome be
any less beneficial? Would you question why in the world they put effort into getting that
person off the streets?
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At what point will Steve, Allen, and Shar be responsible for ANYTHING that happens to
them? Probably never, huh? It's so much easier to blame one person for taking them
down, even though that person didn't do anything other than expose fraudulent
interactions. A documentary producer, of all people, should appreciate that type of
behavior.

dacumen

11-02-2011, 12:15 PM

Here's Ron pretending to be an objective journalist:
Quote:

Like I mentioned, I would like to get your side. You could answer only the
question you want to. I mainly want to hear the story from your perspective. If
I were to edit you out of sink to say something you didn't ,would not only be
unethical, But Illegal. As I told Ryion, There are three sides to every story.
There side, your side and truth. Truth isn't one sided. I am not a paid
contractor from anyone. This is a gamble for me. My time could pay
off or I could get nothing. All I have are the rights to the story. A one
sided story at that. It would be nice to hear all sides. Think about it. I
will be in Utah for the court appearance. If you would like to set up an
interview, I could come to you, If you have a location that is private and quiet
where I could set up lights that would be great, or even a few minutes outside
the court room would be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your time and
cinsideration. Have a great night.
Later we find out the whole premise of his story is to attack us based on the assumption
that all that we've posted here is "slander," never bothering to validate any of the
information we've collected in this thread to see if any of it is in fact correct (which of
course it is). Ron later openly admits that he was never interested in our side of the
story (which we knew from the start because he didn't bother to read this thread before
contacting us) or whether or not the charges against Andy had any merit. Instead he is
supposedly filming this huge documentary (that Andy claims is being considered by
Robert Redford for Sundance) about the alleged "conspiracy" behind this thread and our
efforts to bring Andy Esquivel to justice. To make matters worse, Ron actually has the
BALLS to accuse us of "...twisting words, manipulating opinion, making something out of
nothing" and having "a separate agenda." What a tool!
Ron's justification for his antics is that he and his Occupy Wall Street friends are
completely sold on the idea of "Karma Cause," a fake initiative pretending to be 'Karma
Currency',which is a LEGITIMATE non-profit foundation in Australia that Andy has no
connections to whatsoever! Why is Ron so sold on Andy Esquivel? What's Andy doing for
Ron that would cause him to blatantly ignore Andy's criminal history, pending fraud
charges, lack of substance, repeated lies, fake products and obvious inability to field an
original idea? Why is he so ready to believe that I am personally responsible for Andy
Esquivel's complete failure as a human being and that the world is against poor little
Andy because he is (in his own words) "Digital Gandhi?"

Lil Meat

11-02-2011, 12:21 PM

Probably b/c Ron has overlooked another major component of the current economic
mess: accountability.
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That's right, Ron, greed and lack of accountability are bringing this country down. Greed
alone can't bring it down, b/c you need those who are being greedy to escape
accountability in order for the greed to continue. Blindly following Andy and believing his
lies does nothing more than fail to hold him accountable for his claims. Ron, did you ever
imagine that YOU are part of the problem with this country? :eek:

undergroundpro

11-02-2011, 04:40 PM

If you haven’t noticed. I have been asking your side? All I want to know from you Daryl.
All I've ever wanted to know from you is what is in this for you. That question is the first
question anyone asks when they hear about the lengths you go to to destroy everything
that involves Wiser Technology. Which is not Andy. Which now belongs to Allen, Steve
and Shar. Steve and Shars Father"s who also have nothing what so ever to do with this
have been slandered by you. I would love to hear everyone’s side of the story. What I've
discovered is the ones with the true intentions and nothing to hide are more then willing
to share that. Then there's you. Offensive out of the gates. You sir have something to
hide and one thing I know is your way to proud of yourself to not want to share that with
someone. The conspiracy theory. You threw that out. You said that it was yourself with
your lil blog and party Utah that lead to exposing Andy? Did You not? Your great
investigation skills your so proud of. I suppose you'll claim you never spoke to Adam
either? In my objectiveness, I've realized that Ryion is a good guy and his motives are
true. I haven't met Kyle or Chris yet but I'm anticipating them to be just as real as Ryion.
They want this to end and they are the ones you once said you do this for? Well that’s
about to happen for them. Yet here you are trying to manipulate again. Trying to stop it
from happening? WHY?

dacumen

11-02-2011, 06:03 PM

First of all I'm not trying to manipulate or stop anything. I'm simply pointing out the
FACT (which You, Andy, Allen, Steve, Shar and the rest are obviously too STUPID to
understand) that Andy is facing CRIMINAL charges, not a civil lawsuit and that paying
Ryion, Chris and Kyle back DOES NOT end the criminal proceedings. I hope Andy does
find someone willing to loan him the money to pay Ryion, Kyle and Chris back, but after
he returns their $15k he is STILL going to be facing felony securities fraud charges, and
he is STILL going to be facing jail time! Andy committed a serious crime, and the State
of Utah expects him to be accountable for what he did. If Andy had an attorney (a real
one, not a sock-puppet) and a brain then he and all of you would know that. By the way,
he needs to find one before the 22nd...and I mean one who will travel to Utah and
defend him in front of a judge.
Secondly, if you had really wanted my side of this story, then you would have done what
I told you to do when you first contacted me and read this message board thread. You
didn't, which means you are either too lazy or you're too busy sucking Andy's...
Third, I really don't need a lecture in morality from a guy who practices his amateur
tattoo artistry on the arms of four year old girls. Between us, I think you're a disgusting
human being and a waste of oxygen.
http://a2.sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphot...5_487457_n.jpg

ripcord

11-02-2011, 08:16 PM
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I'm willing to bet these guys are not getting paid back anytime soon, The judge is going
to have to rip the money from Andys hands. Ron you need to stay off this tread, it is
really only for people who find the truth through logic and facts, and your not going to
get this thread till you grow a brain. Did you really tattoo that little girls arm? Thats
really messed up if you did!
---------- Post added at 08:16 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:03 PM ----------

Ron, how many times does Daryl have to tell you why hes exposing Andy? Hes told you
at least 6 or 7 times now in this tread......you really need help? It's because you want to
hear that he's after the Xtagged millions........huh? Please do us a favor and stop
posting, I can't take much more of you. It's really hurting my brain to think there are
people out there that are really that dumb!

cyruss77

11-02-2011, 11:13 PM

The sad part is I'm sure that Ron will come back and say that Daryl manipulated that
picture too.

Lil Meat

11-03-2011, 10:41 AM

The face of the tattooer isn't shown, so it's easily excused away. I don't even know what
Ron looks like, so I have no way of knowing whether not it's true. All I know is it's a
messed up picture.

dacumen

11-03-2011, 11:25 AM

http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/baby4.jpg
Sorry Meat, I hope this helps. I wanted clearance from my attorney before posting this.

undergroundpro

11-03-2011, 12:27 PM

LMAO That’s my niece, Isn't she adorable. This is hilarious. Now it's confirmed. Daryl!
This is typical of the length you are willing to go to bring a person down. You posted my
niece reporting that I actually put a tattoo on a 2 yr old? Do you see his manipulation
people? You say I'm the insane one lol. I'm sorry but if any half witted person believes
this or even commented on it I'm convinced that every person who commented is Daryl
using another profile. Your really reaching now Daryl. So while on the subject of how
Daryl reports lies and Manipulates people. Look at his rants and him calling me Tatty.
Him reporting that I'm a Shop owner in Dacono? That I'm just a tattoo artist? What did I
reply? I said I do tattoo's among other things. Daryl, You still don't know what I am do
You? Guess the brilliant detective isn't so brilliant at all. You take what little spec you
can grab from the web and giggle like a school girl thinking your doing damage. You set
out to destroy The sushi shop by slander. Placed your mother as a mole in Wiser
Technology. Made side deals with other people who wanted the same goal. You spent
an incredible amount of time contacting every potential business associate of Andy to try
and destroy it. You convinced his x and children to have nothing to do with him. You
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caused tension between him and his family, as well as his partners. You made a false
report claiming you were afraid for your life because Andy threatened you, told the
police he had a house full of guns so they would show up in riot gear. Those police have
agreed to an interview by the way to explain how rediculous those claims were. There is
so much more then all this even. Check out the documentary when It's released. Your
minions will be amazed at your lack of morals and loyalty. I can see you smiling right
now because you take pride in all the havoc you have caused. You mentioned that you
saved your mother from another con man? Who and where was that caped crusader?
This is a pattern of behavior you have established. I never expected an interview from
you Daryl. Although you have given me way more then I could have imagined. Now I see
you crumbling. Your reaching brother! Dig all you want. I have a family, I have a cause. I
help a lot of people. I do it all for free too. Funny, I don't see that in your investigation?
But I used to be a lot different. Never as bad as you though.

Lil Meat

11-03-2011, 12:31 PM

If that's real, that's fucked up, but it looks like pen, and the skin doesn't look the least bit
inflamed from having a needle stabbed into it thousands of times. Granted, the pic could
have been taken after the inflammation went down, but it still looks smudged, and
compared to the other tattoos in that album, it doesn't fit. I also have no idea how you
would get a 4 year old to sit through the pain.

undergroundpro

11-03-2011, 12:48 PM

This is the man who feared for his life. The man who saves the world from con artist.
http://youtu.be/la9XA05ihzo

dacumen

11-03-2011, 01:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
If that's real, that's fucked up, but it looks like pen, and the skin doesn't look
the least bit inflamed from having a needle stabbed into it thousands of times.
Granted, the pic could have been taken after the inflammation went down, but
it still looks smudged, and compared to the other tattoos in that album, it
doesn't fit. I also have no idea how you would get a 4 year old to sit through
the pain.

Good points Meat. Hey Ron, is that really a tattoo you put on that little girl's arm or did
you just use a pen?

dacumen

11-03-2011, 01:40 PM

Ron, your last post confirmed that you're even dumber and more gullible than even I
could have imagined!
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I'm posting the following for my own amusement because I know your head is too far up
Andy's ass to know truth from fiction anyway. Here are links to the court case files on
Paul Robinson, the con-man I had put away who cost my mother everything she owned,
including her house. I coordinated with state authorities to have him arrested and
charged. He is now serving an 8 year jail sentence for fraud.
Case File #1
Case File #2
Case File #3
After my mother lost everything to this ignorant jackass, I took her into my home, paid
off her car, and tried to convince her to get a job. I kicked her out when she tried to
break up my relationship with my fiance and we haven't spoken since! It's kind-of hard
to plant a 'mole' inside a company when you're not on speaking terms with the mole,
isn't it? The interesting difference between me and morons like you Ron is that I have
and usually post evidence for every 'accusation' I make about Andy Esquivel's conduct.
You idiots have (without a shred of credible evidence) accused me of:
planting moles in Andy's operations
corrupting his attorney with bribes (for which Leonard could be dis-bared by
the way)
collaborating with Bump.com in a conspiracy to destroy Xtagged
slandering a Sushi shop that was closed down long before I knew it existed
causing the estrangement of Andy from his ex and oldest two kids
(never-mind the fact that Andy beat his ex, was charged with domestic
abuse, was strung out on meth most of the time he knew her, cheated on
her with an under-aged girl, got the girl pregnant, then left his ex to go into
hiding in Denver and never paid a dime of child support)
conspiring with the state of Colorado to have Andy's home raided by riot
police
causing Andy and his family to fight with each other
calling all of Andy's suppliers and customers costing him millions of dollars
in revenue
collaborating with Adam Sweet to wrongfully accuse Andy of fraud when
the world knows he's innocent
corrupting his public defender into suggesting that Andy plead guilty to
fraud and pay everybody back
trying to derail the pay-back of money to the original Utah victims, by
inaccurately pointing out that the payments won't stop the criminal trial
having manipulated police departments and judges in three states
working with the Governor to stop Xtagged form working with the DMV
derailing Andy's energy drink project with a blog
costing Andy millions of dollars in investment capital and several multimillion dollar buyouts with a message board thread
Corrupting Andy's pastor with contributions and promises of more support if
he says Andy is a fraud
and killing people
...WHAT THE FUCK AM I LEAVING OUT?
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ripcord

11-03-2011, 07:21 PM

Ron, You are so fucking retarded it's unbearable! I would love to see Ron take the stand
in court and use his logic to convince the judge Andy's innocent. The judge would ask
you for proof and evidance and all you would be able to say is...well....Andy said this, so
it has to be true. You have no proof of any of Andy's claims. You don't have SHIT! Ron, I
bet your film doesn't make a dime...oh I forgot....Andy said it would, so it must be true.
Go fuck yourself!

11-04-2011, 12:02 PM

Lil Meat

Out of curiosity, Daryl, if Ron does actually make the documentary, makes all of the
claims you've listed, and provides no proof other than hearsay, are you able to sue him
just for fun? It would be AWESOME if you could, b/c then he could TRY to convince a
judge of the validity of his "researched" claims.

dacumen

11-04-2011, 12:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
Out of curiosity, Daryl, if Ron does actually make the documentary, makes all
of the claims you've listed, and provides no proof other than hearsay, are you
able to sue him just for fun? It would be AWESOME if you could, b/c then he
could TRY to convince a judge of the validity of his "researched" claims.

Dude, you have no idea! In a word, yes my attorney is already spun up to sue Ron (for
real) in the off chance he's actually stupid enough to publish a "documentary" containing
half the bullshit he claims and we determine that it's worth the effort to do so. That said,
since this was the last video Ron produced, I'm not overly concerned about him winning
an academy award and me having to defend myself on Fox News:
http://www.youtube.com/user/juzkickin#p/u/4/Z5J7IjVx_f8

ripcord

11-04-2011, 01:00 PM

OK, That was some fucking stupid shit! But now it all makes sense now? The reason
they think and act the way they do is.....DRUGS!......There all on drugs! Andy gets
together with all his minions do lots of drugs and come up with stupid shit all day. I get
now! thanks Ron for clarifying the fact your on drugs, that explains everything.
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cyruss77

11-04-2011, 05:23 PM

Now that's funny!
You guys hear that? Those crickets are loud! I think Ron took Ripcord's advice.....

undergroundpro

11-05-2011, 04:19 PM

Once again Daryl shows his master manipulation techniques. The song is about the
infestation of drugs in a town here in Colorado. My silence is because I have a life. I
don't sit here having a conversation with myself using fake profiles. As far as The
accusations You claim I make towards you. Most of your list is full of things I didn't
know. Is that because those are things you are doing in addition? You made those
accusations. I know your not doing all this alone. I will prove something before I put it in
a documentary unlike you. Your not as smart as you pride yourself on Daryl. Posting my
niece and trying to convince people that was a real tattoo proves that. You just lost all
credibility. Not that you you ever had any to begin with. I got everything I needed from
you based on that. You tried to do the same thing to me that you did to Andy, John,
Shar, Allen, Steve, Steve and Shars Father, The Sushi Shop, Wiser Technology, There E
cigarettes, List goes on and on. You established that you have a pattern, you admitted
you seek revenge. You Report false information manipulate your friends, family, anyone
who you believe will help your revenge plot. You have proven all this. You tell me to
look back at this blog it has all the evidence. Your right it does! You report one thing
falsely, one must question all things. You have false reported so many things on this
blog! Your to ridiculous to be taken seriously Daryl. If you think the court system is to
stupid to see that then your insane. You may have convinced them to press charge’s
based on your friends testimony. Lets see how they feel once they find out how you
manipulated them. All for your own benefit not theres.
---------- Post added at 03:06 PM ---------- Previous post was at 02:38 PM ----------

Notice also how Daryl Takes a video made by a rap group, Knowing nothing about who
they are and what the song is about, knowing nothing about the town the song is about.
Has no Idea whether this group has any connection whatsoever with Andy or Wiser
Technology. Still look at the comments? This is typical of his pattern. False reporting!
That’s all it's ever been. How bout when Daryl spread the rumor that The Sushi shop
used fish that had been contaminated with Mercury? False reporting. When Andy told me
you went to these lengths out of jealousy I thought that wasn't possible. Until now. Your
flaws in character are astounding. Your morals are non existent. Sad individual. Oh!
Thank you for the info on the last person you put in jail. I'm really excited to look in to
that case.
---------- Post added at 03:14 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:06 PM ----------

303 Underground has a new sound and a new style. That song You just heard they made
at age 16. They grew up in a town surrounded by drugs, drug dealers and violence.
Watched parents of friends and family consumed by it. Listen to the song again Daryl?
Your an Idiot. I just spoke to them and they want to thank you though. Now I can put it
in the documentary. Any Publicity is good publicity.
---------- Post added at 03:19 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:14 PM ----------

So on that line of thinking. Since I'm associated with a Rap group, That does a song
about drugs, I and All of Andy's “Minions” Sit around and do drugs all the time? Is that
what you imply? Guess that means you do drugs? You promote raves right? Drugs are
used at raves right? Wait, I have given tattoo's to gang members, I must be a gang
member then? Damn, can't believe you missed that one. Uh oh? I hope none I tatted
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cheated on there wife or stole a car or got arrested for anything? Damn if they had then
Daryl might say Andy does it to? And you call me stupid?

dacumen

11-05-2011, 08:24 PM

Blah, blah, blah...the bottom line Ron is that I'm not facing felony securities fraud
charges, am I?
Here's how this debate has gone.
I say that Andy Esquivel is a criminal. I post court records, case numbers, judgment
details and even drug test results to prove my point. You say I'm lying and you post as
evidence...nothing!
I say Andy is guilty of securities fraud. I post signed documents by Andy soliciting money
for shares in non-existent companies, links to the state records databases to help you
confirm that the companies didn't exist, details on the securities fraud case against him,
and witness testimony. You say I'm lying and post as evidence...nothing!
I say Andy is a pathological lying sociopath and post email after email of Andy
pretending to be various characters from bus drivers to private investigators with IP
address, desktop screen shots, and emails from Andy himself admitting that he pretends
to be other people then talks to himself (via email, on this thread, and even on
Scam.com), lie after lie about reality shows, Superbowl commercials, infomercials, fake
court proceedings, million and even billion dollar buyouts! You say I'm lying and that I'm
the one posting as other people and post as evidence...nothing!
I say Andy's products are fake and post example after example illustrating the point
(fake energy drinks, car covers, HD glasses, bicycle helmets, magic fingernail polish,
jewelry lines, blue-tooth devices, face recognition software, fake charities, etc). You say
Andy's various products are legitimate and post as evidence...nothing!
You claim I'm at the center of all these bullshit global conspiracies that includes
allegations so far fetched and silly that only an idiot from Occupy Wall Street could
believe they are real and post as evidence...nothing!
You're right Ron, the courts are not stupid and neither are the state's prosecutors! The
state of Utah has enough HARD EVIDENCE to put Andy away for as long as they choose
to. You say it's all based on "false testimony" and corruption in the state government
and you give as evidence...nothing!
You are without question the most gullible idiot I've ever heard of. You're even more
gullible than Allen Brady, the moron helped Andy steal $50k from his mother and who
first suggested to me that Andy 'might be a fraud', and he's pretty hard to top. It's hard
to believe people like you actually exist, but here you are!
What are you going to do on the 22nd when Andy pleads GUILTY to the charges against
him? Don't bother answering, I already know the answer. You'll say I paid off his
attorney (if he finds an attorney by then) and will post as evidence...nothing!

undergroundpro

11-06-2011, 02:01 PM

I engaged in conversation with you having one intention. You went above and beyond,
gave me more then I could have ever imagined. You should get a grasp on that anger
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issue Daryl. Like I said pride has destroyed nations. “When you set out on a path of
revenge you should dig 2 graves. One for your enemy and one for yourself.” That was a
quote Deryl, just want to make sure you don't twist that into a threat and have a swat
team at my door like you did with Andy. You showed your true character, not one of a
crime fighter, good Samaritan. But a petty manipulator with anger control issues. You go
to any extent to try and prove your lies. Case in point, My niece and the Rap video. You
try and slander anyone in contact with Andy. As far as my proof in rebuttal, Check out
the documentary. I'm Done here Daryl. The courts will do what the courts do. I have
faith in there competence. Your the one screaming conspiracy theories. I just know you
have a greater underlying motive other then REVENGE like you admitted to. Trust me, I'll
find it. So keep yourself entertained trying to slander me, keep hacking my face book
page and digging for anything I post on the web. Or maybe you should just get a TV and
rent some blue-rays? Might make the world a happier place.

JoeClub

11-06-2011, 04:56 PM

I'll never forget the first time I met Andy. How he seemed so, how do I say it? Not
stupid, because stupid people don't come up with great ideas, even if the idea is a scam.
Not ignorant, because he was obviously well-studied on how the technologies he claimed
to be using worked. I'll say he seemed dim - a dimwit, someone seeking acceptance, he
reminded me of Steve Martin's "Jerk." I couldn't help but be impressed, this guy had
come up with a great idea. Something bothered me though, this Xtagged thing required
you to register your car's license plate with your Myspace and submit a photo to prove it.
What kept you from faking it?
Later in that conversation he told me about his *big* secret, "The Bluetooth Profiler."
That also seemed pretty good, but as with all things, questions nagged at me. Why
would HIV-positive individuals seek out others? As if everyone who's HIV+ is going to be
attracted to everyone else who is. The other thing, the thing that really got to me was
this: Why would this brilliant inventor be spilling to me all about this huge secret? It all
just seemed fishy. Later in that same conversation, he encouraged me to help him get
someone I was close to to invest in his company. This guy didn't even have so much as a
business card. Just these stickers. The only way I could have gotten in touch with him
was through the Xtagged site.
From that point forward, whenever I saw him, I just gladhanded him until he left.
Eventually he quit coming around.

dacumen

11-07-2011, 10:10 AM

I had a similar experience Joe, except I didn't think Andy was a genius or even
particularly smart. I think the difference is I actually understood the technologies Andy
was pitching and he seemed always have some key piece missing.
For example, when we first met Andy told me his MySpaceTagged.com website had
turned down a $100 million dollar buyout offer from MySpace. The trouble is that
MySpace was acquired by News Corp. only a few months before for $500 million, which
Andy didn't know anything about. I for one didn't see News Corp. paying 20% of the
value of MySpace to buy what amounted to a bolt-on app. Also having worked in the
startup space for over a decade, I knew how much money $100 million dollars was and I
didn't see some guy from Utah with no staff, no traffic, a barely usable and frankly
amateurish website, no VC backing, and only an anecdotal understanding of Internet
technology convincing one of the largest media companies in the world to buy him for
anywhere near that amount. I also wondered why anybody with a product or website as
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valuable as Andy claimed would give exclusive rights to a nightclub like Bogeys!
I threw Andy a bone and gave him a link on PartyUtah.com (which he was always
pestering me for) and when my wife asked why I just explained to her that the link
wasn't costing me anything so why not? I took Andy to meet some VCs I knew in Park
City once after that because I figured if anybody could determine if he was for real or full
of shit, it would be them...nothing came of it. I think early on all of us were hoping Andy
was legitimate (everybody roots for the little guy) but he turned out to be a pathological
lying con-artist with a vivid imagination.
Unfortunately some people expressed their faith in Andy in monetary terms and lost
everything they gave him. The state of Utah has decided that Andy needs to pay for his
deceit and I for one applaud them for it!
Speaking of which; Hey Ryion did you guys ever get that mythical check from Andy?
Wasn't he supposed to pay you all back by Friday? What ever happened to that? Also I
wonder how his plea negotiations with the prosecutor are going?

Butcher

11-08-2011, 09:02 AM

No, We have not been paid back. Maybe this friday or saterday, but you've been right
about everything so far. I'm not holding my breath for this weekend.

cyruss77

11-08-2011, 11:11 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
No, We have not been paid back. Maybe this friday or saterday, but you've
been right about everything so far. I'm not holding my breath for this
weekend.

This is the same old bullshit, just another day for this asshole! The difference now is that
there is a deadline regardless of the excuses. Tick, tick, tick.....the 22nd is coming soon.

ripcord

11-08-2011, 08:22 PM

I love how we ask Ron simple questions to prove Andy's legit! and he won't answer.
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dacumen

11-09-2011, 03:00 PM

Hey Ryion, what's this week's excuse for not getting your money back? The prosecutor
said Andy could pay you back any time and they would take that into account at
sentencing after he's found or pleads guilty and I think you said Allen or Ron told you
Andy had the money, so what happened? Has anybody given you a new bullshit excuse
why Andy can't come up with a measly fifteen grand? Are his "lawyers" holding up
payment or something? Please share.

11-10-2011, 07:50 AM

dacumen

Well I spoke to Ryion and apparently Andy has Shar and Allen fighting to see who gets
to pay Ryion, Kyle and Chris back and take their "percentages" in the fake company.
Allen claims to be negotiating with the District Attorney on Andy's behalf (which is stupid
because the District Attorney has nothing to do with this and Allen isn't a lawyer), and
Ron is urging Andy to hurry up and pay the Utah victims back to prove to Me that he can!
The only trouble is last week Allen confided to Ryion that it was Ron who was giving
Andy the money to pay the Utah victims back (a prospect I found very unlikely given his
age and background) and Ron doesn't appear to know anything about this.
So the question is, 'who gets to buy more fake stock from Andy to pay for his con-jobs in
Utah?' Seems like pretty typical Andy bullshit to me. The even bigger question is, 'has
Andy found an attorney yet or is he still sucking his thumbs?' His next court appearance
is next week and I guarantee the judge is not going to have a sense of humor about him
showing up unrepresented again. I guess we'll see.
...by the way, has anyone else noticed that the Wiser E-Cigarettes website doesn't have
any actual products on it? I was just playing around yesterday and thought I'd check out
their shopping cart to see how much e-cigarettes are going for these days...nada! No
wonder Andy can't come up with $15k to pay back his Utah fraud victims. How can you
pay anybody when you don't have any revenue? I wonder what Andy and the gang are
doing in that storage-closet 'office' they're renting across from the Walmart? They
certainly aren't selling e-cigarettes with MP3 players embedded in the filters as Andy
claims to be.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/cig_products.jpg

dacumen

11-10-2011, 11:29 AM

Here's Andy's latest bullshit video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U53obTqXRTc
New insights:
Andy claims that the Utah victims will become "millionaires" if they back off
and tell Andy he doesn't need to pay them back
The Utah victims will all be teaching at colleges telling about their
experiences being manipulated by me
Andy really does want to pay the Utah victims back...everybody voted on it
Andy has a BIG lawsuit in the works (public records deny this) and it's
worth millions
Andy has big media attention and connections to the mayor of Denver, as
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evidenced by Steve Klemark's LinkedIn profile (what kind of idiots fall for
this crap?)
I'm now the one who claimed that Leonard Martinez and I had some sort of
side deal, not Ron. WOW, that's the fastest flip-flop in Andy Esquivel's
entire career as a pathological liar!
The tell-all video that Ron's been working on is secured behind a password
protected fire-wall, and Ron can give Ryion, Kyle and Chris the password
upon request
There's a new "District Attorney" on the case. The previous one reportedly
had to resign because of a conflict of interest.
Andy has a new lawyer and everybody will be surprised to hear who it is
(yea right). They fired Leonard because I supposedly posted their
"discovery file" that Leonard gave to me?
Andy once again claims to have orchestrated all the drama of the past two
years to test a new online technology that neophyte Steve Klemark
developed called "Digital Internet DNA." It's all been a ruse to get
information about me and how this technology works. I'm personally
wondering how the fraud charges play into this testing plan.
The "SEC" says there will be a federal investigation after Andy goes to jail
for fraud.

dacumen

11-10-2011, 04:36 PM

Andy is now redirecting xtagged.com to BUMP.com again, which is interesting because I
got the following email yesterday in response to an email I sent to press@bump.com
asking if they knew anything about the claims Andy was making on his
WiserTechnology.com page about them:
Quote:

Daryl,
BUMP has NO affiliation and NEVER has had any affiliation with Xtag, BUMP is
not being sued by xtag...
-Best Regards,
Andrew Phipps
BUMP.com
1295 Prospect St
La Jolla, CA 92037
Director of Business Intelligence
That's about as clear as an email can get. So now the question is, why is Andy
redirecting Xtagged.com to BUMP.com as if there is a relationship? Does Andy really
think people are that stupid?

Justicebeaver

11-11-2011, 02:25 PM

So by Andy's own omission he states in that youtube video that he "SOLD" Xtagged. I
think this puts a different spin on the current standings for this settlement. These men
need to be paid the dividends of the sale appropriate to there individual percentages,
not just the money they invested back. If Andy really did sell it for the 2.5 million dollars
he states in many rants and emails, the buyout of 1% is much higher then the buy in
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amount these men invested. Maybe this information should be forwarded to the Davis
county prosecutor? We have plausible cause of him stating it truly was sold, as well as
emails stating the amounts. This just got a little more interesting.

dacumen

11-11-2011, 06:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Justicebeaver
So by Andy's own omission he states in that youtube video that he "SOLD"
Xtagged. I think this puts a different spin on the current standings for this
settlement. These men need to be paid the dividends of the sale appropriate
to there individual percentages, not just the money they invested back. If
Andy really did sell it for the 2.5 million dollars he states in many rants and
emails, the buyout of 1% is much higher then the buy in amount these men
invested. Maybe this information should be forwarded to the Davis county
prosecutor? We have plausible cause of him stating it truly was sold, as well as
emails stating the amounts. This just got a little more interesting.

Yea, but the problem is Xtagged never existed as a 'legal' entity, and you can't sell a
company (for $2.5 million or $5 thousand dollars) if it doesn't legally exist! Andy has
claimed to have sold Xtagged for amounts ranging from $50k to $25 million, but if there
never was a company legally registered then there's nothing to sell. The Utah victims
can't own 1% of something that doesn't legally exist, so the state sees it as fraud, not
an investment gone wrong.
Note: I did send copies of the above Youtube video to the Davis county prosecutor in flv
and mp4 format as well as the Youtube link. I'm sure he'll be interested to see that Andy
is STILL trying to con the Utah victims with promises of millions of dollars if they hold
onto their fictitious shares which he was never licensed to sell them in the first place.
Geeez what an IDIOT!!! I mean, how dumb can you get? Here Andy is facing up to 25
years in prison for fraud and he's still trying to con people! It just blows my mind.

dacumen

11-13-2011, 11:01 AM

Hey Ryion, it's Sunday...do you know where your money is?

Justicebeaver

11-13-2011, 12:55 PM

Either way, if the company was sold, not sold, made of cotton candy, or a figment of his
imagination. The worse thing you can do is on camera state that it was sold, and you
guys can continue to keep your fake percentage in my company and become millionaires
if you want. I am baffled at the thought processes that go on, and the logic, or lack of
that they use. well in a week or so we will see what the next chapter of this fictitious
book will be.

Butcher

11-13-2011, 01:10 PM
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Yeah! nowhere in sight, Were going to have to wait for the judge to get it back for us.
Andy's unable to do the right thing and pay us back so were going to have to get it in
court with interest. Court is just around the corner we've waited 3 years whats another
couple months. Any hopes of Andy staying out of prison are pretty much gone now. You
were right once again! not even the help of Ron, Steve, Allen,and Shar could they make
the payment happen, really is anyone surprised? All talk no action. I don't want to hear
from any of you guy's Ron, Steve, Allen, and Shar till you have money in hand quit
wasting my time.

11-13-2011, 08:33 PM

undergroundpro
Challenge

Lets play a game Daryl? Lets challenge one of your facts? Shall we? We already know
about the Doctored up mug shot you posted. Just one example. Soon "Your minions" will
see many more. Both You and Andy have accused one another of the same thing. Andy
is willing to take this challenge. Lets see if you are? Bust out your photo shop skills
because you may need them to pull this one off! This is your statement from one of your
blog post so lets put it to the test. Lets prove that you only report facts on this blog?

1.

1.

I'm not the one with an STD, Andy is (ask the woman
who bore his first two children or the woman he gave
the STD to before having a child with her that he had
to give up for adoption). I let Andy believe the STD lie
because we thought it would help our harassment case
against him. Now that he's facing eminent fraud
charges, it's sort of a side-show so I might as well tell
the truth. If you want me to embarrass your boss with
more details about this, I will. Want names?

Here's the challenge Dacuman: Andy made an appointment for Wed. November 16th
2011. for a full STD test. We will have the results of that test to show after the next
court proceeding. So you are being challenged to provide the same. I highly doubt you
will accept this challenge. Like I said if you report one thing false one must question
everything you post. I've remained silent for the past week yet you still relentlessly post
to this blog in an attempt to discourage Ryion, Kyle and Chris. Once again, why? Anyway
how bout it D?

dacumen

11-13-2011, 11:56 PM

...seriously Ron? Is that really the best your little pea-brain can come up with to defend
your friend Andy? Everything I've posted here is accurate and can be independently
verified, many with public records or with authenticated documents. The courts don't
care what STDs Andy has because he's being charged with FRAUD, not with promiscuity
or failure to use a condom. Do you really think you are going to impress a judge with
Andy's medical history? Are you really that easily distracted?
Grow up kid! These are serious, adult charges your friend is facing and everyone on this
threads is taking them seriously except you and Andy. I know you understand the
consequences of criminal activity and the seriousness of a felony conviction. Please don't
make me remind you on a public message-board forum. My gut tells me you are not
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quite as stupid as you pretend to be.

Justicebeaver

11-14-2011, 12:09 AM

Is this guy serious? Ron, before you shout out challenges, why don't you finish the first
challenge that has been presented, pay the victims their money back! That and that
alone has already sunk your credibility. You guys can't even pay back the victims, (let
alone by the time frame you gave Ryion,) and now you want to throw out challenges?
What is this Jr High? We don't care what STD's Andy has. We don't care that Andy's
heart is 3 times smaller then the normal human being. We even don't care that Andy's
grammar is less than that of a mere 4 year old. All we care about is seeing the money
paid back. You want a challenge? Well there ya go. It's been on the table for years. See
what you can do with it before the 22nd will ya?
BTW, next time you go to court with Andy, try to wear something better than a raggedy
Nike hoodie, and jeans. It is court, a drunk on the street was dressed better than you,
try and show some respect. We have D.I's everywhere down here, and there selection is
great for people with low income.

11-14-2011, 08:00 AM

ripcord

No, Before he shouts out challenges he needs to frist prove Andys products are legit!
And why you can't buy any of them? And that Xtagged was registered before he sold
stock to investores. Ron you have a lot more to prove than Daryl. So far all you've done
is prove Daryl right, and made yourself look like a moron!
---------- Post added at 08:00 AM ---------- Previous post was at 07:39 AM ----------

:rolleyes:

Butcher

11-14-2011, 07:10 PM

No phone call from Allen as promised today. Same old thing everytime, that should tell
you something Ron.....Oh.....It's because of Daryl....Right! I'm tired of always being lied
to by you guy's, your all the same.

Butcher

11-15-2011, 08:45 AM

I think It's time to create a new website that really breaks down all Andy's various scams
like KC, Xtagged, Wiser Technology, and more. It will be complete with Doc's, court
papers, and videos. A tell all! It's time to really get the word out! I'm going to get
started on that today.

dacumen

11-15-2011, 08:54 AM

Quote:
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Originally Posted by Butcher
I think It's time to create a new website that really breaks down all Andy's
various scams like KC, Xtagged, Wiser Technology, and more. It will be
complete with Doc's, court papers, and videos. A tell all! It's time to really get
the word out! I'm going to get started on that today.

Good idea Ryion. This thread has all the evidence and details on it, but it's getting long
and cumbersome to digest it all. I'll host it if you help organize the content and help with
design. Just to be clear Ryion, I am officially putting YOU in charge of the 'smear
campaign.' Do you accept the responsibility and are you aware that you will be targeted
by Andy as a result of your acceptance?
On a side note, has anyone noticed that Andy and the gang seem to have lost interest in
Occupy Denver? I don't know if it has anything to do with the raid over the weekend, but
they haven't posted anything about Occupy Denver since the Michael Moore visit. I guess
that was another one of Andy's passing phases. This is Andy's pattern; he sees a bright
and shiny object and gets really excited about it....for about a week.

dacumen

11-15-2011, 10:44 AM

Hey Ryion, have you talked to Allen Brady yet? What's his excuse for not paying you
back this week? Wait, let me guess: the GOVERNOR has intervened in the case and Allen
is now negotiating with the Attorney General to have all the charges dropped. He's
waiting till the next court hearing to decide whether they should pay you guys back
anyway, right?
Let's recap how far this case has come: earlier this year Allen and Andy were claiming
that they had called Bountiful police and that they had not only agreed to end their
investigation, but that the detective in charge of the investigation had agreed to testify
against us in court...remember that? Now here it is November and Andy Esquivel has
SEVEN DAYS TO PLEAD GUILTY or risk a full-blown trial for fraud. Interesting how time
proves all Andy and Allen's claims to be complete bullshit, isn't it?

undergroundpro

11-15-2011, 11:48 AM

We all know Daryl's Vision of how this case will go down. Let me just paint another
picture for you. I hope the partners are secure in the fact that they can convince a jury
“Beyond a reasonable doubt,” that they were not in fact “Partners” but “Investors.” This
entire case only exist on that basis. Now Keep in mind that's not as simple a task as
Daryl would like everyone to believe. If one witness is caught in a lie on the stand that
alone could place reasonable doubt in the mind of a jury. Not to mention cause them to
disregard the rest of that witnesses testimony. Now Andy's lawyer who will have
documents to prove that each of these individuals played an active role as a partner
promoting, marketing and advertising the product or services of the company. Each had
a job to do and each were brought in as partners to perform the job they held. Now the
lawyer will point out that there had been disagreements within the partnership which
caused Ryion, Chris and Kyle to break away from X-tag and start a campaign to destroy
the very company that they were partners in. Enter Daryl, Having his own Motive of
Vengeance against Andy for what ever reason. Daryl decides to join with the three
disgruntle partners and take the lead in a relentless slander campaign to destroy any
and every possible opportunity for the company to do business. Now keep in mind.
Ryion, Kyle and Chris all signed non disclosure agreements as a condition of there
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partnership. Yet they release vital information about the X-tag system to Daryl so he can
post the details as part of his campaign. This part here is why this would fall apart if it
were a civil case. Now enter Becky. Daryl calls her 50 page book shes writing about Andy
Evidence! The jury gets to see all this so called “Damaging Evidence,” Then they also
get to see the book she began writing about Daryl. They see a women playing both
sides to assure she can jump on the winning side regardless of the outcome. This could
very well be taken as corporate espionage if the lawyer can convince a jury. Especially
since Daryl, who claims to have no connection to Bump.com, Has them as friends on his
Facebook along with John Richards. Daryl has also posted emails from Andrew Phipps on
his blog where Mr. Phipps calls him by his first name. Yet he doesn’t have any
connections with Bump? More Reasonable Doubt? Lets not even mention that the system
Bump is using was offered to Bump by Andrew Phipps after Andy appeared on a local
news broadcast 2 yrs prior claiming it as his. Then as everyone knows there are the
recordings of conversations between Andrew Phipps, Andrew Couch and Andy. Even if
not admissible in court, the emails from Becky to Andy where she mentions that those
recordings would not be admissible , Guess what? Cause reasonable doubt in the minds
of the Jury. Because even if they don't get to hear them they get to hear about them!
One of the charges have already been disregarded based on one document Andy showed
the PA. Didn't you guys wonder why she came out 3 times and asked if you were still
willing to go through with this? Now Daryl will convince you to go on. Because unless
Daryl is called as a witness, He risks nothing. He just expects everyone else to risk
perjury so he can push his own agenda. So you may want to consider this before you
start something that could go way farther then you expected. If your claim that you were
not partners but investors falls apart and you are lying. That means you lied to a federal
SEC agent to settle a civil case on the taxpayers dime?

dacumen

11-15-2011, 12:22 PM

...um, there is one very important little detail that makes your entire rant above
completely senseless and stupid Ron, and it's an important detail because it is the
centerpiece of the case against Andy: THERE NEVER WAS A COMPANY CALLED
"XTAGGED..."!!!
For the life of me I can't understand why you remain completely incapable of getting
that simple fact through your thick skull! It's so basic a child could understand it, and yet
you struggle with it! Andy signed his name to a document accepting money for shares in
a company that DID NOT LEGALLY EXIST!!! That is FRAUD, it is ILLEGAL, and it is the
reason Andy Esquivel is facing up to 25 years in prison right now.
How can you be a 'partner' in a company that doesn't legally exist? How can you 'invest'
in a company that doesn't legally exist? The "legally exist" part seems to be where you
struggle. Why don't you meditate on that for a little while and see if it sinks in through
osmosis?
The Jury won't care about what Ryion, Kyle or Chris did to promote the fake company.
They won't care that some guy from Bump.com used my first name in an email telling
me to stop asking them if they had any relationship with a con-man in Denver. They
won't care if my mother switched sides after finding out that Andy was a fraud. All the
jury is going to care about is (a) did the company legally exist at the time Andy sold
'shares' in it, (b) did Andy accept money for shares in the fake company, and (c) did
Andy have a license to sell securities in ANY company at the time.
I appreciate your amateur legal opinion on the matter and coming from you I have to
say it was pretty well thought out. That said, you have absolutely no understanding of
the basic legal issues with bearing in this criminal case and you're making a fool of
yourself trying to act as Andy's advocate general.
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The prosecutor didn't keep coming out to ask if the victims wanted to move forward with
the case, she kept asking if they wanted to stay since Andy indicated he wanted more
time to cop a plea! Once again you get the facts completely wrong because you're
listening to a pathological lying sociopath...kind of like me coming off an elevator telling
my brother-in-law that Xtagged was worth "millions and billions of dollars", right? You
goons are absolutely hilarious.
I don't think anybody involved has any hesitation about moving forward with this case.
ANDY ESQUIVEL HAS SEVEN DAYS TO PLEAD GUILTY or he will be forced to go to trial. I
hope he's not counting on you to defend him in court because frankly you suck at it.
Does he really have an attorney or is he still trying to raise the money to pay for one?
You know, the court has plenty of talented public defenders who will represent Andy for
free!

dacumen

11-15-2011, 05:32 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JxTMZXsols
This is video ranks #6 in the list of dumbest videos Andy Esquivel has ever posted.

cyruss77

11-15-2011, 10:06 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
We all know Daryl's Vision of how this case will go down. Let me just paint
another picture for you. I hope the partners are secure in the fact that they
can convince a jury “Beyond a reasonable doubt,” that they were not in fact
“Partners” but “Investors.” This entire case only exist on that basis.

WHAT A DOUCHEBAG! You are such a fucking idiot. Are you serious? There won't be a
jury dumb ass just Andy pleading guilty and that's it. There weren't any partners just
good honest people without a record that believed in a false hope and were taken
advantage of. Your boyfriend, Andy, is a thief and an illiterate prick that needs a foot in
his ass and some time in a jail cell!

Justicebeaver

11-16-2011, 12:01 AM

Lets look at all of this objectively. In a quick synopses or comparison, lets have Daryl
and Ron each put their highest level of education completed. Ron when I say this I am
indeed asking for proof, that is if you make a claim to have a degree. Ill even accept a
certification, (like demeaning someones body with un-erasable ink certificate.) I already
know Daryl's and it is quite impressive, as is mine! So there is a new challenge for you.
Show us you graduated high school. Cause if you did... that would be one step higher
then Andy!:)

undergroundpro

11-16-2011, 12:24 AM
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Oh? I see, Andy has no constitutional rights now! Hmm? There just gonna make that
choice for him then? He pleads not guilty and they say, “too bad” and take him into
custody. Wow! You guys are so powerful! And you call me a stupid ass? I know you think
that’s how it works just like Daryl continually says Andy will do 25 yrs? So guess you
control Judges now? Damn D! Your like that? and you choose to live a simple life. How
humble. I must have you pegged all wrong then?
---------- Post added at 01:24 AM ---------- Previous post was at 01:09 AM ----------

K tell you what. Daryl takes Andy's STD challenge I'll gladly post a snap shot of my
Degree. Surprised D hasn't already dug that deep? I mean he mentioned something
about my fathers background so he must have searched that one right? Not that it has
any bearing on anything? I find it humorous that He takes such time out of his day to
prove himself. Must be extremely self conscious or have an inferiority complex to go to
such extremes. Maybe he should put a lil of that effort into talking to a psychiatrist? He's
a walking text book of psychological disorders. And your still trying to convince people I
tattooed my 2 yr old niece? Maybe you should speak to one as well?

Butcher

11-16-2011, 08:35 AM

Ron, I never thought you were this dumb but now you've really proved that you are.
Wow! you really don't get it do you. Andy sold us a % in a company that did NOT
EXIST!!!!! why can you not understand that? and how is Andy going to get around that?
He will loose this case based on that alone. I can't wait for court, I hope Andy doesen't
plead guilty so we can see this train wreak! I am 100% sure Andy will loose and I can't
wait. So I take it were not getting our money back? Wow! we dident see that one
coming. You guy's are a joke.
---------- Post added at 08:35 AM ---------- Previous post was at 08:08 AM ----------

Watch for the new Website Ron. It might help you understand things a little more.

dacumen

11-16-2011, 09:08 AM

Ronald Dean Kelsay
Wonderful job, Ron. Now you've proven yourself to be an illiterate as well as an idiot! I
said Andy faces "UP TO 25 years in prison", not that he would be sentenced to 25 years.
But you know what, I'm sick and tired of going around in circles with you Ron. The fact is
I've been sitting over here for weeks trying to figure out why you are so willing to
believe everything a convicted felon like Andy Esquivel who sold fake shares in
non-existent companies tells you instead of law abiding citizens who's money got taken
or who tried to expose the scam. It's confusing to me that I can post all the facts that
are about to hang Andy Esquivel on this message board thread with supporting evidence
and yet you completely ignore those facts and choose to be blind to the evidence that's
right in front of your face. I found the answer a while ago and I have resisted posting it
out of courtesy, but now quite frankly I'm tired of seeing someone like you posting here
and pretending to be the same caliber of person as the victims of this fraud.
The reason that you, Ron Kelsay, are so blind to Andy Esquivel's faults, his lies, and his
criminal history is because you and Andy are two of a kind.
Let's start with your education. You learned how to ink tattoos on a "jailhouse rig" when
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you were 12, right Ron? Juvenile records are sealed so I have no idea how you got your
hands on a jailhouse rig, but I can guess. You then went to the Colorado Institute of Art,
but couldn't afford to finish paying for your education, so they slapped you with a $1,200
judgment which you eventually satisfied in 1995 with the help of your attorney James J,
Standley. After that it gets interesting!
January 12, 1990 you were convicted of theft, conspiracy, 1st degree criminal trespass,
and cited for having two or more such offenses within a six month time-frame
[Case#1990F73].
On February 7, 1990 you were at it again! Theft, conspiracy, 1st degree criminal trespass
and again you were cited for having two or more such incidents within a six month
period [case#1990cr147]. What were you, on a crime spree trying to pay for college?
Why didn't you just get a job like the rest of us? There were actually ten counts in that
case, but I'm going to be summarizing your criminal history for brevity. Unlike Andy, you
actually had the good sense to hire an attorney named Seth Jeremy Benezra. Good for
you! He convinced you to plead GUILTY in exchange for a reduced sentence just like
Andy Esquivel is about to do.
After that second charge, you took a few years off from your "criminal mischief" to be a
cable repairman for Comcast, which I have nothing but respect for! It was good, honest
work and nobody can fault you for those years...but then something went wrong!
On November 12, 2003 you were convicted of criminal mischief but released on $1,500
bond [case#2003m3974]! What the hell happened? After that you got a DUI in February
2004 [case#2004t1214], and then in 2005 you were back to your old tricks.
On September 12, 2005 you were charged with criminal mischief again, but this time the
amounts were much higher and all three counts you faced were felonies
[case#2005cr1585]. Your Public Defender, Yasmin Sandra Forouzandeh, got you work
release and 18 months probation. What happened Ron? Want to tell us that story?
Better yet, please explain why that light sentence didn't teach you a lesson?
On July 17th, 2006, six months after your wife Shannon was charged with CHILD ABUSE
[case#2006m264] and two months after she received her second DUI
[case#2006t3130], leading me to believe she was driven to alcoholism and divorced you
because of your criminal relapse, you were charged with the most telling of your criminal
offenses and the one Andy was first charged with in 1988...BURGLARY!!!
[case#2006cr1040] This time they held you on $10,000 bond (like Andy) because the
charges were much more serious than before. Burglary of a dwelling, harassment by
striking or kicking your victims (who were probably home in bed or watching television
when you broke in), criminal mischief (duh), criminal trespass, etc.
Dude, what-tha-fuck? No, let me re-phrase that question: Who the fuck do you think you
are coming onto these pages pointing fingers at good, law abiding citizens who've
worked their entire lives, taken care of their families, and always tried to do the right
thing when all you have to show for your life is an ex-wife who's teeth rotted out
(probably because you or one of your scumbag friends got her hooked on meth), a son
who sings gangsta rap and who you produce videos for that glorify drug use and are
filled with naked women, a bunch of tattoos and a con-artist buddy who's a convicted
felon (like you) and is about to go on trial for fraud?
I read your bullshit accusations and ridiculous excuses for Andy Esquivel's criminal
activity and it just makes me sick! Ryion Butcher, Kyle Cluff, Ladd Quayle and Chris
Engelbrecht are good people with families and lucrative careers or legitimate
businesses...well, maybe not poor little Kyle who's still in school and trying to find a wife,
but he'll get there. As for me, the only 'crimes' I've ever committed have been traffic
related (45mph in a 25mph zone after I bought my Audi A4 Turbo because I wasn't used
to the extra kick), I haven't abandoned my kids like Andy Esquivel, I have a good job,
and I'm respected in my community (FOR REAL, not because somebody accepted my
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invitation on fucking "Linked-In") and I take pleasure in exposing the frauds committed
by people like Andy Esquivel and Paul Robinson!
By the way, in case you haven't met up with Paul in jail yet as you suggested you might,
he's the guy who stole my mother's checkbook and bought a $35,000 Nissan 350z and
then an $85,000 BMW 650i with checks forged with my mother's name, all while
promising to make her a millionaire by having her run his fake companies...sound
familiar Andy? Fortunately for her, I was able to coordinate with the police and have his
fat ass dragged out of her living room in his underwear before he was able to take my
mother for everything she had...unfortunately she lost most of it anyway.
You've got a lot of nerve spouting your continuous string of senseless accusations and
assorted bullshit at us on these pages Ron. We have the courts on our side, and we have
the law. All you have are the loaded conjectures and bold-faced lies of a convicted felon
who's been charged with FRAUD and is about to be put on trial for it.
I hate repeating myself, but with all due respect Ronald Dean Kelsay; GO FUCK
YOURSELF!!!

Justicebeaver

11-16-2011, 10:55 AM

OH SNAP! Ron just got beaten like a red headed step child! Oh...wait, I didn't just
describe the child abuse case did I. Ha Ha

ripcord

11-16-2011, 11:25 AM

Holly shit! that was awesome........Ron just had his ass handed to him.

cyruss77

11-16-2011, 03:33 PM

Daaaaaaaamn!
All I can say is Ron, you would be a fucking idiot to post anything more here.
Please comply with what Mr. Acumen suggested at the end of his recent post.
ROASTED AND DONE!

dacumen

11-16-2011, 04:45 PM

http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/shar.jpg
Speaking of bullshit and fake companies, here's a photograph of the staff of "Boss
Marketing, LLC", Shar Jenkins' fake marketing firm (the one that supposedly handles all
marketing for Wiser Technology, LLC). Their website can be found here.
Unfortunately, Shar Jenkins isn't any smarter than Andy Esquivel and he predictably
made the same amateur mistake Andy made when setting up his bogus enterprises: he
never bothered to register with the Colorado Secretary of State! The people posing in
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the photo above are pretending to be executives in a company that doesn't legally exist!
Furthermore, if you aren't legally registered with the Secretary of State then you can't
get a business license, so these people aren't even legally allowed to do business in the
state of Colorado. I present this as definitive proof that Shar Jenkins, like Ron Kelsay, is
an idiot! It's fun to pretend, but it takes a brain to do things legitimately.
Besides, would you hire these clowns to promote your company? Yea, exactly...

Justicebeaver

11-16-2011, 09:32 PM

Hey so I just talked to one of the Utah victims, he said he thinks at least 25 people will
be there on the 22nd. Ha Ha. I think they will be handing out anti-xtagged stickers, and
will be there early to record Andy, coming in and also coming out. Hey who knows
maybe we will get a interview and do our own documentary! :)

Butcher

11-17-2011, 07:20 AM

Go ahead Ron and keep telling yourself Andy's innocent, the outcome will be the same.
Andy WILL!! be found guilty! I bet my life on it. Then what will you do when Andy's in
jail..... Well at least your documentary will have a good ending.....I would watch it.

dacumen

11-17-2011, 07:47 AM

Hey Ryion, have you spoken to Allen Brady yet? What's his latest bullshit story? Let's
see, last time you talked to him, I was facing eminent arrest, a mistrial was guaranteed,
he was going to personally convince the judge to throw out the case against Andy, and
he had an appointment scheduled with the District Attorney on Monday to throw out
Andy's Case so they could pay you guys. What Happened? Has he called you yet? Was
he able to use his Jedi Powers to stop the case from going forward, or is he still Planning
to steal the 'company' from Andy once he's in jail?

undergroundpro

11-17-2011, 10:07 AM

You should write for Hollywood D. Your too predictable. Lucky for you, you will soon get
the treatment you need. They say most sociopaths are never diagnosed or treated
unless they end up in the court system. The only thing handed to me was the proof I
needed! We can argue all we want over Andy's guilt or innocence. Only way to truly
know is after court. I would be more then happy to explain the details of my background
to the press. That way everyone will know how Daryl lies and manipulates!

Butcher

11-17-2011, 10:18 AM

Yes, called him, a girl answered and she said he was busy and that he would call me
right back, and he never called.I talked to him that morning for a minute and he told me
that they were going to go after Andy no matter what even if he paid us back........Yeah!
cause Andy broke the law! and needs to pay for what he did and he has no remorse
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what he did, He tried to scam us again, telling us we will be rich if we just hang on our
%. So were not getting paid tell Andy gets out of jail.

dacumen

11-17-2011, 11:08 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
You should write for Hollywood D. Your too predictable. Lucky for you, you will
soon get the treatment you need. They say most sociopaths are never
diagnosed or treated unless they end up in the court system. The only thing
handed to me was the proof I needed! We can argue all we want over Andy's
guilt or innocence. Only way to truly know is after court. I would be more then
happy to explain the details of my background to the press. That way
everyone will know how Daryl lies and manipulates!

Ron, I think we've all had enough of your mindless garbage for one year. We saw how
much "press" was following you guys at the last court hearing, so feel free to explain
your 'background' to your shadow. If quoting data from official government sources
counts as "lies and manipulation", then I'd like to know what qualifies as the TRUTH!
You're truly unbelievable and if I hadn't interacted with you myself I wouldn't believe
that people as stupid as you actually existed. Andy's 'guilt' is obvious to anyone with a
brain. You don't have one so you continue sticking up for him. Have fun with that.
I'll watch for your film at Sundance this year. Make sure to hold your phone up real high
so as many people as possible can see it...and don't get arrested. :rolleyes:

dacumen

11-17-2011, 12:13 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Yes, called him, a girl answered and she said he was busy and that he would
call me right back, and he never called.I talked to him that morning for a
minute and he told me that they were going to go after Andy no matter what
even if he paid us back........Yeah! cause Andy broke the law! and needs to
pay for what he did and he has no remorse what he did, He tried to scam us
again, telling us we will be rich if we just hang on our %. So were not getting
paid tell Andy gets out of jail.

Ryion, this is shocking! You mean I was right about the state going forward regardless of
whether Andy pulls your money out of his ass and I wasn't manipulating you after all?
Holy shit-balls, what a surprise! I guess "Judge Judy" won't be seeing this case after all.
Wow, another instance of Ron and the Gang being COMPLETELY FULL OF SHIT!!! I
didn't see that coming.

Butcher

11-17-2011, 02:27 PM
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Yeah! sounds like no matter what! Andy is screwed! I can't wait for the the sentencing I
hope all you idiots are there to see your leader go down, and we will be right once
again. You guy are about to be embarrassed. sounds like now that Andy knows he
screwed he's not going to pay us till after he gets out of jail. but at least it will be with
interest from the day we invested to the time he gets a real job to pay us back. And
then if he still does not pay us back, back to court he will go and we repeat the process
as long as we need too. Andy will be running from warrants and jail time for who knows?

dacumen

11-17-2011, 03:12 PM

Hey Ryion, let's play a Game. This one is called "Andy's Stupidest Home Videos!" Here
are the contestants:
http://skunkmedia.com/mariah.html
(Andy's famous Mariah Carey video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eu1bqWatPaA
(Andy puts stickers on a Samsung Instinct box and pretends Xtagged is bundled with
Sprint)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFtkLp8s5yI
(Andy demonstrates tire deflating car cover on a TOY Mustang)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z60TSG810Ac
(Andy demonstrate magic drink can that never shipped)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyTZJVVDsdc
(Andy's new XooPlay "sex app" inspired by the swingers he met at the Playground in
Park City)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6rBufESt94
(Andy reveals his new spokesman "Wiserman" in a parking lot so dark you can't even
see his face)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMulqbcS2y4
(Andy introduces radioactive fingernail polish activated Wiser Pad)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JxTMZXsols
(Andy demonstrated his sex app again, only this time using a background image on an
Android tablet to pretend it's a real app)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXmrIyDDLWw
(Andy plays with a CSI app and pretends he invented a car starter)
Even Ron couldn't watch these videos without laughing his ass off. Hey Ron, which is
your favorite? No, never-mind Ron, we're tired of hearing from convicted felons in this
thread. People without criminal records feel free vote for the funniest Andy Esquivel
video. I think my favorite is still the toy car cover!

undergroundpro

11-17-2011, 03:29 PM

Like I said predictable. You have systematically provided me proof. Soon your grandeur
will fade when reality hits. As far as your so called government provided evidence. Your
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ability to make something into something its not through lies and manipulation has
proven itself once again. Couldn't expect anything less. Classic sociopath behavior. Keep
slipping D I'm counting on you.

dacumen

11-17-2011, 03:45 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
...Soon your grandeur will fade when reality hits. As far as your so called
government provided evidence. Your ability to make something into something
its not through lies and manipulation has proven itself once again.

Ron, did you really post that? It doesn't even make any sense! Try again, only this time
please plug your brain in first (if you can find it).
Personally I think you must be living in some sort of drug-induced fog because I just
listed case numbers for every felony you've ever committed (well, at least for the ones
you got caught for) and Andy Esquivel is facing real charges right now, not some
imaginary force I just made up. You keep saying I'm proving something to you, but the
truth is you continuously prove to us that you have no sense of reality and no
appreciation for the seriousness of the charges Andy Esquivel currently faces...probably
not even for the ones you were convicted of over the past 20 years! You're a child Ron
and the sooner you come to terms with that fact, the sooner you can either grow up or
wake up. Personally, I don't hold out much hope that you will do either.
Reality hits on Tuesday when Andy Esquivel pleads GUILTY to felony securities fraud
charges. Make sure you get it on tape. Oh, and since you're still posting here, why don't
you go ahead and vote for a video. :D
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cyruss77

11-17-2011, 06:22 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
like i said predictable. You have systematically provided me proof. Soon your
grandeur will fade when reality hits. As far as your so called government
provided evidence. Your ability to make something into something its not
through lies and manipulation has proven itself once again. Couldn't expect
anything less. Classic sociopath behavior. Keep slipping d i'm counting on you.

Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record!
Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken record! Broken
record! Broken record!
---------- Post added at 06:22 PM ---------- Previous post was at 06:16 PM ----------

I can only pick one?! Hell, this is like Lay's potato chips, I can't pick just one!

Butcher

11-17-2011, 09:17 PM

Ron, is starting to sound like someone we know....oh yeah!..Andy...you've been hanging
out with Andy way to long now your starting to act and talk like him. You say Daryl is
predictable, Shit! we've been predicting your guy's moves for a long time now. Most
recent one...us not getting paid back.shall I predict what will happen next? OK I will,
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your documentary will go nowhere and than Andy will say it's because of us and our
thread that it didn't make it big, but now you have a lawsuit against us and we will be
sued for millions of dollars so you will still come out on top, But then nothing ever
becomes of the lawsuit and it's because of Daryl, who manipulated your lawyers. I will
stop there cause I could go on forever!! Now Ron, I will let you slip away into your brain
dead coma. Andy's last video is my favorite! I LMFAO........please make another Andy.
Priceless!!!!!!

Justicebeaver

11-17-2011, 11:10 PM

Well I have to say. I enjoy all of Andy's videos. I think they have all been quite
entertaining. I would have to say that the best video that Andy has, is always the
newest one available. They just keep getting better.

dacumen

11-18-2011, 07:12 AM

Andy pleads guilty in four days!

Justicebeaver

11-18-2011, 04:29 PM

Should we take beats on if Andy shows?

dacumen

11-18-2011, 05:28 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Justicebeaver
Should we take bets on if Andy shows?

I'm confident he'll show up. If he chickened out, it wouldn't look good on YouTube. That
said, I've got $20 bucks says he pleads guilty rather than risk being humiliated during a
lengthy trial!

Justicebeaver

11-18-2011, 09:24 PM

Let me rephrase that, " should we take beats on Andy showing up with a lawyer?" haha

dacumen

11-19-2011, 07:59 AM

Ok. $50 says he opts for the public defender
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Justicebeaver

11-19-2011, 02:07 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ncMC...ature=youtu.be
Anyone seen this latest rant of Andy! Ha.
I guess on the back of the contracts that state, "you will be returned your investment,
plus interest by Dec of 2009," is now voided because Andy said so.
Andy says "the prosecutor scheduled a second preliminary hearing because he was going
to pay us back and let the prosecutor take us out, they didn't, so now we have to go to
court? Does this guy live in reality? Andy, looked like he was about to cry at the
preliminary hearing and asked our attorney to have 30 more days to find a lawyer. This
guy is a LOSER!

Butcher

11-19-2011, 05:39 PM

All I can say is WOW! that video is unbelievable. Can't wait for court, And Andy we said if
we got paid back before court we wouldn't ask for interest but now that your not going
to pay us back before court were going for interest, idiot.

dacumen

11-19-2011, 07:12 PM

WOW!!! Andy is really getting desperate. Anyone else notice how much bolder his lies
are becoming? Now he's saying the charges were dropped. Hmmm...I guess the court
didn't receive the memo.

cyruss77

11-19-2011, 07:41 PM

I know! It's unbelievable!
I'm humbled that he would say that I'm you D. Hey Andy, since you don't know who I am
let me give you a little hint. I'm the one who knows about you getting your ass kicked a
few years back in Bountiful. It was sooo nice seeing someone get a little justice from a
snake like you.
Also, let me give you a little history lesson since you obviously dropped out by the 3rd
grade.
Jim Jones was the leader of the Peoples Temple (Like: Karma Cause), and remembered
for the 1978 mass suicide of 909 members.
Jones, being crazy like you, spouted bull shit lies and convinced the members to commit
"revolutionary suicide" by drinking cyanide-laced grape flavored Flavor-Aid.
Again, I say you are another Jim Jones with your lies and blasphemy.

dacumen

11-19-2011, 10:26 PM
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http://img.timeinc.net/time/magazine...781204_400.jpg
...to refresh the memories of the young. Why do the craziest sociopaths always hide
behind 'God'?

Butcher

11-20-2011, 05:57 PM

I love how Andy Tells a completely different story how court actually went, He as
changed all the facts to his favor. Well your not going to be able to keep yourself out of
jail, Thats going to be the only thing that shuts you up. I can't wait for that day. I think
it's funny in the video were Andy really struggles to read the post, he can't read or spell.

Justicebeaver

11-20-2011, 09:01 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fhb7L...layer_embedded
New youtube video. Enjoy! haha
---------- Post added at 09:01 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:58 PM ----------

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGLxr...eature=related
Hey this kid reads better then Andy! HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

NightLife

11-21-2011, 02:09 AM

WTF!!!!!! Andy is still up to the same old shit! He needs to be put in the nut-house not
prison.

dacumen

11-21-2011, 03:35 PM

Andy Esquivel failed to appear at the Arraignment for his May 24th, 2009 Disorderly
Conduct charge in Bountiful this morning at 9am. A $500 cash-only warrant has been
issued for his arrest in that case for his failure to appear.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/091800357-case.pdf
In other news, I had an interesting meeting with the Prosecutor's office in American Fork
today and we had a few laughs over this letter which Andy sent to the court asking to
move his court date to the 23rd.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/letter2.jpg
What makes this letter so amusing is the post-script in which Andy claims that I
threatened him and his 'witnesses' and made them all feel that they "weren't safe" in
the courthouse because I rebuffed Ron Kelsay's harassment of me with his video camera
by telling him to go fuck himself. What made this so funny was that, unbeknown-st to
Andy, I actually had a digital tape recorder on in my jacket pocket and have every word
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spoken by or around me that day on tape, including the confrontation with Ron. I played
the portion of me leaving the courthouse just for fun and we had some giggles over it.
A no-contact order was issued at Andy's arraignment on August 23, 2001 and it remains
to be determined if Ron Kelsay approaching me with a camera constitutes a violation of
that order since Ron works for Andy (Ron uses a WiserTechnology.com email address).
On a related note, Andy appears to have a job! Here is a letter from Andydy Esquivel
asking the court to change his court date because he's missing too much work (three
days already) and it's causing him financial hardship.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/letter1.jpg
I wonder where Andy is working these days? It sounds like he needs to plead guilty to all
the charges against him sooner rather than later to avoid being fired for taking so much
time off work for court.
Next, here's Andy's letter asking for more time in the felony securities fraud case
because of "mandatory holiday scheduling" at his job. He must be working at Target or
some other retail outlet these days, which would be the first legitimate job he's held in
nearly a decade! I for one am proud of the little guy for finally getting legitimate work
instead of spending all his time pretending to be the CEO of a fictional technology
company or made-up charity.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/111701135-letter.pdf
It is amusing however that Andy refers to the November 22nd arraignment (now
December 6th) as a "preliminary hearing." Andy obviously doesn't recall that he WAIVED
his right to a preliminary hearing when he asked for more time the last time he was in
court. December 6th is an arraignment in which the charges will be read and he can
plead guilty (or not guilty) and the case will either go to sentencing or trial. Andy has
indicated he is inclined to plead 'not guilty' on December 6th, but I for one don't believe
him. I think he'll plead guilty at the last minute to avoid a long and embarrassing trial!
Finally, just so they're posted in this thread for the record, here's the case-file for Andy's
1988 burglary conviction:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/88...1-burglary.pdf
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/88...-burglary2.pdf
And here's the case file for Andy's domestic violence charge in 2004:
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/04...esticabuse.pdf
This all gets more and more interesting every week!

Butcher

11-22-2011, 07:33 AM

Andy's really busy this time of year working as a mall Santa, so court is just going to
have to wait.:)

dacumen

11-22-2011, 08:03 AM

Quote:
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Originally Posted by Butcher
Andy's really busy this time of year working as a mall Santa, so court is just
going to have to wait.:)

Ryion, they don't hire "mall Santa's" with felony criminal records, not even in Denver.
He's obviously a red-shirt at Target.
Please note; I have nothing but respect for Target workers. My wife and I go there every
year to do our toy shopping for charity. Maybe this year Andy can learn a thing or two
about REAL karma from someone who gives what they can at Christmas instead of
taking what they can and then lying about it.
On his websites Andy is now claiming that he's got "investigative reporters" following
him around. It sounds to me like Ron got 'upgraded.' Before he was just an amateur
documentary film-maker trying to break into Sundance with Andy's help...now he's
legitimate journalist.

Butcher

11-22-2011, 08:22 AM

Remember when we said this app woulden't lanch the frist time, and we were
right of course! Who wants to bet it doesen't launch on Thanksgiving! But it's
all there lawyers that keep these things from launching....RRRRIGHT!!!
Sorry about delaying the release of our new app. We have everything ready,
but our lawyers told us to wait, and since our lawyers are scary individuals,
we listen to them. (We say that and we’re on THEIR side… Haha.) Anywho,
see my new forum for more details…
Co-owner Steve Klemark
F.Y.I- Sign our Guest-book to get instant alerts to our unveiling

Wiser Technology announces its Airport Application.

On Thanksgiving Day, we shall unveil the safest application to fly.

This app comes from a second party developer that we are in the process of negotiating
a percentage of Wiser Technology ownership. They have asked us not to unveil until
Thanksgiving Day, so please bear with us. WiserTechnology Management.

dacumen

11-22-2011, 08:32 AM

Wow, it's been so long I'd forgotten all about that one! Well, that was one time Andy
didn't blame his chronic failures on me.

dacumen

11-22-2011, 02:44 PM

Two updates:
First, Andy's Wiser E-Cigarette website is offline (big surprise after we pointed out that
there were no products on the current website). The promise is that a new and improved
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version will appear in four days. I guess that means Andy wasn't able to pay the poor
saps who made the first version or that they weren't satisfied with a percentage stake in
a fake company.
In other news, Andy still doesn't have a lawyer. He continues to claim that he's retained
one to represent him here in Utah, but nobody has yet notified the court. That is
problematic because Andy was supposed to appear with counsel at his pretrial hearing in
American Fork tomorrow morning at 9:30am. I guess his work schedule won't allow him
to attend.
The $500 cash-bail warrant for his failure to appear Monday in Bountiful still stands.
Andy will most likely be taken into custody the moment he appears for his next court
hearing. Hopefully he'll remember to carry $500 in cash so he can bail himself out.

undergroundpro

11-22-2011, 02:55 PM

Cyruss77? There were a lot of people who jumped Andy, his cousin, and John. So doesn't
really tell a lot. Are you Lad? Why not just say who you are? I don't understand the
secrecy?

dacumen

11-22-2011, 03:28 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Cyruss77? There were a lot of people who jumped Andy, his cousin, and John.
So doesn't really tell a lot. Are you Lad? Why not just say who you are? I don't
understand the secrecy?

Why the new obsession over Cyrus77? I know who he is, but I'm curious why Andy is so
fixated on figuring out who all the recent participants in this discussion are instead of
finding an attorney to represent him in court! You would think that he'd at least pay
someone to call Bountiful and get him another extension instead of letting that charge
go to a warrant. Besides, everybody posting here is supposed to be me anyway, right?
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out who everybody is, so I would have thought
an "Investigative Reporter" would have been able to figure it out relatively quickly.

Butcher

11-22-2011, 03:48 PM

Attention: Xtagged is now looking for a new CEO! Must have an IQ of 50 or lower and
believe everything Andy Say's. No education required or skills! Must be willing to work
only for a percent in the company.

cyruss77

11-22-2011, 03:54 PM

I can hear Ron saying this now. "SHUT UP Daryl I wasn't taking to" you hurt his feelings
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D. Why else wouldn't he say anything after you handed his butt back to him.
Why the secrecy? Well it's because I'm afraid that Andy will try to hurt my feelings with
his wit. Better yet, he will annoy the shit out of me would be the best reason. Honestly
those who need to know me do. What matters and continues to remain is that Andy is
still a douche bag that I know had everything coming to him. I'm glad you know all the
one sided facts from Andy. I know it will make for a great bull shit story.

dacumen

11-22-2011, 04:06 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
Attention: Xtagged is now looking for a new CEO! Must have an IQ of 50 or
lower and believe everything Andy Say's. No education required or skills! Must
be willing to work only for a percent in the company.

And must have a criminal record!

dacumen

11-22-2011, 04:10 PM

I have a question: If Andy was "jumped," then why is he the one being charged with
disorderly conduct? Why does he have a pending warrant for his arrest in that case?

cyruss77

11-22-2011, 04:16 PM

So is it just Andy and Ron now? What happened to the others? Did they finally come to
their senses?

dacumen

11-22-2011, 04:37 PM

Hey, what ever happened to the King-Christ HD Sunglasses?
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dacumen

11-22-2011, 05:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by cyruss77
So is it just Andy and Ron now? What happened to the others? Did they finally
come to their senses?

Allen, Shar and Steve don't have any senses to come to unfortunately.

Justicebeaver

11-22-2011, 08:33 PM

I love how Andy says he never reads these blogs, but yet has quotes of them on his
wiser technology website, and composes multiple YouTube videos referring to them.
This guy is psycho, but I actually enjoy his videos. Hey Andy, make some more, I need a
good laugh. ha Has anyone noticed that all of Andy's minions look like the type of guys
that his original reason/lies for creating xtagged, "to keep the internet safe," are
supposed to keep off of the internet! Pretty ironic! Maybe that idea came from his
personal experiences?

cyruss77

11-22-2011, 10:54 PM

What I love is that Andy always says the same old crap. My lawyer says this, my lawyer
says that. I have to use the bathroom hold on and let me ask my lawyer to see if that's
okay. It's all the same story. Andy, since I know you read these I'd like to say that I'm
surprised you haven't had more ass whoopn's! What did you do to get 15 people to tap
dance on you? I'm with Justicebeaver, post more fun videos!

dacumen

11-22-2011, 11:36 PM

Cyrus77, Andy is now claiming on his wesite that the Bountiful police are after you.
That's really funny coming from a guy who has a $500 cash-only warrant for his arrest
right now because he failed to show up for court in Bountiful. I guess now I'm
responsible for Andy getting jumped too, huh?

cyruss77

11-22-2011, 11:50 PM

Wait! I thought I was you??? I'm really confused about myself now.:eek:
Sadly, Andy is the responsible for getting he and the other guy jumped but like always
it's never Andy's fault and he'll never take responsibility for his big mouth.

ripcord

11-23-2011, 04:49 AM
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Andy needs this thread to help him remember all his court dates. How can he miss? It's
all right here?

Butcher

11-23-2011, 08:32 AM

The story of Andy getting jumped, is just another tall tale of Andy's. It never happend!!!!
go ahead Andy post a case number or anyone can call and find out it was never
reported. Go ahead Andy give us some proof!

dacumen

11-23-2011, 08:58 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
The story of Andy getting jumped, is just another tall tale of Andy's. It never
happend!!!! go ahead Andy post a case number or anyone can call and find
out it was never reported. Go ahead Andy give us some proof!

Are you sureabout that Ryion? Cyrus77 said Andy showed up in a gym with a black eye
right after and aren't the disorderly conduct carges related to the assault? If not, then
what was Andy disorderly about? Guess I have to ask my attorney to get the details for
me.

dacumen

11-23-2011, 10:17 AM

Here's Andy's latest letter begging the court for more time to find an attorney to
represent him in American Fork. According to this letter, Steve Klemark has been
promoted to a "paralegal" and Andy claims that he wrote the letters posted above, even
though Andy signed them and the handwriting looks like Andy's. Note: Why would a
paralegal write a hand-written note to a court asking for more time for his best friend
anyway? Does that make sense to anybody?
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/101101231-112211.pdf
Andy claims to have obtained counsel, but the court has no record of this mythical
attorney contacting them and neither does the 2nd district court in Farmington. Also, if
Andy had an attorney, why would he still be sending his own absentee letters to the
court? That's what lawyers are paid to do.
...very curious.
Oh, and of course the story now is that Andy and all his brainless minions are scared of
me. I guess Andy has forgotten that there is a no-contact order in place in this case and
it violates court directives for him or any of his "witnesses" or "documentary
film-makers" to approach me or to attempt to make contact with me outside the
courtroom. If you watch Andy's videos you will clearly see that Ron approached me,
clearly violating the no-contact order.
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Anyway, I had no idea I was so intimidating. Guess I can stop going to the gym now. :D

Justicebeaver

11-23-2011, 10:38 AM

hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha ha. What a lying, uneducated, third
world intelligent idiot. Did anyone else notice the huge amount of spacing between
words and new sentences? This guy seriously needs to pay the victims back, plead
guilty, and go to jail. I bet, (not entirely sure) that jail would be a upgrade from where
he is living, and who he is presently associated with.
ANDY, Make a video about me now. I feel left out. Lets play the game where you
speculate who I am! I would love to see the videos of your broken English, and your
third grade reading level again. I actually showed a bum on the street a video of Andy,
and it made him feel better about himself. Good times!

dacumen

11-23-2011, 11:40 AM

Latest update:
Bountiful disorderly conduct charge: Arraignment rescheduled to 12/5/11. Cash-only bail
still stands at $500 (unpaid). Previous bail of $250 was paid by "Gene" Allen Brady.
Farmington Securities Fraud charges: Arraignment rescheduled to 12/6/11. Andy free on
$10,000 bond. Bond posted by Andy's mother.
American Fork harassment charges: Arraignment rescheduled to 12/7/11. Andy free on
$1,000 bond.

cyruss77

11-23-2011, 01:03 PM

Bwaahahahahahahahahahahah.........oh, oh, gotta catch my
breath...hmhmhmhahahahahahahahahahaha... .....
D, you are such a thug to tell Andy to do what he's best at.
I love the last part "I would like to thank.............and your staff who took my finger print
and treated my with respect based on "innocent until proven guilty" I've been very
comfortable in your court house until this incident occurred.
Well, the good news is that Andy feels comfortable in the court house because he
frequents them often and it will be a good point as he transitions to jail. "Innocent until
proven guilty," hmmmm, I think the guilt has been proven time and time again. What
this is is a bad case of denial and Andy is the one who needs help........
Let's see, today Cyruss77 should be James or how about Kyle.....ahhh, maybe Ryan.....or
Chris........who else, um oh! maybe it's RIPCORD and we cant forget about those of us
who were involved with Andy who have kept quiet. I could be the manager that was at
Cyprus Credit Union that handled the contracts for you Andy............"Things that make
ya go hmmmmm."
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dacumen

11-23-2011, 01:30 PM

Here is an official statement from the American Fork Court regarding Andy's latest plea
for more time to find and attorney and his claims that his 'witnesses' are scared to come
to court and they didn't want to travel so close to the holidays:
Quote:

This matter comes before the court for a pretrial conference. Yesterday,
defendant faxed ex parte letter to the court requesting that this hearing be
continued. State reviews fax. State does not object to the continuance but
indicates that this matter has been rescheduled several times before. Court
indicates that this hearing will not be continued another time. The
court indicates that no witnesses are required for the pretrial
conference. Defendant is to be present at that hearing...period! This
matter is continued to December 7, 2011 at 9:30 a.m. before Judge Thomas
Low in courtroom 2.
In other words, '...leave your stupid cronies home and get your ass into a courtroom on
December 7th or else!' The court is losing it's patience for Andy's bullshit and for his
delays and this is the last time they will allow him to pretend he has a lawyer and to beg
for more time.

dacumen

11-23-2011, 02:48 PM

http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/sexapp.jpg
Here's the image Andy used to pretend he had developed a sex app. It's very convincing!
(...trying hard not to laugh)

dacumen

11-23-2011, 04:15 PM

Does anyone else find this strange? Here's what you get when you type
KarmaCause.info right now.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/karma.jpg
Does anyone else understand this? What does Steve Klemark's NDA have to do with
Godaddy?

Butcher

11-23-2011, 06:24 PM

My guess is they don't want to host a scam website.

DJrain

11-23-2011, 07:53 PM
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Andy give it up already. You're starting to get really bad at lying. You've been busted,
now do the right thing and pay these men back and face you're crime's like a man. Quit
digging yourself a bigger hole.

extagger

11-23-2011, 09:58 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Does anyone else find this strange? Here's what you get when you type
KarmaCause.info right now.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/karma.jpg
Does anyone else understand this? What does Steve Klemark's NDA have to
do with Godaddy?

-----MAKES perfect sense....
you see, steve has a nda with wiser tech go-daddy has been secretly infiltrated by Daryl
& his mother & Rioyn & cyruss77 & Kyle & LMW & my dog to bring down Internet DNA.
so, Andy will be posting a 32 min video on all his "proof that he HAS the proof",
complete with tinfoil on the walls, mariah carey, and trademark "Andy Dancing"...and
can't forget the (in)famous tag line - "this will ALLLLL be proven in court you guys!"
oh, and what was Andy talking about..oh yeah, this nda
so, Andy will bring up a new server hosted on all those BlueTooth e-cig ends that act like
another type of internet. On this wiser e-cig network will have all the coolness that is
Internet DNA...makes kids safer, allows you to track EVERY PENNY, cures any hangover,
tells you whom in the room has an STD, washes the dog, makes women prettier, makes
men build muscle w/o exercising... oh, can't forget the super, mega, cool, ultra 3d
holographic virtual tour of key historical moments in the bible (using chimera AND Xraza
smart phone technology...see, together, it's even wiser-er-er)..
When KarmaCause.info comes back up, it'll really be an "investor preview".. No media at
this time, ONLY investors! Because as cool as this Internet DNA is, our lawyers have told
us NOT to release the technology to the public, yet! (screw you guys in marketing!!)
Andy has to wait for all this "fraud" and "xtag" court silliness to finish up, BEFORE he'll
release Internet DNA on us common folk.
Oh, and this way, Daryl, you can't RUIN his ideas and scare off investors and cost Andy
MILLIONS OF BILLIONS dollars!!
SEE, makes PERFECT sense...
Hey, look over there, is that wiser-tech car cover on a REAL car??? oh, what... just some
plastic blowing in the wind..
gotta run...looks like my copy of the super safe airport app for my samsung Instinct (with
Xtag tech..er wait, wiser technology) just showed up...been waiting a WHOLE year just
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for that! AND just in time for tomorrow's travels! Phew, nice to know I can finally fly the
friendly skies again!
ps, since I'm a newb, how long does one have to wait until I'm in one of Andy's vids?
ps2, Note to Andy... I'M NOT DARYL!!! but I MIGHT be someone CLOSE to you!!!!
bwabwabwahahahhahahhha <- insert sinister laugh track
ps3, Curious, did your para-legal department create the word "non-dis-closer"??????
X-Ex-Tagger

ripcord

11-24-2011, 06:55 AM

You'll be in Andy's next video for sure, it will be made in the next hour or so. Be
prepared to be contacted by all Andy's media too! So much for a quiet Thanksgiving your
going to have a whole news crew on your front lawn.

dacumen

11-24-2011, 07:50 AM

I'm sorry Xtagger, I don't know who you are but that was the most awesome post I've
read on this thread in ages! I was bustin' up so loud my wife made me read it to her and
even she was rolling! Absolutely hilarious! I'd forgotten some of that shit.
DJ Train, ain't it crazy how much has happened since you've been away? It's like the
series finale of LOST.
As for Andy's new website, I just hope he has the common sense to hire a professional
designer this time. That old site looked like some 8th graders science project taped
together and hosted by Homestead back in 1998! I think the sign Andy's kids painted for
Occupy Denver looked more professional.
Speaking of which, does anyone think Andy might be working at Target so he can help
the Occupy Black Friday movement from the inside? I'm curious to see if he can get
three consecutive days off for court.

DJrain

11-24-2011, 09:28 AM

I can't believe how much I've missed, I've been doing some catch up reading and LMAO.
I'm never going to miss an episode of this again. This is by far the most entertaining
thread on this site.

cyruss77

11-24-2011, 01:30 PM

Happy Thanksgiving to you all!
Sorry, I can't get enough of today's episode of D-Bag-Andy. In this episode he's saying
that Kyle, Ryan, and Chris will be charged with extortion and perjury. What a lunatic! He
obviously is confused as to what those words even mean. D, you are now a 42 year old
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cyber bully. Everyone was filmed in the sushi bar as they discussed the business.
Sooooooo, you all are in so much trouble it's not even funny! I wouldn't want to be in
your shoes when the shiz hits the fan!...........Wait! I do want to be in your shoes
because this man hiding behind Jesus, spewing blasphemy is going to have a rude
awakening especially when he doesn't even realize that the war that is taking place is
not even between the three gentlemen!
Andy, Oprah Winfrey called and said to say hi!

ripcord

11-24-2011, 04:00 PM

See what happens when you do drugs kid's. You turn to a life of crime like Andy. You
can't think straight, you think really bad ideas are good one's. You think your above the
law and that you'll never get caught. You think your the owner of a company that's
worth millions and billions of dollars, your life just really goes to shit.

dacumen

11-24-2011, 08:38 PM

OK, finally the full story is in on the recent outage of KarmaCause.info, and it turns out
I'm the one responsible (for once a conspiracy theory proves correct).
Recently Andy Esquivel (who is it it turns out COMPLETELY ignorant of Internet copyright
law and only a passing knowledge of how the internet works) posted a photo of me
dressed as Dennis Rodman for an office Christmas party in 2005. It's a great photo and
I'll post a copy at the end of this message if I remember. The day after Andy posted the
photo, I sent a standard issue, DMCA infringement letter to GoDaddy alerting them to
Andy's willful disregard for my copyrights to the photo. Note: I created a website that
hosts millions of photos taken over many years with hundreds of thousands of views per
month, so yes I have such legal notices on speed-dial in my email server. :)
GoDaddy got the notice a few days ago and, as is their common practice, took
KarmaCause.info OFFLINE while they waited for Andy to remove the photo from their
servers. The evidence I provided was pretty damning, so they shot first and asked
questions later instead of waiting for Andy to comply voluntarily. Hell, Andy stated
clearly on the homepage that he was posting content that he knew I would have legal
recourse to have removed. That didn't get him any friends in the GoDaddy copyright
enforcement office.
True to form, Andy created another one of his bullshit lies to explain the outage on his
LinkedIn profile. What was it, let me see if I remember..."*NEW*
WWW.KARMACAUSE.INFO will be down as we upload Digital Internet Dna
system for the Media. It will not be hosted at Godaddy due to Steve Klemarks
non-dis-closure agreement with Wiser Technology." In other words, Andy
Esquivel had no idea what was going on and posted the first excuse he could pull out of
his ass. Nice!
Andy has since learned a lesson in 'Digital Internet Copyright Law' and has posted the
following on his new blogspot blog, obviously created in haste when he couldn't decide if
he should comply with my CDMA infringement letter and save his website or not:
Quote:
Daryl's Complaint Just In Time, Turkey Day
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DDDaryl Acumen just in time for Turkey Day DDD, DDD, DEE DEE DEE! Get
this as we were uploading copies of the cashiers checks for the men in Utah
to make Daryl look stupid for the I don't know how many times now I think
1000. Well we had to shut Karma cause down to configure Digital Internet
DNA for the media and upload the cashiers checks they were going to be
our opening for today 'Thanks Giving' BUT Daryl sent this pathetic
complaint below to Godaddy about his leather pants sexy pic "I am not
kidding" this is what a loser Daryl is and he will do anything to try and get
the evidence that makes him look Coo Coo for coco puffs off of
Karmacause.Info so now we have to remove the picture of DDD. But as
soon as Karmacause.info is back up you will see that the men from Utah
were getting paid but Daryl manipulated it once again. We only wanted to
pay them to keep them out of jail because they are so manipulated Kyle
and Chris by Daryl and Ryion but once again we make Daryl the DDD ON
TURKEY DAY! God Bless All.
Oh' here is a copy of Chris's check! you can see others at Digital Internet
Dna DID tab or my Media LinkedIn Click Here! And we are done making
Daryl look DDD! see you all @ trial now that the men turned down the
money again.

LOL!!! ...cute!
Anyway, here's Dennis Rodman done right! I think I chose this costume because I was
the only black employee in the company at the time and I wanted to do the most
outrageous black man on the planet! Instructions for those who want to TRY to emulate:
hair bleached blonde, dyed red, then frosted cherry to finish
pinch nose, lip and ear rings
magnetic rhinestone stud ear rings
size 14 Air Jordan shoes from DI (you can't see them in this picture)
mini-regulation NBA basketball for scale
night-time sunglasses from Target (Andy can hook you up)
Bright red wonen's shirt of some kind from someplace with arns cut off to
show muscles
leather pants from Hot Topic (only wear these once, cause they're hot as
hell)
bicycle shorts because the leather pants don't fit too well
straight line ghotee (hard to see in this picture...didn't have enough time to
grow it)
LED dog tag that repeats the scrolling words "BLING...BLING..." for that
geek effect
Oh, and for the finishing touch, Wiser Technology radioactive fingernail
polish :D
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/Rodman.jpg
Dude, did Andy really just call me sexy? I don't know how I feel about that. :eek:
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Alert

11-24-2011, 09:01 PM
http://t1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:A...yzkeeKwKGdgc37

Justicebeaver

11-24-2011, 11:22 PM

More videos! More videos! More videos! More videos! More videos! More videos! More
videos! More videos!

dacumen

11-25-2011, 06:50 AM

Ryion, Kyle and Chris, I didn't know you guys turned down Andy's money AGAIN!
According to Andy, that means you guys are going to jail for sure just in time for
Christmas. Sad news. Will miss you all.

dacumen

11-25-2011, 10:00 AM

Proof that "Google is starting to feel the pressure" from Andy Esquivel and Xtagged!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ehMtnM6Oxk
"Google is a drama machine...Google is just like Jerry Springer"
Andy is still too stupid to realize that YouTube, which hosts all of his rants, is owned by
(drum roll please) GOOGLE!!! LOL!!!

Butcher

11-25-2011, 10:05 AM

I guess Andy made up our mind's again about getting paid back? He says we refused our
checks once again and I don't recall, ever getting a phone call or letter about how too
pick up or receive our check's. And I still haven't even seen an image of my check on
you're pathetic website Andy. Once again lies !!! Andy really is incapable of telling the
truth. I hope you're paying attention to this Ron! Told you Andy would come up with
some excuse not to pay us back. How can we refuse our checks if the were never
offered? That's why we wanted you to handle the pay back. Ron I would like an
explanation please, enlighten us on how we refused our checks? We will except our
checks just so you know. Tell us were we can pick them up. Ron you have to be
scratching your head on this one. Told you Andy was a scam. Are you a believer yet?
Told you we would never see that money. You and Allen are probably feeling pretty
dumb right now. That's why you Guy's won't call me huh! Well get used to it, Andy will
continue to make fool's out of you Guy's.

dacumen

11-25-2011, 10:20 AM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqHyd72G2P4
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Posting this for JusticeBeaver. :)

dacumen

11-25-2011, 10:34 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Butcher
I guess Andy made up our mind's again about getting paid back? He says we
refused our checks once again and I don't recall, ever getting a phone call or
letter about how too pick up or receive our check's. And I still haven't even
seen an image of my check on you're pathetic website Andy. Once again lies
!!! Andy really is incapable of telling the truth. I hope you're paying attention
to this Ron! Told you Andy would come up with some excuse not to pay us
back. How can we refuse our checks if the were never offered? That's why we
wanted you to handle the pay back. Ron I would like an explanation please,
enlighten us on how we refused our checks? We will except our checks just so
you know. Tell us were we can pick them up. Ron you have to be scratching
your head on this one. Told you Andy was a scam. Are you a believer yet? Told
you we would never see that money. You and Allen are probably feeling pretty
dumb right now. That's why you Guy's won't call me huh! Well get used to it,
Andy will continue to make fool's out of you Guy's.

Does Andy really think a scanned black and white image of a check that was faxed in
October of 2007 counts as physically handing someone the real thing in 2011? That
image looks faked to me! Also, I didn't see an image of Ryion and Kyle's checks.
On a side note; has anyone else noticed that six of the eleven pages of the
KarmaCause.info website are exclusively devoted to Andy's court battles or to me? That
doesn't exactly build confidence in Andy's supposed 'legitimate charity' does it?

11-25-2011, 06:25 PM

Butcher

Andy has such a good heart, just look at all the charities he pretends to give too! And
look how much better off people are now that Andy gave Xtagged to the people....I
mean people are able to pay there bills now, afford Christmas this year. The country is
finally able to get out of debt. Thanks Andy! Your the best!
---------- Post added at 06:25 PM ---------- Previous post was at 01:31 PM ----------

Andy's seams to think me Kyle and Chris are the one's being prosecuted. Wow! He's in
for a rude awakening. I wonder if Andy will still talk trash from jail.

cyruss77

11-25-2011, 08:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
Proof that "Google is starting to feel the pressure" from Andy Esquivel and
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Xtagged!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ehMtnM6Oxk
"Google is a drama machine...Google is just like Jerry Springer"
Andy is still too stupid to realize that YouTube, which hosts all of his rants, is
owned by (drum roll please) GOOGLE!!! LOL!!!

What a DIP SHIT! Hmmmm, why do we have sever different search engines. It's a damn
conspiracy why Google isn't the only search engine...or Bing....or Yahoo. Google is
picking on XTAGGED! whaaaaaa! Andy! ever her of the word algorithm! And for those of
you who know what an algorithm is are they all created equal?
Hey D, I'm sure according to Andy you manipulated Google to post your "smear
campaign" at the top of the list.

dacumen

11-25-2011, 08:52 PM

Yea, Google's search results are different for a REASON! That reason Is PATENTED! Andy
needs to get over his delusions of self importance. The only people at Google who have
any idea who Andy is are the YouTube support folks reviewing his videos for violations of
their terms of service.

NightLife

11-26-2011, 01:54 AM

Wouldn't it be great if Andy goes to prison on page 100 of this thread.

dacumen

11-26-2011, 10:23 AM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1L2E5zoAYE
Here you go JusticeBeaver, episode 97 of the Andy Esquivel Show, ...with special guest
star ME as a sadistic hacker with evil designs and special Jedi powers! :D

Justicebeaver

11-26-2011, 10:49 AM

wow!!!! I love these videos, keep them coming ha. So Monday huh! Everyone is going to
be in big trouble! I mean its thanksgiving weekend, it is only cordial to wait for Monday!
also with all the numbers Andy throws out for everyone to call the odds of one being his
mom is quite high. I know Kyle, he wouldn't harm a fly. Andy, is so full of breakfast
burritos and burnt tortes he had for thanksgiving he can't get that through his small
uneducated, racist brain. D how many times did this fool call you a Uncle tom? But he
has the gull to call us racist. See ya around the pinata Andy!
P.S that voice Andy made was the gayest thing I have ever heard. Men, children, and
small creatures will forever be haunted by this mans voice, which is equivalent to that of
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a pig squealing right before slaughter.

Butcher

11-26-2011, 01:55 PM

LOL. ..... another priceless video! Keep them coming Andy.Andy you have know idea how
excited for court I am. I can't wait to see you testify. Talk about comedy!

Butcher

11-27-2011, 12:40 PM

Ron!...Ron!....still waiting for a response about our checks. It's tough trying to defend
Andy huh! It's going to be even tougher for a lawyer in court, so don't feel so bad. But
it's probably best to sit on the sidelines till this is all over.

Justicebeaver

11-27-2011, 08:29 PM

Id be surprised if Ron, ever wrote on here again. I mean, according to Andy, he monitors
this site, 24/7!

ripcord

11-28-2011, 07:17 AM

Andy could get this case thrown out by pleading insanity. All he has to do is show all his
YouTube videos and the judge will believe he's insane, and that would be the only way
Andy gets out of this one.

Butcher

11-28-2011, 07:53 AM

Lol.......I think your right Ripcord!
---------- Post added at 07:53 AM ---------- Previous post was at 07:45 AM ----------

When court gets going were going to have a lot of witnesses there like Danny, John,
Brandon, Mel, Ladd, and Robert. Rember these guys Andy?

Justicebeaver

11-28-2011, 10:19 AM

Andy, talks tough all the way up until court happens. We all saw this during the
preliminary trial. He made multiple YouTube videos talking his tough talk, but when he
got there, he was so timid and out of his league it was almost sad to watch. This time
will be no different.

Butcher

11-28-2011, 10:56 AM
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I know, I can't wait to see him in court! He is out of his league and he's going down
hard. Do you like how quiet Ron's been? do you think he's starting to figure Andy out?

dacumen

11-28-2011, 01:40 PM

Hey guys, check out this restarted post by Ron "Perry Mason" Kelsay!
Quote:
Allen Brady finds precedence in the law. Daryl Acumen Interferes with SEC
case against Andy Esquivel.
Mr Acuman posted privileged information obtained from Andy Esquavel's
Discovery to his Party Utah Blog. http://www.partyutah.com
/edm/showthr...=19452&page=61 .
“ Criminal histories may not be disseminated to anyone other than the
defendant”.
A Discovery is intended to be used by the attorney representing the defendant.
If at some point said attorney no longer represents the defendant, the packet
must be returned to the County Attorney’s office. How Mr. Acuman obtained a
copy is unknown. Mr Brady while in communication with Prosecutors at the
Davis countyAttorney's office, set out to request a change of venue based on
Daryl's actions. It is Allen Brady's belief that Andy would not receive a fair trial
based on the leak of information to the public in the state of Utah. Daryl's
action may even be grounds to declare a mistrial. What may seem as a Lucky
break to some should raise questions to Everyone? Wiser technology has
found precedence in these actions. Had this been a Murder trial, the reckless
actions of one individual could result in a mistrial? The information could be
leaked intentionally by the defendant themselves? Even in the midst of
diversity, Wiser technology continues to make the world a safer place.

I personally found this a very entertaining read. Since when is it illegal to post information
that is a matter of public record? I guess after the number of criminal trials Ron has been
through, he can now confidently be regarded as a legal expert! I wonder how much he and
Allen charge per hour? Hey Allen, how did that 'change of venue' request work out for you?
LOL!!!
PS - Who the hell is Carlos Mencia?

dacumen

11-28-2011, 05:40 PM

Regarding Andy's bountiful disorderly conduct charge, we just found the case file on John
Steer for the same incident in case anybody's interested. Since we know that John and
Andy both got into the legendary fight in Bountiful together, I think it's safe to assume
that these are the charges Andy has been running from for two years while claiming
racism on the part of the Bountiful Police Departnemt.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/091800359-steer.pdf
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Andy makes the following special note on his KarmaCause.info website:
Quote:

For two years they blogged we were a scam & slandered everyone around us
and smeared every product we produced. Not once did we revert to violence.
We just waited for justice and now after two years we can finally be Dec, 06,
2011. Think power of the mind not body.
I think the record above clearly shows that the claim of not "revert[ing] to violence" is
completely untrue.

Butcher

11-28-2011, 07:18 PM

Good job Andy! Way to make Daryl look stupid by posting images of our checks and
paying us back.....oh wait!....you dident post our checks or pay us back. Who looks
stupid now? Daryls been right about you this whole time, you really shouldn't talk shit
unless you can back it up.....Idiot!

cyruss77

11-28-2011, 10:05 PM

Lie after lie.............story after story.......very sad.

undergroundpro

11-28-2011, 11:51 PM

Don't worry guys, I'm still here, just watching in amazement and disbelief like most at
the extremes you are all willing to go to. Sorry I can't interact anymore but I got the
answers I needed like I said. Everything has purpose!
Keep yourselves entertained.

ripcord

11-29-2011, 04:57 AM

Welcome back Ron, I know it's so crazy some of the thing's Andy is claiming and saying,
I too am in amazement and disbelief. Just goes too show there's nothing Andy will do or
say to keep the scam alive. It really is unbelievable!

Butcher

11-29-2011, 07:55 AM

Ron!!!! Your back!!! I'm glad your finallly coming to your senses about Andy! Was it the
check issue that finally made you realize what lying bastared Andy is! Or everything
else? Anyway it's good to hear from the eye in the sky. I'm glad you finally came to your
senses, and that your not as dumb as we thought!
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11-29-2011, 10:01 AM

Ron is one curious bird. He talks about "extremes," but how can you call documented
facts 'extreme?' That's just weird to me.
Not to get political, but this is EXACTLY what's wrong with our country today! You have
people like the Occupy Wall Street crowd who continuously say that the top 1% aren't
paying their fair share. Then somebody like me walks into an Occupy rally in Salt Lake
City with IRS statistics under his arm and shows person after person in the crowd the
DOCUMENTED FACT that the top 1% pay more than 38.7% of all taxes on only 20% of
the revenue while the bottom 50% pay 2.7% of all taxes on 12.75% of the revenue and
you get reactions like Ron's here:

"It's all a lie...you are are part of an evil conspiracy to spread lies...your authoritative
government source is corrupt and the data is faked...we know the truth, but we're not
going to tell you what it is...you are brainwashed and you can't handle the truth...have
you read such-and-such blog with the real truth on it?"
If we're all wrong here, then why is Andy still facing felony securities fraud charges? Why
hasn't the case been thrown out? Why is there still a warrant for Andy's arrest here in
Utah? Why hasn't Andy produced an actual check paying the Utah victims back instead of
excsue after excuse why he cannot? Why haven't we seen Andy's revolutionary car cover
lately...or the energy drink...or the bluetooth profiler? I tried to buy the Xooplay sex app
yesterday on my Android but couldn't find it. Why? Where's the Wiser Airport app? Where
are the MP3 playing, laser firing e-cigarette filters with bluetooth and atomic batteries
that Andy promised us? Where's Gary Thebus? Where's Zed the private investigator (it's
a felony to impersonate a private investigator in Colorado you know)? Where's the Wiser
Pad and the radioactive fingernail polish? Where are those magic HD sunglasses with the
3D model of Solomon's temple? Is Karma Cause a properly registered non-profit charity?
Does Andy have a business license?
We post questions like these and you respond with more of Andy's ridiculous conspiracy
theories about me getting paid by people I've never even heard of, being in cahoots with
the state, manipulating all the witnesses and making up facts. Then we get impassioned
proclamations that Andy is ready to take an STD test. WTF?
Ever heard of Occam's razor? Given any two explanations for a phenomenon, the simpler
one tends to be the truth. Well the simple explanation for Andy's serial failures is HE'S A
FRAUD! Ron won't accept this simple explanation for two reasons: (1) he's stupid (2)
he's a criminal just like Andy and criminals like to stick together. Personally I'm surprised
you people have the balls to keep posting as many times as we've flattened Andy's
arguments and exposed his lies with documented facts on these pages.
...unbelievable!

ripcord

11-29-2011, 10:30 AM

The reason Ron chooses not to engage in a debate on here is because he lacks two
thing's 1. Facts 2. Wit. He has neither.
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cyruss77

11-29-2011, 10:39 AM

Well put D.

undergroundpro

11-29-2011, 11:57 AM

Kyle and Chris, call Andy's attorney, L. Martinez. Your checks are ready. He will tell you
how to get them. D, once again You post a statement and claim I wrote it? Where did
you pull that one from. Typical example of one of your so called “facts”. You OK D? You
been busy I know that. I haven’t posted because you guys don't need me, your doing a
stand up job all by yourselves. Keep up the good work and thank you.

dacumen

11-29-2011, 12:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by undergroundpro
Kyle and Chris, call Andy's attorney, L. Martinez. Your checks are ready. He will
tell you how to get them. D, once again You post a statement and claim I
wrote it? Where did you pull that one from. Typical example of one of your so
called “facts”. You OK D? You been busy I know that. I haven’t posted because
you guys don't need me, your doing a stand up job all by yourselves. Keep up
the good work and thank you.

I was being facetious by comparing you to Occupy Wall Street protesters with the

"italicized blue quote" Ron. I know your below-average intelligence doesn't allow you to
comprehend such linguistic devices, but you should at least try.

Chris and Kyle, as per my verbal agreement to both of you, here are the amounts which
you are owed with interest as stipulated by the contracts which Andy signed and gave to
each of you.
Chris Engelbrecht: $2,000 @ 7% interest since March 11, 2008 = $2,572.49.
Kyle Cluff: $4,000 @ 3% interest since March 11, 2008 = $4,465.00 plus $2,000 @ 3%
interest since May 27, 2008 = $2,218.62 plus exercise plans valued at $2,000 and the
title to a 1998 Chevy Cavalier valued at $2,000 @ 3% since May 27, 2008 = $4,437.24
equals $11,120.87.
Personally I would take whatever Andy gives you since it won't affect the case at all, but
according to your contracts the two of you are owed a total of $13,693.36!
Good luck contacting Leonard. My hunch is he won't even answer his phone or return the
calls as per usual, but his phone number is 303.623.3300 just in case.
Cheers!

dacumen

11-29-2011, 02:15 PM
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I was re-reading one of Andy's fraudulent stock documentes (which Ron above is too
stupid to read or to understand) and I came across the following language that made me
laugh a little:
Quote:

Business Associate [Ryion Kelley Butcher] has affirmed their status as an
Accredited Investor under US and State Securities Laws and will be taking an
active role in the business of the Corporation [XTAGGED, INC.]
This made me laugh for three reasons:
1. "XTAGGED, INC." never legally existed and Ron Kelsay is still blissfully
ignorant of what that means for Andy Esquivel's securities fraud case.
2. In Andy's latest 'defense' videos he claims that it is ludicrous to refer to
Ryion as an 'investor' because he took an active role in promoting the
fraudulent website...yet it says in black and white in the middle of a
document signed by Andy Esquivel and notarized that Ryion is exactly that,
which makes me wonder just how stupid Andy thinks the Utah courts are.
3. Ryion's middle name is "KELLEY!"
I swear, the more you dig into this case, the more comical the whole situation becomes.

Butcher

11-29-2011, 02:55 PM

So I called Lenard Martinez to inquire about the checks and like before no answer!
Anyone really surprised. Out of at least 10 calls to his office I've never been able too get
him to answer the phone or call me back. Does Andy not pay him to answer the phone?
Ron will you have Lenard call me? I will answer.
---------- Post added at 02:55 PM ---------- Previous post was at 02:44 PM ----------

We're not really getting paid back huh..... Ron! Just more games. Well keep up the good
work Ron, you Guy's never do what you say your going to do. Still waiting! When you
going to back up what you say with some action? The court will have to make Andy give
us the money. Andy would never do it on his own free will

dacumen

11-29-2011, 04:42 PM

WiserTechnology.com is offline (temporarily) while Andy removes a photograph I took at
the Playground from Godaddy's servers. As the original photographer, I retain copyrights
to the photo, especially since the photo is no longer hosted online legally. Andy claims
he owned the club at the time (another recurring delusion of his) and but whatever.
On a side note: Kyle Cluff just called Leonard Martinez and caught Ron Kelsay and Andy
Esquivel in yet another LIE!!! According to Leonard's office, there are no checks waiting
for anybody...period! The only check they are aware of is a check from Andy to Leonard
Martinez that is waiting in their offices for Andy's signature (Andy probably didn't sign it
because he knew it wouldn't clear).
Chris called Leonard and was only able to get his voicemail. Leonard has not returned
his call and his secretary says that he's gone home for the evening.
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Ryion also got Leonard's voicemail and given the fact that Leonard has left for the day,
odds are he won't get a return phone call either.
In short Ron, there are no checks and Andy made a fool of you AGAIN!!! Are you
getting sick of this yet? You look like a complete ass.

ripcord

11-29-2011, 06:29 PM

Once again Ron gets used like a little bitch! And keeps taking it.

11-29-2011, 07:18 PM

DJrain

I kind of feel bad for Ron, It's not his fault he was born without a brain, and that's who
Andy targets these day's people not smart enough to do there research and never
question Andy.

11-30-2011, 04:19 AM

NuQ
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
This made me laugh for three reasons:
1. In Andy's latest 'defense' videos he claims that it is ludicrous to
refer to Ryion as an 'investor' because he took an active role in
promoting the fraudulent website...yet it says in black and white
in the middle of a document signed by Andy Esquivel and
notarized that Ryion is exactly that, which makes me wonder just
how stupid Andy thinks the Utah courts are.

Been lurking on this thread "for the lulz" and thought i would add my 2 cents on this
part... an "Accredited investor" under U.S. securities laws is a title given to someone
with a net worth exceeding $1,000,000 or someone who has made over $200,000 a year
for the past two years. the classification allows a person to invest in higher risk
prospects like hedge funds. The statement quoted actually doesn't stipulate that he was
to function solely as an investor in the company(or that he even invested), just that he
supposedly meets the criteria of an "Accredited investor."
anyway...
*sinks back in to the shadows*

Butcher

11-30-2011, 08:03 AM

I'm sorry Ron we tried to help you. You should have called Lenard frist to see if the
checks were really there. What did I tell you? Anytime Andy says something you need to
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check it out. Then you wouldn't look like a dumb ass!

dacumen

11-30-2011, 08:11 AM

So in other words, Andy is simply saying in his stock sale document that Ryion is 'rich',
not that he has put money into the company? Ok, that makes more sense! After all,
Ryion does drive a Hummer!

dacumen

11-30-2011, 10:29 AM

Here's the latest case summary for Andy's securities fraud charges just so we're all on
the same page.
http://www.skunkmedia.com/xtagged/11.../111701135.pdf
Note: Tuesday is a felony arraignment and Andy must appear with counsel and plead
guilty or go to trial. If Andy does not appear with counsel, then the state will appoint
counsel for him at no cost to protect his rights.

11-30-2011, 10:40 AM

Butcher

Yes Daryl, I am loaded!! I almost bought the whole company from Andy, with my
millions and billions until of course I read your blog, then I backed out! Thank-you for
saving me from making a bad investment.

dacumen

11-30-2011, 12:13 PM

Chris Engelbrecht just got the following email from Leonard Martinez, which further
underscores the fact that there are no checks at Leonard's offices, as Ron boldly
proclaimed earlier in this thread:
Quote:

Chris,
I have consulted with my client Andres Esquivel regarding payment to you. My
client will make the funds available to you once a release is executed and
signed.
Leonard A. Martinez
So the question for Andy is simple: WHEN EXACTLY will Andy be making "funds
available?" Ron, please don't post that the funds are 'waiting at Leonard's offices' until
it's actually the case. The Utah victims have made it clear that they are sick and tired of
bait-and-switch tactics.
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NuQ

11-30-2011, 01:23 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by dacumen
So in other words, Andy is simply saying in his stock sale document that Ryion
is 'rich'

Pretty much, yes. however, it is worth mentioning that affirming you are an "Accredited
investor" in a contract in order to assume control of any securities can be (and usually is)
considered fraud.

titans

11-30-2011, 03:52 PM
Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
Pretty much, yes. however, it is worth mentioning that affirming you are an
"Accredited investor" in a contract in order to assume control of any securities
can be (and usually is) considered fraud.

Another longtime lurker here. While I won't presume to argue with NuQ's understanding
of securities issues (he seems to know what he is talking about), I can't imagine that
any prosecutor could reasonably conclude that Ryion and the others committed
securities fraud. When somebody hawking shares of a company that doesn't exist shows
up with a canned contract and persuades someone who is obviously not a sophisticated
investor in accordance with the language in the contract (and the text of the law) to
invest what small amount they have knowing that they are not a sophisticated investor,
it is pretty clear who is the victim and who is the bad guy.

dacumen

11-30-2011, 05:40 PM

I don't think NuQ is suggesting Ryion committed fraud. It's not as if he wrote the
language of the contract after all. I think we all know who the real criminal is here and
it's a pathological lying sociopath from Colorado. It's nice that this case is finally drawing
to a close though. I remember the early days of this thread when nobody seriously
thought Andy would ever be prosecuted. Even Andy used to claim that the police
detective in Bountiful was testifying against US in some mythical criminal case and we
were eminently about to get hauled off to jail. Now here it is 800 posts later and Andy is
finally going to have to explain himself to a judge. The legal system may be slow, but I
think we've shown that with patience and courage it does work!
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NuQ

11-30-2011, 06:42 PM
Dacumen hit the nail on the head... the most logical(and by logical i really mean:
sociopathological) assumption to me, is that Andy convinced Riyon to affirm that he is an
"Acreddited investor" so that Andy could skirt the securities act of 1933 and not have to
register the securities with the SEC via the exemptions stated in rules 505 and 506 of
regulation D. that is of course assuming that Andy had any intention of appearing
legitimate and the foresight to cover his ass in such a way. perhaps i over-estimate his
capabilities, but that's not exactly a bad thing when dealing with a con-artist. After all,
the burden of liability to verify someone's claim as an accredited investor doesn't rest
with the corporation selling the securities - the liability rests with the person making the
claim. If my assumptions are correct, it only means that Andy is an even bigger douche
bag for setting someone up to take the fall should his plans be exposed and the SEC
seeks to prosecute.

11-30-2011, 08:13 PM

Butcher

Well the prosecutors say they have an airtight case against Andy And are going after
him. Andy made up a fake company and sold stocks in a company that didn't exist. He
never provided us with paper work of where our money went. He just took the money
and ran. They can charge him too with theft by deception too. They assured me all the
victims will be awarded restitution which will be our money back plus interest. Unless
they pay us back before court than they can just pay us back what we paid in. my guess
will have to wait for court.

dacumen

11-30-2011, 11:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NuQ
Dacumen hit the nail on the head... the most logical(and by logical i really
mean: sociopathological) assumption to me, is that Andy convinced Riyon to
affirm that he is an "Acreddited investor" so that Andy could skirt the securities
act of 1933 and not have to register the securities with the SEC via the
exemptions stated in rules 505 and 506 of regulation D. that is of course
assuming that Andy had any intention of appearing legitimate and the
foresight to cover his ass in such a way. perhaps i over-estimate his
capabilities, but that's not exactly a bad thing when dealing with a con-artist.
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After all, the burden of liability to verify someone's claim as an accredited
investor doesn't rest with the corporation selling the securities - the liability
rests with the person making the claim. If my assumptions are correct, it only
means that Andy is an even bigger douche bag for setting someone up to take
the fall should his plans be exposed and the SEC seeks to prosecute.

Fascinating to think about, but frankly I don't think Andy is anywhere near smart enough
to have taken such things into consideration. If he was smart enough to know anything
about securities law, then he would have been smart enough to spend a couple of
hundred dollars to legally register "Xtagged Inc." with the state and to have gotten a
business license, or even to have reserved the name, or even to have been able to know
which fake name he was using from one contract to the next (one minute Xtagged is a
corporation, the next it's a limited liability company). This is basic stuff that someone
smart enough to understand securities law would have thought about. Andy did not,
which makes him a common criminal.

Justicebeaver

11-30-2011, 11:34 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hgxf10J-Vo0
Guys watch this video, about 2 min in Andy says he has a snitch on our side who is
giving him information. hahahaha lolololol

Lil Meat

12-01-2011, 08:08 AM

It's me, I'm telling Andy everything posted on this public forum.
I wonder if Ron ever asked Andy about that damn dog...

It'sMagic

12-01-2011, 08:21 AM

The way I see it is Andy is fucked! If your being taken to court for securities fraud by the
state your screwed! They don't fuck around, they do a very in-depth investigation and
won't take you too court unless there sure there going to win. And in this case Im sure
They have more than enough evidence to convict him.

dacumen

12-01-2011, 10:42 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Lil Meat
It's me, I'm telling Andy everything posted on this public forum.
I wonder if Ron ever asked Andy about that damn dog...

Meat, what is this "dog" you keep talking about? You keep bringing up this dog. Please
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tell us the story. I'm dying of curiosity. Did Andy scam you out of your dog by offering
you 1% of Xtagged or something?

Lil Meat

12-02-2011, 08:33 AM

I'm going to wait for Ron to enlighten everybody about the dog. I'll correct anything he
may (probably) get wrong.

dacumen

12-03-2011, 10:58 AM

Here's the latest from Andy and crew. It was sent to the new site owners.
Quote:

By now you have most likely heard that Andy did get his Attorney for Daryl's
manipulated bull. Tell Daryl changing all his domains over to your name did
not help it just made you responsible and him of course for all the damage to
all of us including my father retired N.Y.P.D officer. I am sending this email to
notify you that all five of us will be filing lawsuits against you and Daryl
January, 09, 2011. Allen Brady also will file his own suit, Andy has nothing to
do with this he said for us to please sue first to re-coop our losses that you
and Daryl Acumen have cause since December of 2009 when I was suppose to
buy www.Xtagged.com. We would have filed this month but with Daryl still
damaging our companies we just wanted to get all the evidence we could
before we filed. I am sure on Dec, 06, 2011 Andy's super lawyer
http://www.brownbradshaw.com/hojle.html will get a gag order on Mr.
Acumen if not criminal charges to keep him quiet to stop damaging everyone
of us.
Thank you.
424.570.5777

Does this feel like deja vu to anybody else besides me?
Note: Michael T. Holje is reportedly Andy's new criminal defense attorney. He's an
associate attorney at Brown, Brahshaw & Moffat and has been practicing law since 2003.
The firm lists securities fraud among it's practices, although Mr. Holje does not. He's the
co-author of "A Day in the Life of a Peon: What You Should Expect & What You Shouldn't
Stand For As An Associate," a presentation given at the 2008 Center for Legal Education
seminar. He does in fact have a profile on SuperLawyers.com.
To Andy or any of his friends who want to "sue" me, I recommend you re-read this letter
from my attorney sent back in 2010, which explained to Andy in excruciating legal detail
why such an effort would be futile. The events of the past twelve months including the
pending charges against Andy have made it even more so.
Quote:

September 10, 2010
by e-mail
Andres Esquivel
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utxpatrol@ymail.com
Dear Mr. Esquivel,
...To your incessant refrain that you will “see [my client] in federal court,” the
short response is – I very much doubt it. Although the threat has long since
been rendered hollow through its shear repetition (to say nothing of the
lawsuits that you have several times claimed to have already filed), I am
aware of no legitimate basis that would support your initiation of legal action
against Mr. Acumen. While I will not waste my client’s money outlining every
reason this is so, I will provide a rough overview.
While I cannot know the precise claims you would assert against my client, I
will assume them to be substantially similar to those included in the complaint
that was the focus of the YouTube video that you posted on Friday, July 23,
2010 (link), the complaint you said would be filed the following Monday.(1)
Request for Injunctive Relief
Your complaint begins with a request that the court issue a “preliminary and
permanent injunction enjoining” Mr. Acumen from blogging, regardless of
content. This relief is clearly barred by Article II, Section 10 of the Colorado
Constitution, which provides, without qualification, that “every person shall be
free to speak, write, or publish whatever he will on any subject, being
responsible for all abuse of that liberty.” the Colorado Supreme Court has
repeatedly held that this provision provides broader protection for speech than
does the first amendment. see, e.g., Bock v. Westminster Mall, 819 p.2d 55,
59-60 (Colo. 1991) (collecting cases).
Finally, the Colorado Court of Appeals has specifically heldthat defamatory
speech (which Mr. Acumen’s speech is not), while actionable in damages,
cannot be enjoined. Degroen v. Mark Toyota-Volvo, inc., 811 p.2d 443 (Colo.
App. 1991) (holding that injunctive relief is not available against speech
activity, because the harm to reputation is insufficient to justify that remedy).
Alternative Tort Claims
Your remaining claims – intentional infliction of emotional distress, intentional
interference with business relations, and defamation – can all be effectively
categorized as defamation, and defamation-like claims. Considering claims
such as yours, courts around the country have uniformly held that a plaintiff
may not make an “end run” around the first amendment by employing
alternative tort labels to what is, in essence, a speech claim.(2) as a result, a
court would only consider your alternative tort claims if you are able to
establish the elements of a defamation claim.
However, even if the defamation claim were actionable (which it is plainly
not), and your other claims could possibly proceed, there are several reasons
why your alternative speech claims warrant dismissal. With regard to the
“outrageous conduct” claim, it is worth noting that corporations – even were
those listed as plaintiffs to actually exist – cannot suffer emotional distress.
Thus this claim cannot be brought on their behalf. In any event, however, it is
plain that Mr. Acumen’s actions – uncovering and publicizing your highly
suspect business dealings – is not the sort of conduct that would strike one as
at all “outrageous,” especially given the precedent set by case law.
There are myriad problems with your claim for intentional interference with
contract as well. I’ll spare you the complete scholarly dissertation for why that
is so, but suffice it to say that such a claim would require that you identify real
contracts that, but for my client’s conduct, you would have been able to close.
What evidence you have proffered so far appears quite implausible – a
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characterization that may push too far the boundaries of acceptable
euphemism.
Defamation
Part of what makes defamation law so interesting for practitioners is the
stories that come out about the plaintiffs. While defamation plaintiffs are often
colorful characters such as yourself, the real difference lies in the procedural
aspects of the claim. As you may be aware, a plaintiff’s personal history and
character are usually inadmissible inasmuch as they are generally irrelevant to
the questions at issue in the case. But in a defamation claim, the question at
issue iswhether the plaintiff’s character has been damaged by the defendant.
In addition, the plaintiff has the burden of proving that he has a good
character that has been damaged and that the statements in question were
false.
Thus, were you to actually file suit for defamation, your character would be
very much at issue. This would include your criminal history, beginning with
your initial felony and continuing through your 2004 Utah Federal Court
conviction for being a felon in possession of a firearm and its accompanying
sentence to six months in federal prison. see U.S. V. Andres Esquivel (d. Utah
case no. 2:03-cr-000293-001) (reflecting also that the defendant’s bond was
revoked after court-ordered drug tests in may and august 2003 revealed the
presence of methamphetamine). Also of interest would be any outstanding
warrants in Utah for unpaid child support (should any exist), your by-nowinfamous run-in with law enforcement authorities in Bountiful, Utah (which I
believe you said someone had filmed from the back-seat of your Lamborghini),
as well as the three securities fraud cases pending against you in Utah.
You may perceive the previous paragraph as a threat on my client’s part. It is
not. It is simply a statement of fact. When a plaintiff claims to be a man of
good character who has been maligned by a defendant, that defendant has
the right – and his attorney has a corresponding duty – to zealously
investigate whether the plaintiff’s claim of good character is well founded.
As a result, much of our inquiry would be naturally focused on the question of
whether Xtagged.com really is a “scam,” a statement that you have taken
particular issue with. That would necessarily involve the investigation of the
company’s finances: Who invested what and where the money went
(questions that would be directly relevant to the case and, should you refuse
to disclose the pertinent records, is almost certain to be ordered produced by
the court). Another area of interest would be Xtagged.com’s much advertised
“facial recognition technology.” I am very interested to see how you managed
to invent software that is capable of accurately recognizing facial features
within low-resolution cell-phone pictures – a programming feat that continues
to elude the rest of the country, despite the many billions of dollars thus-far
devoted to the problem.
Also relevant to Mr. Acumen’s defense against any claim premised upon his
statement that your businesses are “scams” would be your easily-discovered
and stunningly-flagrant violations of federal intellectual property laws. The
most recent example, of course, is the revelation that your Buzz/Wiser drink
(along with nearly all of its website advertising) appears to have been merely
a direct copy of “Security Feel Better,” a European drink that has just begun to
be sold in the United States. You’ll likely recall the profanity-laced e-mail and
cease and desist letter that you received last week from the manufacturer of
that product.
Of course, that was not the first cease and desist letter that you received as a
result of your misuse of intellectual property and claim of affiliation with more
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famous brands. You’ll also likely recall contact by representatives from New
Belgium Brewing and Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD).
Finally, a defendant in a defamation case is naturally concerned about
damages as well. Mr. Acumen would thus subpoena evidence regarding how
many subscribers Xtagged.com had prior to his blog postings, and how many
after. In addition, he would seek solid evidence of actual orders placed for
your so-called “Buzz/Wiser” drink, and for “Wiser e-Cigarettes.”
Sadly, given your “YouTube complaint’s” ample supply of dismissal-worthy
defects, your case would likely not survive a motion to dismiss and observers
would be deprived of the stream of colorful stories that would otherwise pour
from any defamation lawsuit that you filed. To identify just one example, your
“YouTube complaint” fails to specify the precise statements that you allege to
be defamatory. This is cause for dismissal for failure to state a claim.
Were you to attempt to provide adequate specificity, however, you would
likely find that many of the allegedly defamatory statements that you attribute
to Mr. Acumen were not actually made by Mr. Acumen. While many of the
posts on Mr. Acumen’s UtahRaves.com message board were posted by Mr.
Acumen (all of which are identified as having been written by “dacumen”),
most were not. Pursuant to section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of
1996, Mr. Acumen cannot be held liable for postings he did not author. Looking
at the remaining posts, I believe that you will find that they constitute either
literally true statements of fact, or statements of rhetorical hyperbole that no
one would understand to be literally true and that thus cannot be the basis of
a defamation action.(3) And, while you surely contest this, any other message
board statements regarding you appear to clearly fall within the boundaries of
non-actionable substantial truth.
Finally, you should be aware that should you file a lawsuit against Mr. Acumen,
and the lawsuit is dismissed before the defendant is required to answer,
Section 13-17-201 of the Colorado Revised Statutes provides that you “shall”
be liable for Mr. Acumen’s reasonable attorney’s fees in defending the action.
Given your meager financial resources, your fellow plaintiffs would most likely
be held responsible for this amount.
I remain happy to discuss these issues with your attorney. However, since he
cannot be bothered to respond to phone calls or e-mails, I can only assume
that he does not, in fact, intend to represent you in this matter. As a result, I
would be willing to answer any specific questions that you may have via
e-mail, so that we may have a record of the exchange.
Sincerely,
Adam M. Platt, esq.
(1)I should note that this letter addresses only the substantive defects in the proposed causes of action
themselves and ignores the myriad procedural defects and drafting errors. For example, your complaint
includes as plaintiffs “wiser e-cigarette, a colorado corporation” and “xtagged, a colorado corporation.” as
you must be aware, the colorado secretary of state lists no such corporations in its list of businesses
licensed to operate within the state. While there is a “wiser e-cig, llc” registered in the name of your mother,
jobita berriel (registered april 23, 2010), there is not and has never been a business entity of any type
registered under the name “xtagged” within the state of colorado (nor, i believe, in any other state).
(2) see, e.g., caine v. Duke communications int’l, 24 media l. Rptr. (bna) 1187, 1190 (c.d. Cal. 1995) (“the
employment of alternative tort labels cannot be used to evade constitutional limitations for defamation
actions.”); beverly hills foodland, inc. V. United food & commercial workers union, 39 f.3d 191, 196 (8th cir.
1994) (same, with respect to claim for tortious interference with business relations); brown & williamson
tobacco corp. V. Jacobson, 713 f.2d 262, 273-74 (7th cir. 1983) (holding that a plaintiff may not make an
“end run” around the rules for defamation claims by characterizing the claim as one for tortious
interference); foretich v. Advance magazine publishers, inc., 765 f. Supp. 1099, 1104-06 (d.d.c. 1991)
(holding that plaintiff may not, through “creative pleading,” invoke other, non-libel torts as a vehicle for
“end-running other requirements of defamation law”); godbehere v. Phoenix newspapers, inc., 162 ariz.
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335, 342-43, 783 p.2d 781, 788-89 (ariz. 1989) (applying first amendment limitations to “any tort action
relating to free speech”); blatty v. New york times, 42 cal. 3d 1033, 1042-43, 728 p.2d 1177, 1182-83 (cal.
1986); (same, with regard to tortious interference); dulgarian v. Stone, 652 n.e.2d 603, 609 (mass. 1995)
(same, with regard to claim under state consumer protection statute); hoppe v. Hearst corp., 53 wash.
App. 668, 675-76, 770 p.2d 203, 207-08 (wash. App. 1989) (same, with regard to claims for intentional and
negligent infliction of emotional distress and false light invasion of privacy).
(3) it should also be noted that it appears that you have misunderstood an important point of law: Neither
mr. Acumen, nor anyone else with a website, has any obligation to permit a particular person to make
postings on his or her website. Moreover, section 230 expressly provides that website hosts may edit or
delete posts that they deem objectionable. That said, while mr. Acumen has blocked computers at your ip
address from posting on the utahraves.com message board as a result of your repeated violation of its
terms of use, others are permitted to post freely.

Cheers!

Justicebeaver

12-03-2011, 02:09 PM

Idiots! So by saying you have relations with a N.Y.P.D officer you think therefore you
have major pull on the judicial system. I respect all men and women who serve on any
level for our protection and freedom. To say though that they are above the law is quite
assassinate. So I have a friend who is on the FBI! That has more pull then a N.Y.P.D
officer right? Complete gibberish. It needs to stop!

cyruss77

12-03-2011, 05:38 PM

OOOOOH YEAH!
WELL, I have a friend of a friend that has a friend and that friend is friend of their dog
that is owned by a friend who is friends with President Obama! SO THERE ANDY AND
ANDY'S MINIONS! TOP THAT! :Horse Poop:
-------------------------------------HOLD ON.......I'M GETTING THAT FUNNY FEELING AGAIN!
*WHOOOOSH!*
I'm now in an alternate meditative state looking into my crystal ball. OH! WHAT IS THIS
I SEE! It looks like......wait, wait......AAAAAAAH, It's the day of court and it's Andy with
his Amazon box brief case with his trailing video crew........OH SORRY,
CORRECTION.......it's his video boy filming Andy as he recites the convict chant, "I'm
innocent, I'm innocent."
*FLASH FORWARD*
I see Andy standing before the Judge.......sad look on his mug.........."I plead guilty your
honor."
*WHOOOOSH!*
whoa that was a crazy vision!
There you go guys no worries! :D
If you need any more fortune telling give me a call!

dacumen

12-03-2011, 07:55 PM

See yawl in court!
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